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AMERICA N INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

-Some Actirbities and Services Open to Members
The Pacific Coast Conventions as their name implies are always held in the Pacific

Coast States or British Columbia, and were inaugurated for the benefit of Western members who by
reason of their location could not conveniently attend the conventions held in the eastern part of thecountry. The engineering problems encountered in the West have also been different to some extent
from these in the East owing to the very long-distance, high -voltage transmission systems which are
characteristic of the Pacific Coast region. The programs of these conventions cover all phases of
electrical engineering but accentuate those features which are of peculiar interest to western engineers.
Social and entertainment features are always included, as well as inspection trips of special interest tovisitors from a distance.

Attendance at Conventions.-Taking part in the Institute conventions is one of themust useful and helpful activities which membership in the Institute affords. The advantages offeredlie in two distinct channels; technical information and personal contacts. The papers presented are
largely upon current problems and new developments, and the educational advantages of hearing and
taking part in the discussion of these subjects in an open forum cannot but broaden the vision and aug-
ment the general knowledge of those who participate. Equally advantageous is the opportunity which
conventions afford to extend professional acquaintances and to gain the inspiration which grows out of
intimate contact with the leaders in electrical engineering. These conventions draw an attendance of
from 1000 to 2000 people and constitute milestones in the development of the electrical art.

To Members Going Abroad.-Members of the Institute who contemplate visiting foreign
countries are reminded that since 1912 the Institute has had reciprocal arrangements with a number
of foreign engineering societies for the exchange of visiting member privileges, which entitle members
of the Institute while abroad to membership privileges in these societies for a period of three months
and members of foreign societies visiting the United States to the privileges of Institute membershipfor a like period of time, upon presentation of proper credentials. A form of certificate which serves
as credentials from the Institute to the foreign societies for the use of Institute members desiring toavail themselves of these exchange privileges may be obtained upon application to Institute headquar-ters, New York. The members should specify which country or countries they expect to visit, sothat the proper number of certificates may be provided, one certificate being addressed to only onesociety.

The societies with which these reciprocal arrangements have been established and are still in effect
are: Institution of Electrical Engineers (Great Britain), Societie Francaise des Electriciens (France),
Association Suisse des Electriciens (Switzerland), Associazione Elettrotecnica Italiana (Italy), Konink-lijk Instituut van Ingenieurs (Holland), Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker E. V. (Germany),
Norsk Elektroteknisk Forening (Norway), Svenska Teknologforeningen (Sweden), Elektrotechnicky
Svaz Ceskoslovensky (Czechslovakia), The Institution of Engineers, Australia (Australia), Denki
Gakkwai (Japan), and South African Institute of Electrical Engineers (South Africa).

Library Service.-The Engineering Societies Library is the joint property of the fournational societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineers and comprises one of the mostcomplete technical libraries in existence. Arrangements have been made to place the resources ofthe library at the disposal of Institute members, wherever located. Books are rented for limited
periods, bibliographies prepared on request, copies and translations of articles furnished, etc., atcharges which merely cover the cost of the service. The Director of the library will gladly give any
information requested as to the scope and cost of any desired service. The library is open from 9 a. m.
to 10 p. m. every day except holidays and during July and August, when it closes at 5 p. m.
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'A Message From the President

THE BADGE OF THE INSTITUTE
A RECENT visit to most of the Sections of the Institute developed the fact that a large
-L proportion of the members of the Institute were not familiar with the history and develop-
ment of the present badge of the Institute. The story of the badge, as closely as it was then
known, was told on several occasions and appeared to arouse considerable interest. It has
since been examined more carefully and, subject to revision if necessary, deserves a more
permanent recognition.

Oct. 2 1 st , 1890, the Council of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers "on motion
of Dr. S. S. Wheeler, voted that the Secretary be instructed to secure a design for a badge
and present the same to Council.'

Dec. 1 oth, 1890, on motion of Dr. Wheeler, it was voted that the design for a badge be
laid upon the table." On Oct. 27th, 1891, on motion of Dr. Herzog, a committee of three,
Messrs. Herzog, Bell and Foster, was appointed by the Chair to examine into the propriety
of issuing a certificate for the different classes of membership. A "letter was read from
Mr. F. L. Woodward, enclosing a sample of a society pin.- On motion of Mr. W. J. Hammer
it was voted that the letter and sample be referred to the committee on certificate of member-
ship, and that members generally be invited to contribute competitive designs.- On Oct.
27th, 1891 the committee asked for advice and was continued with the understanding that
further designs should be secured. Feb. to, 1892, Dr. Bell of the committee submitted
several designs which were examined. On motion of Prof. Compton, it was voted that the
committee be instructed to prepare new designs embodying as principal features the Kite
and the electromagnet, with the initials of the Institute. Progress reports of the Committee
were presented at various Council meetings until, at a meeting of Feb. 2 I , 1893, "on motion
of Prof. Compton, it was voted that the design for a badge presented by the committee be
accepted and that the design be adopted as the badge of the Institute. It was also voted
that the design of the badge be placed upon the certificate and the literature and stationery
of the Institute."

The above is a story of the old original badge which appeared on the front cover of the
monthly TRANSACTIONS of the Institute from August 1893 to April 1897, and was worn by the
members during those years. It was of gold, with a plain white enamel surface for the "Kite."

At a meeting of the Council, Nov. zo, 1895, a petition signed by zo members was read,
asking that steps be taken to secure a better design. A committee was appointed, Messrs.
W. J. Hammer, W. D. Weaver, M. I. Pupin, W. A. Anthony and S. S. Wheeler, which made a
final report March 24th, 1897 "with designs and a sample" which was referred to the annual
meeting for consideration. The report of the annual business [meeting of May 18, 1897
included "At the conclusion of the discussion . . . . the matter of the design reported by
the committee was adopted. (See design on cover.)" This emblem has held a prominent
place in Institute publication since that date. In a letter of Oct. loth, 1914, by Dr. S. S.
Wheeler, Chairman of Committee, on which action was taken, states the design was chosen
"after considerable thought as a symbol of the broadest principle that could be found under-
lying our profession, electricity always surrounds magnetism and magnetism always sur-
rounds electricity and each forms a closed circuit; therefore the relation between them is
always that of two closed links which pass through each other, and this holds true of course
in every application of electricity or magnetism."

Benjamin Franklin's letter of Oct. 19, 1752, to his friend, Peter Collinson, pp. 117-118
"Experiments and Observations on Electricity ' relates:- "Make a small cross of two light
strips of cedar, the arms so long as to reach to the four corners of a large thin silk handker-
chief when extended: _but this being of silk is fitter to bear the wet and wind of a
thunder gust without tearing. . . . . and thereby the sameness of the electric matter
with that of lightning completely demonstrated...

Pre.s /dent
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Some Leaders
of the A. I. E. E.

John Castlereagh Parker, Vice -President in charge of
Engineering, Brooklyn Edison Company, Inc., Asso-
ciate Member of the Institute 1904, Fellow 1912, and
Vice -President 1920-21, was born in Detroit, Michigan,
April 15, 1879. In 1901 he was graduated with the
degree of B. S. in M. E. at the University of Michigan
receiving his A. M. there in 1902 for advanced work
in mathematics, physics and structural engineering.
In 1904 the university granted him an E. E. for
work done in absentia, his dissertation being "A
Physical Concept of Dynamo Electric Machines."

At the end of his graduate year in residence he was
employed as a tester in the works of the General
Electric Company at Schenectady and during the
academic year 1903-1904, was an Instructor in Union
University under Doctor Steinmetz, giving at the same
time a course in thermodynamics and another in the
Mathematics Department. Returning to industrial
work in 1904, he spent a year as Assistant to the
Engineer -in -Charge of the Construction and Design of
the Ontario Power Company's Plant at Niagara Falls,
Ontario, at that time the largest hydroelectric under-
taking. In addition to the routine work of the office,
the position covered special mathematical and experi-
mental investigations of hydraulic, structural, and
electrical matters.

In 1905, on the completion of the first section of the
Ontario Power Company's plant, he went to Buffalo as
Assistant to the late F. B. H. Paine, Vice-President and
Chief Engineer of the Construction Company building
the lines of the Niagara, Lockport, and Ontario Power
Company from Niagara Falls to Syracuse, the first
60,000 -volt transmission, on which Ralph D. Mershon,
Fellow and Past -President of the Institute, did the
engineering.

In 1905, with the introduction of Niagara Power into
Rochester, he removed to that city and shortly became
Mechanical and Electrical Engineer of the Rochester
Railway & Light Company, in charge of the hydraulic,
structural, steam and electrical engineering and con-
struction of the company's electric properties. to the
engineering work was added shortly the organization of
the Power Sales Engineering Division and the formula-
tion of the company's electric rate schedules.

During this period and during the ensuing seven years
he was also engaged in various consulting enterprises of
an electric and hydraulic character.

In 1915 the University of Michigan made him Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering in charge of the De-
partment, from which position he resigned in 1922 to be-
come Electrical Engineer of Brooklyn Edison Company,
Inc., at the beginning of the design of Hudson Avenue
Generating Station. The initial portion of this station
was constructed during his incumbency of the position

of Electrical Engineer and in the same period of the
program of Brooklyn Edison Company of gradually
retiring its direct current was initiated together with
the change of its distribution system from two-phase
to three-phase and the development of its 27,000 -volt
ring transmission system.

In 1926 he became Vice-President in Charge of.
Engineering of Brooklyn Edison Company, his present
position, a principal work of which is the cooperation
with other engineers of the New York Edison Sys-
tem in the unification of the engineering and con-
struction processes of that system's group of companies.

While primarily interested in higher mathematics
and physics during the more active portions of his pro-
fessional career, he has shifted the emphasis to a con-
sideration of engineering as a technical branch of ap-
plied economics and more recently has become espe-
cially interested in the practical aspects of standard-
ization and simplification of production, design, and
construction.

In this latter interest, he is at present serving as
Chairman of the Institute's Delegation to American
Standards Association.

Mr. Parker's own appraisal of his two educational
excursions is that all administrative work is necessarily
somewhat educational in its character and therefore
naturally leads into the more obvious educational field,
while, on the other hand, the experience as an educator
should help in the cooperative relations of organized
industry.

Mr. Parker is a member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and The American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, the Engineers Club, the Crescent Athletic
Club, the Downtown Athletic Club, and the Huntington
Bay Club.

Outside these professional activities his chief in-
terests lie in an attempt at old fashioned family life in
companionship with Mrs. Parker and their three
children; amateur attempts at architectural design and
landscape gardening, which latter interests, in their
more active expressions, he pursues at his country home
at Huntington, Long Island, while the atmosphere of
Brooklyn, his principal residence, conduces to the
former.

Water Power
Increases over 1928

According to the report of the Division of Water
Resources, U. S. Geological Survey, Department of
Interior, compiled by A. H. Horton, there was pro-
duced during 1929 from water power more than 97
billion kilowatt-hours. This was an average increase
of 11 per cent over 1928 and represented 36 per cent of
the total power produced. That produced in January,
1930, was over 8 billion kilowatt-hours, and represents
an increase of 5 per cent over January, 1929.



A Self -Compensating Temperature Indicator
BY I. F. KINNARD1

Member, A I. E. E.

Synopsis.-The following paper describes a unique adaptation
of the temperature sensitive magnetic alloys known as "calmaloy"

to the cold junction cornpensalion of thermocouple temperature

indicators. It has been known for some time that certain specially
prepared copper -nickel alloys possess the property of changing per-
meability linearly with temperature over very wide ranges. This
peculiar function of permeability has been advantageously used for
effecting temperature compensation' on different devices, particularly
watthour meters. The need has recently arisen of providing suit -

and H. T. FADS'
Associate, A. I. E. E.

able compensation for millivolt meters used in connection with
thermocouples for determining the temperatures of air cooled air-
craft motors. It is shown that by employing the restoring torque
on the instrument produced by a small vane of calmaloy in ad-
dition to the usual restoring torque of the spring, a very satis-
factory compensation results. Curves are shown which illustrate
the accuracy of compensation obtained and a detailed explanation
of just how it is accomplished is also given.

* * * * *

THE development of air-cooled airplane motors, in
which the operative temperatures are rather high
as compared with those of water-cooled motors,

has *made it expedient to find means of measuring These
temperatures. For laboratory measurements where
the weight and cost of apparatus are not important,
and where high accuracy is desirable, the type of
pyrometer utilizing a thermocouple and a potentiom-
eter has proved very useful. For permanent installa-
tion on an airplane where a direct reading instrument of
fairly small size is required, it has been the practise to
use a millivoltmeter with an iron-constantan thermo-
couple, the cold junction being made at the instrument.
A mercury thermometer is used to indicate the cold
junction temperature. This method has the very
serious disadvantage of requiring calculation to deter-
mine the temperature of the hot junction.

Various methods of cold junction compensation are
successfully used on thermocouple type pyrometers now
on the market. In general, they may be divided into
two types, electrical and mechanical. The former
type uses an ,e. m. f. derived from a battery and an
adjustable portion of this e. m. f. is added to the thermo-
couple e. m. f. to correct for the change due to the
difference between the actual cold junction temperature
and that for which the instrument was calibrated.
The latter type uses a bi-metallic spring which, for a
given change in temperature, will move the pointer by
an amount sufficient to compensate for the error caused
by the change in cold junction temperature.

The battery method is not considered suitable for
aircraft use on account of the weight, and because of
the effect of very low temperature on the e. m. f. of the
battery. Since the instrument should have a scale
range from 100 to 650 deg. fahr., and should givereason-
ably accurate readings at any cold junction temperature
from + 105 to - 40 deg. fahr., it was believed that it
would not be practicable to use a bi-metallic spring
capable of supplying a correction equal to 27 per cent
of the full scale reading of the instrument. This

1. General Electric Company, West Lynn, Mass.
Presented at the North Eastern District Meeting of the A. I. E. E.,

Springfield, Mass., May 7-10, 1930. Printed complete herein.
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problem is made much more difficult by the small size
of the instrument required.

In a previous article, mention was made of a series of
temperature sensitive magnetic alloys.2 These alloys
have been manufactured for some years under careful
control for use in meters and instruments. Some
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Composition: Cu 9.5 per cent, Ni. 88 per cent, Fe. 2.2 per cent
Heat Treatment: Quenched in water

hitherto unpublished data on these materials are shown
in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Figs. 1 and 2 show that the per-
meability and point of magnetic transformation are
increased with decreasing copper content and that this

2. Temperature Errors in Induction Watthour Meters,
A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. XLIV, 1925, p. 275. In this paper, the
name "thermalloy" was applied to these alloys, but it was
subsequently learned that this name had previously been applied
to a heat resisting alloy. Hence, the name of this series of
temperature sensitive magnetic alloys has been changed to
calmaloy," which is derived from calorie magnetic alloy.

343
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KINNARD AND FAUS: SELF-COMPENSATING TEMPERATURE INDUCTOR Journal A. I. H.change is accompanied by a decrease in the slopes ofthe temperature-flux curves. Fig. 3 shows that quench-ing gives a lower permeability than is obtained whenthe material is cooled slowly, but that the hysteresis ismuch less in the quenched material. Since low hyster-esis is essential in these materials, the quenchingtreatment is used. The success which has attendedtheir use in correcting other types of temperature errors
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led to a consideration of the possibility of using them incorrecting for cold junction error.The first method attempted was the use of a calmaloyshunt in parallel with the air -gap of the instrument.By this method, it was possible to obtain correct com-
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pensation at only one point on the instrument scalesince the correction supplied by the shunt was pro-portional to the scale reading, while the cold junction
error was the same at all points in the scale. Fig. 4illustrates the results which would be obtained if aninstrument were correctly compensated for cold junc-tion temperature variation at 70 per cent of full scale
reading. It is evident that this method of compensa-

tion is suitable only for purposes requiring accuracyover a very narrow hot junction temperature range.Since it is necessary to measure the temperature ofthe cylinder wall which should not exceed 310 deg. fahr.and the temperature of the cylinder head, which may beas high as 600 deg. fahr., and it is also desirable to useone instrument with two thermocouples and a selectorswitch for taking both measurements, it is evident thatthe type of compensation just described is not suitablefor use in measuring engine temperatures. What isrequired is a compensation that will be effective overthe entire range of the scale.
The required type of compensation was obtained by'mounting a calmaloy vane on the instrument armaturein such a relation to an auxiliary pole piece that themagnetic attraction between the vane and the polepiece _produces a torque tending to move the instrumentpointer toward the lower end of the scale. When thetemperature of the instrument is lowered, the per-
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1. Calibration at 75 deg. fahr.
2. Calibration of compensated instrument at - 40 deg. fahr.3. Calibration of uncompensated instrument at - 40 deg. fahr.

meability of the calmaloy vane is increased, thuscausing it to exert a stronger torque; this balances theincrease in torque due to the increase in millivolts dueto the lowering of the cold junction temperature. Sinceboth effects have a linear variation with temperature,a good compensation may be obtained over a widerange of cold junction temperatures.It is the usual practise to connect a sufficient amountof manganin or other resistance wire having a lowtemperature coefficient in series with the armature of amillivoltmeter to minimize resistance changes due tochanges in the temperature of the copper windings.It is evident that this is not a very desirable method touse in a case where only a very small amount of electri-cal energy is available for the operation of the instru-ment, since the sensitivity is reduced in the sameproportion as is the temperature error.The temperature error due to the change in resistanceof the windings is proportional to the scale readings andhence could be perfectly compensated by a temperaturesensitive magnetic shunt similar to that described inconnection with the cold junction compensation.Principally on account of the manufacturing difficulties
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which would be caused by using both methods of
compensation in the same instrument, it was decided to
use the calmaloy vane to compensate for both the cold
junction error and the error due to the change in the
resistance of the instrument. This problem may be
understood more easily by referring to Fig. 5. It will
be noted that the curve representing the total error
is the sum of two errors, one increasing with increasing
scale deflection, and the other remaining the same for
all points on the scale. It is necessary to provide a
type of compensation which will increase with increasing
deflection in the same manner as shown by the curve
representing the total error. This is done by propor-
tioning the magnetic circuit so that the rate of change
of flux, and hence the torque, acting on the calmaloy
vane is increased with increasing scale reading.

Fig. 6 illustrates the method of applying this com-
pensation to a standard type d'Arsonval instrument.
This instrument has a coil (e) of cylindrical section,
iron pole pieces (c cl) having inside surfaces of spherical
section and a spherical iron core which, together with
the springs, is omitted from the drawing in order to
avoid confusion. The compensating pole piece (b)
which is made of iron is mounted on the pole piece (c).
The calmaloy vane (a) is mounted parallel to the
armature shaft. The pole piece (0) is cut away as
shown so that it will not exert an attraction which will
oppose the attraction of the compensating pole piece
for the calmaloy vane. The principal path of the flux
which produces the compensating effect is indicated by
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the arrows. It will be noted that the flux, after cross-
ing the air -gap between the compensating pole piece
and the calmaloy vane, passes through the coil and
across a second air -gap to the core. The length of this
second air -gap is not changed when the armature is
rotated, but may be varied by raising or lowering the
armature by means of the jewel screws. This provides
a convenient means for adjusting theocompensation.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained on four instruments
compensated by this method. Although it is possible
to secure a very accurate compensation, the cost is
materially increased if it is attempted to hold an ac-
curacy of better than 20 deg. fahr. for a change in
ambient temperature from 75 to - 40 deg. fahr.
This means that the error will be less than one-fifth of

FIG. 6-D'ARSONVAL INSTRUMENT WITH CALMALOY
COMPENSATION

the change in ambient temperature from the calibrating
temperature of 75 deg. fahr.

On account of its simplicity, sturdiness, and small
size, it is believed that the type of temperature indicator
just described will be found useful for many purposes
other than that for which it is particularly intended.
It also appears that the possible uses of temperature
sensitive magnetic alloys have not been exhausted.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING AND
CONTINUOUS OPERATION

The work -place of today which does not have good
artificial lighting is, in this respect, an antiquated
survivor of yestercentury when artificial lighting was
undeveloped. Now, artificial light need no longer be
a poor substitute to be used when daylight fails. It
costs no more than daylight and it is superior in a
number of respects. It can be obtained when and
where desired. It need seldom fail. It can be used
effectively to supplement daylight, thereby making
daytime operations in work -places safer and more
efficient. It also makes possible multiple -shift or
continuous operation.

Possessing all these and other characteristics, artificial
lighting should be rescued from the class of expense
items. It becomes worthy of the best attention. The
design of an artificial -lighting system should be of the
type dictated by its importance and possibilities. It
should provide without glare the highest intensity of
illumination economically justifiable. And it should
be obvious that the lighting equipment and the reflect-
ing surfaces upon which better lighting depends should
be systematically maintained.-Industrial Engineering.
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led to a consideration of the possibility of using them incorrecting for cold junction error.
The first method attempted was the use of a calmaloyshunt in parallel with the air-gap of the instrument.By this method, it was possible to obtain correct com-
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pensation at only one point on the instrument scalesince the correction supplied by the shunt was pro-portional to the scale reading, while the cold junctionerror was the same at all points in the scale. Fig. 4illustrates the results which would be obtained if aninstrument were correctly compensated for cold junc-tion temperature variation at 70 per cent of full scalereading. It is evident that this method of compensa-

tion is suitable only for purposes requiring accuracyover a very narrow hot junction temperature range.Since it is necessary to measure the temperature ofthe cylinder wall which should not exceed 310 deg. fahr.and the temperature of the cylinder head, which may beas high as 600 deg. fahr., and it is also desirable to useone instrument with two thermocouples and a selectorswitch for taking both measurements, it is evident thatthe type of compensation just described is not suitablefor use in measuring engine temperatures. What isrequired is a compensation that will be effective overthe entire range of the scale.
The required type of compensation was obtained by'mounting a calmaloy vane on the instrument armaturein such a relation to an auxiliary pole piece that themagnetic attraction between the vane and the polepiece produces a torque tending to move the instrumentpointer toward the lower end of the scale. When thetemperature of the instrument is lowered, the per -
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meability of the calmaloy vane is increased, thuscausing it to exert a stronger torque; this balances theincrease in torque due to the increase in millivolts dueto the lowering of the cold junction temperature. Sinceboth effects have a linear variation with temperature,a good compensation may be obtained over a widerange of cold junction temperatures.It is the usual practise to connect a sufficient amountof manganin or other resistance wire having a lowtemperature coefficient in series with the armature of amillivoltmeter to minimize resistance changes due tochanges in the temperature of the copper windings.It is evident that this is not a very desirable method touse in a case where only a very small amount of electri-cal energy is available for the operation of the instru-ment, since the sensitivity is reduced in the sameproportion as is the temperature error.
The temperature error due to the change in resistanceof the windings is proportional to the scale readings andhence could be perfectly compensated by a temperaturesensitive magnetic shunt similar to that described inconnection with the cold junction compensation.Principally on account of the manufacturing difficulties
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which would be caused by using both methods of
compensation in the same instrument, it was decided to
use the calmaloy vane to compensate for both the cold
junction error and the error due to the change in the
resistance of the instrument. This problem may be
understood more easily by referring to Fig. 5. It will
be noted that the curve representing the total error
is the sum of two errors, one increasing with increasing
scale deflection, and the other remaining the same for
all points on the scale. It is necessary to provide a
type of compensation which will increase with increasing
deflection in the same manner as shown by the curve
representing the total error. This is done by propor-
tioning the magnetic circuit so that the rate of change
of flux, and hence the torque, acting on the calmaloy
vane is increased with increasing scale reading.

Fig. 6 illustrates the method of applying this com-
pensation to a standard type d'Arsonval instrument.
This instrument has a coil (e) of cylindrical section,
iron pole pieces (c cl) having inside surfaces of spherical
section and a spherical iron core which, together with
the springs, is omitted from the drawing in order to
avoid confusion. The compensating pole piece (b)

which is made of iron is mounted on the pole piece (c).
The calmaloy vane (a) is mounted parallel to the
armature shaft. The pole piece (c9 is cut away as
shown so that it will not exert an attraction which will
oppose the attraction of the compensating pole piece
for the calmaloy vane. The principal path of the flux
which produces the compensating effect is indicated by
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the arrows. It will be noted that the flux, after cross-
ing the air -gap between the compensating pole piece
and the calmaloy vane, passes through the coil and
across a second air -gap to the core. The length of this
second air -gap is not changed when the armature is
rotated, but may be varied by raising or lowering the
armature by means of the jewel screws. This provides
a convenient means for adjusting the compensation.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained on four instruments
compensated by this method. Although it is possible
to secure a very accurate compensation, the cost is
materially increased if it is attempted to hold an ac-
curacy of better than 20 deg. fahr. for a change in
ambient temperature from + 75 to - 40 deg. fahr.
This means that the error will be less than one-fifth of

FIG. 6-D'ARSONVAL INSTRUMENT WITH CALMALOY
COMPENSATION

the change in ambient temperature from the calibrating
temperature of 75 deg. fahr.

On account of its simplicity, sturdiness, and small
size, it is believed that the type of temperature indicator
just described will be found useful for many purposes
other than that for which it is particularly intended.
It also appears that the possible uses of temperature
sensitive magnetic alloys have not been exhausted.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING AND
CONTINUOUS OPERATION

The work -place of today which does not have good
artificial lighting is, in this respect, an antiquated
survivor of yestercentury when artificial lighting was
undeveloped. Now, artificial light need no longer be
a poor substitute to be used when daylight fails. It
costs no more than daylight and it is superior in a
number of respects. It can be obtained when and
where desired. It need seldom fail. It can be used
effectively to supplement daylight, thereby making
daytime operations in work -places safer and more
efficient. It also makes possible multiple -shift or
continuous operation.

Possessing all these and other characteristics, artificial
lighting should be rescued from the class of expense
items. It becomes worthy of the best attention. The
design of an artificial -lighting system should be of the
type dictated by its importance and possibilities. It
should provide without glare the highest intensity of
illumination economically justifiable. And it should
be obvious that the lighting equipment and the reflect-
ing surfaces upon which better lighting depends should
be systematically maintained.-Industrial Engineering.



The Synchronous-Repulsion Motor
A Special Development for the Photophone

BY H. C. SPECHT*
Member. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-This paper describes a motor which is developed
specially for the operation of photophone machinery. The character-
istics of this motor are analyzed and demonstrated by oscillograms.
Since the well-known theory of synchronous and repulsion motor

can easily be applied for this double motor, no equations are given.For illustration of the characteristics various oscillogramm and testcurves are given.

INTRODUCTION

THE exact speed of an ordinary motion picture
projector is relatively unimportant provided it is
kept within certain limits. Not only can the

projector be operated at different speeds, but also it is
possible, and usually desirable, to be able to vary the
speed at the will of the operator. These simple re-
quirements are quite easily met by an ordinary adjust-
able speed motor, such as a series motor or repulsion
motor with some form of speed control.

Such a motor, however, would be quite unsuitable
for driving a talking motion picture projector. In the
first place, the sound record, whether it be on the film
itself or on a disk driven synchronously with the
projector, must be run at one definite speed in order
that the musical sounds be reproduced at their correct
pitch. Even more important than the fact that the
record be run at the proper speed is the fact that once
the speed is set, it must not be changed suddenly, for
while only a few may have an ear for "absolute pitch,"
practically every one experiences a disagreeable sensa-
tion if the pitch suddenly changes. However, these
requirements are easily met by a synchronous motor for
the frequency of a modern power system is substantially
constant.

However, a synchronous motor is not entirely satis-
factory, for sometimes a theater will have mixed into
its program, the ordinary silent pictures. In order to
keep performances on schedule, these silent pictures must
often be run at a different speed,-usually higher,-
and the adjustable speed characteristics desirable with
the ordinary projector are highly desirable in this case,
too. Thus, the application requirement for this service
is a driving set which can be operated either as a syn-
chronous motor when desired, or as an adjustable speed
motor which speeds up to, say, one and one-half times
synchronous speed. These requirements could be met
by a synchronous motor and an adjustable speed repul-
sion motor on the same shaft, but limited space require-
ments in a projection booth and simplicity in operation

*Consulting Engineer, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Spring-
field, Mass.
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make it highly desirable to have this dual service
'provided by a single machine. Such a machine, which
may well be styled a synchronous -repulsion motor, has
been developed for this service and will be described in
this paper.

Suppose two separate motors, a synchronous motor
and a repulsion motor mechanically coupled in tandem
to drive an external load, and further suppose both
machines to be connected to a proper source of power,
an external resistance or other speed-controlling means
being provided for the repulsion motor. The repulsion
motor can be used to bring the load and synchronous
motor up to synchronous speed where the set will pull
into step and operate in synchronism, provided of
course that the torque of the repulsion motor at syn-
chronous speed is less than the break -down torque of
the synchronous machine as a generator plus the load
torque, and more than the difference between the load
torque and the breakdown torque of the synchronous
machine as a motor. It is hardly necessary to mention
that if the repulsion motor torque is less than the load
torque, the synchronous machine will act as a syn-
chronous motor, drawing power from the line and
developing mechanical torque to assist the repulsion
motor; if the repulsion motor develops torque in excess
of that required by the load, the synchronous machine
acts as a generator, absorbing the excess torque of the
repulsion motor and feeding power back into the
line.

However, a synchronous machine and a repulsion
motor can be combined into a single machine using the
same magnetic circuit and the same windings. Such a
motor is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

When the switch g is thrown to the upper position,
the machine will operate as an ordinary repulsion motor,
speed control being effected by means of the rheostat
h, though of course this could be done by control
of the line voltage by means of a transformer, resistance
or reactance in the line circuit, etc. When the switch
g is thrown to its lower position, the motor, for
reasons to be explained later, will come up to speed,
pull into step and operate as a synchronous motor. A
flywheel is provided to prevent hunting during syn-
chronous operation. Thus, the control of this motor is
so simple that an inexperienced person can readily
operate it.

346
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DETERMINATION OF THE SIZE OF MOTOR REQUIRED

As already mentioned, the projector must be run at
speeds above synchronism. The power requirements
at the highest speed fix the size of the motor for it can
be designed as an ordinary repulsion motor, ample in
size to carry this load at this speed as if there were no
other considerations. The design of the motor being
fixed, nothing remains to be determined except the
direct current excitation necessary for satisfactory
synchronous operation which can either be calculated
or found experimentally.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS
REPULSION MOTOR

The characteristics of this motor are somewhat
different from those of any conventional single machine,
but closely resemble the characteristics of two machines
in tandem as previously described.

It is generally known that when the slip -rings of such

FIG. 1-COMBINED SYNCHRONOUS AND REPULSION MOTOR

a.
b.
e.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Stator winding
Repulsion armature and d -c. exciting winding
Brushes on the commutator
Slip -rings and brushes on them
Centrifugal or automatic switch of some sort
Storage battery or other source of direct current
Double -pole, double -throw switch
Rheostat

a motor are short-circuited, the armature will run at
synchronous speed under certain conditions. As the
action of this motor is easier to understand if the latter
be excited by direct current, let us consider this case.
Since the direct current is introduced into the armature
winding at two points which are fixed with respect to the
armature, the direct current will set up magnetomotive
forces tending to set up a flux which is fixed in space
with respect to the armature; that is, the direct
current sets up magnetic poles similar to the poles set
up in a non -salient pole turbo alternator. These poles
lock in with the rotating field set up by the repulsion
motor and thus the armature rotates at synchronous
speed.

Although the rotating member is excited from a direct
current source, the exciting current and flux setup by the
rotating member will pulsate strongly, mainly due to the
high reaction of the a -c. field caused by the small air -gap,
the low permeance of the laminated iron, and the distri-
bution of the armature winding. The frequency of this
pulsation is twice the line frequency, just as it is in an
ordinary synchronous motor. A further pulsation is

caused by a periodic short-circuiting of the slip -rings
through the repulsion brushes. However, this effect
is not very great since the contact resistance of the
repulsion brushes is fairly high.

If the slip -rings be merely short-circuited, somewhat
similar effects will be obtained, for the motor will run
in synchronism with the line frequency under certain
conditions and there will be pulsations of twice the line
frequency in the slip -ring circuit due to having a winding
rotating in the a -c. stator field. In this case, however,
the effect is somewhat similar to that of a synchronous
brake, as if the synchronous machine in the two -motor
set used for illustration could not develop sufficient
mechanical power and therefore could act only as a
generator. The pull-out torque is approximately equal
to the repulsion torque at synchronous speed. At light
loads, the repulsion torque will overpower the syn-
chronous braking torque, so to speak, and the machine
will pull out of step and run above synchronous speed;
if the slip -rings are merely short-circuited, the range of
torques at which the motor will operate synchronously
is rather limited and moreover the motor is unstable,
tending to hunt, both of which facts make it unsuitable
for photophone service. With d -c. excitation, the
motor synchronizes more readily, is more stable over a
larger range of loads and does not tend to hunt. More-
over with d -c. excitation, the pull-out torque will be
approximately equal to the breakdown torque as a
synchronous motor plus the repulsion torque at syn-
chronous speed.

The d -c. excitation has another important effect; that
of reducing the line current. The reasons for this are
two -fold: First, the magnetizing component of the
stator current is decreased, since the direct current sets
up all or a portion of the revolving field which would
normally be set up by the stator windings; that is, the
repulsion motor, in effect, becomes armature -excited.
Another effect, which becomes more important at light
loads, is the reduction of the repulsion armature
current. Perhaps an easy way to grasp the funda-
mental reason for this is to consider that at light
loads, where the torque required by the load is less than
the repulsion torque at synchronous speed, either the
working flux or armature current must be less than it
would be for repulsion operation at synchronous speed;
the flux is essentially constant and therefore the repul-
sion armature current, and to some extent the stator
current on account of reduced losses, is smaller than it
would be if the motor were operating as a straight
repulsion motor at synchronous speed.

The performance of this unusual motor can be figured
from the theory of the synchronous motor and the
theory of the repulsion motor. However, the many
irregularities will make it difficult to obtain accurate
results.

TEST DATA

Various oscillograms were taken on one of the
photophone motors built. Fig. 2 shows the direct-
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current, line voltage, and stator current when the motorwas run as a straight synchronous motor with therepulsion brushes lifted from the commutator. Theoscillogram shows in a very pronounced manner thepulsation of the direct current and the distortion in thestator current. The applied a -c. voltage, of course, wasnot distorted.

FIG. 2-As SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
12 amperes, d -c. excitation, repulsion brushes lifted, load =, 12 oz -ft.,1.55 stator amperes. Top curve, stator a -c amperes; middle, the line volt-age; bottom .m.s exciting current

In Fig. 3 are shown oscillograms of the direct voltage,
direct current, and the alternating current through the
short-circuited repulsion brushes when the motor wasrun as a synchronous -repulsion motor. Due to the
short-circuited repulsion brushes, the pulsation of the
direct current is slightly greater than shown in Fig. 2.The rotor current, or current through the brushes,
shows some distortion.

In Fig. 4 are shown oscillograms of the line voltage,
and of the stator and rotor currents, with the same load

FIG. 3-As REPULSION SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

12 oz -ft. load, 220 volts, 1.6 amperesa -c., 1800 rev. per min. Top -d -c.volts across brushes of sling -rings; middle, d -c. amperes; bottom, rotora c. amperes.

conditions as in Fig. 3. It will be noted that the stator
current is distorted much more than the alternating
rotor current, and that this distortion is quite different
from that in Fig. 2 where the machine is run as a syn-
chronous motor. This difference, of course, is due to
repulsion motor action. In addition to the distortion
caused by the pulsation in the exciting current, the
curves show smaller ripples which are probably caused by

the teeth and commutator bars. In Fig. 5 are shown
oscillograms taken with the motor operated as a plain
repulsion motor delivering the same output torque at
a higher speed.

Figs. 6 to 11 show a few test curves of the same motor
which was a N -hp., 60 -cycle, 220 -volt, 4 -pole, single-
phase machine. In Fig. 6 is shown the no-load satura-
tion curve, the motor being externally driven at 1800
rev. per min. In Fig. 7 are plotted the input amperes

FIG. 4 --As REPULSION SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
12 oz -ft. load, 1800 rev. per mini. Top curve, stator a -c. amperes; middle220 -volt line volts; bottom, rotor a -c. amperes

and watts at different exciting currents when the ma-
chine was operated at no-load as a straight synchronousmotor. At 15 amperes excitation, the alternating
current has assumed its lowest value, and this checkswith Fig. 6 where at 15 amperes the generated voltageis 220; i. e., equal to the line voltage.

Fig. 8 shows the results of a brake test as a syn-
chronous motor with 12 amperes d-c. excitation, the
repulsion brushes being lifted from the commutator.Fig. 9 shows the result of a brake test as a straight

FIG. 5-As REPULSION MOTOR
12 oz -ft. load, 220 volts, 2230 rev, per min., 2.74 stator amperes and112.2 rotor amperes. Top, stator amperes; middle, line volts; bottom,rotor amperes

repulsion motor and Fig. 10 the result of a brake test asa synchronous -repulsion motor with 12 amperes ex-citation. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the results of a braketest as a synchronous-repulsion motor without d -c.excitation, the leads of the collector rings being short-circuited.
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In these curves, the efficiency and watt input do not
include the watts supplied from the d -c. source for
excitation. The measured pull-out torque as a syn-

chronous motor was found to be 20 oz. -ft. and the
repulsion motor torque at 1800 rev. per min. was 26 oz.
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ft. These two torques added together give 46 oz -ft.,
and it was noted from test that the pull-out torque as
a synchronous -repulsion motor was 50 oz -ft. This
small difference may have been due partly to errors in
test, for it is difficult to obtain accurate pull-out torque
readings on a motor with a brake -arm.

Further, it will be noted that under a heavy load, the
performance as a synchronous -repulsion motor is the
best; under a light load the efficiency as a synchronous

20

motor is better because there are no brush friction losses

nor losses in coils short-circuited by brushes as the
latter are raised from the commutator. A brake test
as a synchronous motor was also taken with the repul-
sion brushes down on the commutator and in this test,
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the watt input at lighter loads were as high as on the
synchronous -repulsion motor test.

The pull -in torque as a synchronous -repulsion motor
was observed to be 24 oz -ft. With d -c. excitation, the
speed was very steady when in synchronous operation
from no-load up to about pull-out, whereas, when the
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d -e. leads were short-circuited, the motor fell out of stepat either 6 oz. -ft. or 25 oz. -ft.; r. e., if the load torque
were less than 6 oz. -ft., the motor would pull out andrun above synchronous speed, and at loads in excess of25 oz -ft., the motor would pull out and run. below syn-chronous speed. This demonstration shows quiteclearly that without d -c. excitation, the machine cannot
carry such a high overload torque as a synchronous
motor as it can with d -c. excitation. Moreover, with-out d -c. excitation, hunting was quite noticeable.
These conditions could have been improved somewhatby inserting some resistance between the repulsionbrushes. Furthermore, it was observed that the

commutator bars to which the slip -rings v,,erf. connected,
had a tendency to burn.

!ONCIAJSION

This photophone motor is very simple in operation,
synchronizes readily at all loads, and can carry con-
siderable overload. Furthermore, it is quite efficient
and has a particularly good power factor. It is there-
fore quite satisfactory for photophone drives.

The author wishes to acknowledge gratefully the
valuable assistance rendered him by Messrs. H. E.
Newhouse and C. G. Veinott in performing the tests
described and in preparing this paper.

Abridgment of

Thyrite
A New Material for Lightning Arresters

BY K. B. Mc EACHRON1
Member. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-A new material has been developed which is pe-culiarly adapted for use in lightning arresters. Physically, it issimilar to dry process porcelain, and it can be made in any shapethat can be successfully moulded. The manufacturing processes
have been perfected so that the electrical and mechanical characteris-
tics can be duplicated or varied as desired within practical limits.

This material, which is called thyrite, does not follow Ohm's law,
for each time the voltage is doubled, the current increases 12.6 times.
The ratio of change of current to change in voltage is constant over
ranges of current of 10,000,000 to one. This means that the resis-
tance decreases as the current and voltage increase. The resistance
at any particular value of voltage or current is fixed by the physical
dimensions of the piece. It is slightly lowered at high temperatures
but returns to normal when cooled. The resistance does not depend
upon the rapidity of current or voltage change and it is unaffected by
long service. Because of the definite characteristics of thyrite, the
action of lightning arresters can, for the first time, be accurately
calculated.

Thyrite is now being used experimentally in three types of light-
ning arresters. The station type is made in 11.6-kv. sections, each
containing its own gap unit so that no series arrester gap is required.
These gap units have the desirable property of sparking over at

practically the same voltage, irrespective of wave front. The
11.5-ku. sections are assembled in the field in the same manner as
pedestal insulators.

The distribution arresters are smaller than those of the station
type and have but one-fourth of the impulse current carrying ca-pacity. For discharge currents up to 1000 amperes, neither of the
arresters will allow more than 2.8 times the arrester rating in crestvolts to appear across it.

The third type of arrester is incorporated directly in the trans-mission line suspension insulators, and is designed to absorb a
considerable portion of abnormal surge energy as well as to protect
the insulators from flashover.

This new line of lightning arresters has the following advantages:
1. Ample protection for all insulation.
2. Conservative factor of safety from failure.
3. Permanence.
4. Small size and weight.
5. Low installation cost.
6. Invariable characteristics and predictability of results for anygiven condition.
7. Characteristics which can be measured by the user.

* *

THE IDEAL ARRESTER

Alightning arrester must be able to protect
apparatus from the harmful effects of lightning
and must prevent or suppress the flow of system

follow current after the discharge has passed through
the arrester.

The ideal arrester may be defined as one which passes
zero current as the applied potential is increased until
the critical discharge voltage is reached, when current
begins to flow in whatever amount is needed to hold the
potential across the arrester constant at the initial
discharge value. The critical voltage for such an
arrester should be unaffected by the rate of voltage
application.

1. Research Engineer, General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,

N. Y., January 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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If the potential remains constant for any current,
then the resistance varies from infinite resistance atzero current to zero resistance at infinite current.
Thus the R I curve is an equilateral hyperbola and itsequation is R I = C where C is numerically equal to the
critical voltage.

If log R is plotted against log I, then the curve is astraight line having a slope of 45 deg. This slope is
important, for in the general equation, which is R Ia
= C, the exponent a is the slope of the R I curve when
plotted on log -log paper. Thus, for the ideal case, theslope is one (tan 45 deg. = 1), and the equation is
R I' = C. When I = one ampere, then R = C no
matter what the exponent may be. Thus when a and
C are known, the characteristic is immediately known,
for C determines the position of the curve and a deter-
mines its slope.
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LIGHTNING ARRESTER MATERIAL-THYRITE

In the search for a suitable arrester material, the
first requisite is that it shall have a high exponent,
although it may not be possible to reach the ideal of one.
If possible, the characteristic should not be affected by
the rate of voltage application or the rate of current rise
through the material. Its characteristic should not be
affected by either the increase or decrease of current.

A search for a material having the properties described
was begun in 1923, and this paper is the first public

10000

0,01
Arntnc0

FIG. 1 -CHARACTERISTIC E -I AND R -I CURVES

For a thyrite disk 6 in. in diameter and in. thick

announcement of the results of that work. A material
having mechanical properties somewhat similar to those
of dry process porcelain, but possessing the remarkable
property of being substantially an insulator at one po-
tential and a good conductor at certain higher poten-
tials, has been developed. This material called thyrite2
represents a new class of conductor which covers the
middle ground between the insulator and the conductor.

At the present time, thyrite for arrester use is manu-
factured in the form of disks, six inches in diameter by
three-quarters of an inch thick; also three inches in
diameter by one inch thick.

In Fig. 1 are plotted the E I and R I characteristics
for a six-inch thyrite disk, for which a = 72 and C = 580
respectively.

Time Lag. The tests made have not disclosed any
time lag in this material. This seems reasonable, for
the material always acts as a resistance, and its operation
does not depend on any arcs or sparks or the breakdown
of any dielectric.

Operation on Alternating Current. Since the current

varies as the
1

1

a power of the voltage, with an ex-

ponent

-
0.72 the current will vary as the 3.57 power of

the voltage. With a sine wave of applied potential, the
current wave will not be a sine wave. Therefore, it is
desirable always to speak of both the voltage and cur-
rent in terms of actual instantaneous values and not
effective values. If energy loss in the piece with an
applied sine wave voltage is desired, the product of the
crest voltage and the crest current is to be multiplied
by a factor.

Effect of Change in Temperature. The effect of in -
2. Thyrite-meaning gate, or opening.

crease in temperature is to lower the resistance of the
material, especially at the weaker current values.
When cold, the original values reappear. For the usual
temperature changes in an arrester under operating
conditions, the effect on the resistance will be small.

Permanence and Life. Several samples of the first
thyrite made have been on life test for more than five
years, and the tests have shown the characteristics to be
practically unchanged. Other tests have been made
in which the sample was exposed to the weather for a
year, and no deterioration has been detected. Still
other samples have been tested with both impulse and
alternating current applied, and no changes in the
material were noted, even after several hundred impulses.

THE ARRESTER

In designing lightning arresters for all voltage ratings,
it is worth while to build them in the form of standard
units. This will greatly simplify manufacturing and
stocking the arresters. For certain conditions it may
be necessary to supply smaller or part units. The
standard unit is rated 11.5 kv., grounded neutral.
The arrester does not employ a series gap, each unit

FIG. 2 -69 -ITV. THYRITE LIGHTNING ARRESTER

beingicomplete within itself and containing its own gap
structure. Fig. 2 shows six units in series, such as
would be used on 69-kv. grounded neutral.

Performance Characteristics. For the first time in the
history of lightning protection it becomes possible to
calculate arrester performance accurately. The volt-
ampere curve for the 11.5-kv. unit is given in Fig. 3 and
is the curve for 11 six-inch disks in series, making a total
height of 834 inches. It is necessary to use a series gap
arrangement, which is housed in each 11.5-kv. container.

The reason for the series gap will be apparent from an
examination of the characteristic curve. The normal
voltage to ground is 9.4-kv. crest, which would cause a
steady current of four amperes crest to flow through the
arrester continuously. If an overvoltage is applied, as
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may occur in the case of dropping a load and over-speeding generators, a potential as high as 16.2 kv. maybe applied between line and ground. With this poten-tial, a current of 28 amperes would flow, and thus forsafe operation it is necessary that the gap be capable ofstopping the flow of current after one-half cycle, evenif the impressed potential is 16.2 kv. and the current28 amperes. A single arrester gap is unable to break anarc of this magnitude. Because of the necessity ofintroducing several small gaps in series, two opposingconditions develop. With a 60 -cycle voltage applied,the distribution of potential between the gaps must bekept uniform. At the same time, unless some means
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could be found to upset the uniform distribution under
impulse conditions, the arrester breakdown would be
too high for satisfactory protection. Fortunately this
problem has been solved so that with the application of
system potential, a uniform distribution is obtained, but
the distribution becomes non -uniform when a steep
wave front of potential is applied. Thus the impulse
ratio is kept close to one; as, for example, the breakdown
of the series gap at system frequency is about 35-kv.
crest, while with the application of an impulse requiring
one microsecond to reach breakdown it is about 45-kv.
crest. Thus for currents up to 1000 amperes, the
arrester unit holds the voltage to a.value not in excess of
2.8 times its rating.

Cathode ray oscillograms taken on a complete 11.5-
kv. unit are given in Fig. 4.

It should be noted that in this illustration the volt-
ampere curve shows no loop, the increasing and de-
creasing characteristics following the same curve. The
close agreement between this volt-ampere curve and the
curve of Fig. 3 illustrates how accurately the arrester
characteristics can be determined.

When applying arresters, it is very desirable to be able
to determine the performance characteristics. In Fig. 5
are shown the characteristic curves for arresters whose
ratings extend from 46 to 230 kv., grounded neutral.

Plotted on the same sheet are curves which the author
calls impulse regulation curves for the transmission line.
The arrester is considered for the given case to be at the
end of a transmission line whose surge impedance is
500 ohms. For each arrester rating, an impulse regula-
tion curve is taken, corresponding to the flashover value
of the insulation used on that line. If, for 230 kv., 14
insulator disks were used, and for 138 kv., 10 disks were
used, the corresponding flashover voltages are 1900 kv.
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and 1410 kv. The curved lines represent the potential
across a resistor at the end of the line, which allows the
corresponding current to flow. The value of voltage
where the arrester volt-ampere curve crosses the im-
pulse regulation curve for the corresponding number of
insulators used represents the maximum voltage allowed
by the arrester.

By similar methods, the arrester potential can be
calculated for almost any assumed circuit condition sothat arrester protection performance can be predicted
accurately.

The condition of direct stroke, if occurring within one
span length of the arrester but with an insulator string
in between, has been assumed to be equivalent to that of
a traveling wave having a potential equal to the in-
sulator flashover, such as might result from an induced
potential of twice the insulator flashover. On theassumed 230-kv. circuit, this potential is nearly
4,000,000 volts, which is much in excess of any potential
yet indicated by the surge investigations on such a line.
Curves similar to those of Fig. 5 show that under such
an extreme condition, the arrester potential would be
1300 kv., which is still safe for the modern transformer.
It seems certain that such potentials could occur only in
connection with direct strokes very close to the point of
connection of the arrester to the transmission line, and
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could not represent a possible induced condition with
present insulation levels.

The Arrester Unit. The arrester unit for 11.5-kv.
grounded -neutral service as designed at present is 14%
in. high and 12 in. in diameter. It weighs about 100
lb. The unit is sealed, as no venting is necessary with
this new arrester. If it is desired to check the arrester's
characteristic, this can be done by the use of the
ordinary oscillograph. If arrangements are made to
measure voltage and current by the use of the oscillo-

Kks by

BfOAwn

FIG. 6-VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTIC OF 3000 -VOLT THYRITE
LIGHTNING ARRESTER

Gap sparks in one microsecond

graph, a few cycles of 60 -cycle current can be made to
pass through the arrester, and from the oscillogram
showing voltage and current, the arrester characteristic
can be determined accurately. Such a test cannot be
prolonged, as the arrester would become hot and the
series gaps would be burned.

Distribution Arrester. In the distribution arrester,
thyrite disks one inch thick and three inches in diameter
are used. The 3-kv. arrester requires two disks in
series. It has a volt-ampere characteristic of design
similar to the station type arrester for the same
rating. Thus at 1000 amperes, the arrester potential is
2.8 times the arrester rating. Since the distribution
arrester is provided with but one-fourth of the area of
the station type, it has but one-fourth of the current
carrying capacity. A cathode ray oscillogram giving
the volt ampere characteristic for the 3-kv. arrester is
shown in Fig. 6.

Transmission Line Type Arrester. Probably the
least reliable part of electric transmission is the trans-
mission line itself during lightning storms. No trans-
mission line which is proof against lightning flashovers
has yet been built. The number of flashovers has
been reduced by the use of ground wires and extra
insulation, but they have not yet been eliminated.
From the standpoint of interruption to service, two
methods of attack are available; one, to render the
flashover innocuous by the use of such devices as the
fused grading ring or the Peterson coil, and the other,
to prevent the flashover by whatever means is possible.

The better method is to prevent the flashover and, if
possible, at the same time absorb a considerable portion
of the energy of the charged capacity of the line by the
use of some device, such as a lightning arrester.

The idea of using arresters along a line is not new, but
suitable arresters have not been available from the
standpoints of either size or cost.

The new arrester material will, it is believed, offer
a means of protecting insulator strings on towers at a
cost which is reasonable, and it should greatly increase
the reliability of transmission lines.

An arrester for the protection of transmission line
insulators is shown in Fig. 7. It is rated 69 kv. and
uses 72 disks three inches in diameter and one inch
thick; so that the protective characteristic would corre-
spond to a station type rated 108 kv. According to
to Fig. 5, with a current of 2000 amperes flowing, the
arrester potential is about 500 kv., while the flashover
for four insulators is 610 kv., or for six insulators is

890 kv.
It is probable that experience will show that the

number of disks can be reduced, improving the pro-
tection afforded and also reducing the cost of the
arrester. With such application of arresters, it is not
necessary that the arrester have large discharge ca-
pacity, as several would operate in parallel. Whether
or not such protection would eliminate flashovers due to
direct strokes is not known. It is the intention to try
out arresters of this character on at least two transmis-
sion lines this summer.

FAILURE TESTS

Many careful tests have been conducted on low -volt-
age units of all three types in the factory in which were
supplied both 60 -cycle power and impulses timed to
strike at the most dangerous point on the wave.

In May 1929, a 66-kv. thyrite arrester was tested on a
66-kv. transmission line with the line energized at nor-
mal potential, the impulse being supplied with a million -
volt portable generator. During the test, the six units
were reduced to four which withstood many impulses

FIG. 7-69-Kv. TRANSMISSION LINE LIGHTNING ARRESTER

with no signs of distress. So far as the author is aware,
this is the first time that a high -voltage arrester has
been tested in this manner.
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Calculation of Protection of a Transmission Line
by Ground Conductors

BY HERBERT BRISTOL DWIGHT'
Follow. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-This paper discusses the well-known calculation ofthe degree of protection afforded to a transmission line by ground con-ductors, on the assumption of the sudden disappearance of a verticalpotential gradient caused by a charged cloud. Formulas are given

for the protective ratio due to one and two ground conductors. It isshown that for any number of ground conductors, it is not necessary
to compute the charges on the power conductors.

* * * * *

IN calculating the degree of protection affordedto a transmission line by its ground conductors,
a calculation which is frequently used by electricalengineers is that based on the assumed sudden dis-appearance of a large potential gradient from the earthupward. Such a calculation was described by R. P.Jackson2 in 1907, and by E. E. F. Creighton2 in 1916.In this paper are given some formulas for particular

cases, and some methods for shortening the work ofcalculation.
The calculation of protective factor is based on theassumption that a vertical potential gradient is inducedby a charged cloud, and that this causes charges to col-lect on all the conductors; then the gradient issuddenly removed when the cloud discharges. Thecharges on the ground conductors go to earth veryquickly to a sufficient degree to bring the potentialof the ground conductors to zero. The charges onthe insulated conductors remain long enough to raise

the potential of those conductors, and if the potentialis high enough, to cause a flashover of an insulator.
The protective factor is the ratio of the potential of the
power conductor when protected by ground conductors,
to its potential if it were not so protected.

In the calculation described by Mr. Creighton, thevalues of the charges on all the conductors in the sys-tem were found. It will be shown that by finding
charges on the ground conductors when the power
conductors are considered absent it is possible to cal-culate the protective factor according to the stand-
ard theory. This reduces the number of simultaneous
equations to be solved and shortens the work con-
siderably.

Let there be ground conductors G1 G2 and
insulated power conductors A. B C all para-
lell to each other.

If there is a voltage gradient, each conductor takes
up a charge so that when a unit charge is carried from
the image of a given conductor to that conductor, the
work done by all the charges is equal to the voltage
gradient multiplied by twice the height of the given
conductor. The power voltage is neglected. If the

1. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass., and New England Power Construction Company.

2. R. P. Jackson, A. I. E. E. TRANS., 1907, p. 873.
3. Theory of Parallel Grounded Wires, by E. E. F. Creighton,A. I. E. E. num., 1916, p. 845.

Presented at the North Eastern District Meeting of the A. I. E. E.,
Springfield, Mass., May 7-10, 1930. Printed complete herein.
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gradient is suddenly removed and none of the charges is
changed, the voltage on each conductor is equal to the
gradient times its height.

Now the ground conductors are presumed to have'their charges reduced or changed very quickly, so thateach ground conductor has zero potential, before any
appreciable change takes place in the charges on the
insulated power conductors.

The reduction in the work done by the charges incarrying a unit charge from the image of a given ground
conductor to that conductor is dependent upon the reduc-
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FIG. 1-GROUND CONDUCTORS AND POWER CONDUCTORS AND

THEIR IMAGES

tion in charge of the ground conductors. It is not de-pendent upon the presence or size of the charges on thepower conductors, since, according to the assumptionmade, those charges do not change. The reductionin the charge on each ground conductor is therefore notdependent upon the size or position of the power conduc-tors, and may be calculated by assuming the powerconductors to be absent.
The reduction in voltage on a given power conductorsuch as A is equal to one-half the reduction in the workdone on a unit charge carried from the image of A to A.This is dependentupon the reduction in the charges on theground conductors, and this has been shown to be un-affected by the presence of the power conductors.Since the charge on A does not change, the reduction involtage on A does not depend upon the shape or diameterof A, but merely on the position of A. The protectiveratio of A is obtained directly from the reduction ofvoltage on A, described above.

It is possible, therefore, to calculate the protective
354
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ratio for one power conductor near a group of ground
conductors by assuming that the other power con-
ductors do not exist. It is also possible to plot curves
showing the protective ratio around a group of ground
conductors, and these curves will be the same for power
conductors of any diameter. (See Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.)
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In overhead work, when measuring the distances to
the other conductors. the diameter of a conductor
is negligible compared with the distance to other
conductors. Similar sets of curves obtained by this
same general method were given by R. P. Jackson.
(Ref. 2.)
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The above paragraphs show that in computing the
protective ratio for the power conductor A, it is not
necessary to find the value of the charge on A. This
makes the number of simultaneous equations to be
solved equal to the number of ground conductors.
In most cases, the arrangement of the ground conduc-
tors is symmetrical when all the power conductors are
considered absent, and some pairs of charges can be put

355

equal to each other. The number of simultaneous
equations to be solved is then equal to approximately
one-half the number of ground conductors. The one
main calculation will give the protective ratio for all the
power conductors. Thus, the calculation becomes as
follows:

Find the charges on the ground conductors due to the
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voltage gradient, all the power conductors being con-
sidered absent. Then carry a unit charge from the
image of any of the power conductors to that conductor.
This gives the reduction in voltage on that conductor
due to suddenly grounding the ground conductors,

0
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Typical of H -frame transmission lines

assuming them to be first insulated and holding the
charges left by the gradient. By subtracting this
reduction from the original voltage at the power con-
ductor A caused by the gradient, one finds the final
voltage on A, and hence the protective ratio for A.

This shorter method of calculation has been checked
for some practical numerical examples by solving them
by both the shorter and the longer methods, the same
result being obtained by both methods.

It has been found by Mr. H. H. Spencer of the New
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England Power Construction Company, that consider-able time and effort in performing the calculation andchecking it are saved in most cases by expressing theresult of the simultaneous equations by determinantswhich are symmetrical about a diagonal, and thenemploying the Doolittle Method of evaluating thedeterminants.

The mirror symmetry which this method of solutionof ground wire problems involves leads to a simplifica-tion in the evaluation of the charges on the groundconductors through the so!ution of the simultaneousequations.

Regardless of the arrangement of the ground con-ductors, the simultaneous equations for theircharges canbe so arranged that the determinant of the equationswill be symmetrical about the principal diagonal;that is, the equations can always be so arranged thatthey will be of the form:
al Q1 + bi Q2 + Cl Q3 + di Q4 ±  ± r Q. - K1 = 0bi Qi b2 Q2 -1- C2 Q3 + d2 Q4 +  ± r2 Qn - K2 = 0
CI Q1 4- C2 Q2 + C3 Q3 d3 Q4 +  + r3 Qn - K3 = 0di Q1 d2 Q2 + d3 Q3 + d4 Q4 +  + r4 Q. - K4 = 0
r1 Qi r2 Q2 + r3 Q3 + R4 Q4 +  + r Q.- K. = 0

Equations of this form are much used in statistical
work and a form of solution for them, well known bystatistical men but not much employed by engineers,is the Doolittle Method.4 This method consists of sotabulating and arranging the work that it becomes self-checking and at each step of the operation, columns arefooted and lines extended so that the sums obtained
give a numerical check on all the work done up to thatpoint. This removes to a large measure the tediousness
of solving large numbers of simultaneous equations,since the computer is relieved of the dread that an error
may have been made, necessitating the repetition of a
large volume of labor. In a ground wire problem in-volving a large number of ground conductors, 13
simultaneous equations were solved by this method in
rather less than one-half the time required for solution
and checking by the usual determinantal methods.

For one or two ground conductors, formulas for the
protective ratio are advantageous, but for more ground
conductors it is probably better to use numerical co-
efficients and solve the simultaneous equations.

The protective ratio with one ground conductor is

ha b1- (1)hA awhere

G G'a = logio

b = logio
A' G
AG

4. Frederick C. Mills' "Statistical Methods," Henry Holt
and Company, 1924; pp. 577-581.

where

hg. height of ground conductor above the earth,
hA height of power conductor A above the earth,

- radius of ground conductor,
G G' distance of ground conductor to its image, and

so on.
Equation (1) corresponds to Equation (28a) of

Reference 3, which contains an error.
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Pm. 6- TRANSMISSION LINE WITH FOUR GROUND CONDUCTORS

c'

The protective ratio of power conductor A with two
ground conductors Gland G2 is

(b e - c d) hG2 + (c e - b1-
(2)(e2 -d f) hA

b = logio

c = logo

A' G,
A GI

A' G2
A G2

If h., = h02 and

e = logio

f = log10

G'1 GId = logio

rGi = roe

Protective ratio = 1-
h,, (d + e)

Example-Four ground conductors (see Fig. 6).
= 0.02083 ft.
= 0.015 ft.

r01

h6 (b + c)

G 1/ G2

GI G2

G21 G2

r02

rG, = r02
r.3 = r64

(3)

First assume that the power conductors are absent.By symmetry, 0 = Q01 and Q64 = Q632 these beingcharges per cm. of conductor.
Carry a unit charge from G1' to G1.
The work done against any charge such as Q03 andits image is

4 Q63 log n
new distance
old distance

where "old distance" is the distance of the unit chargefrom the center of G3 before the motion, and "newdistance" is the distance from the center of G3 after themotion takes place, and where log n denotes naturallogarithm. Thus,
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GI' GI
2 g M X 55 = 4 Q61 logio rG,

+ 4 QGi logio
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on the ground conductors and their images which have
G1 G2 just been derived, and let the voltage so found be VAA'.

A' Gi A' G2
VAA' M = 4 QG1 loglo + 4 QGI logio

A 'Si A G2

GI G2

GI' G3 G1' G4
+ 4 QG3 logio +A toeG3 logo

where g = the gradient induced by the cloud, in stat-
volts per foot and M = logio e = 0.4343.

27.5 gM = 4.377Q01 + 0.694 QG3 (4) VAA' M = 4 X 9.18 gM
Carry a unit charge from G3' to G3

G3' G3 G3' GI
2 g M x 39 = 4 QG3logio + 4 QGI logio

rG3 G3 GI

G3' G2 G3' G4
+ 4 Q.1 logio ± 4 QG3logio

G3 G2 G3 G4

19.5. g M = 0.694 QGi + 3.835 Q03 (5)

Solving the simultaneous Equations (4) and (5)
QG1 = 5.638 gM

and QG3 = 4.064 g M
To find theprotective ratio of power conductor A,

carry a unit charge from A' to A against the four charges

357

A' G3 A' G4
± 4 QG3loglo ± 4 QG3 logo

A G3 A G

1
-2 VIA' = 18.36 g = reduction in voltage on A

39 g = voltage on A left by gradient
20.64 g = final voltage on A

20.64
Protective ratio of A =

39
- 0.529

It is desired to make acknowledgment to Mr. L. 0.
Waite of the Stone and Webster Engineering Corpo-
ration for a number of contributions to this paper,
among them Formulas (1) and (3) and Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Abridgment of
Fundamental Plan of Power Supply

in the Chicago District*
BY GEORGE M. ARMBRUSTt and

Member, A. 1. E. E.

Synopsis.-This paper describes the design of a large metropolitan
system, interconnected with a surrounding high -voltage transmission
system. The region included in the scheme comprises an area of
6000 square miles, including the City of Chicago and is served by
several companies with systems so interconnected as to form a
consolidated scheme of generation and distribution. The physical
limitations in locating generating stations within the metropolitan
area at the load centers, and the economic advantage of locating
stations for the greatest benefit to the group as a whole, makes this
arrangement desirable. However, it imposes the necessity of
transmitting large blocks of energy and a very free interchange of
reserve capacity over the entire system.

The system described as contrasted with the "loose linked" and

TITUS G. LeCLAIRt
Member, A. I. E. E.

"synchronized at the load" types is solidly interconnected, and
because of the nature of its tie connections, it has inherently a very
high degree of stability. The service standards of this system require
the greatest possible reliability and continuity of supply. The
general plan of the system, method of operation, and provisions for
protection from the effects of excessive short-circuit currents, are
described.

In the future development of this system, it is probable that within
the next few years a considerable proportion of the total supply to the
densely loaded portion within the City of Chicago, will come from
stations located quite remote to the load. Energy will be transmitted
into the city over a network of transmission lines at voltages from 66
to 220 kv. or higher.

INTRODUCTION

THE fundamental principles on which the general
plan of a reliable and economical transmission and
distribution system are based are largely deter-

mined by the distribution of population, load, and
location of suitable sites for generating capacity.

The territory included in the Chicago region covers
an area of 6000 sq. mi., centering about the City of
Chicago, which has an area of 209 sq. mi. Surrounding

*Part I of Symposium on Power System Planning.
tBoth of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, Ill.
Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,

N. Y., Jan. 27-81, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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the city is a suburban district of 1200 sq. mi., and
beyond, small towns are spread over an area of 4800 sq.
mi. The distribution of population is shown on the
map of the region, Fig. 1.

This territory is supplied from the systems of the
Commonwealth Edison Company, within the city of
Chicago, the Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois, and the Northern Indiana Public Service
Company, immediately surrounding the city; and the
further outlying regions, by the Middle West Utilities
Company's subsidiaries. These systems are so inter-
connected and operated that the supply is equivalent
to that from a single system.
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ARMBRUST AND LECLAIR: FUNDAMENTAL PLAN OF' POWER SUPPLY Journal A. I. E. E.The estimated total load in the entire region for thewinter of 1929-30 is 1,355,000 kw., of which 1,059,000kw. is within the city of Chicago. The density of loadis in general proportional to the distribution of popula-tion except for the greater load concentrat'on at thecenter of Chicago. The maximum density in thedowntown area in Chicago, which covers approximatelya square mile, is 125,000 kw. per sq. mi. The averagefor the City of Chicago is about 5100 kw. per sq. mi.,but for the total area in this region, it is only 230 kw.per sq. mi.

25 -CYCLE SYSTEM
The original transmission system in the Chicagodistrict consisted of 9000 -volt 25 -cycle lines, supplyingsynchronous converter substations in the central part

FIG. 1-DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN THE CHICAGO
REGION

of the city. Later, when the 60 -cycle system wasintroduced, practically all of the increase in load wastaken on this system and no 25 -cycle generatingcapacity has been added since 1920. The 25 -cycle
system is supplied by 321,000 -kw. generating capacityand two 40,000 -kw. frequency changers.

The 25 -cycle system as distinguished from the 60 -
cycle system has only two classes of load. One is d -c.
light and power in the central part of Chicago, and theother class is electric railway service. All of this load
is synchronous converters. At present, 95,000 kw., orabout one half of the d-c. light and power system loadand 226,000 kw. of the traction load is supplied fromthe 25 -cycle system. These two classes have a coin-
cident demand of about 313,000 kw.

The 25 -cycle generating system is operated in three
sections supplying substations arranged in small groups.
The substations supplying the d -c. network are each fed
from two sections, and these sections are alternated and

interspersed with those supplied from the 60 -cyclesystem in a manner that will come as near as possible to
giving any point on the network a supply from severalsections. The network is provided also with storagebattery reserve.

After two very severe short circuits, these sectionsof the 25 -cycle system were connected through reactorsand all outgoing lines equipped with reactors, generatorsare also equipped with reactors and neutral resistorsare used at each station.
The protection from short circuits on lines of the 9000-volt system is by the conventional time sequence in mostcases. This time sequence is extended back to thegenerating station and includes relays in the supply tothe line busses. Short lines are frequently protected bypilot -wire differential relays backed up by induction

overload relays. Generators are equipped with ordi-nary instantaneous differential relays but not withoverload relays. In case of a severe or prolonged
overload, the operator is depended upon to open theswitch if necessary before the generator actually fails.With the present arrangement of the 25 -cycle system,any cable fault at 9000-volts, either phase-to -ground orphase -to -phase, does not cause a serious interruption ofservice. When the fault is single -phase -to-ground, theeffect is usually very small. Frequently in the caseof phase -to -ground or a three-phase fault, there is somedropping off of synchronous converters and resultanttransfer of load to other units. Since the installationof line reactors, there appears to be no serious danger ofa complete shut -down of the 25 -cycle load due to anypossible fault on the system.

60 -CYCLE SYSTEM
The 60 -cycle system covers the entire Chicago regionand supplies more than three-quarters of the total load.The estimated total 60 -cycle load during the winter of1929-30, for the entire region, is 1,073,000 kw., of which745,000 kw. is in Chicago.
Within the city, energy is distributed by 12,000 -voltlines arranged for a radial scheme of supply to smallgroups of substations. This supply is concentrated atseveral centers with no interconnection at the generat-ing voltage but with a rigid connection betweengenerating stations at a higher voltage.
The outlying territory surrounding Chicago is largelysupplied by overhead 33-kv. lines interconnected in theform of a network.

Overlying the 33-kv. system is a 132-kv. trunk linewhich constitutes a fairly rigid connection betweencenters. The development of this system is reaching apoint where the 33-kv. lines are not depended upon forinterchange, with the result that the 33-kv. system willbe rearranged into groups as shown on Fig. 13.
Practically all the secondary system is fed throughsubstations supplying the d -c. network, 4000 -voltfeeders, railway systems, and large industrial customerson 12-kv. loops.
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The 60 -cycle distribution within Chicago is concen-
trated at five 12-kv. distribution centers, having a total
generating capacity of 750,000 kw. and load of 745,000

kw. The corresponding generating capacity in the
surrounding territory is 607,000 kw., with a load of
328,000 kw., making the total 60 -cycle capacity in the
entire region 1,357,000 kw., and the load 1,073,000 kw.

The 60 -cycle 12-kv. substation supply is divided into
two sections and this separation carried back to the
generating stations. In the smaller stations up to
200,000 -kw. capacity, these sections are normally tied
together, but are cut apart during severe disturbances
by the operation of overload relays on the generators.
The generators, however, remain connected to the
individual sections. The purpose of this scheme is to
limit the spread of a very severe disturbance.

Sectionalization in the largest stations, such as Craw-
ford Avenue, is accomplished by dividing the main
busses by means of reactors into as many sections as may
.be necessary to limit the concentration of short-circuit
energy. The two major systems are connected through
a relatively high reactance at each end of the main
busses. With this arrangement the station may be
increased to an infinite capacity by increasing the
number of divisions of the main busses.

For a station having a capacity intermediate between
the largest and the smallest, the reactors may be in-
stalled between sections of each main bus without using
the end reactors; or, on the other hand, the end reactors
may be used without having the intermediate reactors
between sections.

All of the 12-kv. lines emanating from the distribution
centers are equipped with reactors which limit short-
circuit currents to a value well within the rating of their
c:rcuit breakers. For protection against excessive
values of current in the event of a short circuit in the
switchhouse proper, phase isolation has been adopted
for all switchhouses built in recent years and for a num-
ber of substations, particularly of the larger type.
Short-circuit current is limited by three -ohm neutral
resistors, one of which is connected to the generator
neutrals in every station on each operating section.

The standard procedure for relay protection on 12-kv.
lines is to use an inverse time induction overload relay
at the source end of the line to the substation and a
reverse power relay at the substation end, set to trip
with power flow away from the substation. Short lines,
however, are equipped with overload relays at the
sending end and pilot wire relays at both ends. Gen-
erators are equipped with sensitive instantaneous
differential relays. They are not, however, equipped
with overload relays to trip the machine in case of
severe overload. Protection from short circuits on the
busses in the newer stations is provided by the newly
developed fault bus system.

The 66,000 -volt system within Chicago is somewhat
unique in several respects. As contrasted with the
systems synchronized at the load or by "loose linking,"

the system established by these 66-kv. lines constitutes,
a rigid tie, or the equivalent of a sectionalized high -
voltage bus extending from Northwest Station at the
north to the State Line Station at the south. Because
this system concentrates such a large amount of ca-
pacity, the first essential in its design is phase isolation
throughout. Single -conductor cable is used so that
faults in the lines themselves must all start from one
phase to ground, and, in addition, transformers are
single-phase with barriers between units. Fig. 9 shows
the scheme of interconnection and sectionalizing on the
66-kv. system.
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FIG. 9-GENERAL DIAGRAM OF 66,000 -VOLT SYSTEM IN

CHICAGO

Sectionalizing at 66,000 volts is carried out to corre-
spond with that at 12,000 volts; that is, the major
division between the two systems also applies to the
higher voltage.

The 66-kv. terminals are equipped for fault bus
protection, and the lines are protected by a pilot wire
scheme which gives practically instantaneous protec-
tion against either ground or between phase failure.

The transformers are equipped with differential
relays, and because most of these transformers are three -
winding with tap changing under load, the protection
scheme is somewhat complicated.

Such a system as this, using transmission lines which
are electrically very short and which form practically
a high -voltage bus, contains very great inherent
stability. The synchronizing power required to pull
these lines out of step would be far beyond the limits of
the ordinary fault currents. For this reason no special
consideration need be given to the stability problem, as
it would be on a system containing long overhead lines.

The interconnections of the Commonwealth Edison
Company with the adjacent companies are made by
means of 132-kv. overhead lines. Up to the present
time the stability feature of 132-kv. lines has not been a
serious operating problem, partly because the loads
carried on the lines were considerably below the prob-
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The general arrangement of the 132-kv. system isshown in Fig. 11.
For the most economical operation of the system,accurate control of load division between separatestations of the network is of great importance. TheCommonwealth Edison Company is using a system bymeans of which the load of each generating station isautomatically indicated at the Load Dispatcher'sOffice and at the same time, an indication of the totalload is sent back to each generating station. With thisscheme, each station operator has before him the totalsystem load as well as his own load. With the aid of
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special charts showing the division of load between
individual stations for any given total system load, theoperator at each station knows his responsibility for theallotted portion of system load without telephoneinstructions.

With the advent of synchronous motor -driven clocksand more rigid interconnections in this region, thequestion of uniform and accurately measured frequencybecame of great importance. The Commonwealth
Edison Company developed an automatic frequency
control scheme by means of which it is not only possibleto keep the instantaneous frequency of the systemwithin about one -twentieth of a cycle, but also tocorrect any cumulative error which might result from a

slight instantaneous error and t herefore affect the I imereading of the synchronous clocks. With this timecorrection feature, it is possible to hold the time onsynchronous clocks normally within two or threeseconds of the correct value.
Faults in the 12-kv. underground system, whetherphase -to -ground or phase -to -phase, produce no appreci-able effect on the remainder of the system except aslight flicker of the lights in the zone fed by the substa-tion to which the faulty cable line is connected. Ap-proximately the same effect is produced by failures on33-kv. and 66-kv. underground lines.

A failure at the station itself, both on the 12-kv. and66-kv. systems, is cleared by means of the fault bus.Since the installation of the fault bus there were several

FIG. 13 -33,000 -VOLT TRANSMISSION SYSTEM IN REGION
AROUND CHICAGO

operations under actual service conditions on the 12-kv.system and in each case the fault was cleared withoutdisturbance.
The future development of this transmission schemeis based on load estimates for the entire region projectedfrom five to ten years in the future and a survey of thepossible and desirable sites for generating capacity tomeet this demand. Within the city of Chicago it isplanned to extend the 66,000 -volt underground systemwhich constitutes a duplicate bus extending throughthe city and interconnecting the generating stations.This will be of sufficient capacity to transmit the outputof large efficient stations to load centers where it is notfeasible to provide such generating capacity and willpermit the free transfer of reserve capacity and mosteconomical use of efficient units.

In order to improve efficiency of transmission and sofar as possible to limit concentration of energy atdistribution points, additional 66-kv. distribution sta-tions will be provided.
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Surrounding the city is an outer ring of 132-kv. over-

head lines which will tie into the 66-kv. system at
several points and extending outward to interconnect
stations more remotely located.

As the future increase in generating capacity within
the city is limited, an increasing proportion of the
energy required will come from stations outside-some
located at considerable distances. Transmission of
large amounts of energy from the more remote sources
into Chicago will be by means of overhead lines at
132 kv., 220 kv. or higher voltage and stepped down to
66 kv. at points as nearly as practicable to the load
centers.

In the future, the basic conditionsof the system will be
changed as a larger portion of the energy comes from

more distant sources instead of from sources near the
load center. The reliability of service required for this
metropolitan load must still be maintained. Stability
of long lines and lightning protection, two influences
which have not heretofore been a factor, will become
major problems when these heavily loaded long circuits
are relied upon as a continuous source.

With the development of generating stations of the
order of 1,000,000 kw. outside the load center and with
limited rights -of -way for tower lines, circuits must be
designed for, and operated at, the maximum loading.
To develop both overhead lines and underground cable
for higher voltages and greater loads,-also, to apply
the proper facilities for load and voltage control,-this
will require much research and study.

4.bridgment of

Development of the New Autovalve Arrester
BY J. SLEPIAN,* R. TANBERG,* and C. E. KRAUSE*

Fellow, A. T. E. E. Associate, A. I. E. E. Associate, A. 1. E. E.

Synopsis.-This paper describes the development of a new auto -

valve lightning arrester operating on the principle of discharge in
restricted passages.

A brief résumé is given of the improvements in performance and
size desired in lightning arresters. Reference is made to laboratory
tests on insulation protected with arresters to determine the limits of
discharge voltage required for good local protection. Oscillograms
show that the new autovalve arresters meet these requirements.
Successful operating experience with these arresters is stated to give
final verification of the results obtainedin the laboratory investigations.

The steps in the development of materials are described and the
materials finally chosen and the design of arresters are considered.

The performance. is discussed and illustrated by oscillograms
covering a wide range of currents, both with and without power
voltage applied.

The size of the new arresters is about one-half that of the present
commercial autovalve arresters. One of the probable benefits resulting
from this reduction in size is the possibility of making practicable
the protectioit of high -voltage lines against lightning flashover.

* * * * *

PRINCIPLE of Operation of New Arrester. In a
paper presented by the authors3 at the Chicago
meeting of the Institute last December, it was

shown that the properties of discharges confined to
narrow passages are such that good electrical valve
characteristics may be obtained by the use of a block of
slightly conducting porous material. This is the prin-
ciple of the new autovalve arrester. Like the old
autovalve, it depends for its valve characteristics upon
special forms of discharges in gases in which the voltage
for maintaining the discharge is kept from falling much
below the voltage for initiating the discharge.

Development of New Arrester. The principle of opera-
tion referred to above, and described in the authors'
previous paper, broadly defines the mechanical and
electrical properties of the materials to be used in the
structure of the valve element. In the development of
the arrester it was necessary, however, to determine the
range of materials which is suitable, the permissible
range of fineness of these materials, the cross-section and
length of the element; also to make a careful study of the

Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
see Bibliography.
Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,
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*Westinghouse Elec. &
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effects of variation in the methods of manufacture.
The materials selected as the component parts of the
porous element are fabricated into cylindrical blocks of
the desired cross-section and convenient length. Each
one of these then provides a unit with valve character-
istics. At the present time, the blocks are made in units
rated at 3000 volts maximum, one inch long and two
inches in diameter, this cross-section providing sufficient
discharge capacities for line type arresters.

In the course of the experimental work, numerous
materials were tried and several thousand arrester
elements of various types manufactured, these generally
consisting of a specially prepared clay which is care-
fully ground to obtain the proper fineness, with a small
amount of conducting material added to initiate the
discharges in the pores provided by the granular insu-
lating material. The range of conducting materials
which may be used is large. For example, good results
were obtained by the authors with metals such as brass,
aluminum, iron, nickel, and copper; with ferro alloys
such as ferro-silicon, ferro-tungsten, and ferro-
manganese; with refractories, such as graphite and
carborundum; with minerals such as rutile, coal, coke,
and many other materials.

The two kinds of material,-namely, conducting and
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thoroughly aml pressedinto blocks having the proper porosity. If the materialis coarse, the cut-olf gradient will be quite low, while ifit, is very tine, the gradient will be high. Studies of thisnature revealed that the desirable structure to use inlightning arresters was not the finest which was tried,having a high cut-off gradient. These extremely finematerials as a rule are not so permanent, although it ispossible to construct workable arresters with voltageratios as low as 1.4. Permanent structures, somewhat

FIG. 3-NEW
AUTOVALVE ARRESTER ELEMENTRated at 3000 volts, after it has been copper sprayed and insulated

coarser and thicker for a given voltage rating, gaveratios around 2.5. This latter type of block was chosenas the desirable one to use in arrester designs at thepresent time, since its ratio falls within the limits ofadequate protection and its size is small.The preferred shape of element is a cylindrical block,because elements of this kind are simple to manufactureand can be assembled conveniently in porcelain casingsof designs which are comparatively easy to make. Thethickness of these blocks is proportional to the voltagefor which they are intended to be used, and their cross-section may be made to suit the discharge currentrequirements.
To insure a good electrical contact, the blocks orarrester elements are sprayed with copper on the parallelfaces, by the Schoop spray process, leaving a smallunsprayed rim near the edges to eliminate the possibilityof particles of copper getting on the other surfaces. Thecylindrical surface of the blocks is then insulated with acoat of cement to prevent any chance of flashover due tosurface creepage, and the blocks are ready for assemblingin arresters. (Fig. 3.)

Completely assembled arresters are built up by stack-ing the blocks one above the other in a porcelain casing,the number depending upon the voltage rating of thearrester. A spark-gap is placed in series with theassembled element.
Electrical Characteristics of New Arrester. Volt-ampere characteristic curves have been made on manyof the 3000 -volt arrester elements to determine the

maximum discharge and cut-off voltages and their ratioswith various discharge currents ranging from 12 am-peres to about 1100 amperes. These tests were madeby means of a Dufour type cathode ray oscillograph

used in conjunction with the unique circuit devised byI larrington' for simultaneously tripping oft the impulsecircuit, which is the source of test voltage, and thecathode ray oscillograph, used for measurinp arresterperformance. The results of these tests can bestbe explained by referring to the oscillograms
in Fig. 5. It will be noted that for current densities ofthe order of about 4 amperes per square inch, the voltageratio is about 1.8, while for the higher current densitiesof the order expected from lightning discharges, it isabout 2.5. The low-current oscillogram is interestingin that it shows the nature of the cut-off at extremely.low current densities. The oscillogram showing onlythe first part of a high-current characteristic was pro-duced by allowing the cathode beam to go off the film,and is included to give a magnified picture of the cut-offat the higher current densities.
In order that only a small current is permitted to flowthrough the arrester following the passage of a lightningdischarge, the practical arrester as applied to circuits isso designed that the cut-off voltage is close to the crestof the arrester's voltage rating. This small leakagecurrent is interrupted by the series gap. If the cut-off

FIG. 5-VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS OF 301111 -VOLTARRESTER ELEMENTS WITH VARIOUS VALUES OF SURGE CURRENTOscillogram Voltage ratio
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voltage is much less than the rated voltage of thearrester, considerable line current will follow the light-ning discharge, the amount depending upon the magni-tude of the cut-off voltage. Thus, by maintaining ahigh cut-off without altering the crest of about 2.5times the system voltage, the arresters may be madesafer against dynamic overvoltage. It is also desirableto keep the cut-off voltage as high as possible so that thevolt-ampere loop will be narrow and more energyextracted from the surge as its voltage is decaying.The sharp cut-off action of the new arresters discussedand illustrated above, by oscillograms covering a widerange of currents, indicates that arresters of this type
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should not allow a large power current to follow a light-
ning discharge when they are connected to a source of
power voltage, as they normally would be in practise.
In order that this may be checked, oscillograms were

 taken with arresters connected to a source of power of
large capacity whose voltage is equal to that of the
maximum ratings of the arresters being tested. An
oscillogram obtained in this manner on a 15-kv. arrester
is shown in Fig. 6. It will readily be seen that the cur-
rent which follows the discharge, indicated by the small
break in the zero current line, amounts to only a little
over an ampere and lasts for a fraction of a half -cycle
of the 60 -cycle voltage. Currents of this order of
magnitude and duration are not sufficient to interfere
with the operation of the arrester.

Size of New Arrester. The new autovalve ar-

FIG. 6-OSCILLOGRAM SHOWING POWER FOLLOW ON A 15-Ky.
NEW AUTOVALVE ARRESTER

Note that the power follow current is only a little over one ampere.
This oscillogram should be compared with the volt-ampere curve shown
in Fig. 1

rester elements are of such small size that a block one
inch thick is good for a maximum rating of 3000 volts
r. m. s. This has made it possible to reduce the size
of arresters, particularly those of high voltage, partly
because of the small size of the porcelain casings which
are required and partly because of the reduction in size,
and in some cases, the elimination of the supporting
structures. This reduction in size . of high -voltage
arresters has made it possible to install arresters in
existing substations where space limitations do not
permit the application of the arresters now in general
use. These new autovalve arresters are light in weight,
require little space, are simple of installation and with
expense of transportation considerably reduced.

The small size of the new arrester is indicated in Figs.
9 and 10, which show the new arrester compared to
a present standard autovalve of the same voltage
rating.

The reduction in size and weight makes it possible to
suspend arresters of this type from the station structure,
or even from the transmission line towers, thereby
entirely eliminating the requirements for arrester space

FIG. 9-COMPARATIVE SIZE OF 25-Ky. NEW AND OLD LINE TYPE
AUTOVALVE ARRESTERS

The arrester on the right is the new type.

in a station. This possibility is of particular importance
in the field of line protection for high -voltage systems.
It has been realized for some time that distributed
lightning protection,-that is, the placing of arresters at

FIG. 10-COMPARATIVE SIZE OF 73-Ky. NEW AND OLD STATION
TYPE AUTOVALVE ARRESTERS

intervals along a transmission line,-will not only de-
crease the lightning hazard to station apparatus, but
will also greatly reduce the likelihood of insulator
flashovers on the line, the degree of reduction effected
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Journal A. I. E. E.being a function of the density of the distributedarresters. Heretofore such distributed protection hasnot been considered economically practicable because ofthe size and weight of the present available arresters.The new valve arresters described in this paper bringthis method of protection within the realm of practicaluse. High -voltage line type arresters of the new con-struction are little different in size from the strings ofinsulators generally used. Incorporating arresterelements in insulator strings may be a development ofthe future.
It may now be economically feasible to increase thereliability of existing lines which suffer from outagescaused by lightning flashover by the installation ofarrester protection. The effect of an efficient linearrester on construction of new lines may be consider-able. Such an arrester, besides reducing the likelihoodof lightning outages, permits a reduction in the lengthsof the insulator strings now used to increase the re-liability of a line. This decrease in insulators in itselfinvolves but a small saving, but the resultant decrease incrossarm spacing and tower height reduces the cost ofconstruction considerably. With impulse voltage dataon insulating structures and arrester performanceavailable and with field data on the character oflightning disturbances being accumulated by means ofcathode ray oscillographs, it appears that in a shorttime it may be practicable so to rationalize the insula-tion and protection of a system that lightning outageswill be reduced to the optimum economical minimum.A number of installations of high-voltage line typearresters has been in service during the past season,chiefly for the purpose of determing the degree ofbenefit actually obtained in reducing line flashovers,and to secure operating data on the desirable spacing ofarresters for this purpose. Fig. 13 shows the type ofarrester used, and its method of mounting.

Arrester Installations and - Experience. Exhaustivelaboratory tests on the new valve arrester at thefactory has thoroughly proved its remarkable per-formance; however, since laboratory experience mustbe substantiated finally by successful results in service,it was thought desirable to place a number of these
arresters in service in the field as a final verification oftheir performance. Tests of this type offer the onlyopportunity to gain operating experience with arrestersconnected to complicated networks providing a multi-plicity of circuit conditions which can be reproduced
only in part in the laboratory.

Such a procedure is always advisable before any newpiece of electrical apparatus is produced in large quanti-
ties, since it gives the manufacturer an opportunity tocorrect minor defects or make additional improvements
in the final design while the field tests are progressing on
a comparatively small scale.

In order that the maximum number of operating
conditions might be secured, due partly to differences
in the behavior of electrical systems themselves and

partly because of atmospheric variations such asdifferences in altitude and the amount and kind of im-purities contained in the air, numerous arresters wereinstalled in all sections of the country, both on groundedand ungrounded electrical systems of various voltages.The first of these arresters were installed on a 2300-volt system about August 1, 1928. Other installationswith higher voltage arresters rapidly followed; theseincluded station type arresters of 73-kv. rating, until bythe end of 1928, over 1200 arresters had been placed inthe field. Additional installations were made during1929, and by the end of the lightning season, over 1500additional arresters had been placed in service, includ-ing high -voltage line type arresters and station ar-resters of 132-kv. rating. The arresters installed to dateinclude all voltages from 3 kv. to 132 kv., and thusrepresent a wide range of operating conditions. Thesefield tests will be continued.

FIG. 13-ONE OF THE NEW ARRESTERS
SUSPENDED FROM ONEPHASE OF A 110-Kv. TRANSMISSION LINE

The installation in this case was made at a substation to serve bothfor line and station protection

Thus far, with over 2500 arrester years of serviceexperience, the operating record has been remarkablygood. There have been a few disputable cases of smalllow -voltage transformer failures. A few arresters of thelower voltage classes have been damaged because ofmechanical defects which only service experience willreveal and remedy. Out of a total of 200, one high-voltage line type arrester was damaged, apparentlydue to a close-by direct stroke, as a klydonographconnected to another phase of the same circuit at thesame location was destroyed at the same time.Such a service record, it is felt, has been encouragingand has undoubtedly established the permanence ofthese new valve type arresters.
Conclusion. This development has made possiblearresters of reduced size. At the same time it hasbrought about performance improvements. As a
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result of the size and performance improvements, it

makes practical for the first time the protection of high -

voltage transmission lines.
In conclusion, the authors wish to thank Messrs.

A. L. Atherton and E. Beck for the strong support they

have given during the development of the new autovalve
arrester, as well as for their valuable suggestions in the

preparation of this paper. Others whom the authors
wish to thank for the aid they have given in suggestions
or in making tests include Messrs. A. M. Opsahl, H. M.

Kraner, M. E. Gainder, R. A. Wycoff, and L. R. Smith.
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Abridgment of

Induction Motor Performance Calculations
BY P. L. ALGER*

Fellow. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-By means of solutions of the induction motor exact

equivalent circuit in the form of infinite power series, approximate
formulas for the important motor characteristics are derived. These

formulas enable the effects of magnetizing current, core loss, and
primary resistance on maximum torque, starting current, and so
forth, to be readily taken into account with engineering accuracy.
A new form of power -factor chart is presented, which permits of the

power factor -load curve of any motor being conveniently determined
from no-load test data. Exact values of power factor can be ob-
tained from the chart by applying differential corrections, for which

formulas are given.
The methods outlined were developed to secure an optimum

combination of speed, accuracy, and consistency in design calcu-
lations, and have been in regular use for the past seven years.

THE performance of an induction motor can be
quite accurately determined if its starting current,
running light current, and its friction, windage,

core, and copper losses are known. Each of these
quantities affects in some measure the motor's per-
formance in regard to efficiency, power factor, and
torque, so that to take accurately into account the
influence of all these factors in designing a motor
involves a great deal of labor.

It is therefore customary in text books and in ap-
proximate design calculations to consider only the most
important factors in calculating each particular char-
acteristic of the motor, in this way obtaining simple
formulas. For example, the maximum running torque
of a motor is generally considered to be inversely
proportional to the motor's leakage reactance, or
nearly proportional to the motor's starting current; but
the influence of the running -light current on the maxi-
mum torque is normally neglected except in refined
calculations.

Recently Mr. W. J. Branson' presented a paper before
the Institute, in which he described the preparation of
a series of about 100 charts, from which, when the
motor's constants are known, the motor's performance
characteristics can be read off. Because of the large
number of motor constants which have to be taken into
account a large number of charts is required.

The present paper attacks the problem in a different
way, with the object of obtaining relatively simple alge-
braic formulas for polyphase motor performance char -

*General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York.
1. For references see Bibliography, complete paper.
Presented at the North Eastern District Meeting of the A. I. E. E.,

Springfield, Mass., May 7-10, 1980. Complete copy upon request.
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acteristics by means of relatively small correction
terms added to the usual approximate formulas.
These correction terms are obtained by solving the
equivalent circuit (Fig. 1) of the motor in the form of an
infinite series in ascending powers of the per unit motor
reactances and loss factors. While the results obtained
in this way are approximate, nevertheless formulas are
obtained which are amply accurate for practical design
work. Also, the formulas have the advantage of
showing up the independent effects of each of the motor
constants, thus enabling the interrelations of the various
constants and the characteristics to be clearly seen.

In this way, formulas are obtained in terms of readily
measurable motor constants for the starting current,
starting torque, maximum torque, secondary resistance,
and other important characteristics. It is found that
the product of the per -unit magnetizing current and
per -unit leakage reactance drop, which corresponds to
the well-known leakage factor, and which is represented
in the paper by the symbol a b, is very useful in the
calculations. For example, it is found that if the
complete performance of an ideal motor with zero
running -light current is obtained, expressed in algebraic
formulas as is usually done in text books, the following
correction factors should be applied to the results to get
the true values with engineering accuracy.

The maximum torque and maximum output should
3 a b

each be multiplied by 1 - .

The starting torque should be multiplied by

a b
2

1
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The formulas obtained in this way for power factorare not sufficiently accurate for practical purposes, butthe same method was used to obtain results in a differentway. Definite values of the loss constants for a typicalmotor were assumed, and with these values, a chart(Fig. 3) showing the power factor against load formotors having a wide range of values of the leakagefactor was calculated. Knowing simply the running-light current, the reactance of the motor at starting,and any assumed load current, the power factor and thepower -factor load curve of any motor can be immediatelytaken from the chart. Formulas for differential cor-rections to be applied to the chart readings are then

developed in terms of the motor loss constants, whichenable accurate values to be obtained from the singlechart, whatever the motor characteristics. The resultsread directly from the chart are accurate to within about1 per cent for ordinary motors, but they may be in errorby 2 or 3 per cent for motors with extremely high or lowefficiency. By use of the correction terms, however,results accurate to within 0.3 of one per cent can beobtained for almost any polyphase motor.
Summarizing the whole, the paper gives correctionfactors to be applied to the elementary text bookinduction motor formulas, which enable the effects ofmagnetizing current and loss constants of a polyphase.motor to be taken into account with engineering ac-curacy. And a new form of power -factor chart isshown, permitting the power factor of any motor tobe readily obtained from the simplest of test data.

Abridgment of
Operating Characteristics of Turbine Governors*BY T. E. PURCELLt

Non -Member

Synopsis.-Surging has occurred on power systems whose trans-mission distance is small and load density high. The DuquesneLight Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has experiencedthese surges. This paper outlines tests conducted to determinethe influence the steam turbine governors have in starting or

and A. P. HAYWARDt
Non -Member

sustaining a surge condition. The conclusions1. The governor system installed at Colfax Power Stationnot start system surging.
2. The governor system will not sustain load oscillations.* * * * *

INTRODUCTION
ON several occasions, the system of the DuquesneLight Company of Pittsburgh has developedperiods of severe surging. During these surges,indications have been that one or more generators wereout of synchronism for periods of time lasting from a fewseconds to several minutes. These surges have some-times followed severe faults on the 66-kv. transmissionsystem, the generators apparently drifting apart duringthe low -voltage period, resulting in severe surges duringrecovery of voltage and at other times have followed theloss of excitation due to exciter failure or regulator action.The Duquesne Light system (Fig. 1) has two majorpower stations located approximately 18 mi. apart.These stations are connected by a 66-kv. ring trans-mission system. Colfax Power Station of 260,000-kw.capacity supplies all of its output to the ring at 66 kv.This power is transmitted through the ring to variousstep-down substations which feed the distribution sub-stations at 22 kv.

Brunot Island Power Station of 116,000-kw. capacityis located near downtown Pittsburgh. This station and
tBoth of the Duquesne Light Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.*Part IV of a Symposium on Power System Planning.
Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,N. Y., Jan. 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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assumed are:
will

the 66-kv. transmission ring are paralleled on an 11-kv.bus from which the power is distributed mainly throughan 11-kv. cable system.
The original turbine governors at Colfax Power Sta-tion were of the flyball type with a single oil relay ac-tuating the primary valve mechanism. A systemdisturbance causing loss of a major portion of the Colfaxload would result in the operation of the overspeed tripson the turbines, resulting in loss of the entire load.The governors at the Brunot Island Power Stationare of the same type. Due to the large number of11-kv. feeders and bus reactors preventing a major lossof load, faults on a section near Brunot Island do notcause severe overspeeding.

The present governors installed at Colfax PowerStation are the result of much experimental work on thepart of the Westinghouse Electric & ManufacturingCompany and Duquesne Light Company engineers.As a result of many load dumping tests,' the governorswere finally modified from the original type to the pres-ent type, which consists of the flyball mechanism, an oilrelay, which in turn actuates a larger oil relay, givingthe force to the mechanism of the primary valve. Toinsure an adequate supply of oil at constant pressureduring the period when the primary valve relays were1. For references see Bibliography.
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operating, oil accumulators were added to the governor
oil system. The net results of these changes have been
to reduce the load on the flyball governor when tending
to correct the valve setting and insuring an adequate oil
supply to carry through the movement required for a
change in speed conditions. The reduction of duty on
the flyballs has resulted in a much faster and more
accurate following of the speed changes, allowing the
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FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

governors to hold the turbines below the limit of the
auto -stop setting.

It was the purpose of the tests described in this paper
to determine the effect of the governors during
observed periods of surging. The following tests were
set up to either reproduce or indicate the true action of
the governors.

The determination of the effect of the governors dur-
ing periods of severe surging involved the knowledge of
the natural period of oscillation of the governor system
and the natural period of oscillation of the complete
system. The first series of tests was conducted with a
view to determining the natural periods of the turbine
governors, the second series, the natural period of os-
cillation of the complete system, i. e., the combined
turbo generators and transmission system, and the
third series the action of the turbine governors during a
period of surging (pole slipping) of a main generator.
During many of the severe disturbances, one or more of
the main generators have been observed to be pole
slipping or give indications which would lead one to
believe that if the system had not been sectionalized
pole slipping would have resulted. All of the tests were
conducted at the Colfax Power Station.

Colfax has ten generators ranging from 23,600 kv-a.
to 48,500 kv-a., grouped in four units. Units Nos. 1 and
2 each consist of a high-pressure turbine, exhausting to
two low-pressure turbines, each having a generator of
23,600 kv-a. connected to it. The high-pressure
turbine governor normally controls the load for the
entire unit. Units Nos. 3 and 4 each have two single -
shaft turbo generators of 35,300 and 48,500 kv-a. re-
spectively, Unit No. 4 having the oil relay type of
governor.2

Brunot Island has seven generators, five single -shaft

V V V W V

Oseillograph Elements

Switch Ion Timing Record on Films

turbo generators with a capacity of 18,000 kv-a. each
and one cross -compound of 47,200-kv-a. capacity.
Each element of the compound unit is rated at 23,600
kv-a.

The natural period of the governor was found in the
following manner. A turbo generator was loaded to a
predetermined value varying from one -quarter to full
load. With the load adjusted and all other conditions
normal, the turbine operator would grasp the governor
sleeve linkage and depress it until the load on the
machine had increased approximately 10,000 kw. beyond
the load setting of the governor. The governor flyballs
would then adjust themselves to counteract the external
force applied, and the primary valve would adjust itself
to a new position. The release of this external force
resulted in a change of position of the flyballs, creating a
tendency in them to oscillate about their new position
until a state of equilibrium had been reached. This
change in governor position reduced the amount of
steam delivered to the turbine, resulting in a load swing
on the generator. It was believed that if this load swing
on the generator and the natural period of oscillation of
the turbine governor corresponded in the proper phase
and time, it would be possible for such a disturbance to
amplify itself to such a degree as to cause the generator
either to pole -slip or start severe surging of the entire
system.

An oscillograph was used to record the oscillation and
power output of the various units during the test.

Slide wire potential dividers were connected to the
governor sleeves and primary valve pistons of all
typical unit's in the station. The movement of the
various parts resulted in a change of potential across a
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FIG. 6-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF OSCILLOGRAPH CONNECTIONS
-GOVERNOR OSCILLATION TESTS

circuit which being connected to an oscillograph ele-
ment would properly record the increment. Other
quantities recorded were single-phase output, bus volt-
age, and field amperes of the generator under test. The
set-up was so arranged that the action of the governor
on one unit might be recorded on the same film with the
corresponding reaction of the governors on the adjacent
units, (Fig. 6).

The results of these tests indicated that on Units Nos.
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PURCELL AND HAYWOOD: 'TURBINE, GoVERNORS Journal A. I. E. E.1 and 2, the governor period varied from 100 to 135cycles per minute and the load swing period, from 80 to87.8 cycles per minute. Units Nos. 3 and 4 indicatedan average period of 143 cycles per minute for the gover-nor oscillation and 62.2 cycles per minute for the loadswing. The discrepancy between the period of the loadswing for Units Nos. 1 and 2 and Nos. 3 and 4 can beaccounted for by the difference in moments of inertia of
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the revolving masses. The moments of inertia of 1-Band 2-B are 220,800 lb-ft.,2 3-A and 3-B have a momentof inertia of 560,000 lb-ft.,2 and 4-A and 4-B havemoments of inertia of 586,000 lb-ft.2
The ratio of the governor period of oscillation to theload oscillation for Nos. 1 and 2 is 1.45 to 1. For Nos.3 and 4, the ratio is 2.3 to 1. In order that one systemmay support an oscillation in another system, the twomust be in resonance; that is, having the same period.Also, the two oscillations must have a phase displace-
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ment of 180 deg. If the natural period of the governoris the same as the natural period of the rotor, and the
time lag between the governor action and the effect ofthe steam on the rotor equals one-half of this period,this condition can be met on the turbine. If it isassumed that the governors oscillate at their naturalperiod, the effect on the turbine due to the variation in
steam flow would not tend to sustain oscillation of the
generator output, due to the difference in frequency
between the governor and rotor periods. Also, the
tests indicate that the governor mechanism comes to its
position of equilibrium after an impulse within one and
a half cycles of governor oscillation. (Fig. 7.)

The second series of tests was devised as a means ofchecking the natural period of the complete system. Adevice was constructed and installed on element 3-Bwhich replaced the link between the primary valve oilrelay and the link from the governor oil relay. Thisarrangement allowed the primary valve to be movedfrom one extreme to another independent of the gover-nor setting or condition on the governor system. It wasbelieved that if a load oscillation having the same fre-quency as the complete system could be established onone of the main units, surging would result and couldbe readily recorded. The possibility of introducing onthe system a surge which might result in a majordisturbance was considered. To avoid this, the oscilla-tor mechanism was constructed so that both the loadswing and the frequency of the swing could be manuallycontrolled. The test was conducted by introducing aload swing of approximately 10,000 kw., the frequencyof this swing being varied from 30 cycles per minute toover 130 cycles per minute.
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The same set-up records were obtained on this testas on the previous one, but in addition, oscillographicrecords were made of transmission line current andphase angle between the two generating stations. Itwas not possible to create sufficient disturbance tooscillate the system. The tests, however, did indicatethat the generator output closely follows the steaminput from low frequency, until the variation in theprimary valve movement reaches a period of from 60 to70 cycles per minute. Above this frequency, theamplitude of the swing decreases until at approximately100 cycles per minute, the steam variation becomes toofast to affect the output (Fig. 8). This point checksthe statement made as a result of the previous tests, thatif the governors did oscillate, their period would be toofast to have any appreciable effect on a load swing.The third series of tests was conducted to determinethe governor action during pole -slipping of a main unit.The resulting system disturbance was recorded withrecords of field amperes, field voltage, stator amperes,single-phase watt output, transmission line current,
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high-tension bus voltages, phase angle between generat-
ing stations, and governor- action on adjacent units.
The pole -slipping was accomplished by adjusting the
field current until the generator, at full rated load, had
unity power factor. The field was then gradually low-
ered by means of the face-plate rheostat until the
current from the stator tended to increase at a rapid
rate, indicating the start of a pole -slip, when the field
was given a slightly lower value and all adjustments
discontinued. During the pole -slipping, approximately
one-third to one-half of the field rheostat was in series
with the field. In every case of this nature, the first
pole -slip would take place very slowly; then there would
be an appreciable time or interval during which no
surging would occur; then a second slip would take
place. The third slip would occur at a shorter interval,
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the period gradually decreasing, (Fig. 9). During
operations of this type, strengthening of the field during
the period of steady operation resulted in the machine's
pulling into step and remaining in step. By trial, it
was also found that tripping the turbine throttle allowed
the generator to pull into step. The torque produced
by the turbine having been removed, the generator
synchronizing torque, notwithstanding its weak field,
was sufficient to pull the rotor into step with the system
and continue to operate in synchronism. Two factors
were determined; first, that a large turbo generator out
of synchronism may be pulled back onto the system
without a reduction in throttle setting by carefully
increasing the field current at the proper time, provided
the surging has not become too rapid; second, that a
generator which is pole -slipping may clear itself of that
condition if the turbine torque is removed or reduced.

The oscillographic records substantiated observations,
proving that during pole -slipping, the power factor
changes from lead to lag. This is true of a distributed
field turbo alternator and is caused by the induction

generator effect which prevents the power output from
approaching zero during pole -slipping conditions.

Of the records obtained during the pole -slipping tests,
those showing the angle between the rotor and the field
of the stator are of interest. (Fig. 10.) An analysis of
this displacement angle gives an indication of the rate of
change of speed of the rotor during the pole slipping
period. Also, when compared with the kw. output from
the stator and the position of the primary valve, it gives
a very definite indication of the true governor action
during pole -slipping of the unit.

From the oscillograph records, it appears that there
is a positive power output at the time of maximum slip
or differential velocity between the stator field and the
rotor, and at this instant, the governor valve is at its
minimum opening. The maximum power output, how-
ever, occurs at the instant the rotor passes through its
next in phase position. At this instant, it is seen that
the governor valve is just beginning to open. This con-
dition indicates that the governors on the turbines
follow the speed changes caused by pole-slipping and
attempt to reduce the steam input. Therefore, it seems
that the governor, by reducing the torque, will allow the
generator to pull back into step and attempt to recover
its load; but if at this instant the cause of the original
disturbance has not been removed, the generator will

again pole -slip.

CONCLUSIONS

The periods of the governor oscillation and load
oscillation on the generators do not have a time phase
that would sustain a surge.

The natural governor period is sufficiently fast to
eliminate the effect of the variation in steam input on
the load output.

The governors are sensitive enough to hold the tur-
bine from overspeeding, and tend to check the speed of
the turbine during a pole -slip.

The above conclusions are based on observations
during a staged test. From these tests it seems fair to
assume that on the turbo generators at Colfax, the
governor oscillation can have no effect on the load out-
put and the oscillation frequency of the load and gover-
nors are so far apart that the governor will not assist in
sustaining a surge.
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Successive Unidirectional Condenser Discharge
11Y SI11110 SAINO1

/twineInto. A. 1. E. E.Synopsis, ---A phenomenon of successive unidirectional dis-charges of a condenser across a gap .placed between its terminals,when the condenser is connected in series with an inductance havingsuch constant that resonance occurs in the system when supplied withalternating e. m. f., is described.
An ordinary sphere -gap does not

WHEN a condenser is connected in series with aninductance, and an alternating current of suchfrequency is applied to the extremes of the twothat resonance occurs, a surge of energy will manifestitself between the inductance and the condenser.When the system is started from a dead condition, thesurging energy between the condenser and the induc-tance must be supplied from the supply circuit and thuscannot attain its final value instantaneously. A

FIG. 1-SHOWING GROWTH OF POTENTIAL DIFFERENCEAT CONDENSER TERMINAL WHEN ALTERNATING E. M. F. ISAPPLIED TO SYSTEM

cumulative oscillating growth of the surge energy,current, and e. m. f., is thus to be expected. Fig. 1shows a gradual growth of the potential difference atthe condenser terminals when an alternating e. m. f. issuddenly applied to the extremes of the resonatingsystem. It will be revealed from the figure that evenat the very beginning of the growth the potentialdifference at the condenser terminals, V3, is in quadra-ture with the supply e. m. f., V,.
If the terminals of the condenser are connected to anair -gap and the gap length is so adjusted that it willbreak near the crest of the second half-wave of con-denser voltage, which is always greater than that of thefirst half-wave, the condenser will be discharged nearthe second crest but not at the first. By the time thedischarge of the condenser is finished, the whole systemis brought to the initial condition and a fresh start recurswith the finish of the discharge. It can be shown thatthe recurring discharges are at the same phase of thewave; that is, near the crest of the second half-waveof condenser voltage in the case above cited. Thesuccessive unidirectional discharges of the condenserare thus made manifest.

If the gap is brought to a longer separation, so that itbreaks near the crest of the fourth half -wave, the dis-charge will occur once in every two cycles of the supply
1. President, Sano Electric Manufacturing Co., Tokyo, Japan.Printed complete herein.
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give stable operation for any length of lime. A special form of gapwhich gives satisfactory operation is described. Direct current nosybe obtained from the system if a proper wave -filter ix utilized.Finally, the application of the system ax a generator of successive'unidirectional voltage ins pulses is discussed.

e. m. f., as is shown in Fig. 2, in which V, represents thepotential difference at the condenser terminals, V, thesupply e. m. f., and the voltage over a resistance inthe discharge circuit. The figure shows the dischargeover an ordinary sphere -gap which is connected inseries with a resistance sufficiently high to make thedischarge non -oscillatory.
If, on the other hand, the gap is so adjusted that itbreaks near the crest of the third half-wave, the dis-charge will be alternating in direction.An interesting fact is, that at the instant the con-denser discharges at a crest of the condenser voltage,the supply e. m. f. and current are both at their zerovalue. Besides, all the surging energy in the systemwill have been stored in the condenser and none in themagnetic field of the inductance at this instant.An air-gap however, is not so simple in its nature, asto allow the successive discharges in one directionwithout failure; that is, it is more or less erratic. Ex-perience shows that the operation of the ordinarysphere-gap is steady only for a short while, and a slightirregularity in the gap or elsewhere causes the condenserto discharge in the opposite direction.The author has devised a special form of the gap

FIG. 2-SHOWING DISCHARGE ONCE IN EVERY Two CYCLES OFTHE SUPPLY E. M. F. WITH SPHERICAL ELECTRODES

which eliminates the erratic nature so completely thatsuccessive unidirectional discharges of the condenserare insured. As one pole of the gap, the author hasselected a cylinder with spherical head, made ofan easilyvolatile metal, such as zinc; as the other pole, a wireof suitable diameter with high melting point, such asplatinum, has been used. Owing to the bombardmentof positive ions issuing from the zinc pole, with a fewpreliminary discharges, the tip of the platinum wire willbe heated to a high temperature, and a swarming cloudof electrons be liberated from the platinum tip andsupplied to the gap. Thus to a certain degree the370
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gap is endowed with unidirectional conductivity. Ex-

periment shows that under this condition, the dis-
charge is highly stable and a wide change in the gap
length does not make even a flicker.

The operation of this form of gap without the resonat-
ing system, however, shows that the current is not
unidirectional, but is alternating, even at the highest
temperature endurable with platinum. Thus the gap
in itself is not to a high degree unidirectional, but a
resonating system is required in connection with it to
give a satisfactory operation. Fig. 3 illustrates such a
gap in actual operation; a core of white heat is sur-
rounded by a halo of haze.

FIG. 3-SPECIAL SPARK -GAP WHICH GIVES STEADY OPERATION

FIG. 4-SHOWING DISCHARGE ONCE IN EVERY CYCLE OF THE
SUPPLY E. M. F. USING CIRCUIT OF FIG. 5 AND SPECIAL GAP

V3

FIG. 5

Fig. 4 gives an example of successive unidirectional
discharges of the condenser over a resistance in a circuit
shown in Fig. 5; V', representing the supply voltage,
was taken from the primary side of the step-up trans-
former, T, and the voltage on the condenser, V2, was
taken across a part of a very high resistance, r; V3 was
taken over a portion of resistance of the load, R, as
shown in the illustration. It will be seen that the
discharge occurs a little before the supply e. m. f.
reaches its zero value, and considerably before the con-
denser voltage assumes its crest of the second half-wave-
(rather the third half -wave in this particular case).
The voltage at which the gap isruptured does not appear
to be any higher than the crest of the preceding half -
wave, and it seems to show that the gap works as a

unidirectional path to at least a certain degree. The
wave front of V3 is shown to be very sharp,-really
precipitous. If the gap length were much greater, the
voltage at which the discharge occurs would have been
higher than the crest of the preceding half -wave, as is
the case with Fig. 6.

This figure illustrates a case when the condenser
discharges through a circuit consisting of the resistance

FIG. 6-SHOWING CONDENSER DISCHARGE THROUGH RESIS-
TANCE AND INDUCTANCE IN SERIES

FIG. 7-SHOWING CONDENSER DISCHARGE WITH CIRCUIT

SHOWN IN FIG. 8

pt

zn

FIG. 8

FIG. 9-SHOWING DOUBLE RECTIFICATION

and the inductance connected in series, and the voltage
V3 was taken over a part of the resistance. It will be
seen that the wave front of V3 is very blunt and that the
condenser commences to discharge at the third half -
wave at a point higher in voltage than the crest of the
preceding half -wave; otherwise, the nature of the
discharge is much like that shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7 shows the wave front of 17;, in the circuitillustrated in Fig. 8, in which the condenser dischargesto another condenser with a resistance shunted, asecond resistance, r, being inserted in the circuit to makethe discharge non -oscillatory. The wave front of theoutput e. m. f. is seen to be very slack, and the succeed-ing waves are so overlapped that a direct current maybe obtained when it is connected to a proper wave filter.Fig. 9 illustrates another case in which two circuitssimilar to that shown in Fig. 8 are connected in parallelso that both positive and negative half-waves of thesupply e. m. f. are utilized in proper direction. Thefigure reveals that the frequency of the ripple is doublethat of the preceding case and thus is very well suitedto obtain direct current through the use of the filter.By the proper choice of the circuit constants, the formof wave front may be changed at will, and the crestvalue of the impulse voltage may be changed by the

change of the gap length, the longer gap giving greatervoltage. The range of voltage adjustment by thechange of the gap length is found to be about 100 percent, so that convenient adjustment of voltage may bemade without changing the supply e. m. f.So far, the condenser is discharged directly throughthe load, but the arrangement may be so changed thatthe terminals of the inductance, in lieu of the condenser,are connected to the load. In this case, the condenseris discharged through the outside circuit, the load andthe inductance being connected in parallel. The waveform of the discharge current is complicatedaccordingly.Thus the system may be used as a simple generator ofsuccessive unidirectional voltage impulses in which thewave front may be changed at will by the proper choiceof constants in the discharge circuit, and in which thepeak value of the impulse may be changed at will withinwide range, without changing the supply e. m. f.

Abridgment of
Transient Torque-Angle Characteristicsof Synchronous MachinesBY W. V. LYON* and H. E. EDGERTON*Associate, A. I. E. E.

Associate, A. I. E. E.Synopsis.-Mechanical oscillations of synchronous motorsfollowing the application of abrupt shaft loads have not heretoforebeen easily calculated for cases of large angular swings, taking intoaccount the damping currents in the rotor, except by tedious point-by -point methods. The chief difficulty has been due to the form ofthe basic differential equation upon which the solution of huntingproblems depends.
Within the lastfew years, Doctor V. Bush and others at the Massa-chusetts Institute of Technology have devised the integraph which iscapable of solving the equations of the synchronous motor. Into theintegraph are put curves representing the non-linear differentialequations and the boundary conditions. The desired results comefrom the integraph as curves.

In this paper, the problem of sudden load on the non -salient polealternator is solved by the integraph for enough different conditions

so that the performance of practically any machine of this type mayeasily be predictedfrom the compiled results. Knowing the momentsof inertia of the machine and its load, the characteristics of themachine running as a synchronous motor and as an inductionmotor, the maximum amount of sudden load for which the machinewill remain in synchronism may be determined for different valuesof initial load. Other curves give the maximum angle of the firstswing of the rotor and the time interval for the rotor to change fromits initial position to this maximum angle.The simplest type of equation representing an ideal synchronousmachine is solved in this paper. The integraph is capable of solvingproblems of a much more complicated nature than those presented.The more complicated problems pertaining to machines with un-symmetrical excitation and salient -pole rotors will probably be thesubjects of future papers.

INTRODUCTION
THE transient angular oscillations of synchronousmachines are important  to operating engineers,

and within the last few years a number of papersdevoted to this subject have appeared in our technicalliterature. Readjustment of steady-state operatingconditions following changes of load or circuit causesthe rotors of synchronous machines to swing in accor-dance with the dictates of mechanical and electricalrequirements. The differential equations representingthe constraints on the motions of the rotor have here-tofore been unsolvable except by means of step-by-stepanalysis. The development of the integraph has made
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,N. Y., Jan. 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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possible .the solution of problems of the type encoun-tered in studies of transient angle characteristics ofsynchronous machines. It will also be shown how theelectromagnetic torque may be computed by theapplication of a well-known physical principle whichheretofore has been little used for this purpose.In this first paper there will be considered only thesimplest case, and therefore the following conditionswill be imposed: The air-gap will be considered uni-form and the permeabilities of all portions of the mag-netic circuit treated as constant,-i. e., the effects ofsaturation will be neglected. Both the armature andfield circuits will be taken as symmetrical, with thewindings so arranged that the space harmonics in theair -gap flux become negligible. The problem to betreated specifically is that of the sudden application of
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load to the shaft of a synchronous motor which is sup-
plied with power from a balanced polyphase source of
constant potential and frequency. In this problem, the
mutual inductance between the armature and rotor is
the only circuit parameter which is variable.

If it be permissible to assume that both the hysteresis
and eddy -current losses vary directly with the fre-
quency and the square of the maximum flux density,
these losses may be taken into account by assigning the
proper complex values to the self- and mutual induc-
tance. This, however, is a refinement which has been
disregarded in the computation presented here.

The equation which determines the angle character-
istics of a synchronous machine is

d2 0J
d t2

+ T. + T =0 (1)

where the first term represents the acceleration torque;
the second, the electromagnetic torque developed be-
tween the stator and rotor; and the third, the mechani-
cal torque on the shaft, including friction. J is the
moment of inertia and 0 is the displacement angle of
the rotor from some normal synchronous position.

It is first necessary to determine the expression for
the electromagnetic torque. In addition to the con-
ditions already assumed to exist, the currents in both
the armature and field circuits are considered to be in-
dependent of the acceleration; that is to say, the cur-
rents at any moment are the same as would flow if
the speed at that moment were to exist indefinitely.
This additional assumption simplifies the problem.
Results obtained with an induction motor having a
rotor winding excited with direct current appear to
justify this assumption for those cases in which the
time constants of the stator and rotor windings are
relatively small or the moment of inertia large enough
to assure small acceleration.

Equation (19) of Appendix I is a complete expression
for the electromagnetic torque developed by the motor
as a function of the terminal voltage V, the excitation
voltage E1', the armature resistance r,, the rotor re-
sistance r2, the synchronous reactance x and the
slip. The derivation of this equation, which is based
upon the principle of superposition, is given in Appen-
dix I. By this method, the effects produced by the
potential applied to the stator and that applied to the
rotor are each found separately. Combination of these
two effects gives the resulting conditions that exist in

 the motor. By neglecting the armature resistance r1,
the equation for the electromagnetic torque can be re-
duced to the form given in (20). This expression now
substituted in 1, gives

d2 1

d t2  (i) L x
sin 0

,

Since a power equation is more convenient than a
torque equation, the above can be put in the power
form by multiplying by unit speed (1), giving

d2 0 d 0

Pi d t2 Pd dt ± P. sin 0 = P (3)

ABRUPT APPLICATION OF SHAFT LOAD

The particular problem considered in the integraph
solutions of Equation (3) is that of the abrupt applica-
tion of load to the shaft of a synchronous motor. Of

especial interest is the maximum amount of abrupt
load that can be suddenly applied without resulting in a
loss of synchronism. This critical load will depend
upon the relative sizes of the coefficients of Equation
(3) and upon the initial load that exists when the sud-
den load is applied. It will depend also upon the initial
acceleration and slip. Both of these last two factors
have been considered to be zero in the integraph solu-
tions. Such a consideration implies that the motor is
operating in a steady-state condition at the time when
the abrupt load is applied.

The load as a function of time for this specific problem
is of the form,

P = Po ± Pi, 1 (5)

where P. is the initial shaft load.
PL is the abrupt shaft load.
1 is Heaviside's unit function which indicates

that the quantity to which it is applied is
zero before time equals zero and thereafter
is multiplied by one.

Substituting (5)- in (3) gives (16), the complete differen-
tial equation including the initial conditions for the
problem of abrupt shaft load, it being understood that
the initial acceleration and slip are equal to zero.

d2 0 d 0

Pi d t2 Pd d t
+ Pm sin 0 = Po + PL 1 (6)

From this equation it may be seen that there are
five factors which influence the solution. The first
factor, P,, depends upon the combined inertia of the
motor and its connected load, and upon the synchronous
speed of the motor. The next factor, Pd, depends upon
the induction motor characteristics of the synchronous
machine when its field circuit is symmetrical' and short-
circuited. For small values of slip it is approximately
proportional to the slope of the slip -torque curve.
Actually the coefficient Pa is not constant but is the
variable factor which, when multiplied by the slip, gives
the correct value for this torque term. The third factor
P. depends upon the synchronous motor characteristics.
It is the pull-out power or maximum load that does not
cause the motor to pull out of step if slowly applied.
The fourth factor, P., is the initial load. The last
factor, PL, is the abrupt load that is applied at t = 0.1 IV d0

 360 f r2 d t T= 0 (2)
1. This type of rotor was used in the experimental tests.
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Ity a change of time settle, the factors that nolnencethe solut ion may be reduced to three:
1. k

a "relative damping cued'.
cient" which depends upon
the induction and synchro-
nous motor characteristicsand the combined inertia of
the motor and load.(Although k is a numeric it contains the dimensions ofangle and is proportional to the square root of the mag-nitude of the unit used for measuring angle. The unitused for the solutions in this paper was the electricaldegree. If electrical radians are used, k must be multi-plied by the square root of 180/7r.)

P.
2.

Pm= the initial load ratio.

3. PL=
the abrupt load ratio.P.

This reduction in the number of coefficients is accom-plished by selecting a new variable which is relatedto the usual time scale by the following equation

t=t,N1 PPm (7)
where t' is the new variable. The substitution of(7) into (6) and the division of all terms by P,,, givesthe most general form of Equation (6)
d

t')2(d

0

2 d
d

t0'

Po P1,k + sin 0 = D -Dr- 1
(8)

This equation characterizes the angular transientsthat follow a suddenly applied shaft load. It is theequation of a damped pendulum swinging through largeamplitudes. Initially, the angle must be of such a valuethat sin 01 = Po/P,. After a transient (in case syn-chronism is not lost) the final steady-state angle mustbe such that sin 02 = (P. + PL) /P.
If k is zero, then the equation

represents undampedmotion and the angular variation is an oscillation be-tween the initial value and some maximum value.This equation is solvable for the critical load by amethod of areas.2 Also the maximum angle of swing forany load can be determined in the same manner.Should the maximum angle reach and slightly exceedthe value of angle corresponding to this critical load inthe unstable part of the power -angle characteristic,stability will be lost because the synchronizing torqueis less than the load torque. Park and Bancker show acurve of Po/Pm against PL/Pm in Fig. 12 of their paper
2. Fortescue, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 44, 1925, p. 984. Parkand Bancker, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 48, Jan. 1929, p. 170.2a. Summers and McClure, A. I. E. E., Quarterly TRANS.,Vol. 49,1930, p. 132. (Appendix VIII wherein the I ntegraph wasused for solutions of transient angle-time curves for the undampedcase for ten values of initial load ratio and for many suddenload ratios up to 3. Ten charts are given).

which gives the critical values that are just on the vergeor instability. They also show curves of :111141cl:iv pomi-tion against time for the undamped case which werecalculated step-by-slep.
The damping is not equal to zero when the inducedrotor currents in the field windings and the amortisseurbars are appreciable. The relative damping coefficientk, becomes larger as the induction motor ettecI becomesgreater. By analogy to the damped pendulum, it willbe seen that the motion represented by Equation (8)is beneficially influenced by increasing the value of k,since the clamping term reduces the maximum angle ofswing. In other words, as the value of k becomes larger,the amount of sudden load ratio that may he appliedbecomes larger with a constant initial load ratio. Alimit, however, is reached when k has such a value thatthe sudden load ratio plus the initial load ratio equals

FIG. 1-A GENERAL VIEW OF THE INTEGRAPHThis device is the result of several years of Intensive research at theMassachusetts institute of Technology by Dr. V. Bush and others

one. Further increase of the relative damping coeffi-cient, k, cannot allow the motor to stand a more suddenload, because the final steady-state conditions are im-possible. The value of k that just allows the suddenload ratio plus the initial load ratio to equal one has beentermed the "critical damping coefficient." This coeffi-cient has different numerical values for different initialload ratios. It corresponds roughly to the criticallydamped R, L, and C series electrical c'rcuit.The integraph (see Fig. 1) made it possible for manycomplete solutions of Equation (8), taking into accountthe damping term, to be made in a reasonable length oftime. Reference to three previously published articleson the integraph describing its construction and opera-tion are given in a footnote below Appendix II. Ap-pendix II describes the methods employed in solvingequations of the type of (8) on this device. Without
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the integraph, aLedious point -by -point method would

be necessary whth would require a prohibitive amount

of time.
The procedur used in systematizing the results of

the integraph soitions follows. The relative damping
coefficient, k, ad the initial load ratio, P.IP,, were
given numerical -slues. Then the integraph was used
to obtain solutins for the angular variation against

time for differer values of abrupt load ratio, PL/P.
Fig. 2 shows seh a family of solutions. For these

1111.111r.M1,411-A. -
deo:a

NTZ.
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TIME
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V 90 PiFOR TIME IN .CONDS MULTIPLY THIS SCALE BY 2w
P,,,

nor decrease. This value is that which would cause the
so-called "unstable equilibrium condition" for this
particular equation. Physically, such a solution means
that the slip and acceleration of the rotor of a syn-
chronous machine both become zero when the rotor
reaches the angle giving an unstable steady-state
solution. This angle is on the unstable portion of the
power -angle curve, thus being greater than 90 deg.
The precision of the integraph was not sufficient to
secure a plot of this condition. However, the integraph
shows that the largest value of sudden load ratio that
does not cause instability is greater than 0.79 and less
than 0.80. This determination is sufficiently accurate
for engineering purposes.

The results of many families of solutions such as
those shown in Fig. 2 are compiled as a chart giving the
relation between the relative damping coefficient and
the maximum load ratio which does not result in in-
stability. Such a chart, complete, in that it gives the
results of all the solutions, appears in Fig. 3. The solid
points indicate that the integraph solution of Equation
(8) with the coordinates of the point k and PL/P, is a
stable one. The open points indicate that the integraph
showed instability for the corresponding values, k and
PL/P.,. Only a few values near the critical value are
located on Fig. 3. Between the two types of solutions

FIG. 2-( R SHOWING THE VARIATION OF ANGULAR
/0

DISPLACEMENT ACINST TIME FOR VARIOUS SUDDENLY APPLIED 0.9

SHAFT LOADS

Angle -time solutio: of Equation (8) for a relative damping coefficient of
0.022 and no initial IIi

solutions, the lue of k was equal to 0.022, andPidP,

itk!

was equal to 3ro. The time scale is converted to
seconds for ar particular case by multiplying the

Sys

numbers on le horizontal scale of Fig. 2 by
4

2 7 90 P' r 59.6 Ni Pi . The factor 2 r -V 90P,Pm
results from to way in which the integraph was
calibrated usir a linear second degree differential
equation withat a damping term. This method of
calibration is colained in Appendix III.

Small sudde load ratios cause the angle -time solu-
tions of Fig. 1_ o resemble damped sinusoids and all
have approxin rely the same frequency. For sudden
load ratios larpr than 0.4 the frequency of oscillation
is considerablyeduced, so that for a ratio of 0.79, the
time required it one oscillation is doubled.

The integrap solution for the sudden load ratio of
0.80 on Fig. 2shows there is no oscillation but the
angular deviatin of the rotor continues to increase and
the motor falls)ut of step. The solution for the ratio
of 0.79, howevc, shows that the angular deviation does
reach a maximm value and then oscillates with de-
creasing amplirde about the final value. Between
these values of,udden load ratio there is one for which
the angular de-sation would neither continue to increase
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FIG. 3-CHARTS SHOWING ALL POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS OF THE
TYPE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IN TERMS OF STABILITY

Points for this chart come from solutions similar to those of Fig. 2

0/0

there is a boundary line which separates stable and
unstable regions.

To get a complete relation between

the following procedure was

value of
P.-

( say

PL
Pm

Pe PL
, , and k

used. For a particular

P.,
Pm

= 0) the critical value of

for a given k was determined by several trial
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Fig. 7 shows the wave front of V , in the circuitillustrated in Fig. 8, in which the condenser dischargesto another condenser with a resistance shunted, asecond resistance, r, being inserted in the circuit to makethe discharge non -oscillatory. The wave front of theoutput e. m. f. is seen to be very slack, and the succeed-ing waves are so overlapped that a direct current maybe obtained when it is connected to a proper wave filter.Fig. 9 illustrates another case in which two circuitssimilar to that shown in Fig. 8 are connected in parallelso that both positive and negative half-waves of thesupply e. m. f. are utilized in proper direction. Thefigure reveals that the frequency of the ripple is doublethat of the preceding case and thus is very well suitedto obtain direct current through the use of the filter.By the proper choice of the circuit constants, the formof wave front may be changed at will, and the crestvalue of the impulse voltage may be changed by the

clumpy of tlw gap length, the longer gap giving greatervoltage. 'l'he range of voltage wljustment by thechange of the gap length is found to be about 100 percent, so that convenient adjustment of voltage may bemade without changing the supply e. in. f.So far, the condenser is disclEirg,,d dirotIly throughthe load, but the arrangement may be so changed thatthe terminals of the inductance, in lieu of the condenser,are connected to the load. In this case, the condenseris discharged through the outside circuit, the load andthe inductance being connected in parallel. The waveform of the discharge current iscomplicated accordingly.Thus the system may be used as a simple generator ofsuccessive unidirectional voltage impulses in which thewave front may be changed at will by the proper choiceof constants in the discharge circuit, and in which thepeak value of the impulse may be changed at will withinwide range, without changing the supply e. m. f.

Abridgment of
Transient Torque-Angle Characteristicsof Synchronous Machines

BY W. V. LYON*
Associate, A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-Mechanical oscillations of synchronous motorsfollowing the application of abrupt shaft loads have not heretoforebeen easily calculated for cases of large angular swings, taking intoaccount the damping currents in the rotor, except by tedious point -by -point methods. The chief difficulty has been due to the form ofthe basic differential equation upon which the solution of huntingproblems depends.
Within the last few years, Doctor V. Bush and others at the Massa-chusetts Institute of Technology have devised the integraph which iscapable of solving the equations of the synchronous motor. Into theintegraph are put curves representing the non-linear differentialequations and the boundary conditions. The desired results comefrom the integraph as curves.

In this paper, the problem of sudden load on the non -salient polealternator is solved by the integraph for enough different conditions

and H. E. EDGERTON*
Associate, A. I. E. E.

so that the performance of practically any machine of this type mayeasily be predicted from the compiled results. Knowing the momentsof inertia of the machine and its load, the characteristics of themachine running as a synchronous motor and as an inductionmotor, the maximum amount of sudden load for which the machinewill remain in synchronism may be determined for different valuesof initial load. Other curves give the maximum angle of the firstswing of the rotor and the time interval for the rotor to change fromits initial position to this maximum angle.The simplest type of equation representing an ideal synchronousmachine is solved in this paper. The integraph is capable of solvingproblems of a much more complicated nature than those presented.The more complicated problems pertaining to machines with un-symmetrical excitation and salient -pole rotors will probably be thesubjects of future papers.

INTRODUCTION
THE transient angular oscillations of synchronousmachines are important . to operating engineers,

and within the last few years a number of papersdevoted to this subject have appeared in our technicalliterature. Readjustment of steady-state operatingconditions following changes of load or circuit causesthe rotors of synchronous machines to swing in accor-dance with the dictates of mechanical and electricalrequirements. The differential equations representingthe constraints on the motions of the rotor have here-tofore been unsolvable except by means of step-by-stepanalysis. The development of the integraph has made
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,N. Y., Jan. 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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possible .the solution of problems of the type encoun-tered in studies of transient angle characteristics ofsynchronous machines. It will also be shown how theelectromagnetic torque may be computed by theapplication of a well-known physical principle whichheretofore has been little used for this purpose.In this first paper there will be considered only thesimplest case, and therefore the following conditionswill be imposed: The air-gap will be considered uni-form and the permeabilities of all portions of the mag-netic circuit treated as constant,-i. e., the effects ofsaturation will be neglected. Both the armature andfield circuits will be taken as symmetrical, with thewindings so arranged that the space harmonics in theair -gap flux become negligible. The problem to betreated specifically is that of the sudden application of
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load to the shaft of a synchronous motor which is sup-
plied with power from a balanced polyphase source of
constant potential and frequency. In this problem, the
mutual inductance between the armature and rotor is
the only circuit parameter which is variable.

If it be permissible to assume that both the hysteresis
and eddy -current losses vary directly with the fre-
quency and the square of the maximum flux density,
these losses may be taken into account by assigning the
proper complex values to the self- and mutual induc-

tance. This, however, is a refinement which has been
disregarded in the computation presented here.

The equation which determines the angle character-
istics of a synchronous machine is

d2 0J
d t2

+ Tem + T = 0 (1)

where the first term represents the acceleration torque;
the second, the electromagnetic torque developed be-
tween the stator and rotor; and the third, the mechani-
cal torque on the shaft, including friction. J is the
moment of inertia and 0 is the displacement angle of
the rotor from some normal synchronous position.

It is first necessary to determine the expression for
the electromagnetic torque. In addition to the con-
ditions already assumed to exist, the currents in both
the armature and field circuits are considered to be in-
dependent of the acceleration; that is to say, the cur-
rents at any moment are the same as would flow if
the speed at that moment were to exist indefinitely.
This additional assumption simplifies the problem.
Results obtained with an induction motor having a
rotor winding excited with direct current appear to
justify this assumption for those cases in which the
time constants of the stator and rotor windings are
relatively small or the moment of inertia large enough
to assure small acceleration.

Equation (19) of Appendix I is a complete expression
for the electromagnetic torque developed by the motor
as a function of the terminal voltage V, the excitation
voltage E1', the armature resistance r1, the rotor re-
sistance r2, the synchronous reactance x8, and the
slip. The derivation of this equation, which is based
upon the principle of superposition, is given in Appen-
dix I. By this method, the effects produced by the
potential applied to the stator and that applied to the
rotor are each found separately. Combination of these
two effects gives the resulting conditions that exist in
the motor. By neglecting the armature resistance r1,
the equation for the electromagnetic torque can be re-
duced to the form given in (20). This expression now
substituted in 1, gives

d201
d t2

r
+

(1) L x
sin 0
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Since a power equation is more convenient than a
torque equation, the above can be put in the power
form by multiplying by unit speed (1), giving

d2 d

Pi t2 + Pa d t
+ P. sin 0 = P (3)

ABRUPT APPLICATION OF SHAFT LOAD

The particular problem considered in the integraph
solutions of Equation (3) is that of the abrupt applica-
tion of load to the shaft of a synchronous motor. Of

especial interest is the maximum amount of abrupt
load that can be suddenly applied without resulting in a
loss of synchronism. This critical load will depend
upon the relative sizes of the coefficients of Equation
(3) and upon the initial load that exists when the sud-
den load is applied. It will depend also upon the initial
acceleration and slip. Both of these last two factors
have been considered to be zero in the integraph solu-
tions. Such a consideration implies that the motor is
operating in a steady-state condition at the time when
the abrupt load is applied.

The load as a function of time for this specific problem
is of the form,

P = P, + PL1 (5)

where P. is the initial shaft load.
PL is the abrupt shaft load.
1 is Heaviside's unit function which indicates

that the quantity to which it is applied is
zero before time equals zero and thereafter
is multiplied by one.

Substituting (5) in (3) gives (16), the complete differen-
tial equation including the initial conditions for the
problem of abrupt shaft load, it being understood that
the initial acceleration and slip are equal to zero.

d2 0 d
Pi d t2

+ Pa at + P. sin 0 = Po + PL 1 (6)

1 IV !2 d 0 T=O (2)
360f r2 d t

From this equation it may be seen that there are
five factors which influence the solution. The first
factor, P,, depends upon the combined inertia of the
motor and its connected load, and upon the synchronous
speed of the motor. The next factor, Pd, depends upon
the induction motor characteristics of the synchronous
machine when its field circuit is symmetrical' and short-
circuited. For small values of slip it is approximately
proportional to the slope of the slip -torque curve.
Actually the coefficient Pa is not constant but is the
variable factor which, when multiplied by the slip, gives
the correct value for this torque term. The third factor
P. depends upon the synchronous motor characteristics.
It is the pull-out power or maximum load that does not
cause the motor to pull out of step if slowly applied.
The fourth factor, P., is the initial load. The last
factor, PL, is the abrupt load that is applied at t = 0.

1. This type of rotor was used in the experimental tests.
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By a change of time scale, the factors that influencethe solution may be reduced to three:

- a "relative damping coeffi-
cient" which depends upon
the induction and synchro-
nous motor characteristicsand the combined inertia of
the motor and load.(Although k is a numeric it contains the dimensions ofangle and is proportional to the square root of the mag-nitude of the unit used for measuring angle. The unitused for the solutions in this paper was the electricaldegree. If electrical radians are used, k must be multi-plied by the square root of 180/r.)

Po2 = the initial load ratio.

1. k -
VP,

Pm

3.
PL

= the abrupt load ratio.Pm

This reduction in the number of coefficients is accom-plished by selecting a new variable which is relatedto the usual time scale by the following equation

t = t \I 13'Pm (7)

where t' is the new variable. The substitution of(7) into (6) and the division of all terms by Pm givesthe most general form of Equation (6)
d2 0 d e P. PLk + sin 0 = 1 (8)(d t' )2 d t'

This equation characterizes the angular transientsthat follow a suddenly applied shaft load. It is theequation of a damped pendulum swinging through largeamplitudes. Initially, the angle must be of such a valuethat sin 01 = Po/Pm. After a transient (in case syn-chronism is not lost) the final steady-state angle mustbe such that sin 02 = (Po + PL)/Pm.
If k is zero, then the equation represents undampedmotion and the angular variation is an oscillation be-tween the initial value and some maximum value.This equation is solvable for the critical load by amethod of areas.2 Also the maximum angle of swing forany load can be determined in the same manner.Should the maximum angle reach and slightly exceedthe value of angle corresponding to this critical load inthe unstable part of the power -angle characteristic,

stability will be lost because the synchronizing torqueis less than the load torque. Park and Bancker show acurve of Po/Pm against PL/P77, in Fig. 12 of their paper
2. Fortescue, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 44, 1925, p. 984. Parkand Bancker, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 48, Jan. 1929, p. 170.2a. Summers and McClure, A. I. E. E., Quarterly.

TRANS.,Vol. 49, 1930, p. 132. (Appendix VIII wherein the Integraph wasused for solutions of transient angle -time curves for the undampedcase for ten values of initial load ratio and for many suddenload ratios up to 3. Ten charts are given).

which gives the critical values that are just on the vergeof instability. They also show curves of angular posi-tion against time for the undamped case which werecalculated step-by-step.
The damping is not equal to zero when the inducedrotor currents in the field windings and the amortisseurbars are appreciable. The relative damping coefficientk, becomes larger as the induction motor effect becomesgreater. By analogy to the damped pendulum, it willbe seen that the motion represented by Equation (8)is beneficially influenced by increasing the value of k,since the damping term reduces the maximum angle ofswing. In other words, as the value of k becomes larger,the amount of sudden load ratio that may be appliedbecomes larger with a constant initial load ratio. Alimit, however, is reached when k has such a value thatthe sudden load ratio plus the initial load ratio equals

FIG. 1-A GENERAL VIEW OF THE INTEGRAPH
This device is the result of several years of intensive research at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology by Dr. V. Bush and others

one. Further increase of the relative damping coeffi-cient, k, cannot allow the motor to stand a more suddenload, because the final steady-state conditions are im-possible. The value of k that just allows the suddenload ratio plus the initial load ratio to equal one has beentermed the "critical damping coefficient." This coeffi-cient has different numerical values for different initialload ratios. It corresponds roughly to the criticallydamped R, L, and C series electrical c'rcuit.
The integraph (see Fig. 1) made it possible for manycomplete solutions of Equation (8), taking into accountthe damping term, to be made in a reasonable length oftime. Reference to three previously published articleson the integraph describing its construction and opera-tion are given in a footnote below Appendix II. Ap-pendix II describes the methods employed in solvingequations of the type of (8) on this device. Without
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the integraph, a tedious point -by -point method would

be necessary which would require a prohibitive amount

of time.
The procedure used in systematizing the results of

the integraph solutions follows. The relative damping
coefficient, k, and the initial load ratio, Po/Pm, were
given numerical values. Then the integraph was used
to obtain solutions for the angular variation against
time for different values of abrupt load ratio, PL/P..
Fig. 2 shows such a family of solutions. For these
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nor decrease. This value is that which would cause the
so-called "unstable equilibrium condition" for this
particular equation. Physically, such a solution means
that the slip and acceleration of the rotor of a syn-
chronous machine both become zero when the rotor
reaches the angle giving an unstable steady-state
solution. This angle is on the unstable portion of the
power -angle curve, thus being greater than 90 deg.
The precision of the integraph was not sufficient to
secure a plot of this condition. However, the integraph
shows that the largest value of sudden load ratio that
does not cause instability is greater than 0.79 and less
than 0.80. This determination is sufficiently accurate
for engineering purposes.

The results of many families of solutions such as
those shown in Fig. 2 are compiled as a chart giving the
relation between the relative damping coefficient and
the maximum load ratio which does not result in in-
stability. Such a chart, complete, in that it gives the
results of all the solutions, appears in Fig. 3. The solid
points indicate that the integraph solution of Equation
(8) with the coordinates of the point k and PL/P, is a
stable one. The open points indicate that the integraph
showed instability for the corresponding values, k and
PL/P.. Only a few values near the critical value are
located on Fig. 3. Between the two types of solutions

FIG. 2-CURVES SHOWING THE VARIATION OF ANGULAR
/0

DISPLACEMENT AGAINST TIME FOR VARIOUS SUDDENLY APPLIED 0.3

SHAFT LOADS
8

Angle -time solutions of Equation (10 for a relative damping coefficient of
0.022 and no initial load

solutions, the value of k was equal to 0.022, andPo/Pm
was equal to zero. The time scale is converted to
seconds for any particular case by multiplying the
numbers on the horizontal scale of Fig. 2 by

1 0 PT2 r 9 or 59.6 \I Pi . The factor 2 r V 90,P,
results from the way in which the integraph was
calibrated using a linear second degree differential
equation without a damping term. This method of
calibration is explained in Appendix III.

Small sudden load ratios cause the angle -time solu-
tions of Fig. 2 to resemble damped sinusoids and all
have approximately the same frequency. For sudden
load ratios larger than 0.4 the frequency of oscillation
is considerably reduced, so that for a ratio of 0.79, the
time required for one oscillation is doubled.

The integraph solution for the sudden load ratio of
0.80 on Fig. 2 shows there is no oscillation but the
angular deviation of the rotor continues to increase and
the motor falls out of step. The solution for the ratio
of 0.79, however, shows that the angular deviation does
reach a maximum value and then oscillates with de-
creasing amplitude about the final value. Between
these values of sudden load ratio there is one for which
the angular deviation would neither continue to increase
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Points for this chart come from solutions similar to those of Fig. 2
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there is a boundary line which separates stable and
unstable regions.

To get a complete relation between
Po

,
PL

, and k
Pm

the following procedure was used. For a particular

value of Pm ( sayPm = 0) the critical value of

PL

P. for a given k was determined by several trial
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1. k = P'
VP. P1 - a "relative damping coeffi-

cient" which depends upon
the induction and synchro-
nous motor characteristicsand the combined inertia of
the motor and load.(Although k is a numeric it contains the dimensions ofangle and is proportional to the square root of the mag-nitude of the unit used for measuring angle. The unitused for the solutions in this paper was the electricaldegree. If electrical radians are used, k must be multi-plied by the square root of 180/7r.)

P.2. = the initial load ratio.

-PL3.
P = the abrupt load ratio.P»

This reduction in the number of coefficients is accom-plished by selecting a new variable which is relatedto the usual time scale by the following equation

t = t
PVV Pm (7)

where t' is the new variable. The substitution ofinto (6) and the division of all terms by Pm givesthe most general form of Equation (6)
d20 d0 P. PL(d t' )2 + k

d t' + sin 0 =
Pm Pm 1 (8)

This equation characterizes the angular transientsthat follow a suddenly applied shaft load. It is theequation of a damped pendulum swinging through largeamplitudes. Initially, the angle must be of such a valuethat sin 01 = Po/Pm. After a transient (in case syn-chronism is not lost) the final steady-state angle mustbe such that sin 02 = (P. + PL)/Pm.
If k is zero, then the equation represents undampedmotion and the angular variation is an oscillation be-tween the initial value and some maximum value.This equation is solvable for the critical load by amethod of areas.2 Also the maximum angle of swing forany load can be determined in the same manner.Should the maximum angle reach and slightly exceedthe value of angle corresponding to this critical load inthe unstable part of the power -angle characteristic,

stability will be lost because the synchronizing torqueis less than the load torque. Park and Bancker show acurve of Po/Pm against PL/Pm in Fig. 12 of their paper
2. Fortescue, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 44, 1925, p. 984. Parkand Bancker, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 48, Jan. 1929, p. 170.2a. Summers and McClure, A. I. E. E., Quarterly. TRANS.,Vol. 49,1930, p. 132. (Appendix VIII wherein the Integraph wasused for solutions of transient angle -time curves for the undampedcase for ten values of initial load ratio and for many suddenload ratios up to 3. Ten charts are given).

which gives the critical values that are just on the vergeof instability. They also show curves of angular posi-tion against time for the undamped case which werecalculated step-by-step.
The damping is not equal to zero when the inducedrotor currents in the field windings and the amortisseurbars are appreciable. The relative damping coefficientk, becomes larger as the induction motor effect becomesgreater. By analogy to the damped pendulum, it willbe seen that the motion represented by Equation (8)is beneficially influenced by increasing the value of k,since the damping term reduces the maximum angle ofswing. In other words, as the value of k becomes larger,the amount of sudden load ratio that may be appliedbecomes larger with a constant initial load ratio. Alimit, however, is reached when k has such a value thatthe sudden load ratio plus the initial load ratio equals

FIG. 1-A GENERAL VIEW OF THE INTEGRAPH
This device is the result of several years of intensive research at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology by Dr. V. Bush and others

one. Further increase of the relative damping coeffi-cient, k, cannot allow the motor to stand a more suddenload, because the final steady-state conditions are im-possible. The value of k that just allows the suddenload ratio plus the initial load ratio to equal one has beentermed the "critical damping coefficient." This coeffi-cient has different numerical values for different initialload ratios. It corresponds roughly to the criticallydamped R, L, and C series electrical c'rcuit.
The integraph (see Fig. 1) made it possible for manycomplete solutions of Equation (8), taking into accountthe damping term, to be made in a reasonable length oftime. Reference to three previously published articleson the integraph describing its construction and opera-tion are given in a footnote below Appendix II. Ap-pendix II describes the methods employed in solvingequations of the type of (8) on this device. Without
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the integraph, a tedious point -by-point method would

be necessary which would require a prohibitive amount

of time.
The procedure used in systematizing the results of

the integraph solutions follows. The relative damping

coefficient, k, and the initial load ratio, Po/P., were

given numerical values. Then the integraph was used

to obtain solutions for the angular variation against

time for different values of abrupt load ratio, PL/Pm.

Fig. 2 shows such a family of solutions. For these
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Angle -time solutions of Equation (8) for a relative damping coomcient of

0.022 and no initial load

solutions, the value of k was equal to 0.022, andP/Pm
was equal to zero. The time scale is converted to

seconds for any particular case by multiplying the

numbers on the horizontal scale of Fig. 2 by

2 r \I 90 Pi or 59.6 \I P1 . The factor 2 r V 90
Pm Pm

results from the way in which the integraph was
calibrated using a linear second degree differential
equation without a damping term. This method of
calibration is explained in Appendix III.

Small sudden load ratios cause the angle -time solu-

tions of Fig. 2 to resemble damped sinusoids and all

have approximately the same frequency. For sudden
load ratios larger than 0.4 the frequency of oscillation

is considerably reduced, so that for a ratio of 0.79, the

time required for one oscillation is doubled.
The integraph solution for the sudden load ratio of

0.80 on Fig. 2 shows there is no oscillation but the
angular deviation of the rotor continues to increase and
the motor falls out of step. The solution for the ratio

of 0.79, however, shows that the angular deviation does

reach a maximum value and then oscillates with de-
creasing amplitude about the final value. Between

these values of sudden load ratio there is one for which
the angular deviation would neither continue to increase
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nor decrease. This value is that which would cause the

so-called "unstable equilibrium condition" for this

particular equation. Physically, such a solution means

that the slip and acceleration of the rotor of a syn-

chronous machine both become zero when the rotor

reaches the angle giving an unstable steady-state

solution. This angle is on the unstable portion of the

power -angle curve, thus being greater than 90 deg.

The precision of the integraph was not sufficient to

secure a plot of this condition. However, the integraph

shows that the largest value of sudden load ratio that

does not cause instability is greater than 0.79 and less

than 0.80. This determination is sufficiently accurate

for engineering purposes.
The results of many families of solutions such as

those shown in Fig. 2 are compiled as a chart giving the

relation between the relative damping coefficient and

the maximum load ratio which does not result in in-

stability. Such a chart, complete, in that it gives the

results of all the solutions, appears in Fig. 3. The solid

points indicate that the integraph solution of Equation

(8) with the coordinates of the point k and PL/P, is a

stable one. The open points indicate that the integraph

showed instability for the corresponding values, k and

PUP.. Only a few values near the critical value are

located on Fig. 3. Between the two types of solutions
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1. k
P, Pj

a "relative damping coeffi-
cient" which depends upon
the induction and synchro-
nous motor characteristics
and the combined inertia of
the motor and load.

(Although k is a numeric it contains the dimensions ofangle and is proportional to the square root of the mag-nitude of the unit used for measuring angle. The unitused for the solutions in this paper was the electricaldegree. If electrical radians are used, k must be multi-plied by the square root of 180/7r.)
Po

2. = the initial load ratio.Pna

3. PL=
the abrupt load ratio.

This reduction in the number of coefficients is accom-plished by selecting a new variable which is relatedto the usual time scale by the following equation

t = t' 1I Pi
Pm (7)

where t' is the new variable. The substitution of(7) into (6) and the division of all terms by P. givesthe most general form of Equation (6)
d20 d0 P. PL

(d t1)2 k
d t'

I
+ sin 0 = D D 1 (8)ill

This equation characterizes the angular transientsthat follow a suddenly applied shaft load. It is theequation of a damped pendulum swinging through largeamplitudes. Initially, the angle must be of such a valuethat sin 01 = P / Pm. After a transient (in case syn-chronism is not lost) the final steady-state angle mustbe such that sin 02 = (P. + PL)/Pm.
If k is zero, then the equation represents undampedmotion and the angular variation is an oscillation be-tween the initial value and some maximum value.This equation is solvable for the critical load by amethod of areas.2 Also the maximum angle of swing forany load can be determined in the same manner.Should the maximum angle reach and slightly exceedthe value of angle corresponding to this critical load inthe unstable part of the power -angle characteristic,

stability will be lost because the synchronizing torqueis less than the load torque. Park and Bancker show acurve of Po/Pm against PL/Pn, in Fig. 12 of their paper
2. Fortescue, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 44, 1925, p. 984. Parkand Banker, A. I. E. E. TRANS., Vol. 48, Jan. 1929, p. 170.2a. Summers and McClure, A. I. E. E., Quarterly TRANS.,Vol. 49,1930, p.132. (Appendix VIII wherein the I ntegraph wasused for solutions of transient angle -time curves for the undamped

case for ten values of initial load ratio and for many suddenload ratios up to 3. Ten charts are given).

which gives t he cilIa-a I values that are just on the vergeof instability. 'flit y Also show curves of angular posi-tion against time for I he undamped case which were
calculated step-by-step.

The damping is not equal to zero when the induced
rotor currents in the field windings and the amortisseurbars are appreciable. The relative damping coefficientk, becomes larger as the induction motor effect becomesgreater. By analogy to the damped pendulum, it willbe seen that the motion represented by Equation 1 8 )is beneficially influenced by increasing the value of k,since the damping term reduces the maximum angle ofswing. In other words, as the value of k becomes larger,the amount of sudden load ratio that may be appliedbecomes larger with a constant initial load ratio. Alimit, however, is reached when k has such a value thatthe sudden load ratio plus the initial load ratio equals

FIG. 1-A GENERAL VIEW OF THE INTEGRAPH
This device is the result of several years of intensive research at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology by Dr. V. Bush and others

one. Further increase of the relative damping coeffi-cient, k, cannot allow the motor to stand a more suddenload, because the final steady-state conditions are im-possible. The value of k that just allows the suddenload ratio plus the initial load ratio to equal one has beentermed the "critical damping coefficient." This coeffi-cient has different numerical values for different initialload ratios. It corresponds roughly to the criticallydamped R, L, and C series electrical c'rcuit.
The integraph (see Fig. 1) made it possible for manycomplete solutions of Equation (8), taking into accountthe damping term, to be made in a reasonable length oftime. Reference to three previously published articleson the integraph describing its construction and opera-tion are given in a footnote below Appendix II. Ap-pendix II describes the methods employed in solvingequations of the type of (8) on this device. Without
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the integraph, a tedious point -by-point method would

be necessary which would require a prohibitive amount

of time.
The procedure used in systematizing the results of

the integraph solutions follows. The relative damping

coefficient, k, and the initial load ratio, Po/Pm, were

given numerical values. Then the integraph was used

to obtain solutions for the angular variation against

time for different values of abrupt load ratio, PL/Pm.

Fig. 2 shows such a family of solutions. For these
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Angle -time solutions of Equation (8) for a relative damping coefficient of
0.022 and no initial load

solutions, the value of k was equal to 0.022, andP.IP,
was equal to zero. The time scale is converted to
seconds for any particular case by multiplying the
numbers on the horizontal scale of Fig. 2 by

2 r \II
90 P1 or 59.6 \I Pi . The factor 2 -,/ 90P.,Pm

results from the way in which the integraph was
calibrated using a linear second degree differential
equation without a damping term. This method of
calibration is explained in Appendix III.

Small sudden load ratios cause the angle -time solu-
tions of Fig. 2 to resemble damped sinusoids and all
have approximately the same frequency. For sudden
load ratios larger than 0.4 the frequency of oscillation
is considerably reduced, so that for a ratio of 0.79, the
time required for one oscillation is doubled.

The integraph solution for the sudden load ratio of
0.80 on Fig. 2 shows there is no oscillation but the
angular deviation of the rotor continues to increase and
the motor falls out of step. The solution for the ratio
of 0.79, however, shows that the angular deviation does
reach a maximum value and then oscillates with de-
creasing amplitude about the final value. Between
these values of sudden load ratio there is one for which
the angular deviation would neither continue to increase

nor decrease. This value is that which would cause the

so-called "unstable equilibrium condition" for this
particular equation. Physically, such a solution means

that the slip and acceleration of the rotor of a syn-
chronous machine both become zero when the rotor

reaches the angle giving an unstable steady-state

solution. This angle is on the unstable portion of the

power -angle curve, thus being greater than 90 deg.

The precision of the integraph was not sufficient to

secure a plot of this condition. However, the integraph

shows that the largest value of sudden load ratio that

does not cause instability is greater than 0.79 and less

than 0.80. This determination is sufficiently accurate

for engineering purposes.
The results of many families of solutions such as

those shown in Fig. 2 are compiled as a chart giving the

relation between the relative damping coefficient and

the maximum load ratio which does not result in in-

stability. Such a chart, complete, in that it gives the
results of all the solutions, appears in Fig. 3. The solid

points indicate that the integraph solution of Equation

(8) with the coordinates of the point k and PL/P, is a

stable one. The open points indicate that the integraph
showed instability for the corresponding values, k and

PL/Pm. Only a few values near the critical value are
located on Fig. 3. Between the two types of solutions
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Points for this chart come from solutions similar to those of Fig. 2

ano

there is a boundary line which separates stable and
unstable regions.

Po PL
To get a complete relation between Pm ' Pm ' and k

the following procedure was used. For a particular

value ofPm ( say 17-15 = 0) the critical value of

PL
Pm

for a given k was determined by several trial
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ing. They do not allow greater loads to be appliedwithout the loss of synchronism.
From the curves similar to Fig. 2, two other chartshave been prepared. These are (Fig. 4) the maximumangle of swing plotted against the sudden load ratiofor different values of k, and (Fig. 5), the time requiredfor the angle to change to its maximum value as afunction of the sudden load ratio for different values of

k. The scales or the first curve arc indviwndent of thesize of the machine, while the secon,I ,iirve has its timescale multiplied by a factor which makes Ilw curvesgeneral. Both of the curves are for the case of aninitial load ratio of zero.
The time required for one complete swing from theinitial angle to the next minimum angle is approximatelyequal to twice the value of time given in Fig. 5. Inother words, the swing back requires the same time asthe swing forward.
Many different types of load transient problems aresolvable from the results that are plotted in Figs. 2, 3, 4,and 5. These results are in terms of the "relativedaniping coefficient," k and so easily and quickly applyto the smallest and the largest of synchronous machines.A problem is put into the proper form by finding the
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coefficients of the differential equation of torques.Then k is calculated and, together with the initialconditions, allows the desired information to be readfrom Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Methods of determining thecoefficients are given in the complete paper.
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Traveling Waves on Transmission Lines
with Artificial Lightning Surges

BY K. B. McEACHRON,* J. G. HEMSTREET,t and W. J. RUDGE*
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Synopsis.-The paper describes tests on a transmission line of

the Consumers Power Company, using a portable million -volt

impulse generator.
Data were secured on attenuation with one, two, and three con-

ductors in parallel, with and without ground wires. .4 study was

made of the influence of ground wires in reducing voltages induced

by overhead discharging clouds, and also the effect on surges of

entering or leaving a section of line having ground wires. A brief

study was made comparing steel and copper for ground wires.
The effect of ground resistance in tower footings .was considered

and a method given for measuring surge impedance of transmission

lines.

IN May 1929 the General Electric Company and the
Consumers Power Company began a joint investiga-
tion of the various effects which take place when

overhead circuits are subjected to traveling waves such

as those caused by lightning.
The historic S-19 transmission line of the Consumers

Power Company between Croton Dam and Grand
Rapids,-the first line to transmit electrical energy at
110,000 volts,-was set aside for the study of transients
produced artificially. At Croton Dam, an outdoor
laboratory housing a cathode ray oscillograph was
erected for the purpose of securing records of natural
lightning on the T-20 line,' and was available for de-
termining the wave form of impulses at the laboratory
end of the S-19 line.

The impulse generator used in these tests was a
portable million -volt equipment' consisting of 40 banks
charged in parallel to 25 kv. and discharged in series, as
is done in the Marx circuit.'

The S-19 line is approximately 45 mi. in length and is
not paralleled by any other lines except for a short
distance near Grand Rapids. The line does not have a
ground wire, nor are the conductorstransposed. Fig. 1

shows a typical tower construction.
Most of the measurements given in this paper were

made with sphere gaps which were moved along the
line by truck.

Attenuation. In this paper, attenuation will be
understood to refer to the decrease in crest surge voltage,
without regard to change of wave shape. Corona lose
is now generally regarded as the most important factor
affecting attenuation. A brief discussion of the more
important factors will be given.

Effects of Parallel Conductors. The formation of
corona occurs when the potential gradient exceeds the
critical value. The gradient is very nearly proportional
to the charge on the conductor. At a given potential,
the charge is proportional to the electrostatic capacity

*General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass.
(Consumers Power Company, Jackson, Mich.
3. For references see Bibliography.
Presented at the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,

N. Y., Jan. 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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of the conductor to the earth, which is affected by the
presence of other charged conductors nearby, being

increased when the other conductors are charged to the
opposite sign and decreased when they are changed
to the same sign.

When a surge is traveling on a number of conductors
in parallel, as is always the case on an actual transmis-
sion line, the capacity to earth is reduced by the pres-
ence of surges of the same sign on the other conductors.
Thus the charge on each conductor at a given surge
voltage is less; and so the potential gradient, and

FIG. 1-TYPICAL THREE -POST TOWER SHOWING THE
ARRANGEMENT OF CONDUCTORS

consequently the corona, is less on each conductor than
would be the case with a single conductor. Following
out this line of reasoning, one would expect to find the
attenuation less when several conductors in parallel
were carrying the same surge. The tests made show
conclusively that increasing the number of conductors
in parallel decreases the attenuation.

Effect of Polarity. One would expect that a difference
would exist in the corona loss for positive and negative
impulses and that in general the loss for the positive
impulse would be greater. On this basis, the attenua-

377
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JI1111111121 -% I Ilion with negative impulse should be less than for thepositive impulse, which was found to be generally t rue.Effect of Leauth of Wares. During t he passage of asurge the state of breakdown of the air in the corona areais changing very rapidly. Thus, if the corona loss wasgreatest during the initial stages of breakdown, a shortwave would suffer more attenuation than a long wave."'Effect of Ground Wire. With a traveling wave, theground wire takes up a charge opposite in sign to that ofthe wave in the line conductor, and as previouslypointed out, this results in an increased charge on the
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line conductors which results in an increased coronaloss at a given potential. This effect is conducive toincrease of attenuation. On the other hand, the in-crease in charge results in an increase in the energy ofthe surge, which tends to decrease the attenuation.Previously it has been assumed" that the resultanteffect of the ground wire is to increase the attenuation,but the attenuation was found to be less with theground wire, especially in the case of the negativeimpulse on the line conductor. Apparently, in thecase of the positive impulse the increase in surge energyand corona loss are more or less balanced, but with thenegative surge, the increase in surge energyzeems to begreater than the increase in corona loss, resulting in adecreased attenuation.
Test Results. The attenuation tests were made,using three different wave forms, - a fast wave, reaching

its crest in less than one microsecond; a slow wave,reaching its crest in seven microseconds; and a chopped
wave, produced by cutting off the slow wave at its crestby the use of a parallel sphere-gap. The influence ofthe ground wire on attenuation was studied by ground-ing the conductors at approximately one-half mileintervals.

In Fig. 2 are given curves showing the variation inmeasured crest voltage with distance for both positive

and negative steep waves. The :ipplied
creases with the number of condortorps in j,because of Hie incrvat,cd load on the murgi ! "The positive s%:1 e ill earls ca,st ;s1low:s Haim al t,-nualloisfor potentials in excess of 200 k hall does t he nes.!.st'Hie attenuation tests with the sines wane extendedover a distance of 3(1 mi. from I he impulse generator.A formula derived by Foust and Mengel.' fits the datafairly well for the first 10 miles, beyond which the loosdue to corona becomes small.

It is of interest to note that on the Turners FallsLine,' a brief study of attenuation on a single conductorgave for n and k values quite different from thoseobtained on the 8-19 line, and indicate that the valuesof n and k must be determined for each individualcondition considered.
The results of the tests made with the chopped slowwave are given in Fig. 3.
It is to be noted that the potential of the free wireand of conductors carrying the surge have all come tothe same value in a distance of 5.7 mi. The attenua-tion is greater with a single conductor than with si-multaneous surges on multiple conductors, althoughthis effect is much more pronounced with the choppedwave than with the others. This may be due to thetransference of a large percentage of the wave energyto the free conductors in the case of the chopped wave.Considerable work was done in the study of attenua-tion with ground wires, the results shown in Fig. 4being representative of the results obtained.
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The impulse was always applied to the bottomconductor at Tower C. Tests were made with bothpositive and negative impulses. In comparing thesetests, it should be remembered that the top and middleconductors are 8 ft. and 14 ft., respectively, from thebottom conductor, which means that the top conductoracting as a ground wire will influence the bottom con-ductor more than the middle wire will when it is grounded.These results indicate that for positive impulses theground wires have but little effect on the attenuation.In the case of negative impulses it appears that the
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presence of one ground wire so decreases the attenuation

that the impulse may travel twice as far with the
ground wire as without it. Two ground wires increase

this effect slightly. The idea that ground wires should

damp out traveling waves quickly does not seem to

hold; in fact the tests show that the reverse is true.

This does not mean that ground wires are not useful

in reducing the potential which would otherwise have

been present when the line is under a discharging

cloud, nor does it mean that the ground wire would not

be helpful in case of a direct stroke of lightning to the

ground wire or line wires.
These tests indicate that the ground wire acts most

efficiently when the storm is close to the point con-
sidered, as will always be the case with line insulators

or when storms are close to station apparatus.
Study of Ground Wires. When a cloud over a trans-

mission line becomes charged, all of the conductors

of the transmission line including the ground wires take

up charges having a polarity opposite to that of the

cloud.
When the lightning discharge takes place, the charges

on the ground wires are free to pass directly to the

earth, while the charges on the line conductors travel
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FIG. 4-ATTENUATION ON LINE UNDER INFLUENCE OF GROUND

WIRES

into other portions of the system as traveling waves.
It is the function of the ground wires to reduce the
potential appearing on the line conductors just after the
lightning discharge takes place but before the charges
begin to travel along the line wires. The mechanism
of this reduction is frequently divided into two parts,
which will be referred to as the first and second actions
of the ground wire. 

It is assumed that the charge on the ground wire runs
off to earth in zero time, so that because of the elimina-
tion of the charge on the ground wire, the line conductors
find themselves with an increased capacity but with

the same charge that they had with the original capacity.

As the product of the potential and the capacity is equal

to the charge which is constant, an increase in capacity

results in a decrease in potential, which constitutes the

first effect of the ground wire.
The second effect, which is smaller in magnitude than

the first, results from a further increase in capacity of

the line conductors as the ground wires take up charges

of the opposite sign, due to the field of the line con-

ductors to ground. It is interesting to note that the
sum of the first and second charges on one or more
ground wires is just equal to the charges they would

Top

Middle .(
\ Bottom

tImpulse

Generator

Tower Number

50 52 55 56I I I

FIG. 5-SET-UP

5.5 Miles

FOR STUDY OF FIRST GROUND WIRE EFFECT

have had if no other conductors were present. For

purposes of calculation, the first and second effects of

the ground wire are conveniently considered together,

and in the tests to be described, the effects were
studied together, but the second effect was also studied

separately.
A fair measure of the effect on the potential of the

line conductors,-that of changing the charge on the

ground wire-may be obtained by the use of traveling

waves although the ground wire theory is predicated on

static conditions. As previously pointed out, the
potential of any one conductor is affected by charges
on the parallel conductors; and this is true whether the
charges are moving or stationary.

In making the tests to show the total effect, the three
conductors were connected as shown in Fig. 5. Volt-

ages were all measured at Tower 56.
The surge applied had a front of about 10 micro-

seconds. The results obtained are given in Table I,

TABLE I
TOTAL GROUND WIRE EFFECT

Tower at which
middle conductor

was grounded*

Voltages measured kv.
at tower 56 Protective factor

Top Middle Bottom Top Bottom

No grounds
50
50, 52
50, 52, 55

178

143

168
40
34

4.3

177
146
145
142

100%

80.6

100%
83.5
83.0
80.0

*The ground resispances were-Tower 50 76.4 ohms; Tower 52, 28.4
ohms; Tower 55, 7.5 °Inns.

and show the protective value of the ground wire, which
is the same for both positive and negative impulses.

The calculated protective factors for the total effect
assuming the middle conductor at earth potential are 79
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It is interesting to note that the greatest reduction ofpotential occurred at the first tower, although the towerresistance was 76.4 ohms. This indicates that a largepart of the benefit of the ground wire, for reduction ofinduced discharges, will be retained with tower footingresistance of the order of 75 ohms.
Copper vs. Steel Ground Wire. A limited number oftests was made in an effort to determine the relativemerits of copper and steel conductors acting as groundwires. The tests made, which relate only to travelingwave effects at comparatively low voltages, do not showany marked difference between copper and steel groundwires.

Effect of Ground Resistance. Measurements of towerfooting resistance were made with a megger constructedespecially for this purpose. The resistances were foundto vary from 12 to more than 1500 ohms.To measure a ground resistance under impulseconditions, sphere-gap measurements were made. Inevery case the transient resistance was less than thatmeasured under steady state conditions, which is inagreement with cathode ray oscillograph tests made atPittsfield.'2 One such test shows that the groundresistance with a transient current of 550 amperes isabout 67 per cent of the steady state resistance. Testsindicate that two grounds of, for example, 50 ohms eachare better if separated some distance apart than oneground of half the resistance in one location. Thisseems to indicate the desirability of keeping the groundresistance of towers uniformly as low as possible, ratherthan having wide variations in tower footing resistance,even though some are low but with a high average.
Measurement of Surge Impedance. Some difficultyhas been experienced in measuring the surge impedanceof the transmission line conductors. The methodfinally adopted was to connect a variable resistancebetween line and ground at a point sufficiently remotefrom the generator to be sure that traveling waveconditions were established, and plot a curve betweenamperes through the resistance and the potential toground. If the measurement is not made at the end ofa line, the voltage at zero current is to be divided byone-half of the current at zero volts, which will give thesurge impedance. If the measurement is made at theend of a line remote from the generator, the voltage atzero current divided by the current at zero voltage willgive the surge impedance.

Conclusions. A million-volt impulse generator ofsufficient capacity for field use with limited powerfacilities available, has been shown to be satisfactory inuse, and still higher potentials can be obtained whennecessary.
The tests have shown the following:

1. Surges attenuate less rapidly when other nearbyparallel conductors are carrying similar surges.2. In general, positive surges attenuate more

rapidly than do negative surges although in some testsbut little difference was found.
3. Short waves, such as a wave chopped on thefront by an insulator flashover, attenuate more rapidlythan do longer waves of the same crest value.4. An additional constant has been introduced intothe formula for attenuation, which seems to give betteragreement with the test results.

5. The presence of the ground wire reduces theattenuation considerably for the negative wave and to alesser degree for the positive impulse.6. The ground wire theory of reduction of inducedpotentials was checked using traveling waves. Theresults agree with the protective ratio for the groundwire given by the usual calculation. For the conductorarrangement used, the calculated reduction was 21 and23 per cent, while the test showed 20 per cent reductionfor the total ground wire effect.
7. The second ground wire effect was checked alsowith traveling waves and it was found that whenentering or leaving a section with one or two groundwires, the surge voltage was decreased or increased 8per cent respectively.

These approximate the calcu-lated value based on the change in surge impedance.These results indicate that very little is to be gained byputting up additional ground wires near a station toreduce an incoming impulse. From the standpoint ofadditional protection from lightning discharges whichoriginate close to the station, their use may be justified.8. The test indicates that there is little differencebetween steel and copper conductors from the stand-point of their ability to transmit impulses.
9. If but two grounds of equal value are to be used,the greatest reduction in wave transmitted beyond theresistances occurs when the resistances are at least halfa wavelength apart. Thus, two resistances of 40 ohmsa half -mile apart will more effectively ground the linethan one resistance of 20 ohms. This seems to indicatethat uniform low resistance is preferable to widelyvarying resistances.

10. Transient ground resistance is less than theresistance measured under steady state conditions.11. The surge impedance of a transmission line maybe satisfactorily determined from a series of voltage andcurrent readings with varying values of resistancebetween line and ground.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to theofficials of both the Consumers Power Company and theGeneral Electric Company who have made this jointinvestigation possible. Much credit is due to Messrs.Rudge, Brune, Eaton, Wade, and others who wereresponsible for conducting the tests in the field, and toMessrs. Boehne, Brinton, and Brownlee who alsoassisted in the preparation of the paper.
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A Proof that the Induction Motor Circle Diagram
Applies to the Transmission Line

BY F. CREEDY1
Member, A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-The paper shows that the well-known circle diagram,

first developed for the induction motor, is in reality applicable to

the general network, however complicated, and therefore to the trans-

mission line. The double -frequency power diagram is criticised

as needlessly complicated, and the well-known constructions applied

to all quantities of interest in the transmission line. Since it
occupies only a few lines, elementary proofs are given of those parts

of general circuit theory needed.

THE equations for the general circuit, in terms of the
so-called "general circuit constants," are usually
given in the form below, where E I. are sending

end voltage and current, and Er, Ir corresponding quan-
tities at the receiving end :
E. = A Er ± B I,. . . (1) Er = D E. - BI, (3)

Is = C Er ± D Ir . (2) Ir = -C E. + A I. (4)

No further proof of the equations (1) and (2) is

necessary than to note that in the elementary circuit,
E = I Z, a linear relation, and current and voltage
for the general circuit are found by summations
according to Kirchhoff's laws. No summations can
change a linear relation to one of higher order. Further-
more, when E = 0, I = 0, so that no constant term
can appear. We are therefore entitled at once to write
the relation between E I. and Er, Ir in the most general
linear form not containing constant terms, as has been
done above. Equations (3) and (4) result from solving
(1) and (2) for Er, Ir, and putting A D -B C = la
relation proved below.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

No matter how complex the circuit to which the
Equations (1) and (2) apply, we may represent it fully
by an equivalent circuit containing not more than four
independent parameters (impedances) such that by
assigning them suitable values, any values whatsoever
of A, B, C, D can be obtained.

Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Working out the equations for this circuit, we obtain,

1. Research Professor, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.

30-72

E. = Er [1 + Y4 Z5 + Zo (Y3 + Y4 + Y3 1'4Y6)]
+ /r [Z5 + Z. (1 + Y3 Z5)1

= Er [Y3 + Y4 + Y3 Y4 Y5] + Ir [1 + Y3 Z5]

This gives clearly four simultaneous equations to
determine A, B, C, D in terms of the four independent
parameters Z., Z5, Y3, Y4. Thus, these equations can
always be satisfied by suitable values of the latter.
On multiplying out the coefficients of Er Ir in these
equations, it is easy to prove that A D -B C = 1 for

Z 5

FIG. 1

this case. This is true for any values whatever of the
parameters. Hence it is true generally for any values
of A, B, C, D, since any such values can be constructed
by suitable values of the parameters. This supplies a
proof of this relation from first principles.

Having proved this relation, which shows that only
three of the four constants A, B, C, and D are inde-
pendent, simpler circuits may be used; for instance, we
may put Z. = 0 in Fig. 1 (the so-called 7r circuit); or
again, Equations (1) and (2) may be written2

2. R. D. Evans, A. I. E. E. TRANS., 1926, p. 81.
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E. = E.
A =E"

A r

+I =E +I.Z
I. = Al. = Er AC + IrAD = Y Er+ (1 + Yin terms of the circuit in Fig. 2, in which A represents atransformation, the voltage E. being reduced in the
ratio of

1

A. and the current increased in the same ratio,
while a certain phase shift is also produced (A a complex

Es

Is

TRANS. RATIO

A (COMPLEX)

FIG. 2

number). Such a circuit contains three independentparameters and hence may also represent the generalequations. It is the so-called T circuit and is includedhere because of its close analogy to the divided cir-cuit used to represent the induction motor. In what

FIG. 3

follows, however, the circle diagram will be deriveddirect from the general equations.
To obtain the diagram, it is necessary only to under-stand these equations clearly.
Equation (1) states that the three vectors shownform a triangle as in Fig. 3, where A B = E., B C = Er,

Band A C =BD=I,.
A . Now assume further that

the receiver end takes power at constant power factor,the phase difference between E, and I being 0 aconstant.

which before represented
A

Adopting the polar form for the complex numbers, letA = a a
B =b
Er = e, e

Jr = i, E + 0
E. = 0

B b

A a

= 187 5 deg.
= 197 80 (leg.

= 100 kv.

IAB
=i,

a /e+ +W- a)
As will be seen from the angles marked on the diagram,(Fig. 3,) B D makes an angle E + - a) with A Bso that the angle B A C = 180 - (e + 0 + (# - a).The angle A B C is e and the angle A C B is called 0.Hence:

180- (e + 0 +a- a) + E 4) = 180 deg.
- (0 +(j- a) ) = 0

Thus the angle 4) = 0 + ($ - a) is constant if 0 =constant and the point C moves on a circle.

FIG. 4

To give 4) = 90 deg., 0 = 90 -S + a would benecessary.

B
Dividing by we simply turn the diagram through

an angle (ft - a) and alter its scale. The side A C
Ir B

now represents I,.
This has been done in Fig. 4, where Q I corresponds toAC. QStoABandI,toCB.

E. ADraw Q S = the short-circuit current, so that

the angle E Q S= (# - a). Draw a triangle S I Qsuch that the angle S I Q is (0 + f3 - a) and a circlepassing through S, I, and Q.
From I, drop a perpendicular I R on Q S and drawa line / M such that the angle Q M I= Q I S. Drawa line Q D at right angles to I M to cut I M producedin P, and to cut the circle in D. Join D S. Since I Ris perpendicular to Q S and I M to Q D, the angle
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MIR = SQD. Theangles/MR +/MQ = QIS
+ Q D S = 180 deg. and since Q M I =QIS, the
angle I M R= Q D S. Hence the triangles I M R and
QSD are similar and since IMR is a right angle Q SD
is also a right angle. Hence Q D is a diameter.

Now the angles
IMR =MIR±IRM =180deg.
IMR =180-Q/S IRM =90deg.
(180 -Q IS)± 90 deg. + MIR = 180 deg.

MIR = QIS- 90deg.
MIR = (0+0- a) - 90 deg.

- a) - 90 = SQX
0 = XQD.

Thus a circle through S and Q whose center lies on the
line Q D which is drawn as stated is the locus of the
current vector I,. for any fixed value of 0 which is the
angle between Er and Ir.

In most cases a is practically zero. It has been
exaggerated in the figure to enable us to study its
influence. Draw 0 V = E, / 2 a making an angle
2 a with 0 E. and of the same magnitude. Turning
to the third equation, we have

B
Er = DE,- BI, = ADE° - I,A

A DA2Er-B- ± I. - E.

From the point S already obtained Fig. 4, set off

DA2 DAE, A
SO = E.- Since SI =Er

B B. B as

shown above, we have 0I =I.. Therefore 0I to a
suitable scale (depending on the open -circuit voltage
transformer ratio A) measures the sending end current
and its projection on 0 V, the watt input, since

E.IsAx-A = LE8 A. Now

= 2 X area of triangle Q I S= QS I R
But I R = I M sin 4, therefore

QI.ISsin4)=QS.IMsin4)
QI.IS =QS.IM

a
But Q I= I,. and I S= e,. so that Q I. I S

is proportional to the volt-amperes at the receiving
end. Since Q S is constant, therefore I M is propor-
tional to the volt-amperes received.

Now the angle between I,. and Er is 0 and the angle
between IM and 0 E. is 0. Consequently the pro-
jection of IM on 0 E. is the true watts output of the
line. If 0 = 0, IM will be parallel to 0 E..

Fig. 5 gives the full diagram including constructions
for all quantities of interest and means of determining
the scales. It has been drawn for unity power factor,

and the dotted circles represent the case of leading and
lagging power at the receiving end. It should be noted
that the diagram is not a double -frequency power
diagram (which the writer believes to be of doubtful
utility) but a diagram of current and e. m. f. of the
familiar type. It is absolutely general and applicable
to all circuits whatsoever. Applied to a simple circuit
of constant inductance "loaded" with resistance loads
of varied amounts, we reproduce the diagram of the
elementary textbooks. Applied to the induction motor
circuit, we obtain the equally well-known diagram.
In Fig. 5, for greater clearness, the origin has been
transferred to the point 0. Therefore the operation
of the line is as follows :-On open circuit, (receiver end),
the equivalent sending end current is 0 Q leading be-
cause of the proponderating capacitance of the line
under these conditions. As the receiver load increases,
the sending end current travels round the circle till.
it reaches the topmost point when the line stability
suddenly "breaks down" just as in the induction motor,
and the voltage falls to zero. One advantage of this
diagram is that the "breakdown point" is obtained
directly without need for a point -by -point construction
as with the double frequency diagram.'

Another important point is to note that the diagram
is completely determined if we know 0 Q and 0 S or
0 Q and Q S. 0Q is the equivalent open -circuit send-
ing end current (taken with correct phase involving a
knowledge of open -circuit watts). 0 S is the equiva-
lent short-circuit sending end current (with correct
phase).
THE CIRCLE COEFFICIENT OF THE GENERAL CIRCUIT

We may here introduce a further conception.

/8° A 0 Q
Let a - 7. be called the circle coeffi-

c

cientcient of the general circuit. (A complex number).

CE,
r = ADES

B

Further relations are

B C =
AD 1 AID*

Is, CE8 0- 1
Lc= = Also B. C.= A. D. = 1--a- a

1 - crI - I = I or Ise = Irs

3. The proportions of the diagram are chosen nearly to suit
the constants given by Miss Clarke, A. I. E. E. TRANS., 1926,
p. 30. On 220 kv., the maximum capacity works out to 102,000
law. against her 106,000. The difference is due to the angle a
being here taken somewhat larger so as to show on the diagram.

*Note analogy to = 1 -

secondary leakage factors.

1
where v, v1, are primary and

V VI
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Journal A. 1. E. E.orOS- OQ = QS (Fig.5.)
A D E, E,orB -C E, =

and in fact the whole theory of a may be transferredbodily to the general circuit. Interesting results may
be obtained by considering o- as a function of p =

d t
This constant a is a quantity independent of thevoltage or kv-a. capacity which completely differen-

d

 I

Eo

- - -
....."-Vr2

0Q. Ms-

.CAE0 T 0

load must be considerably greater than on no-loadtogether with other inconveniences such as consider-able phase displacements. Hence in the general circuitit is just as important as in the induction motor that ashould be small which means, in effect, that the short-circuit current should be large. The use of a synchro-nous condenser means correcting an unsatisfactorycondition after it has occurred while keeping o- smallmeans avoiding its occurrence.
The next point to consider therefore is how o- may beminimized. In the first place it will be clear that in

° LAG

0

OS Its
A20
8

Flo. 5
All vectors correct phase relative to Eo unless otherwise statedI 0 = Sending end volt-amperes. (Scale D)M = Receiving end volt-amperes. (Scale D)N 0 = Sending end watts. (Scale D)P L = Receiving end watts. (Scale D)P L/N 0 = Line efficiency. (Scale D)0 / = Receiver current. (Scale A)I S = Receiver volts (not correct phase). Scale BI S/Q S = Receiving/sending end volts

Scale A (arbitrary) say 50 amperes per cm.
50 X bScale B =

a = 11,300 volts per cm.

I0
T K
TO
OQ
OS
Q S

= Sending end current. (Scale C)= Load loss. (Scale D)
= No-load loss. (Scale D)
= No-load sending end current. (Scale C,
= Short-circuit sending end current. (Scale C)= Short-circuit receiving end current. (Scale A)

SCALES
Let Es = 100 kv. b = 197

50Scale C = -
a = 57.7 amperes per cm.

a = 87

50 X EsScale D =
a = 5770 kv-a. per cm.

NOTES
O T to be measured along 0 V
Multiply by ,r3 to get three-phase values

A DProcedute: From 0 set off 0 Q = C Es and 0 S = Es. Through Q draw Q X parallel to the j axis. From Q draw Q D making an anglewith Q X. Draw a circle through Q and S having its center on Q D. Ifs = 0, Q D = Q X.

tiates between a line of intrinsically good or badregulation. To draw the regulation curves we requirein addition the open -circuit admittance which will(other things equal) be proportional to the kv-a.
capacity and the voltage at which it operates. But °-measures its inherent good or bad regulating qualities
apart from size and voltage. The smaller a. can bemade the better the regulation.

It is clear that the "overload capacity"-(it is con-venient to transfer the familiar terms to the generalcircuit so long as we are using the familiar diagram),-is enormously increased if the receiver power leads,and this is the justification for the use of a synchronous
condenser at the receiving end. But a slight examina-
tion of the diagram shows that if Q S or 0 S is small
(o large) the use of a synchronous condenser to procure
stability on heavy load might mean that Er on full

the transmission line the fundamental phenomena willbe unchanged if we neglect the losses a- then becominga scalar.

In this case

A = D = cos (/ p L C)

L = coeffi. of self ind.
I LB =

C

C

L

j sin (1 pv/LC)

per

C = Cap. per unit length

j sin (/ p -V L C)

unit length

1 = length p = 2 7r X frequency.
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CT - sine (1 p V L C)
tan2 (/ p L C).

cost (1 p V L C)

a is negative because 0 Q and OS are in opposite

directions.

For small values of sin l p LC we may put
sin/p -VLC = /p-VLCandcos/p N/LC = 1, giving

C j 1p c Es
OS -

o- - 12p2CL j Lp showing the pre-

ponderating importance of self induction.
In general a may be reduced by (1) reducing fre-

quency; (2) reducing length; and (3) reducing L or C.
(This latter does not increase short-circuit current and
is therefore unavailable).

Abridgment o f

Transoceanic Telephone Service Short -Wave
Transmission

Transmission Features of Short-Wave Radio Circuits
BY RALPH BOWN1

Non -Member

Synopsis.-The discussion relates to the transmission problems
involved in short-wave radiotelephony over long distances, and the

transmission bases for design of the systems used in commercial
transatlantic service. Choice of operating frequencies, amounts of
transmitter power, directive transmitting and receiving antennas,

automatic gain controls in receivers, and voice -operated switching
devices are all factors which may be invoked to aid in solving these
problems. The way in which they have been applied in the trans-
atlantic systems and the results which have been obtained are set
forth briefly.

TRUNK circuits which furnish telephone service
between London and New York, and also permit
successful conversation by means of toll wire

extensions between the United States and Europe more
generally, are being carried over both long waves and
short waves. It is the purpose of this paper to consider
the transmission side of the new short-wave circuits
which the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany and the British General Post Office have made
available for this service.

The frequency range so far developed for commercial
radio use is roughly 20 to 30 million cycles wide, extend-
ing from about 10 kilocycles to perhaps 25,000 kilocycles
per second. There are two parts of this whole spectrum
suitable for transoceanic radiotelephony-the long -wave
range, which is relatively narrow, extending roughly
from 40 kilocycles to 100 kilocycles, and the short-wave
range, which in its entirety is much broader, extending
from about 6000 kilocycles to 25,000 kilocycles.

The short-wave range is very wide in kilocycles but
nevertheless has its limitations as to the number of
communication facilities it affords. For a given route
of a few thousand miles, a single frequency gives good
transmission for only a part of the day. For example,
from the United States to Europe, a frequency of about
18,000 to 21,000 kilocycles (17 to 14 meters) is good
during daylight on the Atlantic; but in the dawn and

1. Department of Development and Research, American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.
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dusk period, a frequency of about 14,000 kilocycles
(22 meters) is better. For the dark hours, something
like 9000 kilocycles (33 meters) gives best transmission,
and for midnight in winter, an even lower frequency
near 6000 kilocycles (50 meters) is advantageous.
Thus, in considering the short-wave range in terms of
communication circuits, we must shrink its apparent
width materially to take account of the several fre-
quencies required for continuous service.

INTERCONNECTING WITH WIRE CIRCUIT EXTENSIONS

In its essentials, the skeleton of a radiotelephone
circuit is very simple. It consists merely of a trans-
mitter and a receiver at each end of the route and two
oppositely -directed, one-way radio channels between
them. These two independent channels must be ar-
ranged at the terminals to connect with two -wire
telephone circuits in which messages in opposite direc-
tions travel on the same wire path. The familiar hybrid
coil arrangement, so common in telephone repeaters and
four -wire cable circuits, might appear to solve this
problem were there not difficulties peculiar to the radio
channels. In the short-wave case, within short intervals
of time, large variations in attenuation occur in the
radio paths. These would tend to cause re -trans-
mission of received signals at such amplitudes that
.evere echoes, and even singing around the two ends of
the circuit, would occur unless means were provided to
prevent this.

2. For detailed description of this system see "The New
York -London Telephone Circuit" by S. B. Wright and H. C.
Silent Bell, System Tech. Jl., Vol. VI, October, 1927, pp. 736-749.
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BOW N : TRANSOCEANIC TELEPHONE SERVICE .1()1 r till 1. 1. E. E.To overcome these fundamental transmission diffi-culties, an automatic system of switches operated by thevoice currents of the speakers 'has been developed.2These devices cut off the radio path in one directionwhile speech is traveling in the reverse direction, andalso keep one direction blocked when no speech is beingtransmitted. The operation is so rapid that it is un-noticed by the telephone users. Since this systemprevents the existence of singing and echo paths, itpermits the amplification to be varied at several pointsalmost without regard to changes in other parts of thesystem, and by manual adjustment it is possible tomaintain the volumes passing into the radio link atrelatively constant values, irrespective of the lengthsof the connected wire circuits and the talking habitsof the subscribers.

Fig. 1 gives a schematic diagram of the United Statesend of one of the short-wave circuits, showing theessential features of a voice -operated device which hasbeen used. This kind of apparatus is capable of takingmany forms and is of course subject to change asimprovements are developed. The diagram illustrateshow one of these forms might be set up. This form
Oa.

FIG. 1 -CIRCUIT DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING OPERATION OF
VOICE -OPERATED SWITCHING DEVICE

employs electromechanical relays. The functioningof the apparatus illustrated is briefly as follows: therelay TES is normally open so that received singals
pass through to the subscriber. The relay SS is
normally closed to short-circuit the transmitting line.When the United States subscriber speaks, his voicecurrents go into both the transmitting detector andthe transmitting delay circuit. The transmitting de-tector is a device which amplifies and rectifies thevoice currents to produce currents suitable for operatingthe relays TES and SS, which thereupon short-circuitthe receiving line and clear the short circuit from the

transmitting line, respectively. The delay circuit is an
artificial line through which the voice currents require
a few hundredths of a second to pass, so that when they
emerge, the path ahead of them has been cleared by the
relay SS. When the subscriber has ceased speaking, the
relays drop back to normal.

The function of the receiving delay circuit, thr
receiving detector, and the relay RES, is to protect
the transmitting detector and relays against operation
by echoes of received speech currents. During ir-
regularities such echoes arise in the two -wire portion of

the connection and are reflected back to the input of thetransmitting detector, where they are blocked by therelay RES which has closed and which hangs on for abrief interval to allow for echoes which may be con-siderably delayed. The gain control potentiometers,shown just preceding the transmitting and receivingamplifiers, are provided for the purpose of adjustingthe amplification applied to outgoing and incomingsignals.
The relief from severe requirements on stability ofradio transmission, and from varying speech load on theradio transmitters which this system provides, permitsmuch greater freedom in the design of the two radiochannels than would otherwise be possible.

THE RADIO CHANNELS
One of the first questions which come up in consider-ing the design of a radio system is the power which canbe sent out by the transmitter. The word "can" is usedadvisedly, rather than "should," since, in the presentart, the desideratum usually is the greatest amount ofpower that is technically possible and economicallyjustifiable. There are few radio systems so dependablethat increased power would not improve transmissionresults. At very high frequencies, the generation oflarge powers is attended by many technical difficulties,but fortunately the radiation of power can be carriedout with much greater efficiency than is feasible atlower frequencies. At 18,000 kilocycles (about 16meters) a single half-wave radiator, or doublet, is onlyabout 25 ft. long, and it is possible to combine a numberof them, driven in phase by a common transmitter,into an antenna array which concentrates the radiatedpower in one geographical sector. In that direction, theeffectiveness may be intensified 50 fold or more, (17 db.),and waste radiation in other directions reduced ma-terially. Thus, one of the transmitters at Lawrenceville,New Jersey, used in the short-wave transatlanticcircuits, when supplying 15 kw., radiates in the directionof its corresponding receiving station as effectively aswould a non -directive system of about 750 kw.

The transmitting antennas also give some directivityin the vertical plane, increasing the radiation senttoward the horizon and decreasing that sent at higherangles. It is not yet certain that vertical directivityis always advantageous, and this effect has not beencarried very far.
At the receiving station, the radiated power hasdwindled to a small remnant which must be separatedfrom the static as far as possible, and amplified to avolume suitable for use in the wire telephone plant.Here again directive antenna arrays are of value. Areceiving antenna system, sensitive only in a narrowgeographical sector and that lying in the direction fromwhich the signal arrives, excludes radio noise from otherdirections thereby scoring a gain of perhaps 40 fold(16 db.) in the power to which the signal may be ampli-fied without bringing noise above a given value. It also
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scores against noise which arises in the tubes and circuits

used for amplification, since the combined action of the
several antennas of the array delivers more signal to the
initial amplifier stage where such noises originate.

Thus it is evident that transmitter power, trans-
mitting directivity, receiving directivity, and quiet
receiving amplifiers are of aid in providing signal
transmission held as far as possible above the radio
noise. In a well designed system, the relative extents
to which these aids are invoked will depend upon
economic considerations as well as upon the technical
possibilities of the art.

At both the transmitting and receiving stations, at
least three antenna systems are supplied for each
circuit,-one antenna for each of the three frequencies
normally employed. The design and arrangement of
these are dictated by the requirements flowing from

their uses. The purpose of the transmitting antenna is

to concentrate as much power as possible in one direc-
tion. The purpose of the receiving antenna is to
increase reception from the desired direction, and to cut
down reception at all other angles. In the former, the
forward -looking portion of the characteristic is of
greatest importance, while in the latter, the rearward
characteristics need greatest refinement.

TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE

In short-wave telephone systems, the width of the
sidebands is so small a percentage of the frequency of
transmission that tuning characteristics of the antennas
and high -frequency circuits are relatively broad and
impose little constriction on the transmission-frequency
characteristic. Over the range of approximately 250
to 3000 cycles employed for these commercial circuits,
a flat speech band is easy to obtain. This relieves the
short-wave circuits from many of the problems of
obtaining sufficient band width which are troublesome
in designing long -wave systems.

Short-wave transmission is subject to one frailty
which particularly hampers its use for telephony. This
is fading. Where fading is of the ordinary type, con-
sisting of the waxing and waning of the entire trans-
mitted band of frequencies, automatic gain control
at the receiving station is of value and is employed in the
transoceanic circuits under discussion. The amplifica-
tion in the receiver is controlled by the strength of the
incoming carrier and is varied inversely with this
strength so as to result in substantially constant signal
output. Obviously this control can be effective only to
the extent when the signal falls low enough to be over-
whelmed by radio noise, which seldom happens.

When fading is of the selective type,-that is, the
different frequencies in the transmitted band do not
fade simultaneously,-the automatic gain control system
is handicapped by the fact that the carrier or control
signal is no longer representative of the entire signal
band.

Selective fading is believed to result from the
existence of more than one radio path or route by which

387

signals travel from transmitter to receiver. These paths
are of different lengths and thus have different times of

transmission. Wave interference between the com-
ponents arriving over the various paths may cause
fading when the path lengths change even slightly.

If the path lengths differ by any considerable amount,-
for example, a few hundred miles,-the wave inter-
ference is of such a character as to affect the frequencies
across a band consecutively rather than simultaneously.

With the presence of selective fading there comes into
being the necessity of guarding against rapid, even
though small, variations in the transmitted frequency,
since if such variations are present, a peculiar kind of
quality distortion of the telephone signal results.

The varying load which speech modulation places on
the transmitter circuits tends to cause slight variations
in the instantaneous equivalent frequency, which are
known as "frequency modulation" or "phase modula-
tion" depending on their character. To prevent this
effect, the control oscillator must be carefully guarded
against reaction by shielding and balancing of circuits
and the design must be such as to preclude variable
phase shifts due to modulation in subsequent circuits
of the transmitter.

It is apparent that if there are two paths of different
lengths, two components which arrive simultaneously
at the receiver may have left the transmitter several
thousandths of a second apart. If the transmitter
frequency has changed materially during this brief
interval, trouble may be expected. The trouble actually
takes the form of a distortion of the speech as demodu-
lated by the receiving detector.3

Defects in short-wave transmission due to radio
noise, minor variations in attenuation, fading, and
distortion are nearly always present to some extent, and
when any or all are severe, cause a certain amount of

lost service time. These interruptions are of relatively
short duration and furthermore, there is enough over-
lap in the normal times of usefulness of the several
frequencies available so that shifting to another
frequency may give relief. In addition, there is a kind
of interruption which from the standpoint of continuity
of service, is more serious. At times of disturbance of
the earth's magnetic field, known as "magnetic storms,"
short-wave radio transmission is generally subject to
such high attenuation that signals become too weak to
use and sometimes too weak to be distinguishable.
These periods affect all the wavelengths in use and may
last from a few hours to possibly as much as two or
three days in extreme cases. They are followed by a
recovery period of from one to several days in which
transmission may be subnormal.

Severe static may cause interruption to both long -
and short-wave services at the same time,but the short
waves are relatvely less affected by it and are usually

3. For a discussion of this phenomenon see "Some Studies in
Radio Broadcast Transmission" by Bown, Martin, and Potter,
1. R. E. Proc., Vol. 14, No. 1, p. 57.
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able to carry on under static conditions which preventsatisfactory long-wave operation, On the other hand,severe fading or the poor transmission accompanyingmagnetic disturbance may interrupt short-waveservice without affecting the long waves adversely,in fact magnetic disturbances often improve long -wavetransmission in the daytime. The service interruptions
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on the two types of circuits are thus nearly unrelated toeach other and have no definite tendency to occursimultaneously. This is the principal reason why bothlong -wave circuits and short-wave circuits appearessential to reliable radiotelephone service.On very long routes or those which cross tropicalareas which result in static sources facing the directivereceiving antennas, long waves cannot as yet be suc-cessfully employed and short waves alone are available.However, experience tends to indicate that on northernand southern routes, such as between North and SouthAmerica, the interruptions associated with magneticstorms are less severe and of shorter duration.The cycle of events which accompanied a particularlysevere magnetic storm4 in July, 1928, is shown graphi-cally in Fig. 2. The light dotted curve shows the varia-tion in the horizontal component of the earth's field.The heavy solid line follows the daily averages of theshort wave received signal field. It is apparent thatthe disturbance took two days to reach its peak, andthe recovery to normal took nearly a week. The heavydotted line shows received field on long waves (60kilocycles) and indicates that transmission wasimproved slightly at the same time the short waveswere suffering high attenuation.
The experience with transatlantic telephone serviceon short waves covers a period of nearly three years,

4. Data regarding other magnetic disturbances are given in apaper by C. N. Anderson, entitled "Notes on the Effect of SolarDisturbances on Transatlantic Radio Transmission," I. R. E.Proc., Vol. 17, No. 9, September, 1929.

there ha\ mg been availabh a one-way channel fromthe [idled States to England used as an enterwencyfacility for the first year and a half, a Iwo way circuitfor the next year, and two circuits since June, 1929.It is only in this later period, however, that a circuithas been available, operating regularly with the amountsof transmit ter power and antenna directivity which havebeen mentioned.
The performance of the two one-way channels form-ing this circuit is charted in Fig. 3. The charts areplotted between hours of the (lay and (lays in the year,so that each unit block represents one hour of servicetime. The solid black areas are time in which corn-mercial operation could be carried on. The dotted

Commercial Uncommercial --__. No O.41.41New York to London

June July
1929FIG. 3-CHART

SHOWING TRANSMISSION
PERFORMANCE OF ASHORT-WAVE TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE Cincorr

August Sept

strips are uncommercial time. The blank areas arefor time in which, for one reason or another, the circuitwas not operating and no data were obtained. Perhapsthe most outstanding feature of these charts is thetendency of the lost time to fall in strips over a period oftwo or three days. These strips coincide approximatelyfor both directions of transmission. The principal onesare about July 10, 15 and August 2 and 17. These are
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characteristic of the interruptions accompanying mag-
netic disturbances of the kind which occur at irregular
intervals of a few days to several weeks. They are of
course not so severe as the disturbance illustrated in

Fig. 2.
It is apparent that for these three summer months,

this new circuit gave a good account of itself and
furnished commercial transmission for something like
80 per cent of the time that service was demanded of it.
In these same months, the long -wave system suffered
its greatest difficulty from static, and we have con-
cretely illustrated the mutual support which the two
types of facilities give each other.

It should not be inferred from these data that the

short-wave transatlantic radio links furnish, 80 per cent
of the time, talking circuits as stable and noise -free as
good wire lines. Under good conditions, they do provide
facilities which compare favorably with good wire
facilities; on the other hand, they may at times be
maintained in service and graded "commercial" under
conditions of noise or other transmission defects for
which wire lines would be turned down for correction,
since the obviously undesirable alternative is to give no
service at all until conditions have improved again.
The present development effort is largely directed
toward improvements which will insure not only a
greater degree of reliability against interruptions but
which also will improve the grade of service as a whole.

Abridgment of

Lightning Investigation on Transmission Lines
BY W. W. LEWIS* and C. M. FOUST*

Member, A. I. E. E. Associate, A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-The surge voltage investigations, 1926 and 1927, are
briefly reviewed, and data given for 1928 and 1929. The cathode ray
oscillograph has played a prominent part in the last two year's work,

and about 115 oscillograms have been obtained. The following new
instruments were introduced in 1929: Lightning stroke recorders;
field intensity recorder; and rate of change of field intensity recorder.

A vast amount of progress has been made in the solution of the
lightning problem. Personnel, equipment, and technique are avail-
able for the complete solution of the problem by means of field and
laboratory studies, carried on simultaneously and supplementing

each other.

ASymposium on Surge Voltage Investigation cover-
ing mainly the work done in 1926 and 1927, was

presented at the annual convention of the
A. I. E. E. at Denver in June 1928.'

Tentative conclusions were drawn as to polarity and
magnitude of surges, wave shape, and attenuation, and
it was stated that during the coming year, special efforts
would be made to obtain data on wave shape, attenu-
ation, effect of ground wires, and effect of lightning
arresters and choke coils.

Now two years' additional data have been accumu-
lated and we can answer some of the questions which
were unanswered at the Denver Convention.

In the present paper, the 1928 and 1929 work will be
discussed and an effort will be made to summarize the
present status of the investigation and to outline the
future work.

I. CREST VALUES OF SURGE VOLTAGES DUE TO
LIGHTNING AND SWITCHING

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are plotted the surge voltages
caused by lightning during the years 1927, 1928, and
1929 respectively. The abscissas represent times

*Both of General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
1. Symposium on Surge Voltage Investigation, by W. W.

Lewis, E. W. Dillard, J. G. Hemstreet and J. R. Eaton, P. Sporn,
and N. N. Smeloff, A. 1. E. E. TRANS., Volume 47, No. 4, 1928,
page 1111.

Presented al the Winter Convention of the A. I. E. E., New York,
N. Y January 27-31, 1930. Complete copy upon request.
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normal crest line -to -neutral voltage, and the ordinates
represent percentage of the total number exceeding the
value indicated by the abscissas.
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The number of surges caused by lightning, as mea-
sured by the surge voltage recorder, is given for the
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Data compiled on these systems also show that thereare as many as from 1 to 5 insulator strings or assembliesflashed over for each tripout. In other words, eachstroke which causes a flashover usually affects morethan one string or assembly, either on the same toweror on adjacent towers.
Statistics also indicate that where there are two

season, and one oscillogram was obtained of a lightningsurge.' The surge was positive in polarity, rose tomaximum in 8 microseconds, reduced to 50 per cent ofthat value in 17 microseconds, and to zero in 35 micro-seconds. The crest voltage of the main wave was
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FIG. 3-VALUES OF SURGE VOLTAGES CAUSED BY LIGHTNING,1929

approximately 600 kv. At a point 17 mi. from thelaboratory, a value of 2100 kv. was measured by surgevoltage recorder.
In 1929 the cathode ray oscillograph installation(Fig. 4) was continued at Wallenpaupack, and in thecourse of the season, 95 surges were recorded. Of thesethere were 50 surges under 100 kv., 30 between 100and 300 kv., and 15 over 300 kv. at the laboratory.Table V summarizes the data for the oscillogramsTABLE IV

NUMBER OF SURGES AND NUMBER OF TRIPOUTS CAUSED BY LIGHTNING

System

Rated
voltage

kv.

Line
length
miles

Number of surges caused by lightning
measured by surge voltage recorders

Number of line tripouts caused by
lightning

Period during which
surge voltages were

measured

1926 1927 1928 1929 ' 1926 1927 1928 1929Pennsylvania Power and Light

1926 July 20 -Oct. 4

Co
220 65 33 48 28 45 16 7* 14 38 1927 Mar. 12 -Nov. 2

1928 April 15 -Oct. 1

1929 April 17 -Oct. 1

Ohio Power Co 132 73 166 46 31 15 4 12 11 1927 May 11 -Oct. 16
1928 April 29 -Oct. 20
1929 May 6 -Oct. 1

New England Pr. Co 110 74 14 104 47 .. 11 43 5 13 1926 July 28 -Sept. 12
1927 Juno 6 -Oct. 10
1928 June 23 -Oct. 8

*Line out of service two months during lightning season, installing ground wires.NOTE: Tripouts are given for the whole year while surges were recorded for only a portion of the year as noted in last column. Ohio Power and
New England tripouts are for two circuits.

circuits on a tower, from 5 to 25 per cent of the strokes
affect insulator strings on both circuits.

III. WAVE FRONT AND WAVE SHAPE
A cathode ray oscillograph was installed in the light-ning laboratory on the Pennsylvania System at Wallen- 7. "Transmission Line Insulation and Field Tests Pertaining

paupack (Tower 1-3) during the latter part of 1928
- to Lightning," W. W. Lewis, General Electric Review, July 1929.

taken up to August 11, 1929, with voltage magnitudesbetween 100 and 300 kv. These are typical of allsurges recorded in this voltage classification.
In Table VI are summarized data for the 15 oscillo-
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grams with voltage magnitude exceeding 300 kv.

It will be noted that the voltage magnitudes in this

classification range from 330 to 1260 kv. The wave

front ranges from 1.6 to 36 microseconds. Two of the

FIG. 4-INTERIOR VIEW OF WALLENPAIIPACK LABORATORY

Showing two General Electric portable cathode ray oscillographs

oscillograms obtained could not be analyzed for wave
front, because of improper adjustment in the oscillo-
graph arrangement. The total duration varied from 4

TABLE V
PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT CO. CATHODE RAY

OSCILLOGRAMS 100 TO 300 KV., YEAR 1929, UP TO AUGUST 11

0
ni

9(

)scill-
gram
ember

Kv.
max.

Polarity
of first
loop

Nature
of

wave

Time in microseconds to reach

At least
75% of
max.

voltage
recorded

Max.
voltage
recorded

50%
max.

on tail
of wave

Zero of
first
loop

)1178 245 Pos. Uni. 0-1.2 0-1.2 22 33 +

179 160 Pos. Osc. 0-1 5 13 24

183 180 Pos. Osc. 5 5 23 32

187 260 Pos. Uni. 0-1 5 26 45 +

189a 180 Pos. Uni. 0-1.5 5 20 45 +

189b 140 Neg. Uni. 0-1.5 10-28 45 + 45 +

190 280 Pos. Osc. 4 4 11 20

191b 250 Pos. Osc. 0-1.3 3 5.5 9.5
197 180 Pos. Osc. 0-1 6 27 35

198 150 Neg. Uni. 0-1.5 4 45 + 45 +

199 180 Pos. Osc. 2.5 4.5 18 26

200 260 Pos. Osc. 5 5 27 36

201a 130 Pos. Osc. 3 3 11 33

203 260 Pos. Osc. 2 5 25 35

204 170 Pos. Uni. 0-1 20 43 + 43 +
214 135 Neg. Osc. 0-2 0-2 6 10

Osc. = Oscillatory.
Uni. = Unidirectional.

to 75 microseconds. Approximately 60 per cent were
positive and 40 per cent negative for the first loop.
Within the time range of the oscillograms obtained,
two-thirds of the waves were oscillatory and one-third
unidirectional.

VI. LIGHTNING STROKE RECORDERS

In 1929 lightning stroke recorders were placed in
service on 284 of the approximately 300 towers of the
Wallenpaupack-Siegfried line, and on about 20 towers
of the Philo-Canton line.

Fig. 12 shows the recorder, which is a small Lichten-
berg camera, placed across a portion of a leg of a trans-
mission tower. The development of the instrument and
its application are due to Mr. W. L. Lloyd, of the
Pittsfield High -Voltage Laboratory.

Four figures were obtained,-two on the Wallen-
pack-Siegfried line and two on the Philo-Canton line.

TABLE VI
PENNSYLVANIA POWER AND LIGHT CO. CATHODE

RAY OSCILLOGRAMS OVER 300 KV., YEAR 1929

Oscilo-
gram

number
Kv.
max.

Polarity
of first
loop

Nature of
wave

Time in microseconds to reach

Max.
voltage
recorded

50% max.
on tail
of wave

Zero
of first loop

901180 1260 Neg. Osc. 3.3 3.7 4 Flashover

185 360 Pos. Ifni. 4 45 + 45 +

186 330 Pos. Osc. 1.6 16 29

188 530 Pos. Osc. 7-8 18 24

191 600 Neg. Uni. 4 14.5 45 +

193 740 Pos. Osc. 7 16 22

194 810 Neg. Osc. 36 7 37 Flashover

201 74.0 Neg. Uni. 6.5 43 + 43 +

229 330 Neg. Uni. ? 12 75

231 330 Pos. Osc. ? 18 25

249 390 Pos. Osc. 6 14 18

251 390 Pos. Osc. 6 35 55

272 600 Neg. Uni. < 7.5 69 + 69 +

275 500 Pos. Osc. < 8 32 45

285 630 Pos. Osc. 11 20 29

Osc. = Oscillatory.
Uni. = Unidirectional.

VII. FIELD INTENSITY RECORDER AND RATE OF
CHANGE OF FIELD INTENSITY RECORDER

In an effort to obtain some measurements with re-

gard to electric field conditions to which transmission
conductors might be subjected, two instruments were
built and placed in operation at the Wallenpaupack
laboratory. These instruments are called, respectively,

a field intensity recorder and a rate of change of field

intensity recorder.
The instruments were developed and applied under

FIG. 12-VIEW OF LIGHTNING STROKE RECORDER

the supervision of Mr. H. B. Marvin of the General
Engineering Laboratory, Schenectady, who also ana-
lyzed the data obtained.

The purpose of the field intensity recorder is to obtain
a photographic record on motion picture film of the
vertical component of electric field intensity (voltage
gradient) versus time. The purpose of the rate of
change recorder is to obtain a photographic record of
the vertical component of the time rate of change of
electric field intensity. The adjustment is made so that
only relatively large values, such as occur during
thunder storms, are recorded. The data so obtained are
expected to be helpful in two ways: (a) to acquire
further knowledge of the nature of lightning storms;
(b) in measuring the relative severity of thunder
storms.

Fig. 15 shows a view of the field intensity recorder and
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INVESTIGATION ON TRANSMISSION LINES Journal A. I. E. E.Fig. 16 shows a typical record taken with this instru-ment; also a record obtained at the same time with therate of change of field recroder.Records obtained from the field intensity recorder

FIG. 15-VIEW OF FIELD INTENSITY
RECORDER

were measured, and the data plotted for each storm oncross-section paper, the abscissas representing time andthe ordinates kilovolts per meter. Fig. 17 shows thedata for the storm of June 19, 1929.A study of the records indicates that the readings

FIG. 16-TYPICAL RECORD OBTAINED WITH FIELD INTENSITYRECORDER (UPPER) AND WITH RATE OF CHANGE OF FIELDRECORDER (LOWER)

for any one storm are usually of one predominantpolarity, which may be either positive or negative. Of33 storm periods studied about 40 per cent gave
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FIG. 17-FIELD INTENSITY DATA OBTAINED BY THE FIELDINTENSITY RECORDER DURING THE STORM OF JUNE 19, 1929

readings predominantly positive, about 40 per centpredominantly negative and about 20 per cent mixedpositive and negative.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A vast amount of progress has been made in the

study of the effects of lightning on transmission lines inthe past two years.
Upper limits of 15.2 times normal voltage for light-ning surges and 5.5 times normal for switching surgeshave been reached.
Gradients as high as 52 kv. per ft. of height havebeen recorded on transmission lines, and 85 kv. per ft.on special antenna.
Trip -outs have occured on the lines under investiga-tion as high as 29 per 100 mi. per year, with 3.6 flashedinsulator assemblies per tripout.
About 115 cathode ray oscillograms of naturallightning were obtained on the Pennsylvania, Ohio, andConsumers Power systems, ranging from low values to1260 kv. Wave fronts varied from less -than one to 36microseconds and total duration of first loop from aboutone to 75 microseconds. Unidirectional waves pre-dominated and positive polarity.

The formulas developed from the 1927 results forattenuation' have geen substantiated, both by resultsfrom natural lightning and from artifiicial lightning.The factor k for natural lightning has been found toaverage 0.00016 on the New England and Pennsylvaniasystems; for Ohio the factor is 0.00057. Artificiallightning surges on the Michigan system gave a factorof the order of 0.00044 and on the Turners Falls systemof the order of 0.00069.
Attenuation apparently varies with the size of con-ductor, with the steepness of wave front, with thepolarity the wave, with the presence or absence ofground wires, and possibly with other factors.The value of overhead ground wires in reducinginduced potential and in reducing tripouts has beendemonstrated by test and by operating experience.Lightning stroke recorders have been introduced anda few records obtained. These give promise of muchusefulness in the future.

Field intensity recorders and rate of change of fieldintensity recorders have been used and data of consider-able value obtained. Gradients as high as 85 kv. perft. have been recorded. These instruments promiseto yield a good deal of information about the habitsof storms.
The intensive observation of storm conditions at thePennsylvania lightning laboratory indicated that in1929 there were 24 cloud -to-ground strokes within a one -mile radius in this vicinity.
In the future work, an attempt will be made todifferentiate between the surges and flashovers due toinduced strokes and direct strokes. An attempt will bemade to record by cathode ray oscillograph the waveshapes of some of the extremely high voltages whichhave been found by surge voltage recorder. The effectsof counterpoises or grounded conductors under thetransmission line will be studied.

Attenuation will bestudied further with both natural and artificial light-ning. Devices to prevent flashover (line type arresters)will probably be tried out experimentally during thecoming year.
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Fused Grading Shields
BY H. A. FREY' and

Associate, A. T. E. F.

Synopsis.-The fused grading shield was developed primarily
tc reduce the number of outages due to insulator flashovers on trans-

mission lines. Recent practise of reducing the insulation adjacent
to terminals has increased the number of flashovers in these sections.
The fused grading shield, while not always economically feasible for

E. M. SKIPPER'
Non -Member

entire lines, provides a means of obtaining the reduced insulation
without increased outages.

Laboratory and field data are presented showing the characteristics
of the device as well as the results of several years of operating
experience.

THE use of fuses in conjunction with grading shields
and arcing horns was first tried on two circuits of
the Columbia -Terminal Station line of the Union

Gas and Electric Company in the Spring of 1927. The
device as at first installed has been very completely de-
scribed by Mr. Philip Stewart of the Union Gas and
Electric Company in previous papers.' It consisted of
the usual grading shield and arcing horn combination
except that the grading shield was insulated from the
line by two standard suspension units. These two
units were then short-circuited by means of a high -volt-

age fuse of the carbon tetrachloride type. In the event
of a flashover of the insulator string, the arc formed
between the grading shield and the top arcing horns,
forcing the ground current to flow through the fuse.
The operation of the fuse extinguished the arc by dis-
connecting the grading shield from the line. This
operation was so rapid that no line outage occurred.

This device operated so successfully during the 1927
lightning season that in 1928 the company decided to
equip the two circuits remaining between Columbia and
Terminal Stations with similar equipment. The
original fused grading shields, requiring as they did two
additional insulator units per string, were not particu-
larly economical. The redesigned assemblies eliminated
this feature. The grading shield was placed in its usual
position at the bottom of the string with fuses in place
of arcing horns at the ground end. Expulsion type
fuses replaced the carbon tetrachloride fuses and with
this set up it was found possible to use two fuses per
assembly in place of one. Tests showed that except in
rare cases, no arc would strike to both fuses at once.
This, of course, meant that after one operation, there
would still he one fuse available in the event of further
trouble at the same point.

The 1928 operating experience on this line was again
very favorable and has been completely reported by
Mr. Stewart.'

1 1/H1,' Itoollnior Corp., Baltimore, Md.
1. Report to (Ivprlivet1 Systems Commit lop of N. E. L. A.

preseriturl in I 'Iliengio in Oelober 1927.
3. Fo,, d ruing Harris and Grading kings, Ily P. Stewart,

A. I. E. E. 1', kst,,, Vol. IS, July, 1929, p. S91.
.1. Philip Stewart, Fused Arcing Hours and Grading Rings

Cineitittati Itvgional Nleelitiv .1111y, 1929, Qiiarlo.rly TICA NM.,
Vol. 48, p.

/'resented of Ihr Niirks Eastern Ilislrirl tinting of kw A. I. E. I.
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The adoption of the double -ended expulsion type of
fuse which is now standard on fused grading shield
assemblies was the outcome of a large number of short-
circuit tests using various shield and fuse combinations.

Coincident with these tests, a number of impulse tests
was als) run to determine the correct setting of the
grading shield and fuses, in order to assure the forma-
tion of the arc between the shield and the tips of the
fuses. The tests which were made for this purpose were
conducted using an impulse of very steep wave front
and with a tail falling to one-half crest value in about
five microseconds. This type of wave, having a very
steep front, is more severe from the standpoint of cas-
cading than the usual wave encountered in practise.
Obviously if the arc cascaded the insulator string and
failed to strike to the fuse, the entire object of the device
would be defeated.

It was found that if the arcing distance between fuse
and shields did not exceed 80 per cent of the striking
distance across the unshielded string, satisfactory arc
clearing characteristics could be expected.

The foregoing tests, of course, all fall under the
general heading of Development Tests but a number of
tests have alki 'been made to determine the operating
characteristics of the device. These tests have been
conducted both in the high -current testing laboratory of
the General Electric Company and in the field. On all
of the short-circuit tests the arc was originated by means
of a piece of fine fuse -wire string 'between the fuse tips
and the shield. Table I of the complete paper gives
a summary of these tests. Out of 21 tests, there were
two arcs which failed to clear or, ignoring the laboratory
tests, two out of fifteen. On both of these tests, the
available current was very small. The time required
for any fuse to operate and clear the circuit becomes
greater as the short-circuit current decreases. With
currents of the order of 100 amperes, the time required
for the fuse to clear is so great that even moderate winds
are likely to blow the arc away from the fuse tips and
onto the tower hardware in which position it is of
course beyond the control of I he fuse. This is what
happened in the two cases in quest ion. 20) amperes
appears to he the minimum current limit for satisfactory
operation of I he fused grading shield. The upper limit.
of short-circt current. has not as yet. been determined,
but tests have been Iliad(' with short, circuit currents
as high as 5120 amperes with perfect success.

39:1
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Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are respectively the oscillogramstaken during tests 17, 19, and 21.In addition to the tests listed in this tabulation, aseries of tests were conducted by the Carolina Powerand Light Company at the Swannanoa Substation nearAsheville, North Carolina. Unfortunately no oscillo-
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FIG. 2

FIG. 3
FIGS. 1, 2, AND

3-OSCILLOGRAMS OBTAINED DURING FIELD
TESTS

Showing short-circuit current and time to clear.

graph was available to accurately record the currentand duration of the arc.. It is estimated, however, thatthe short-circuit current of the system at this point isaround 250 amperes. The system voltage is 66 kv.The four -fuse grading assembly was used for this test.

Seven arcs were started all of which cleared successfullywithout operation of the line relays. During one shortcircuit, two fuses were blown. In this case, the windcarried the arc from the tip of the fuse from which it hadstarted to the tip of an adjacent fuse. An attempt wasmade to repeat this on succeeding tests by starting thearc on the windward side. Despite this, no further ex-ample of more than a single-fuse operation occurred.Fig. 5 shows the fused grading shield during anotherfield test, clearing a ground current of 2878 amperes.The flame is quite clearly being ejected from both endsof the tube. It will also be noted that the original arcbetween the tips of the fuse and grading shield is re-maining well clear of the insulator string.
The modern tendency in transmission line design islargely towards the over insulation of the line with aview to reducing the number of outages caused byinsulator flashover. This practise has resulted inimproved line service; but where the path of the storm

FIG. 5-FUSED
GRADING SHIELD IN OPERATION DURING ONEOF FIELD TESTS

is close to a line terminal, it has in many cases merelyshifted the burden to the substation apparatus. It isrelatively easy, and for the higher voltages, at least, rela-tively inexpensive, to add a few units to an insulatorstring. On the other hand, it is very difficult and expen-sive to attempt to raise the insulation of the substationapparatus to the level of the increased line insulation.It has, therefore, become customary to reduce the lineinsulation immediately adjacent to the terminal to avalue which will balance with the terminal equipmentinsulation.
Due to the rapidity with which lightning surges ontransmission lines are attenuated, most disturbancesoriginating several miles out on the line will probably bereduced below dangerous proportions before they reachthe reduced insulation. Nevertheless, there will na-turally be an increased number of flashovers adjacent tothe terminals, resulting in a corresponding increase innumber of line outages. There is also the added danger
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of damaging the insulator units at this point, thus

causing a prolonged outage while repairs are being made.

The use of a standard grading shield on the shortened

strings will prevent the insulator damage, but cannot

prevent the line trip -out when flashover occurs.

If the fused grading shield is applied to the reduced

insulation at the terminals, and the gap between the fuse

tip and shield adjusted to give the desired flashover

voltage, then the excess voltage on the line will be re-

lieved without an outage, since the power current to

ground is interrupted by the fuse without operation of

the line relays. Unlike the lightning arrester, the fused

grading shield may be expected to care for only such

surges as are of sufficient magnitude to arc the gap. The

lightning arrester would protect the station equipment

from the hammer blows of smaller transients.
For this class of service, a fused grading shield has been

developed, equipped with four fuses so that each
assembly is capable of clearing four arcs without fuse

renewal. Two- and three-fuse assemblies have also been

applied to this service to fit special conditions.
These reduced gaps should be installed on each line

for a distance of approximately Vi mile out from the

terminal. A number of installations have been made

equipped with but a single gap on each line wire. So

far no difficulties have resulted from the use of this

single gap but as an additional safety factor, it is
certainly advantageous to have more than one gap on

each conductor.
It is important to remember that the last gap adjacent

to the terminal should be placed as close to the
apparatus to be protected as possible; otherwise it is

quite likely that reflections will so build up within the
substation that it will result in breakdown or arc -over of

the apparatus without affecting the fused grading shield.

In Table II is listed the proper gap setting of a fused

T hiBLE II-GAP SETTINGS TO BALANCE WITH
STANDARD STATION EQUIPMENT

Line voltage in
kv

Fused grading
shield gap in in.

Approximate in -
pulse FO of gap

Approximate 60 -
cycle flashover of

gap

33 10 in. 310 103

66 21 in. 605 206

88 31 in 900 290

110 37 in. 1060 345

132 41 in1 1170 380

grading shield to balance with modern substation equip-

ment. Here again it must be remembered that much
of the older equipment was designed with lower insula-
tion than that which is now being used. Hence, in some

cases it may be necessary to use a still smaller gap in
order to balance with this old substation insulation.
In many cases the switch insulators or bus supports in
the substation constitute the weak link. When such is
the case, it may be necessary to set the reduced gap
below the tabulated values in order to prevent flashover
or disconnect switches and bus supports.

The double -ended expulsion fuse which was chosen

for use with fused grading shields presents several

unique features.
The fusible link of this fuse is placed at the upper end

of a weatherproof fiber tube. To the lower end of the

line is fastened a long copper pigtail which runs the
entire length of the tube. The pigtail is held taut by a

compression spring at its lower end. The tube is
capped at either end; the cap on the lower end is held

in place by friction, but the cap at the upper end is

sweated in. When the fusible link is melted, the com-

pressed spring is released. The combination of forces of

the released spring and of the gases generated in the tube

blow out the cap and vent the tube, extinguishing the

arc.
With the expulsion type of fuse, it is desirable to build

up the internal gas pressure promptly in order to obtain

quick clearing. With the double -ended fuse only the
lower cap opens on low current operation so that there is

no loss of pressure from the upper end of the fuse. The

spring also aids in obtaining quick clearing under low

currents, since it hurls the copper pigtail free of the fuse

tube as soon as the fuse element melts. The maximum

current rupturing.capacity of an expulsion fuse may be

the point at which the fuse tube bursts due to excessive

pressure. When the internal pressure becomes exces-

sive in a double -ended fuse, the upper cap is blown out

and the tube is vented from both ends. The double -

ended action is particularly desirable for fuses used on

fused grading shields, since it reduces the unbalanced
reaction. In rupturing high currents, this unbalanced

reaction might otherwise become sufficiently severe to
give a violent kick to the supporting insulators.

During the high -current tests, the expelled elements
were thrown about 30 ft. from the insulator string.

Further tests were made to determine the point at
which corona formation would start about the copper
pigtail in the fuse tube. It was found that with a
standard 110-kv. fused grading shield of the two -fuse
type mounted on an eleven unit string, the corona point
was 82 kv. when the fuses were parallel to the conductor.

With the fuse at right angles to the conductor, the
corona point was 89 kv. The normal corona point on

the standard grading shield assembly would be in the
vicinity of from 90 to 95 kv.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Since the installation of the first fused grading shield
in actual service, an attempt has been made to keep an
accurate record of its performance.

Table III represents a summary of the operating
characteristics of those fused grading shields which have
been installed during the past three years. The table
shows the approximate short-circuit currents to ground,
the number of failures to clear and the number of cases
of damage to substation apparatus protected by the
fused grading shield and damaged to the insulators on
which the fused grading shield is mounted. Four trip -
outs which may have been caused by arcs on the fused
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grading shield are also listed. Only the operationson the Union Gas & Electric Company's system whichhave not been previously reported by Mr. Stewart areincluded in this table. Lightning arresters were notused on any of the installations listed in Table III.The only case of flashover
or damage to the substationequipment to be protected is that reported by the Penn-

On the installation at the Minnesota Power and LightCompany's Nashwauk Substation there has been onefuse operation and a simultaneous line trip -out. Thisline trip-out is believed to have been due to the arc atthe fused grading shield but it is possible that it mayhave been due to another flashover out on the line on anunprotected insulator string.
TABLE 111-OPERATING DATA

Distance
nearest
gap to

No of No. of case
Ground Connected No. of gaps apparatus Date put No. of cases of of V. 0. of No. of trip-

Operating Line or System current capacity on each to be in No. of failures to insulator substation outs of line

company substation voltage amperes kv-a line wire protected operation operations clear damage apparatus relay

Memphis Pr. N. Memphis
500& Lt. Ripley & 66 kv. to

1 100-400 June or 2 None None None 2

Covington
800

. ft. July 1929
StationsMinn. Pr &

Lt. Hibbing
Substa.

110 kv. 415 to
920

72.000
kv-a.

3 100 ft. May 27
1929

1 II
Id

II
0

Minn. Pr. &
Lt Nashwauk

Substa.
110 kv. 422-

1033
72,000
kv-a.

3 200 ft. May 27,
1929

1 id
id

di

1

Union Gas &
Elec. Co. Hartwell

Substa.
88 1500-

2000
285,000
kv-a.

On all
towers

200 ft. May 1928 4 id
Id

Id

0

Penna. Water
& Pr. Co. 70 kv. 300-600 16,000 15 40-75

ft. Spring
1928

95 1 1 4 1

Carolina Pr. Swannanoa 66 kv. 250-300 90,000 1 70 April 8 None None None 0

& Lt. Co. Substa.

1929
Carolina Pr.

& Lt. Co. Brisco Sub-
sta. 110 About

500
108,000 1 2500-3000

ft.
Sept.
1929

2 11
di

II
0sylvania Water and Power Company,. where there havebeen four bushing flashovers since the fused gradingshields were installed. Two of the bushings flashoversoccurred simultaneously, one at each end of the line,apparently as a result of the same surge. In an effort toprevent a repetition of this, the gap was reduced some-what. After the reduction there were two more bushingflashovers. These occurred during an exceptionallybad lightning season during which a large number offuses were blown on this same system. There is littledoubt that had no fused grading shields been installed,the number of substation flashovers would have beenconsiderably greater.

On this system, each end of each line wire is providedwith fifteen reduced gaps. This probably accounts forthe large number of fuse operations shown on theoperating records. The bulk of these fuse operationsoccurred during the second season.
The installation of fused grading shields on the. Mem-phis Power and Light Company's North Memphis,Ripley and Covington Substation is of the four fusetype. The distance from North Memphis to Covingtonis 26 mi. and from Covington to Ripley 14 mi. Therehave been two cases of fuse operation, each accompaniedby a line trip-out. The first operation resulted in theblowing of all fuses on all line wires at North Memphis,a total of 12 fuses on one line wire at Covington and onefuse on each of two line wires at Ripley. Apparentlythese operations were due to the same surge.Both of these surges must have been very severe inorder to have arced so many gaps. The line trip -outswere undoubtedly caused by the flashover of otherinsulator strings out on the line which were not pro-tected by fused grading shields.

It is interesting to note that none of the operatingcompanies have reported any trouble arising from therecovering voltage after a fuse operation. In additionto the operations listed in Table III, Mr. Stewart hasalready reported seven interruptions, and twelveinterruptions prevented by the fused grading shields onthe Union Gas and Electric System. Some of the fuseson this system are of the carbon
tetrachloride type andsome, of the single-ended expulsion type. None of thedouble -ended fuses are in use on the Union Gas andElectric System.

SUMMARY1. The minimum short-circuit current which thefused grading shield, using a double -ended expulsionfuse can be expected to satisfactorily clear is abouttwo hundred amperes.
2. The maximum short circuit which can be clearedhas not been determined but it is in excess of 5100amperes.
3. Out of a total of 28 tests made in the laboratoryand in the field there have been two cases of failure toclear. Both of these were with currents under 200amperes.

4. Operating records show that out of a total of113 operations on modern assemblies in service, therehas been only one failure to clear, with consequentdamage to line insulators, and four cases of flashoverwithin the substation. There have been four cases inwhich the line has tripped out simultaneously with afused grading shield operation. Of the four, two on theMemphis Power and Light Company system wereprobably due to other flashovers on unprotected strings.This leaves two cases of line trip-out for which thefused grading shield is probably responsible.
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Notice of Annual Meeting of Institute
Constituting a session of the Annual Convention of the

Institute, the Annual Meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers will be held at the Royal York Hotel,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Monday morning, June 23, at 10:30

o'clock.
At this meeting, the Annual Report of the Board of Directors,

the Report of the Committee of Tellers on the ballots cast for the

election of officers, and the Report on the ballots case for Con-

stitutional Amendments, will be presented.
Such other business, if any, as may properly come before an

annual business meeting may be considered.
F. L. HUTCHINSON,

National Secretary.

Northeastern District Meeting
An excellent meeting of the Northeastern District will be

held at the Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Mass., May 7-10.

An exceptionally fine technical program of unusual engineer-

ing papers on both the theory and practise of electrical engi-

neering will comprise five sessions-one on instruments and
measurements, one on transmission, two on electrical machinery,

and one on selected subjects. All engrossing entertainment,
interesting inspection trips, and good facilities for golf and

tennis are also offered by an enthusiastic General Meeting
Committee to all who attend.

A complete program and detailed account of the meeting was

published in the April issue of the JOURNAL, pages 315-318

inclusive.

The A. I. E. E. Summer Convention
TORONTO, CANADA-JUNE 23-27

The Summer Convention will be held this year for the first

time in Toronto, and many members who have not hitherto

visited that city will find there much of unusual interest. To-

ronto is spread out along the shores of Lake Ontario, which is a

link in the great fresh -water chain extending from the Atlantic

to the heart of the continent; thus it offers much of interest in

connection with inland navigation as well as aquatic sports of all

kinds. Also, the city is located within convenient traveling dis-

tance of the most densely populated portions of the UnitedStates.

The Royal York Hotel, which will constitute convention head-

quarters, has been operating just about one year. It compares
favorably not only in all general particulars with the latest and
best of new hotels anywhere, but has a whole floor devoted to
special convention rooms. It is in direct communication with

the Union Station and overlooks the Harbor and Lake Ontario.
A selection of excellent technical papers covering various

phases of the electrical industry has been made from a wealth of

material. This material will be presented in eight technical
sessions as follows: Protective Devices-Symposium on Trans-
mission Line Relays III; Transportation; Automatic Stations;
Selected Subjects and Technical Committee Reports; Trans-
mission; Symposium on Coordination of Line, Station, and
Apparatus Insulation; Communication; and Electrical Ma-
chinery and Power Generation.

A few of the subjects are; the 220-kv. system of the Hydro-
Electrie Power Commission; vertical shaft, 25,000-kv-a. syn-
chronous condensers; hydro -power practise in central Europe;
control systems for oil and gasoline electric locomotives; a
1000 -kw. automatic rectifier; and centralized control of system

operation.

The annual reports of the Technical Committees of the Insti-
tute will review the advances in theory and practise throughout
the year.

The business side of the Convention will include the Annual
Meeting of the Institute, a report of the Committee of Tellers on
election of officers for 1930-1931, and a report on Constitutional
Amendments, the President's Address and presentation of

prizes for papers.
The Conference of Officers and Delegates, under the auspices

of the Sections Committee and Committee on StudentBranches,
constitutes an important feature of the convention.

The Lamme Medal, awarded several months ago, will be pre -
397

sented to Mr. R. E. Hellmund, East Pittsburgh, Pa., "for his

contributions to the design and development of rotating

machinery."
On Wednesday there will be a Directors' Luncheon and

meeting.
The program being prepared should leave nothing to be

desired, both from the standpoint of professional benefit and of

general social enjoyment. The Meetings and Papers Committee
have prepared a schedule of papers covering a wide diversity of
interest, the local Convention Committee has arranged a series
of events which will provide interest and pleasure for all available
time throughout the entire Convention. Particularly should it
be noted that the following program calls for the Convention to
get into full swing on Monday morning; members are urged to
arrive early and register promptly.

9:00 a. m.
10:30 a. m.

12:30 p. m.
2:00 p. m.

4:30 p. m.
9:00 p. m.

9:00 a. m.
9:30 a. m.

OUTLINE OF PROGRAM
(Eastern Daylight Saving Time)

MONDAY, JUNE 23

Registration
Annual Business Meeting of the Institute
Address of Welcome
Annual Report of Board of Directors (in abstract),

F. L. Hutchinson, National Secretary
Report of Tellers' Committee on

(a) Election of Officers; Introduction of and
response from President-Elect

(b) Constitutional Amendments
Presentation of Prizes for Papers
Presidential Address, Harold B. Smith
Section and Branch Delegates' Luncheon
Officers' and Delegates' Conferences
Qualifying Round for Mershon Trophy
Tennis
Ladies' Drive to Granite Club
Afternoon Tea
President's Reception-dancing

TUESDAY, JUNE 24

Registration
Two Technical Sessions: (a) Protective Devices

(Symposium on Transmission Line Relays III);
(b) Transportation
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2:00 p. in. Officers' and Delegates' Conferences- -contTrips as scheduled
Sports as scheduled-First Round for MershonTrophy
Ladies' Trip around Harbor4:30 p. In. Afternoon Toa at Royal Canadian Yacht Club7:00 p, m. Get -Together Dinner and Entertainment

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 259:30 a. in. Three Technical Sessions: (o) Automatic Stations;(d) Selected Subjects and Technical CommitteeReports; (e) Transmission11:00 a. m. Ladies' Trip to Mississauga Golf Club, whereluncheon will be served12:30 p. m. Directors' Luncheon and Meeting2:00 p. m. Trips as scheduled
Sports as scheduled-Second Round for MershonTrophy
Ladies' Golf and Bridge at Mississauga Golf Club4-30 p. m. Afternoon Tea

7:00 p. m. Convention Banquet8:15 p. m. Medal Presentation9:30 p. m. Dtincing-Cards

THURSDAY, JUNE 269:00 a. m. Boat leaves for trip to new Welland CanalLunch at St. Catharines2:00 p. m. Inspection of Welland Canal
Trips to Queenston and Niagara FallsFinals-Golf and Tennis9:00 p. m. Dancing on boat

FRIDAY, JUNE 279:30 a. m. Two Technical Sessions: (f) Electrical Machineryand Transmission (Symposium on Coordinationof Line, Station, and Apparatus Insulation);(g) Communication
12:30 p. m.

Luncheon-Presentation of Prizes2:00 p. m. Technical Session: (h) Electrical Machinery andPower Generation
Ladies' Trip to Old Mill-Golf4:30 p. m. Afternoon Tea

TENTATIVE TECHNICAL PROGRAM
(Eastern Daylight Saving Time)

TUESDAY, JUNE 249:30 a. m. Parallel Sessions A and B
A. Protective

Devices-Symposium on Transmission LineRelays III
The Problem of Service Security in Large TransmissionSystems, Paul Ackerman, Consulting ElectricalEngineer
Transmission Line Protection, H. P. Sleeper, Public ServiceElectric & Gas Co.
New Features in Relay Protection, 0. C. Traver, GeneralElectric Co.
New Directional Relay Schemes, E. E. George and R. H.Bennett, Tennessee Electric Power Co.
High -Speed Protective Relays, L. N. Crichton, WestinghouseElectric & Mfg. Co.

B. Transportation
Electric Power Consumption for Yard Switching, P. H.Hatch, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co.
Control Systems for Oil and Gasoline Electric Locomotivesand Cars, N. L. Freeman, Westinghouse Electric &Mfg. Co.
Electric Transmission and Control of Power from InternalCombustion Engines for Transportation, S. T. Dodd,General Electric Co.

Auxiliaries fur II igh-1. °nage Direct -C urrent M i ple U nitCars,('. AxI (.1, ( leiteral Electric ('u.Summary of Expel It ,ir of Various
Railways with !tail Bonds,II. P. Brown, N. V., N. IL& II. R. R. Co.Auxiliary Circuits for Iligh-Voltage D -C. Motor ('or !equip-ments, 0. K. Marti and W. A. (tiger, American BrownBoveri ('o., lee.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 259:30 a. ni. Parallel Sessions C, I), and K
C. Automatic StationsA Vacuum Tube Telenietering System, A. S. Fit zaerald,General Electric Co.

Development of a Two -Wire Supervisory Control System withRemote Metering, H. J. Wensley and W. M. Donovan,Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Centralized Control of System Operation, J. T. Lawson,Public Service Electric & Gas Co.Automatic Power Supply of the Carnegie Steel Company,Robert Harry, Carnegie Steel Co.1000 -Kw. Automatic Mercury Arc Rectifier Substation of theUnion Railway Company, New York, W. E. Gutzwillerand Otto Naef, American Brown Boveri Co.Monowire Control for Automatic Substations, F. F. Ambuld,Toronto Hydro-Electric System

Modernization of the Design of Operating Switchboards,Philip Sporn, American Gas & Electric Co.D. Selected Subjects and Technical Committee ReportsRural Life Construction in Ontario, R. E. Jones, Hydro -Electric Power Commission of OntarioMutual Impedance of Ground-Return Circuits-Some Ex-perimental Studies, H. E. Bowen,
American Telephone& Telegraph Co., and C. L. Gilkeson, National ElectricLight Association

Theory and Characteristics of Grid -Controller Glow and ArcDischarge Tubes, D. D. Knowles and S. P. Sashoff,Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.Effects of the Magnetic Field on Lichtenberg Figures, C. E.Magnusson, University of WashingtonA Survey of Room Noise in Telephone Location, W. J.Williams, National Electric Light Association, andR. G. McCurdy,
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.E. Transmission

The 2E0 -000-Volt System of the Hydro-Electric Power Com-mission of Ontario, E. T. J. Brandon, Hydro-ElectricPower Commission of Ontario
Steady -State Theory of Transmission Lines, T. R. Rosebrugh,University of Toronto
Study of the Effect of Short Lengths of Cables on TravelingWaves, K. B. McEachron, General Electric Co.;J. G. Hemstreet,

Consumers Power Co., and H. P.Seelye, Detroit Edison Co.
Buried Distribution Type Transformers, C. E. Schwenger,Toronto Hydro-Electric System

FRIDAY, JUNE 279:30 a. m. Parallel Sessions F and G
F. Electrical Machinery and Transmission Symposiumon Coordination of Line, Station, and ApparatusInsulation

Rationalization of Station Insulating Structures with Respectto Insulation of Transmission Lines, C. L. Fortescue,Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.Rationalization of Station Insulating Structures with Respectto Insulation of Transmission Lines, F. W. Peek,General Electric Co.
Rationaliztion of Transmission Line Insulation Strength,Philip Sporn, American Gas and Electric Co.
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Recommendations on Balancing Transformer and Line

Insulation on Basis of Impulse Voltage Strength, V. M.
Montsinger, General Electric Co., and W. M. Dann,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Cordination of Insulation, as a Design Problem, G. D.
Floyd, Hydro -Electric Power Commission of Ontario

Standards of Insulation and Protection for Transformers,
J. A. Johnson, Buffalo, Niagara and Eastern Power
Corp., and E. S. Bundy, Niagara, Lockport & Ontario

Power Co.
Essential Factors in the Coordination of Line, Station, and

Apparatus Insulation, A. E. Silver and H. L. Melvin,
Electric Bond and Share Co.

G. Communication
Long Distance Cable Circuit for Program Transmission,

A. B. Clark, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
and C. W. Green, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

Transmission Characteristics of Open Wire Telephone Lines,
E. I. Green, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Study of Telephone Line Insulators, L. T. Wilson, American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.

General Switching Plan for Telephone Toll Service, H. S.
Osborne, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Long Telephone Lines in Canada, J. L. Clarke, Bell Tele-
phone Company of Canada

Two -Way Television, H. E. Ives, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc.

2:00 p. m. Session H

H. Electrical Machinery and Power Generation
Effects of Lightning Voltages on Rotating Machines and

Methods of Protecting against Them, F. D. Fielder and
E. Beck, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Effect of Voltage Surges on Rotating Machinery, E. W.
Boehne, General Electric Co.

Vertical Shaft 25,000 Kv-a. Synchronous Condensers, H. A.
Ricker, J. R. Dunbar and R. E. Day, Canadian West-
inghouse Co.

Metal -Clad, Gum -Filled Switching Equipment, L. B.
Chubbuck, Canadian Westinghouse Co.

East River Generating Station of the New York Edison
Company, C. B. Grady, W. H. Lawrence, and R. H.
Tapscott, New York Edison Co.

Hydro Power Practise in Central Europe, A. V. Karpov,
Aluminum Company of America

Trips
Welland Canal

The outstanding trip will be an all -day outing, crossing Lake
Ontario to visit the new Welland Canal, which embraces some
features excelling anything hitherto undertaken in canal con-
struction. Those desiring to do so will be able to spend the
afternoon at the Queenston Plant of the Hydro -Electric Power
Commission or at various power plants at Niagara Falls. Special
entertainment features are being arranged in connection with
this trip in a way that will ensure a day of general relaxation and
enjoyment.

Leaside Station
The Leaside Station of the Hydro -Electric Power Commission

on the outskirts of Toronto is Canada's first 220-kv. receiving
station. It has many interesting features, including two
25,000-kv-a. outdoor synchronous condensers.

Other Power Stations
H. E. P. C.-Bridgeman-110-kv. Station.

Wiltshire-110-kv. Station.
Strachan Ave-110-kv. Station and Laboratories.

Toronto Hydro -Electric System
Automatic High Power Mercury Are Rectifier

Railway Station.
Supervisory Control Substations.
Local Dispatching Office in Duncan Street

Station.
Electric Manufacturing Plants

Davenport Works-Canadian General Electric Co.
Hamilton Works-Canadian Westinghouse Co.
Mount Dennis Plant-Ferranti Electric Limited.

Points of Interest
Hillcrest Shops-Toronto Transportation Commission.
Toronto Harbor Development.
University of Toronto Buildings.
Royal Ontario Museum.
There are also many manufacturing plants to which trips will

be arranged as desired.
Sports

Golf
The main event for golfers will be the annual tournament for

Mershon Trophy, which will be played over the course of the
Weston Golf and Country Club.

As it is proposed to present the prizes at the luncheon on
Friday, and as the match play in this competition will consume
all other available time, it is essential that the qualifying round
be completed on Monday. This will mean that guests arriving
after Monday will be unable to enter the Mershon Cup
competition.

The competition will consist of a qualification round
(handicap medal play) of eighteen holes, followed by
match play (handicap).

The sixteen low net scores will qualify for the match
play rounds, which will be played on Tuesday p. m.,
Wednesday p. m., and Thursday, a. m. and p. m.

Arrangements will be made by the Committee so
et. al., may play their

qualification rounds at any particular time on Monday,
so as to avoid missing their scheduled meetings.

The Committee are also arranging other events, the details
of which will be given out at registration. These events will not
be confined to the course of the Weston Golf & Country Club,
as arrangements are being made to allow members and regis-
tered guests to play over a number of courses in the Toronto
vicinity, and all scores will count in these competitions.

It is hoped that the chief among these additional events will
be an International Team Competition for the American Cana-
dian Team championship of the Institute, arrangements for
which are now being worked out.

No greens fees will be charged members or registered guests for
any play during the Convention, and transportation to and from
all courses will be provided.
Tennis

The annual Mershon Trophy competition in Men's Singles will
be played, together with Men's Doubles, and, if sufficient entries
can be secured, Ladies' Singles and Mixed Doubles will also be
arranged.

The courts on which these events will be played will be
announced later, but tennis players can be assured that excellent
courts (probably clay) will be available for all who wish to use
them.

Entries for all these events should be in the hands of the
Committee not later than Monday afternoon.

Entertainment
The principal entertainment features are shown in the fore-

going program. It is expected that these events will be out-
standing for their respective kinds. In general, the Committee
is leaving no stone unturned in its efforts to make this Conven-
tion a memorable one.
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The Indies tit tutitling I ht' t 'on% ent ion should ha'. e it part it ulnrlinteresting tines, as the Commit tee has arranged a % ery at true-iivti Prstgraiii tor their entertainment. In addition to the allday trip by boat 'tenets Lake Ontario, to view WellitlidC1111111, there will lie two different (Irk es revering pointsinterest in and Omni the city. An afternoon of gulf has 1)4.4.1i IV --ranged preseeseled by luncheon at the Mississauga ( Club,there will be a bridge game arranged for those not playing golf.011 /1,111/t her afternoon it Ilns been planned to lake, OW holiesfor launeh rides along the lakes shore, in the vieinity of theharbor and have tea served afterwards at the Royal Canadian\'aeht Club. There will be two dances during the Convention,in t he evening.

A large local Committee of Ladies will do everything possibleto look after the comfort and pleasure of visiting ladies, bothindividually and collectively.

Railroad Rates
It has been ascertained that in nearly all cases the SummerTourist rates are lower than those offered by the ConventionCertificate plan. On this account certificate rates are not beingarranged and members are advised to procure Summer touristtickets.

Commit tees
The 1930 Summer Convention Committee which is makingarrangements for the convention consists of the followingmembers who are officers of the General Convention Committeeor chairmen of other committees as indicated or general members:C. E. Sisson, Chairman; A. H. Hull, Vice -Chairman; W. L.Amos, Secretary; A. E. Knowlton, Meetings and Papers;W. P. Dobson, Local Representative, Meetings and Papers;W. B. Kouwenhoven, Sections; W. A. Bucke, Finance; H. U.Hart, Finance; F. R. Ewart, Publicity; A. B. Cooper, Enter-tainment; H. C. Don Carlos, Sports; J. F. Neild, Transporta-tion; M. B. Hastings, Trips; F. F. Ambuhl, Hotel and Registra-tion; H. C. Barber, Ladies; W. C. Adams, C. V. Christie,J. L. Clarke, J. R. Cowley, E. P. Fetherstonhaugh; J. A.Johnston, H. Milliken, J. Morse, W. F. McKnight, J. Teasdaleand J. B. Woodyatt.

Pacific Coast Convention
A splendid Convention, with varied engineering subjects anddelightful entertainment, is being planned and will be held atPortland, Oregon, September 2-5. Headquarters will be at theMultnomah Hotel. Five technical sessions, two StudentBranch sessions, and a conference on student activities by theCounselors' Committee from Districts Nos. 8 and 9 comprisethe technical and business phases of the program.

ENGINEERING PAPERS
A variety of practical, theoretical, and research papers fallinto four general classifications: transmission and distribution,power station development, communication, and research. Afew of the subjects are: forecasting precipitation; mercury arcrectifiers, corona tests, porcelain insulator research, and powercompany communication systems.

ENTERTAINMENT AND TRIPS
An informal reception and dance, the annual golf tournamentfor the J. B. Fisken cup, followed by an informal banquet at theCountry Club, are the major entertainment features. Plans arebeing made to secure for the golf tournament, the course of thePortland Golf Club,-one of the finest among Portland's manyexcellent courses, while the ample facilities afforded by its newclubhouse will make an excellent setting for an informal banquetand dance on the evening of the tournament.

Instructive trips of diverse interest are being planned, amongwhich a visit to the Oak Grove Development of the Pacific

Nortlite.1 14 r \ iri 'io111101111 \ till 1114. 1 1/1,1LIllitit 'titer%%here 11.111,11§11.1 V1,111.T/1111ig mot hemb install..1, and another toI hi. \u1114%\. hill Eli, I rs, 1 'n Its tin/1.14,ln'. ile% 1,14)p,111c11 1 1111 111C I i1\11, Ii11 VI 11 licri
%%14'k 1/11 a 1111111 IIIccill lit of 111/1),,l'

fur the holies, Inert,. is teas andbridge at some ..1 he many laituty spots iu and mooed Portland,will be pre% ided.
7\ 11'111111Th /WV urged It, plait their viteations Iu ineluile Ilion% ention. The tart in rapidly becoming u % ery popularplaygreund area, and Portland is a onivenient startingpoint.

Furl her details will appear in t1111)hcii 114.11. 111.... Ill 111..1,11.i1SAL.

The 1. E. C. Henan Meeting
The Plenary Meeting of the International EleetroteehniealCommission, to be held June 27 -July 9, at Copenhagen, Stoek-holm, and Oslo, will open officially at Copenhagen Friday, June27, with the address of welcome. The afternoon will be devotedto inspection trips and an official dinner will be given in theevening by the Danish Eleetrotechnical Committee.On the morning of June 28, the visitors will leave by specialtrain for Ilelsingor stopping for a luncheon reception given by theSydsvenska Kraftkatiebolaget (South Sweden Power Co., Ltd.an important operation in that it supplies most of the electricpower to the south of Sweden). A visit will also be paid to itsnew water power plant of Karsefors, on the River Lagan. Theinstallation of this plant has just been completed and a portion ofthe energy here produced is distributed to Denmark through50,000 -volt cables across the Oresund Straits. Other plants ofinterest will be visited enroute. Dinner will be served at Troll-hattan by the Royal Board of Waterfalls. The Advisory Com-mittees will start work Monday, June 30th, continuing throughuntil the evening of July 5th with the exception of July 3d,when the delegates are invited to visit the Asea works in Vasteras.After luncheon, on July 3d, the party will inspect the 87,000 -kw. steam power plant used as a stand-by to the water power sta-tions in the state electrification system.

Oslo will be reached the morning of July 6th, the train arrivingat the Power Plant of Raanaasfoss, with opportunity to anywishing to do so, to complete the journey to Oslo by charabanc.The Rjukan installations, belonging to the Norwegian Hydro -Electric Nitrogen Company, and consisting of two stations ofapproximately 125,000 kw. capacity each, will be visited; otherexcursions will be to the Nore Power Plant and the VammaPlant belonging to A/S Hafslund and situated on the RiverGlommen. The latter plant is used for the production of zinc andcarbide as well as for electrical supply. At the close of thesessions, the Norwegian Electrotechnical Committee has ar-ranged an excursion for its visitors to view the phenomenon ofthe midnight sun; the route will be over the Dovre Mountains toTrondhjem, thence by steamer along the coast to Troldfjord(Lofoten). If 100 persons register for this trip, a specialsteamer will be chartered, the inclusive cost being 325 Nor-wegian crowns (E18). By those  who prefer it. the returnjourney to Oslo may be via Narvik, Kiruna, l'orjus, Stockholm,including a visit to the Kiruna Mines and the I'orjus PowerPlant excavated in the rock 50 metre below the surface.Technical sessions in Stockholm will include Nomenclature,Rating, Symbols, Hydraulic Turbines, Steam Turbines, LampCaps and Holders, Aluminum, (Voltages and High -Voltage In-sulators), Electric Traction Equipment, Insulating Oils, Over-head Lines, Radio -communication, Measuring Instruments,Rating of Rivers, Shellac, Terminal Markings, Oil Switches,Ship Installations and Internal Combustion Engines.A bureau of information will be opened in Copenhagen onJune 25, but anyone in this country wishing further detailsshould communicate with Mr. 11. S. Osbrone, Secretary, 33West 39th St., New York, N. Y.
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World Power Conference at Berlin
The Second Plenary World Power Conference to be held in

Berlin, June 16-25, will be inclusive of much valuable information
to assist in solving some of the largest and most complex problems
which are today confronting engineers. The program of papers
will be divided into four classes as follows:
Class A-Sources of Power:-Solld Fuels; Gaseous Fuels; Water Power.
Class B-Power Production; Power Transmission; Storage:-Steam

Power Plants and Fuels, Internal Combustion Engines,
Water Power Plants and Electric Power Plants.

Class C-Utilization of Power:-Domestic Economy and Industry Trans-
port; Power Utilization in Building Work and in Factories.

Class D-General:-Distribution of Power; Power and Legislation; Edu-
cation; Standardization and Statistics; and General.

The 1930 Conference will promote study toward practical
application, concentrating upon the distribution and utilization of
power. It will examine the social implication of power and will
study power generation and its use as a unifying force in the
relationship of nations. The program will be planned for breadth
of vision and diverse and compelling interest for all leading con-
sulting engineers, designers, industrialists, professors in engineer-
ing and government experts.

Special events will be available. Oberammergau, the village
in which the Passion Play is enacted every ten years, (and being
given this year), is but a short distance by train or motor from
Munich. A performance will take place on Sundays, Wednesday,
and Holy days throughout the summer. It will not be given again
until 1940. At the Bayreuth Festival, the Wagnerian operas
will be given in Wagner's own theater through late July and
August. Leipzig will also be the scene of unusual summer
festivities.

The Conference papers will be read in three languages,-
French, English, and German.

Inquiries concerning further detail should be addressed to
0. C. Merrill, Chairman of the American Committee, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Automotive Engineers to Meet May 25-29
Plans for the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of

the Society of Automotive Engineers, to be held at French Lick
Springs Hotel, French Lick, Indiana, May 25th to 29th, include a
presentation of a number of historic motor ears and accessories,
displays of early newspaper and magazine automotive adver-
tising, and an exhibit of photographs and editorial accounts of
outstanding automotive events which have occurred in the past
25 years.

More than 1200 automotive engineers and executives will be
present, including many prominent officials who can claim
association with the motor industry since the early nineties.
Among the several hundred exhibits will be contributions loaned
by the Smithsonian Institution including the Manly aeronautical
engine; several models of early internal combustion engines; the
famous "999" racer and other museum pieces loaned by Henry
Ford; a number of round -the -world cars, old steam cars, cars of
"ancient vintage" from such factories as Franklin, Hupmobile,
Peerless, Oldsmobile, and many other well-known maker;
the original motor, hand -built by Orville and Wilbur Wright
and utilized in some of the very early flights; and other early
inventions in this field of application.

Thirty French engineers representing the Societe des
Ingenieurs de L'Automobile will be present; also a number of
Government officials from the Department of Commerce and the
Bureau of Standards, representatives of the Army and Navy, and
the various automotive and aeronautical associations.

The A. S. M. E. Holds Fiftieth Anniversary
On April 9, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

brought to a successful close the five-day ceremonials of its
fiftieth anniversary.

The celebration opened officially Saturday, April 5, with the un-

veiling of a tablet in the Main Foyer of the Engineering Societies
Building, 33 West Thirty -Ninth Street, John Sweet, a grand-
nephew of John E. Sweet, founder and third president of the
Society, performing this function. This tablet, designed by
Julio Kilenyi, portrays the engineer in figure of Herculean
physique, gazing far beyond a group of presently available
instruments for scientific measurement into the unknown dis-
tance of the future, the inscription above him "What is not yet,
may be" implying the unlimited scope to which the profession
may yet extend man's horizon, while Doctor Durand, in
his dinner address, contended that the engineering profession
also extended back to the days of Prometheus who "brought
down fire from Heaven and subdued it to the service of mankind."
The commemorative exercises were continued in a program
under the auspices of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., and
a series of pageants enacted at Stevens Institute, portraying
some of the various steps of progress initiated by the engineer into
the many fields of development,-Watt's workshop, the first
train over Chat Moss Bog, Faraday's experiments, and others
down to the days of Mr. Edison's pioneer achievements.

On Monday the meeting adjourned to Washington, D. C. with
headquarters at the Mayflower Hotel. The welcoming assembly,
however, was held in the National Council Chamber of the
United States Chamber of Commerce Building, a few blocks
from headquarters. In the absence of President Charles Piez
who is unfortunately ill, Ralph E. Flanders, a Vice-President of
the Society, presided, and present on the platform with him
were six other Vice -Presidents of the A. S. M. E. Mr. Flanders
welcomed the delegates in the name of the Society, and then
turned the meeting over to Secretary Calvin W. Rice, by whom
were introduced the delegates of the various engineering organiza-
tions both domestic and foreign. Among these were repre-
sentatives from Canada, Colombia, Norway, Denmark, Great
Britain, Australia, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Switzer-
land, Turkey, the Netherlands, Mexico, Japan and Union of
South Africa.

At this meeting also was inaugurated the Hoover Gold Medal,
details of the first award of which, made to President Hoover,
are given in article following.

The Fiftieth Anniversary celebration closed with a reception
at the White House, where, in the Blue Room, over a thousand
guests were welcomed and greeted individually by President
and Mrs. Hoover.

President Hoover Receives First Hoover
Gold Medal

To Hoover Gold Medal, instituted to commemorate the civic
and humanitarian achievement of Herbert Hoover, and to be
subsequently periodically awarded by the engineers "to a fellow
engineer for distinguished public service," was, in its first award
at the A. S. M. E. Anniversary Dinner on the evening of April 9,
in Washington, D. C., bestowed upon President Hoover. The
ballroom of the Mayflower Hotel, in which the dinner was served,
was effectively decorated with a profusion of flags, flowers, and
the A. S. M. E. emblem. The United States Marine Band sup-
plied the music and President and Mrs. Hoover, escorted by the
officers of the Society, were seated at a centrally located table.
Doctor Durand, as toastmaster, introduced Doctor Millikan, who
took for his subject "The History of Fire" and won from his au-
dience the usual degree of enthusiasm. Dean Kimball then
took the chair, calling upon J. V. W. Reynders, Past -President of
the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers,
who gave a brief exposé of President Hoover's personal achieve-
ments in civic and humanitarian fields; he also outlined the
detail of the founding of the Hoover Gold Medal, which, in
its first presentation, would be bestowed upon President Hoover,
himself. The trust fund by which this award is established
was created by the gift of Conrad N. Lauer; it is to be
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National Hydraulic Labaratory Bill PassesCongress
The National Hydraulic Laboratory Bill authorizing anappropriation of $350,000 for construction and installation on
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The Montefiore Prize Awarded Messrs.Evans and Wagner
 Recent announcement has been mule that the U. S. 111211Montefiore prize, which includes the sum of MX) Belgian francs,was awarded R. D. Evans and C. F. Wagner,-both membersof the Institute and engineers of the Westinghouse Electric andManufacturing Company who have earned prominence in con-nection with their apparatus used to demonstrate the phenomenaassociated with transmission stability problems.The prize was bestowed by the Montefiore Foundation, ofLiege, Belgium, for the best original article presented during thethree years preceding the award, contributing to the science ofelectricity. Other participants in the award were A. Marinoof Rome, and H. Parodi and Pestarine of Paris.
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American Engineering Council
COMMITTEE ON BRIDGE LEGISLATION SELECTEDWithin recent years, the subject of bridges, especially tollbridges, has been extensively discussed by members of Congress.There are a number of bills now pending in Congress relating tothis subject, and from the trend of affairs, it is evident thatsooner or later Congress is going to enact additional bridgelegislation.

Since this subject is peculiarly within the field of action ofthe engineering profession, Council has given consideration toit and has come to believe that the importance of the subjectis such that it should form a special committee, composed ofmen versed in the matter, to study all bridge bills pending inCongress and to recommend to Council what action, if any, itshould take with respect to them.
Because of the provision which gives Congress jurisdictionover navigable streams, permission to construct bridges must begranted by special congressional legislation. Bridges are inaccordance with three or four general acts first passed upon bythe Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. with recommendations toCongress as to the advisability of granting permission for con-struction. In nearly all cases these recommendations arefollowed. If the persistency of general legislation on this sub-ject is used as a guide, there is evidently a considerable demandfor simplification and codification of the present existing law.Through its Board of Direction, The American Society ofCivil Engineers has placed itself on record with respect to onephase of this question by a resolution reading in part as follows:"That the American Engineering Council be advised that theBoard of Direction of the American Society of Civil Engineersis definitely opposed to congressional action of any character

imposing unreasonable limitations upon the financing, design,construction and maintenance of toll bridges either inter orintra state."
The American Institute of Consulting Engineers has takena similar position and Council has supported the position ofthese two member organizations.

COLEMAN ACCEPTS MEMBERSHIP ON FLOOD CONTROLCOMMITTEE
John F. Coleman, of New Orleans, President of the AmericanSociety of Civil Engineers, has recently accepted membershipon Council's Committee on Flood Control. The Committee isnow composed of Gardner S. Williams, Cornwell Building, AnnArbor, Michigan, Chairman; Baxter L. Brown, consulting engi-neer, St. Louis, Mo.; John R. Freeman, Grosvenor Building,Providence, R. I.; Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, President, AntiochCollege, Yellow Springs, Ohio; John F. Stevens, Wyman ParkApartments, Baltimore, Md.; and John F. Coleman, NewOrleans, La.

PUBLIC HEALTH BILL PASSES
President Hoover has signed the so-called "Public Health Bill,"H. R. 8807, which provides for the coordination of the publichealth activities of the government. This bill was passed duringPresident Coolidge's administration but was vetoed on thegrounds that it limited the constitutional authority of thePresident to make appointments and that it gave militarystatus to the officers and employees of the service engaged inscientific pursuits.

In the bill which passed, the cause for these objections hasbeen eliminated. This bill has been of continual interest tothe engineering profession because it places the sanitary engi-neers in the Public Health Service on a parity with members ofthe medical profession. Council has worked diligently for theenactment of this constructive legislation.

A COOPERATIVE COMMITTEE ON WHO'S WHO. IN
ENGINEERING

"To provide such advice on the qualifications of engineersas will enable the publishers to issue a work which shall beauthoritative," Council has appointed a Committee to cooperatewith the publishers in a new edition of Who's Who in Engineer-ing.
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The Committee represents membership in American Institute

of Chemical Engineers, American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engi-

neers, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, American

Society of Civil Engineers, American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, Grand Rapids Engineers Club, Society of American

Military Engineers, Society of Industrial Engineers, Taylor

Society; it consists of R. F. Schuchardt, chief electrical engi-

neer, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago; John S.

Conway, Washington; Dr. Harry A. Curtis, Department of

Chemical Engineering, Yale University; C. R. Dooley, Standard

Oil Company, New York N. Y.; Colonel Frank M. Gunby,

associate, Charles T. Main, Inc., Boston; Arthur Huntington,
Iowa Railway and Light Corporation, Cedar Rapids, Iowa;

B. A. Parks, Bryon E. Parks and Son, Grand Rapids, Mich.;

Dr. H. S. Person, managing director, Taylor Society, New York

City; Dean A. A. Potter, School of Engineering, Purdue Uni-

versity, Lafayette, Ind.; George S. Rice, chief mining engineer,

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington; F. F. Sharpless, consulting

engineer, New York City; Robert Sibley, executive manager,
California Alumni Association, University of California; Major
Brehon B. Somervell, district engineer, U. S. Engineer Corps,
Washington.

COUNCIL COMMITTEE TO CONFER ON AERONAUTICS

A committee has been formed which will confer with the
Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce for the

purpose of developing a plan whereby the Aeronautics Branch
and American Engineering Council may cooperate in formulating

a report for the general information and guidance of public
bodies, indicating the diversity and importance of engineering
problems in the design of airports.

The personnel of committee, which will be known as the Com-
mittee on Airports, is as follows: Chairman, Professor Ralph
J. Fogg, Head of Civil Engineering Department, Lehigh Uni-
versity, Bethlehem, Pa.; Mr. Perry A. Fellows, City Engineer of
Detroit, (also Chairman, Committee on Airports and Landing
Fields, American Society of Municipal Improvements); W. W.
Horner, Chief Engineer, Sewers & Paving of St. Louis, Missouri;
Dr. Harrison E. Howe, Editor, Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, Washington, D. C.; Dr. Alexander Klemin, Head of
Guggenheim School of Aeronautics, New York University;
and H. G. Shirley, Commissioner of Highways, Richmond, Va.

CARL ORUNSKY IS HONORED BY CALIFORNIA
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION

In recognition of the honors which have recently come to him,
Carl E. Grunsky, distinguished Californian engineer, recently
elected President of American Engineering Council and chosen
to receive the Fiftieth Anniversary Medal of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers was entertained at an informal
luncheon by the California Congressional Delegation.

Mr. Grunsky came to Washington, D. C., to participate in
the Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers at which he presented a monograph
on Fifty Years Progress in Engineering in the United States.

Mississippi Flood Control Hearings
The hearings held February 10, 13 and 26, before the Flood

Control Committee of the House of Representatives of which
Frank R. Reid, of Illinois, is chairman, have now been printed
and may be had from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. This volume com-
prises 470 pages of testimony, presented by 37 men, many of
whom were Congressmen and Senators from the states of the
alluvial valley of the Mississippi River. The principal message
which these men brought was that the project adopted in 1928
was not satisfactory, and that additional remedial legislation on
this question was necessary.

The two principal projects presented to the committee was
the one by Harry Jacobs, Chief State Engineer and President of

the Board of State Engineers of Louisiana, the essential points of

which provide not only for diversion of water from the Mississippi
but storage in reservoirs. The other project considered by

the committee was presented by A. B. B. Harris, Consulting
Engineer of Richmond, Va. Mr. Harris contended that the
location and design of the Bonnet Carre spillway is wrong from

an engineering standpoint. He offered an alternate plan and

location to the north of the proposed spillway, claiming for it

a considerable economy.
The Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. was represented by Major

Ernest Graves, member of the Mississippi River Commission
and Lieut. J. P. Dean, Secretary to the Board of Engineers for
Rivers and Harbors. These engineers stated that they had full

knowledge of all the possibilities of the diversion as proposed by
Mr. Harris, but had deliberately selected the Bonnet Carre site
because it offered greater safety and protection to the city of
New Orelans. It is known that in view of the almost universal
condemnation of the Army Engineers' plans of 1928 by the
engineering profession, and litigation produced by the present
plans, Chief of Engineers General Lytle Brown is having a
complete new study made of the Mississippi flood control situa-
tion and will render a report to President Hoover and Congress
as soon as practicable.

A Scientific Advisory Board Appointed for
the Westinghouse Research Laboratories
S. M. Kintner, Assistant Vice -President in charge of En-

gineering of the W. E. & M. Co. announces the appointment of a
Scientific Advisory Board which will act in a consulting capacity
to the personnel of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
This is a part of the Research Expansion program as typified in
the enlarged laboratories which by Fall will provide two and
one-half times the present space facilities. The Advisory Board
consists of the following scientists: Dr. C. E. Mendenhall, Head
of the Dept. of Physics at the University of Wisconsin, Past -
president of the American Physical Society and a member of the
National Academy of Science; Dr. P. W. Bridgman, Professor of
Physics at Harvard University, and member of various scientific
societies including the National Academy of Science; Dr. Stephen
Timoshenko, Head of the School of Advanced Mechanics at the
University of Michigan and of international reputation; Dr. G.
B. Waterhouse, Head of the Dept. of Metallurgy at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology; and Dr. Edward Mack, Jr.,
Head of the Dept. of Physical Chemistry at Ohio State
University. This Advisory Board will meet as a group with the
Section Leaders at the Research Laboratories approximately
thiee times a year, and should provide an important link for
closer cooperation between pure and applied science.

Commission on Public Domain Created
A bill, H. R. 6153, providing for a commission on Public

Domain and authorizing an appropriation of $50,000 for the
expenses of the commission, has passed both the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Senate and will undoubtedly be signed by
the President. Under the proposed law, governors of each of
the eleven states, in which the 190,000,000 acres of public domain
are now distributed, would each appoint a member of the com-
mission, and the remaining members would be appointed by
President Hoover. The purpose of the commission is to evolve
a definite policy regarding public lands.

General Bridge Act Still in Committee
The General Bridge Act, H. R. 7879, proposed by Representa-

tive Denison of Illinois, for the purpose of regulating construc-
tion of bridges over navigable rivers and to revise the code of
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Motor Buss Bill Passes HouseOn March 24, the House of Representatives passed theGeneral Motor Carrier Act of 1930, the purpose of which is toregulate transportation of persons in interstate and foreigncommerce by motor carriers operating on the public highways.This is accomplished by placing motor carriers under the regu-latory control of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Thebill passed the House by vote of 219-115.
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PERSONAL MENTION
Louis D. FLETCHER, Patent Attorney with Darby & Darby,New York, has been made a member of the firm.E. N. WiLLis, for many years Secretary o The SouthwesternPublic Service Association, has accepted the position of Execu-tive Secretary of the University Club of Dallas, Texas.P. W. SOTHMAN, having completed work on the Shannon PowerDevelopment, Irish Free State, Dublin, is now planning to carryon confidential work on reports, tests, investigations and nego-tiations in Alven, Holstein, Germany.

RALPH S. KENRICR, formerly Associate Editor of RailwayAge and allied publications, has resigned to join the R. C. NielsonCompany, (industrial marketing analysts), as an editor of engi-neering and marketing surveys.
P. K. CRAMBLETT,

previously Vice-President of the Time-O-Stat Controls Co., Elkhart, Indiana, has now organized theCramblett Engineering Corporation of Milwaukee, Wise.,manufacturing sign flashers, electric heaters and mercuryswitches.
LEROY S. SCHELL, effective April 1st was appointed Design-ing Engineer in charge of Transformer Engineering at the EriePlant of the General Electric Co., being transferred from theEngineering Dept. of the Pittsfield Plant, where he has been fortwelve years.

A. STRAUSS, on the 1st of March was called to organize theplant and production of the Dominion Electrical Mfg. Co.,Minneapolis, Minn., manufacturing electric household appli-ances, a position which placed him at the head of the TechnicalStaff of that organization, acting as General Manager of theplant.
C. F. HANSON, who since 1927 has been engaged in develop-ment and sales of anti -oxidants for use in insulating oils andvarnishes for the R. T. Vanderbilt Company, New York, N. Y.,has now become Sales Engineer for the Irvington Varnish &Insulator Co., Irvington, New Jersey, where his duties willinvolve the technical development of varnished cambric andthe sales and service of this material.

W. L. ABBOTT, :chief operating engineer of the Common-wealth Edison Company, is one of the leading personalities inthe organization of the new Chicago Bank of Commerce whichopened April 12.
Mr. Abbott assumed the duties of Chief Engineer of the powerhouse of the Chicago Edison Company in 1894, and five yearslater became chief operating engineer, a position he has filledevery since.
R. E. HELLMUND, Chief Electrical Engineer of the Westing-house Electric and Manufacturing Company, has just beenelected a member of the Board of Directors of the German In-stitute of Electrical Engineers. Thomas A. Edison is an hono-rary member of the same board. Notice of the award of theLamme Medal to Mr. Hellmund appeared in the December issueof the Institute JOURNAL.

W. S. RUU(/, Vii''-l'il.,i4lent of the Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co., duo to the resignation of E. D. Kilburn, will takecharge of the company's sales and engineering activities, withS. M. Kintner, Director of the Westinghouse Research Labora-tories as Assistant Vice -President to assume engineering dutiesunder his, Mr. Rugg's general direction. Mr. Kintner's workwith the company has been the investigation of telephone inter-ference and arc. electrolysis.
PAUL J. K um', President of the Southern Ferro Alloys Com-pany and a Past-President of the American ElectrochemicalSociety, has boon elected to the presidency of the AmericanLava Corporation, Chattanooga, Tennessee, of which he is oneof the founders. Mr. Kruesi has been chosen by the Board ofDirectors to succeed his brother John Kruesi, deceased, whoseservices in this office were those of a far-sighted executive ofwide acquaintance in the electrical industry and progressivemanagement in his company.

Obituary
John J. Borger, Superintendent of Electrical Distribution forthe Springfield Gas & Electric Company, Springfield, Missouri,and a member of the Institute since 1916, died April 9, 1930.He was born July 23, 1882, at Alexandria, Virginia, and receivedhis education at the common schools in Florida and at theUniversity of Florida, from which he was graduated with theclass of 1901. From 1901 to 1904 he was engaged with theFlorida Electric Company, Jacksonville, Florida, but left theemploy of this company in 1905 to identify himself with thePublic Service Electric Company of New Jersey, first as elec-trician and later becoming District Foreman. In 1906 he wasmade Chief Electrician in charge of the company's station inthe Bergen Division, N. J., and then returned to the South tobecome Electrical Superintendent for the Augusta -AikenRailway and Electric Corporation, Augusta, Ga., where hiswork was in designing, constructing and operating high -voltagelines and distribution systems, both overhead and underground.Mr. Borger had been with the Springfield interests for a numberof years.

Addresses Wanted
A list of members whose mail has been returned by the postalauthorities is given below, together with the addresses as theynow appear on the Institute records. Any member knowing thepresent address of any of these members is requested to communi-cate with the Secretary at 33 West 39th St., New York.All members are urged to notify Institute headquarterspromptly of any changes in mailing or business address, thusrelieving the member of needless annoyance and assuring theprompt delivery of Institute mail, through the accuracy of ourmailing records and the elimination of unnecessary expense forpostage and clerical work.

Bakker, J. B., 440 Hyde St., San Francisco, Calif.Birdsall, W. T., 6 Vincent Place, Montclair, N. J.Brown, Garry E., 1280 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.Collinot, Marcel A., F. W. V. Rm. 1050, 11 W. 42nd St., NewYork.
DeCamp, H. H., 414 Ella St., Wilkinsburgh, Pa.Degener, F. S., 1015 Casgrain Ave., Detroit, Mich.De Salis, H. W., Box 66, Fort Frances, Ont., Can.Duncan, W. C., 1121 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.Fick, Ernest, A. T. & T. Co., 412 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.Fortin, R. P., Elec. & Gas Inspection Ser., 125 Prince William St.,St. John, N. B., Can.

Gatternigg, R., Minarets, Calif.
Gioga, Peter, Metropolitan Sound Studios, 1040 N. Las Palmas,Hollywood, Calif.
Goldsborough, James, 50 Church St., Rm. 1272, New York.
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Gorrissen, Chas., Hermannstrasse 38, Hamburg, Germany.
Hamrick, G. R., Sweetwater, Tex.
Hardey, John E., Nat'l. Electrical & Engg. Co., Ltd., Box 1055,

Wellington, N. Z.
Hershey, H. E., Midwest Athletic Club, Madison St. & Hamlin

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Hyatt, C. Brown, Camac and Medary Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Irvine, H. B., 1 Union St., Schenectady, N. Y.
James, Edgar A., 912 S. Poplar St., Allentown, Pa.
Keegan, W. G., 767 Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Kirkland, E. H., 6701 Cregier Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Klien, F. A., 1215 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Matthews, R. F., 123 Livingston St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
McDougall, D. J., 1501 W. Pierce St., Phoenix, Ariz.
Nims, F. D., 70 State St., Boston, Mass.
Noome, C., Catharijnesingel 33, Utrecht, Holland.
Patrick, R. A., 425 Granite St., Reno, Nev.

Quaas, Richard T., 545 W. 156 St., New York, N. Y.
Richman, S. L., 6823 McPherson Blvd., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rivers, H. D., 298 Central Ave., Lynbrook, L. I., N. Y.
SaArse, A. 0., 87 Court St., Newark, N. J.
Saliba, G. J., 311 86th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Schnug, Geo. J., 9 Garrison Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Singer, R. H., 2214 Auburn Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Slaboski, H. T., 1441 Main St., Northampton, Pa.
Smedberg, 0. L., 916 12th St., Oregon City, Ore.
Stone, Walter, 4501 Malden St., Chicago, Ill.
Syed, Mustafa, 960 S. 9th St., Noblesville, Ind.
Tsatsaron, Nicholas, Central Restaurant, 300 W. 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.
Velasco, L. R., Apartado 8, Canargo, Cheh, Mex.
Voegli, R., Byllesby Eng. & Mngt. Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Watts, W. E. G., General Delivery, San Francisco, Calif.
Wheeler, R. E., 345 W. 58th St., New York, N. Y.
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A. I. E. E. Section Activities
NEW YORK SECTION COMMUNICATION GROUP TO MEET

MAY 7

The last meeting of the Communication Group of the New
York Section for the present administrative year will be held in
the auditorium of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, 55 Bethune
St. (corner of West St.) at 7.30 p. m. on Wednesday, May 7, 1930.

A diversified program has been arranged. The meeting will
open with the presentation of three papers on phase distortion,
as follows: Phase Distortion in Telephone Apparatus by C. E.
Lane. In this paper the types of phase characteristics in tele-
phone systems are treated, with an explanation of why tele-
phone currents are distorted, and means for overcoming this

distortion. The second paper by J. C. Steinberg entitled
Effects of Phase Distortion and Telephone Quality will treat of

the kinds of distortion occurring in telephone lines with its effect
on speech transmission. H. Nyquist will present the third
paper on Measurement of Phase Distortion. This paper has
particular reference to measurements in field practise. A

talking film prepared by Dr. H. Fletcher entitled Telephone and
Musical Quality will then be shown. This film has recently been
prepared to demonstrate the various factors affecting quality in
telephone and musical reproduction. Lieutenant K. R. Cox
of Chicago will then give a talk on "Application of Radio for
Police Purposes." Lieutenant Cox has been largely instru-
mental in working out the practical application of radio for
police purposes in Chicago and Detroit.

By courtesy of the Bell Laboratories the cafeteria will be
open for those attending the meeting. Dinner will be served
beginning at 6 p. m. at 75 cents per plate. A radio and musical
program will also be available in the auditorium between 7
and 7.30 p. m., this will include Amos 'n' Andy.

POWER GROUP OF NEW YORK SECTION TO MEET MAY 13
The Power Group of the New York Section will hold its fourth

and last meeting of the present administration year on Tuesday
evening, May 13, 1930 at the Engineering Societies Building
33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y. The meeting will start
at 7.30 p. m. The subject will be "Prophesying Electrical
Consumption." M. D. Hooven, Public Service Electric and
Gas Co. and Chairman of the Load and Revenue Planning
Committee of the N. E. L. A. will present the paper on fore-
casting loads. Several methods of prediction will be taken up
and various factors entering into the problem described. There
will be ample time for discussion.

COMMUNICATION GROUP TO ELECT OFFICERS
At the May 7 meeting of the Communication Group the follow-

ing slate for officers of the Group for the year 1930-31 will be
presented by the Nomination Committee for the approval of
the membership.

Chairman-A. F. Dixon, Bell Telephone Laboratories
Vice-Chairman-F. H. Kroger, Radio Corporation
Secretary-I. S. Coggeshall, Western Union.

PUBLIC SPEAKING CLASS PLANNED BY NEW YORK SECTION

 A public speaking class is being arranged by the Power Group
of the New York Section to begin next Fall. Any member of
the Section will be welcome to participate. Section members
interested are asked to send in their names now. This will
help the Committee to make adequate arrangements. Just
send a brief note signifying your interest and complete particulars
will be sent to you when final arrangements are made for the
Fall. Address your letter to L. E. Frost, Chairman, Public
Spealdng Class Committee, New York Section A. I. E. E., 33
West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

FUTURE SECTION MEETINGS
Cincinnati

May 9, 1930-Recent Developments in Railway Transporta-
tion, by W. D. Bearce, Statistician of Transportation Engineer-
ing Department, General Electric Co.

May 22, 1930-Thesis work, by senior students,' University
of Cincinnati. Meeting to be held at Swift Hall, U. of C.

Cleveland
May 15, 1930-Annual Dinner Meeting. "The Quest of the

Unknown," by Professor Harold B. Smith, President, A. I. E. E.

Detroit -Ann Arbor
May 20, 1930-Electrical Developments in New York, by T. F.

Barton, District Engineer, General Electric Company, New
York. Meeting to be held at State College, Lansing, Michigan.

Erie
May 20, 1930-Television, by J. 0. Perrine, American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co., New York. Meeting to be held at
the Mutual Telephone Co.

Pittsburgh
May 13, 1930-Annual Banquet and Ladies Night. Meeting

and Dinner -Dance, Ball Room, Wm. Penn Hotel.
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.1mirlial .1 I. E. K.Seat tic
May 20, 1930-Competitive Papers. A prize of $25. will beawarded by the Seattle Section to the member presenting thebest original paper. Annual reports of Committees and officers.Election of officers for the year 1930-1931.

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF SOUTH WESTDISTRICT
A meeting of the Executive Committee of District No. 7 washeld at the University of Missouri, Columbia, on March 21, 1930,in connection with a District meeting of Student Branch repre-sentatives and the Tenth Annual Engineers' Week of the Uni-versity, March 20-22. The student sessions included two duringwhich 13 technical papers were presented and a conference onStudent Activities. These are reported more fully in the StudentActivities Department of this issue.

Three chairmen and four secretaries, representing four of thefive Sections in District No. 7, attended the Executive CommitteeMeeting and also the Student Sessions. A considerable numberof Branch representatives attended the Executive CommitteeMeeting and showed deep interest in the discussion of Sectionactivities. Several of them expressed a desire to find oppor-tunities to participate in Section work soon after graduation.The following paragraphs indicate the principal subjectsconsidered, and contain brief summaries of the remarks made inthe presentations and in the discussions that followed:Place of Sections in Civic Affairs,-G. H. Quermann, ChairmanSt. Louis Section. Section members should participate activelyin the intense and diverse civic problems formed through theconcentrations of population. Each Section should have a CivicAffairs Committee, composed of able and experienced members,in order that engineering assistance may be furnished to thecommunity. A meeting devoted to topics of civic interest shouldbe held occasionally, and the general public should be invited.Development of the Interest of the Younger Members in SectionActivities,-A. Chetham-Strode, Secretary Dallas Section.Younger men should be invited to present papers at one or moremeetings per year held for this purpose. A symposium programon the developments in electrical engineering during the previousyear is a good type. Some younger men should be appointedmembers of committees. All should be encouraged to value theacquaintanceships developed in Institute work. The Sectionsshould invite members of neighboring Branches to attend meet-ings, and one or two joint meetings a year with the students incharge of the programs are helpful. The interest of the youngermembers will be roughly proportional to their participation inSection activities, and each should be given something to do.
Preferable Types of Programs for Section Meetings,-A. B.Covey, Chairman Kansas City Section. Programs should beadapted to the character of the membership and the averageattendance. Civic problems should be considered in one or moreprograms each year. Illustrated addresses and demonstrationsattract large attendance. Programs for the year should bevaried, and should include papers by members of the Sections.Interchange of speakers with other local groups is desirable.

Building up Membership,-C. W. Mier, Chairman OklahomaCity Section. The activity of the Section membership commit-tees is depended upon, to a large extent, to secure new members'to replace those lost through death, resignation, and delinquencyin the payment of dues. The membershipcommittee must haveacapable chairman and should contain representatives of thevarious groups. The proposed plan under which EnrolledStudents would be admitted as Associates without payment ofthe entrance fee should be very helpful in building up the Insti-tute membership. Notices of meetings sent to non-membersmay lead to a desire to join. Sections should make efforts toencourage delinquent members to retain their membership.An efficient reception committee should greet new members and

visitors at each meeting, and it was suggested (hat the Sectionliairman introduceI he new members at each meeting.
Stintuloolrnu A 111, admire al Al relings,-- B. 1). 11 till, Vice -President A. 1. E. E. The responsibility for attendance atSection meetings rests primarily with the Meetings and PapersCommittee and the Membership Committee. A record of thenames of those attending meetings should be kept. A receptioncommittee including in its membership several of the youngermembers could do effective work in greeting those attending themeetings and encouraging them to return for future programs.It is desirable that each Section have a Publicity Committee, orperhaps only a single representative, to induce local newspapersto publish announcements of meetings, and to supply a report tothe newspapers after each meeting. Such information publishedby the papers would increase the attendance.

This plan of combining the annual meeting of the Sectionand Branch representatives with a program of university en-gineering functions provided very effectively for the necessarybusiness and technical sessions and also for interesting eventsof other types. It was the general consensus of opinion that thistype of meeting should be continued.
Registration for the A. I. E. E. sessions was 134, of whom 85were visitors from other cities and schools.

PAST SECTION MEETINGS
Akron

G. E. Stolz, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. gave a talk on theselection of a motor as determined by the type of load. Tworeel film followed, after which Mrs. Edna Holloway, HomeEconomist of the Northern Ohio Power & Light Co., demon-strated electric cooking, and W. T. Ackley, of the samecompany, gave a talk on domestic electric water heatingequipment. Mrs. Holloway served sandwiches and coffee.March 14. Attendance 65.
Baltimore

Lightning from the Operator's Point ofHansson, Pennsylvania Water & Power Co.; H. C. Louis,Consolidated Gas Electric Light and Power Co. ; J. L. D.Speer, C. & P. Telephone Co. Dinner preceded the meeting.March 21. Attendance 110.
Birmingham

The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-dent, A. I. E. E. Vice -President W. S. Rodman gave ashort talk on the aims and activities of the Institute. March24. Attendance 50.
Chicago

Refined Heating, by Chester I. Hall, Hall Electric Heating Co.Election of officers for next term as follows: F. H. Lane,Chairman; F. R. Innes, Vice -Chairman; L. R. Mapes,Secretary -Treasurer. Joint meeting with the WesternSociety of Engineers. March 31. Attendance 400.
Cincinnati

The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-dent, A. I. E. E. Illustrated.
Audible Light and Visible Sound, by John B. Taylor, GeneralElectric Co. Demonstrated. February 17. Attendance271.
G. C. Smith, Safety Director of the City of Cincinnati, describedthe present and proposed plans for the communicationfacilities of the city. Following Mr. Smith's talk themeeting was adjourned to reassemble in the display roomsof the American Laundry & Mfg. Co. where a complete lineof equipment manufactured by this company was on display.March 13. Attendance 40.

Microchronics, by Joseph Slepian, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.Co. Demonstrated. The meeting was preceded by adinner at which William A. Chryst spoke on his recent tripto the Galapagos Islands with the Kettering party. Jointmeeting with the Engineers Club of Dayton. April 8.Attendance 330.
Columbus

Radio Active Rays, by E. M. Hewlett, General Electric Co.;Constitution and Transformation of the Elements, by Sir ErnestRutherford, Scientist;
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Oil Films on Water, by Irving Langmuir, General Electric Co.
Film -"Conquering the Cascades." Joint meeting of all
local engineering societies. March 28. Attendance 325.

Connecticut
The Development of High-Voltage Circuit Breakers, by E. B.

Merriam General Electric Co., and Vice -President District
INo 1, A. I. E. E.;

The following papers presented by students of Yale University:

The Development of Magnetic Circuits in Electrical Machinery, by
F. H. Eastman and A. K. Wing;

The Condenser Excited Induction Generator, by S. E. Petrillo;
Single -Phase Loads from Polyphase Circuits, by R. B. Whittredge.

Joint meeting with Yale University Student Branch, held in
Dunham Laboratory, preceded by dinner. March 19.
Attendance 50.

Dallas
The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-

dent, A. I. E. E. Professor Smith entertained at dinner
prior to the meeting. February 24. Attendance 200.

The Future Trend of Illumination, by V. J. Graham, Edison Lamp
Works;

Lamps, by J. H. McManemin, Edison Lamp Works;
Outdoor Illumination, by A. H. Bruning, Dallas Power & Light

Co. March 17. Attendance 85.

Denver
Dinner and entertainment under the auspices of the ladies.

Monte Carlo Whist played during the evening. March 13.
Attendance 76.

Government Regulation of Radio Communication, by G. W. Earn -
hart, U. S. Assistant Radio Inspector. Meeting followed by
a luncheon and inspection of the equipment and operation of
KOA station. March 21. Attendance 96.

Detroit -Ann Arbor
The Electrical Industry in America, Paul S. Clapp, Managing

Director, N. E. L. A. Dinner preceded meeting. March
18. Attendance 225.

Erie
Rayon, by Mr. Davidson, Viscose Co. of America. Three -reel

film showing manufacturing processes presented. Dinner
preceded meeting. March 11. Attendance 130.

Fort Wayne
Today's Research and Tomorrow's Engineering, by L. A. Hawkins,

General Electric Co. March 20. Attendance.160.

Houston
The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-

dent, A. I. E. E. Illustrated with lantern slides. Joint
meeting with the A. S. M. E., A. S. C. E., Houston Engineers
Club, and A. I. A. February 25. Attendance 135.

Industrial Motor Control, by B. H. Berkeley, Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co. Illustrated. March 11. Attendance 100.

Transmission Line Data, Wood Pole Construction, by Charles 0.
Pilgrim. Meeting preceded by dinner. March 25. At-
tendance 22.

Indianapolis -Lafayette
Steel Enclosed Mercury Arc Rectifiers and Their Transformers, by

0. K. Marti, American Brown Boveri Co. Illustrated.
January 15. Attendance 48.

Los Angeles
Annual joint meeting with the Student Branches of California

Institute of Technology and University of Southern Cali-
fornia. C. E. Fleager, Vice -President District No. 8,
A. I. E. E.' briefly outlined the aims and activities of the
Institute. Talks by Professors Sorenson and Van Der Ley,
after which the following papers were presented by Students:

The Applications of an Optical Oscillograph, by Karl Wolfe,
Calif. Institute of Technology;

Single -Phase Condenser Motor, by Caino Hoover, California
Institute of Technology;

X -Rays and Some Applications, by Sidney Rosen, University of
Southern California. March 11. Attendance 170.

Louisville
Recent Applications of the Photoelectric Cell, by C. 0. Bickelhaupt,

Vice -President, Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Illustrated. April 8. Attendance 125.

Madison
Taking the Guess Out of System Protection, by William C. Hahn,

General Electric Co. March 12. Attendance 55.
Making Light Audible and Sound Visible, by John B. Taylor,

General Electric Co. April 4. Attendance 375.

Mexico
The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-

dent, A. I. E. E. March 7. Attendance 71.

Milwaukee
Growth and Character of Electric Service, by F. A. Coffin;
The Lakeside Power Plant and Proposed New Power Plant at Port

Washington, by F. Dornbrook;
Power Distribution Systems and Ties Between Power and Substa-

tions, by W. E. Gundlach;
Rapid Transit Lines and Proposed Improvements, by E. J.

Archambault;
Types, Design, and Construction of Cars and Busses for Local and

Interurban Service, by J. H. Lucas. All of the above
speakers from the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light
Co. Joint meeting with the Engineers Society of Milwaukee
March 19. Attendance 350.

Ether Waves and What They Tell Us, by Reverend Poetker,
Professor of Physics, Marquette University. April 2.

Attendance 110.
Minnesota

Deion Circuit Breaker Developments and How They Affect System
Stability, by A. C. Monteith, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
Co. Illustrated with slides. March 26. Attendance 78.

Audible Light, by John B. Taylor, General Electric Co. Demon-
strated. April 2. Attendance 500.

North Carolina .

A -C. Arc Interruption, by Joseph Slepian, Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co. Illustrated with slides.

Deion Grid Oil Circuit Breaker, by J. B. MacNeill, Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co., delivered by H. G. McDonald of the same
company. Illustrated.

Institute Activities, by Professor W. S. Rodman, Vice -President
District No. 4, A. I. E. E. Dinner followed, after which The
Quest of the Unknown, was presented by Professor Harold B.
Smith, President, A. I. E. E. Meeting held at Raleigh, N. C.
March 26. Attendance 150.

Inspection trip to Duke University at Durham, N. C. March
27. Attendance 40.

Pittsburgh
Guests of the Bell Telephone Co. of Pa. at a lecture and demon-

stration by Sergius P. Grace, Assistant Vice-President, Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., entitled, Wonders of Sound
Transmission. March 18. Attendance 1800.

Portland
Electrical Engineering of Sound Picture Systems, by R. E. Crouch,

Electrical Research Products, Inc. Sound pictures demon-
strated. March 11. Attendance 80.

Rochester
Centralized Radio, by E. Jay Quinby, Victor Radio Co. Joint

meeting with the Institute of Radio Engineers and Rochester
Engineering Society. Dinner preceded meeting. March 28.
Attendance 57.

St. Louis
Symposium on Developments during 1929, as follows:
Industrial Developments, by B. F. Thomas, Consulting Engineer;
Communication Developments, by John Casey, Southwestern

Bell Telephone Co.
Generation, by E. L. Hough, Union Electric Light & Power Co.;
Transmission, by Stanley Stokes, Union Electric Light & Power

Co. March 19. Attendance 65.

San Francisco
Developments in Communication During the Last Twenty -Five

Years, by C. E. Fleager, Vice -President, Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph Co. and Vice -President, District No.8, A. I. E. E. ;

Developments in the Electric Power Field During the Last Twenty-
five Years, by J. P. Jollyman, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Quarter -Century celebration meeting, preceded by dinner.
December 20. Attendance 135.
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.biliresi A. 1. E.Swikhgear Develo()merit Achievements, by A. W. Copley, Westing-house Electric & M fg. ('o. January 31. Attendance 120.Electricity in California Farming, by Ben 1). Moses, University ofCalifornia. February 28. Attendance 60.Some Observations of a Recent Trip Around the World, by WarrenH. McBryde. Illustrated with slides. Joint mooting withthe A. S. M. E. Dinner preceded the meeting. March 27.
Saskatchewan

Einstein Theory, by R. N. Blackburn. December 21.Factors Determing the Cost of Supplying Power to the DifferentClasses of Consumers, by W. Bull. February 21.Development and Working of Synchronized
Sound and Scene, byA. R. Vareoe. March 21.

Schenectady
Symposium on Aviation, as follows:
The Development of Aviation in New York State, by J. GriswoldWebb, StateAviation Commission;
Electricity in Aviation; Aeronautical Instrument Equipments, byC. F. Green, General Electric Co.;
Radio Apparatus, by E. M. Kinney, General Electric Co.;Airport Lighting, by H. C. Ritchie, General Electric Co. March21. Attendance 160.

Seattle
The Electrification of the Lumbering Industry, by A. H. Onstad,Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. February 18. Attendance 108.The Shuffleton Steam Plant, by W. K. Sanders, Stone & Webster.Illustrated with slides. Joint meeting of the local sectionsof the Founder Societies. March 18. Attendance 187.

Sharon
What Are You Afraid Oft, by Charles M. Newcomb. Banquetmeeting. December 3. Attendance 275.
Photoelectric and Glow Discharge Devices and Their Applicationsto Industry, by H. B. Stevens, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co. Film -"Through the Oil Fields ofMexico." February11. Attendance 180.
Recent Research Developments, by Thomas Spooner, WestinghouseElectric & Mfg. Co. Illustrated. March 4. Attendance120.
Welding, by R. P. Tarbell, Lincoln Electric Co. and A. M. Candy,Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Illustrated by movingpictures and slides. April 1. Attendance 210.

Soo I been 1 legto to
The Quest of the I "nknown, by Proti. lir Harold I3, Smith, Presi-dent , A. I. E. E.;
The Dryuniz'ation and Work of the Institute, by Professor 1V. S.Rodman, Vice -President District No. 1, A. I. E. E. Meet-ing preceded by a dinner. March 28. A I t endanee I 15.

Springfield
Practical A pplication of the l'hohnl«tric Cell and Other LightSensitive Devices, by S. NI. Kintner and Phillips Thomas,both of the Westinghouse Elec. & 11fg. ('o. Demonstrated.March 11. A t tendance 300.

Toledo
Television, by W. C. Johnson, Ohio Boll Telephone Co. Illus-trated with lantern slides. March 14. Attendance 105.Heavy Duty Mercury Are Rectifiers, by A. .1. Marti, AmericanBrown Boveri Electric Co. Illustrated. April 4. At-tendance 70.

Toronto
Power Are Follow -Ups, by W. K. Detlor, Bell Telephone Co. ofCanada. Demonstrated. March 14. Attendance 94.Electron, by Professor D. C. Rose. March 29. Attendance 101.

Utah
Photoelectric Experiments, by H. T. Plumb, General Electric Co.Following this address there was an inspection of the electri-cal laboratories of the University of Utah. Joint meetingof all local Sections and Student Branches of the NationalEngineering Societies to inaugurate Engineers Day. March20. Attendance 250.

Vancouver
The Electric Trolley Omnibus, by Prof. E. G. Cullwick, Universityof British Columbia. January 22. Attendance 20.Annual Students' Night at which the following papers werepresented by students of the University of British Columbia:The Grid System in Great Britain, by Mr. McKeever;

Bridge Measurements, by Mr. Harrower;
Hydroplane Hulls, by Mr. Abernethy. March 6. Attendance 47.Modern Methods of Surveying, by N. C. Stewart, B. C. Dept. ofLands. April 2. Attendance 54.
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JOINT SECTION AND BRANCH MEETING IN CLEVELANDThe annual joint meeting of the Cleveland Section and theCase School of Applied Science Branch was held at the School onMarch 20, 1930.
An address of welcome was given by R. B. McIntosh, Chair-man of the Branch, and Professor T. D. Owens, Chairman of theSection, responded. After giving a summary of the activitiesof the Branch during the current year, Mr. McIntosh presidedduring the presentation of the following program:A Handful of Power, by L. A. Amtsberg, Student.E. C. Stone, Vice-President, A. I. E. E., District No. 2, gave anaddress upon the purposes and activities of the Institute.

New Developments in Radio Tubes, by H. L. Brouse, Student.Discipline or Discipleship?, by Dr. William E. Wickenden,President of Case School of Applied Science.
In his address Mr. Stone pointed out one of the most important

branches of Institute work is the work and growth of students.An opportunity is given early in the career of a student to takepart in developing public relations and further opportunity isafforded through Student Branches as for example: attendingthe meetings, developing public speaking, the writing of clear,terse reports, two great essentials for engineering success over andabove the technical knowledge one may possess. Meetings giveopportunity to know the men in the industry and to get theirpoints of view, to make the student himself more effective andassist in finding the place in life for which he is best fitted.

Dr. Wickenden reviewed the development of the engineeringprofession and education, and explained the problems of themodern college of engineering.
At the conclusion of the program, the electrical engineeringlaboratories were open for inspection. The attendance was 156.Preparations for the meeting were made under the supervisionof the committee chairmen: Inspection, J. S. Hudson; CampusFloodlighting, J. G. Rosswog; Publicity, V. S. Roddy; Hos-pitality, C. W. Lytton; Executive, R. B. McIntosh.

STUDENT BRANCH CONFERENCE AND CONVENTION INSOUTH WEST DISTRICTA very interesting and beneficial type of meeting was held atthe University of Missouri, Columbia, March 20-22, 1930, whensessions of the representatives of the Sections and Branches inDistrict No. 7 were combined with the program of the TenthAnnual Engineers' Week of the University.After an address of welcome on Friday morning, by DeanE. J. McCaustland of the School of Engineering, a meeting of theDistrict Executive Committee was held (See Section ActivitiesDept.). Student technical sessions were held Friday afternoonand Saturday morning, and Saturday afternoon was devoted to aConference on Student Activities.
Other events to which the Section and Branch representativeswere invited were: a barbecue Thursday evening, tea and openhouse Friday afternoon, knighting ceremony and laboratory
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demonstrations Friday evening, and banquet and Saint Pat's
Ball Saturday evening.

TECHNICAL SESSIONS

The papers named below were presented in competition for a
handsome trophy offered by the Kansas City Section:

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 21

Field Form of Alternators, W. C. Robinson, G. Steltzlen, and
C. C. Treece, University of Arkansas. (Presented by Mr.
Robinson).

Electrical Control of Photo Finishing, L. C. Pasley, Kansas
State College.

A Magnetic Test for Welds in Steel, R. R. Miner, University of

Kansas.
The Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker, Claude J. Grim,

Missouri School of Mines.
Solution of Polyphase Systems, Jack M. Manley, University

of Missouri.
Methods of Measuring Corona Losses, David Mitchell, Univers-

ity of New Mexico.
SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 22

Practical Problems Encountered in Talking Picture Sound
Reproduction, Eldon Peek, Oklahoma A. & M. College.

Telephonic Transmission Line Phenomena, Earl L. Hassler,
University of Oklahoma.

Recent Developments in Street Railway Equipment, Willard
J. Cox, Southern Methodist University. (Presented by B. J.
Beaird).

.The Voltage Doubling Rectifier, P. M. Honnell, Texas A. & M.
College.

A Study of the Voltage to the Common Point of a Three Phase Y
System, Lucien La Coste, University of Texas. (Presented by
E. W. Toepperwein).

The Photoelectric Reflectometer, Clarence J. Kettler, Washington
University.

In the judging of the papers, the written contents were given a
weight of 60 per cent and were graded by all Counselors present.
Presentation, with a weight of 40 per cent, was judged by all
members of the District Executive Committee present, and the
final decision was made by a committee of five, four of whom were
members of the Executive Committee. The trophy was awarded
to the Oklahoma A. & M. College Branch for the paper presented
by Eldon Peek. L. C. Pasley and C. J. Kettler received honor-
able mention. Vice -President B. D. Hull announced the
decisions of the judges and presented the trophy to Mr. Peek at
the close of the Saturday morning session. The recipient
responded briefly, stating his appreciation of the award, and his
high opinion of the entire meeting.

CONFERENCE ON STUDENT ACTIVITIES

At the Conference on Student Activities, held on Saturday
afternoon, all of the 13 Branches in the District were represented
by their chairmen or alternates, and all except one were
represented by their Counselors also.

Dean George C. Shard, Chairman of the District Committee
on Student Activities, presided, and the student representative
of each Branch was called upon to present a report on its activities
during the present year. Considerable emphasis was placed
upon the desirability of participation in the programs by students,
and a number of the speakers reported that motion pictures have
not, in general, been satisfactory to their members. The reports
indicated that serious thought is being devoted to methods of
improving the meetings, and that good progress is being made by
many of the Branches.

A vote of thanks was extended to the faculty members and
students of the University of Missouri for their contributions
to the success and pleasure of the entire meeting.

At a previous meeting of the Counselors, Professor M. P.
Weinbach, Counselor of the University of Missouri Branch, was
elected Chairman of the District Committee on Student
Activities for the administrative year beginning August 1, 1930,
and was chosen to represent the Committee at the Summer
Convention to be held in Toronto, June 23-27, 1930.

The registration at the meeting was 134, of whom 85 were
visitors to the University of Missouri.

PAST BRANCH MEETINGS

Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Smoker. March 27. Attendance 40.
Debates as follows: Resolved: That Co-eds should Share Date

Expenses, by T. N. Pyke, Student;
Resolved: That All Chain Stores Should be Abolished, by H. W.

Overton and W. L. Cochrane, Students. April 13. At-
tendance 33.

University of Arizona
Election of officers as follows: Jack W. Newman, Vice -Chairman;

W. T. Brinton, Secretary; C. J. Sabin, Treasurer. February
14. Attendance 13.

Life of Steinmetz, by Wenzel Fraps, Student. February 21.
Attendance 13.

Life of Lamme, by Frank J. Rietz, Student. February 28.
Attendance 13.

Life of Michael Faraday, by Weldon T. Brinton, Student.
March 7. Attendance 12.

University of Arkansas
Operation and Maintenance of Storage Batteries, by R. G. Whipple,

Electric Storage Battery Co.;
Communication, by B. D. Hull, Vice -President District No. 7,

A. I. E. E;
Carpenter Dam Hydroelectric Development, by C. S. Lynch,

Kansas Power & Light Co.;
Design and Operation of Transformers, by M. F. Mitschrich,

Moloney Electric Co. March 25. Attendance 75.
Talks by students on the various trips the juniors and seniors

are required to make. Joint meeting with the A. S. C. E.
and A. S. M. E. April 3. Attendance 40.

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
Four -day inspection trip to the following plants: General

Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.; American Locomotive Works, Schenectady,
N. Y.; and the Cohoes Hydroelectric Development. March
25-29. Attendance 30.

The following papers presented by students:
Description of Riverhead, L. I., Receiving Station of the R. C. A.

for Long Distance, by H. Hutchinson;
Grid Control of Arc Discharge, by F. Campbell;
Beats -Audible and Inaudible, by A. Nagy;
Core Losses at Low Temperatures, by W. LaPierre. April 9.

Attendance 37.
Bucknell University

Election of officers as follows: 0. R. Sterling, Chairman; P. Hort,
Secretary -Treasurer. April 9. Attendance 11.

University of California
Inspection trip to Television Laboratories, Inc. where a demon-

stration and explanation of the Farnsworth System of
television was presented. February 22. Attendance 45.

Why Study Corrosion?, by Carlton E. Cherry, Student. Illus-
trated.

The Water Supply of the East Bay Municipal Utility District, by
F. W. Hanna, East Bay Municipal Utility District. Re-
freshments. February 27. Attendance 28.

Problems in Tractor Construction, by Daniel Penkoff, Student;
Mechanics of Dams, by W. A. Perkins; Chief Dam Inspector for

State of Calif. Joint meeting with A. S. M. E. Branch.
March 26. Attendance 17.

Applications of Vacuum Tubes in Industry, by L. F. Fuller,
Chairman San Francisco Section, A. I. E. E., and Executive
Vice -President Federal Telegraph Co. Illustrated. April
2. Attendance 48.
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Journal A. I. E. E.
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Transmission Networks of the Duquesne Light Co., by .1. R.Britton, Student. Election of ollieors for next term asfollows: M. W. Smodberg, Chairman; T. E. Una, V ice-Chairman ; G. H. Ikola, Secretary; R. W. Carter, Treasurer.April 2. Attendance 26.

Catholic University of America
Problems of Telephone Communication, by Thomas J. Dunn,Student. February 15. Attendance 15.

University of Cincinnati
The Panel Dial Telephone System and its Application to CincinnatiConditions, by 0. F. Schlemmer, Cincinnati & SuburbanBell Telephone Co. Inspection trip to the Melrose -Jeffer-son Exchange was preceded by this address. Refreshments.March 20. Attendance 60.

Clarkson College of Technology
Spot Welding, by S. H. Smith, Student;
The G. E. Brush Shifting Commutating Type A. C. Motor, byP. W. Rohrberg, Student;
Meter Testing, by G. B. Wing, Student. March 18. Atten-dance 20.
The Westinghouse Portable Oscillograph, by T. E. Simpkins,Student;
Power Factor Correction, by J. C. Meier, Student;
Airport Illumination, by R. J. Carter, Student;
Airway Illumination, by L. M. Byrnes, Student. April 1.Attendance 18.

Clemson Agricultural College
Life of Lamme, by C. V. Rentz, Student;
Development of the Commutator, by W. D. Craig, Student;
Current Events, by W. C. Wilburn, Student;
Transformer Developments, by G. W. Sackman, Student. April10. Attendance 36.

University of Colorado
The History of George Westinghouse, by W. S. Trudgian, West-inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. He also explained the slidesentitled "The Pioneer." Film -"Westinghouse SteamTurbine." April 2. Attendance 104.

Cooper Union
History, Principles, and Operations of the Telautograph, byMr. Wolgemuth, Student. March 5. Attendance 38.

University of Detroit
Telephone Facilities used for Radio Broadcasting Purposes, byHarold E. Taylor, Michigan Bell Telephone Co. Film -"Auxiliary Products of Telephone Research." April 3.Attendance 150.

Drexel Institute
The Development, Design, and Application of the Gas Electric Driveto the Automotive Vehicle, by L. M. S. Cooper, PhiladelphiaRapid Transit Co. Illustrated. March 10. Attendance43.

A. D. Molinaro, Student, gave a résumé of the recent StudentConvention held at Lehigh University. Mercury ArcRectifier, by Paul P. Molar, Student. April 3. Attendance25.

Duke University
The Development of the Radio Broadcast Receiver, by Tony deBruyne, Student;
Power Facts, by S. C. Plyler, Student;
The Romance of Radio, by N. B. Underwood, Student. March18. Attendance 15..
Thirteen student members attended the North Carolina Sectionmeeting held in Raleigh at which Professor Harold B. Smith,President, A. I. E. E., delivered his address, The Quest of theUnknown. Inspection trips as follows: State Prison, BellTelephone Company, and Station WPTF March 26.Attendance 15.

University of Florida
The Distribution System of Tampa, Flo., by Wayne Wurfielil,Tampa Electric Co. Slides. Two -reel film on trans-formers. March 24. Attendance 55.
Film -"Wizardry of Wireless." March 25. Attendance 30.
Motion pictures. A pril 7. Attendance 15.

University of Idaho
Banquet at which five students gave talks as follows:
Testing of Meters by the Photoelectric Cell Method, by DonaldRussel;
Uses of Electric Control Equipment in the Lumber Industry, byRedmond Pangborn;
Fred Diens and Donald Wiseman gave readings;
Problems Confronting the Electrical Engineer in the Transmissionof Power, by E. Hatch. February 27. Attendance 29.

Iowa State College
Audible Light and Visible Sound, by John B. Taylor, GeneralElectric Co. March 31. Attendance 160.

University of Iowa
Conowingo Dam, by J. A. Heaty, Student. Film -"The Bene-factor." January 22. Attendance 34.
Power Arc, by Mr. Bathe and Mr. Shad, Bell Telephone Labs.,Inc., February 5. Attendance 60.
Insulation on High -Tension Lines, by J. R. Lindemann, Student;
Developments in Electrical Industry During 1929, by F. D.Lydelon, Student. February 12. Attendance 33.
Film -"Hydroelectric Power Production in the New South."February 19. Attendance 53.
Lightning Problems on Transmission Lines, by K. S. Plucas,Student;
Aurora Borealis, by E. E. Postel,

tendance 29.
Work and Opportunity in the Bell

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Forest Rangers Defy Lightning, by

12. Attendance 22.

Student. February 26. At -

System, by E. T. Findersen,
March 5. Attendance 75.
H. Krouth, Student. March

Kansas State College
The Induction Regulator, by C. D. Backer, Student;
Television, by H. Klotzbach, Student;
Current Events, by E. C. Glasco, Student. Film -"Arc Weld-ing." (Afternoon session). March 6. Attendance 74.
Current Events, by Mr. Graham, Student;
Relieving Salina of High Water Disturbances, by Mr. Karr,Student;
Measurement of the Intensity of Ultra -Violet Light, by Mr. Randle,Student. Film -"Lincoln Arc Welder. (Evening session).March 6.
Technical talks by two seniors. Current Events, by J. H. Lin-scott, Student. (Afternoon session). March 20.

University of Kansas
Equipping a General Automobile Repair Shop, by Robert Meyer,Student. General discussion of Branch affairs. March 13.Attendance 55.
Principles of Speech, by Edward Fisher, Student. RobertMcDowell, Student, gave a report of the social events ofthe meeting of the 7th District held at Columbia, Mo.Kenneth Hentzen, Branch Chairman, gave a report of thepresent trend of Student meetings and explained new ideasthat were discussed at that meeting. April 3. Atten-dance 47.

University of Kentucky
The following talks presented by Students:
Deion Circuit Breaker, by J. N. Gillham;
Oil Electric Cars, by M. W. Davis;
Uses of Electrical Eye, by J. C. Benson;
Electro-Cardiagraph, by E. W. Pentz. March 12. Attendance 43.
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Lafayette College

Operational Calculus and How it Simplifies Electrical Calculations,
by Dr. Byrd. March 4. Attendance 106.

Lewis Institute

Film -"Hydroelectric Power." Joint meeting with the Western
Society of Engineers Branch. March 14. Attendance 72.

Lee DeForest gave a talk on his early associations with Lewis
Institute and an explanation of experiments which led to
the discovery of the Three-Element Vacuum Tube. Joint
meeting with the Western Society of Engineers Branch.
March 19. Attendance 550.

Recent Discoveries in the General Electric Laboratories, by J. F.
Sanborn, General Electric Co. Slides. Joint meeting with
the W. S. E. Branch. April 11. Attendance 62.

Louisiana State University
Discussion of Branch activities. March 13. Attendance 19.

Professor W. S. Rodman, Vice-President, District No. 4,
A. I. E. E., visited the Branch and gave an account of the
early history of the A. I. E. E. April 10. Attendance 17.

University of Louisville

High -Frequency Quartz Crystal Oscillators, by Edward Knoop,
Student;

Ampere -Voltmeter Measurements and K. V. A. Method, by Charles
I. Brody, Student;

Recording Torque Indicator, by Andrew Offutt, Student. Janu-
ary 16. Attendance 19.

Mercury Arc Rectifiers, by Wm. F. Steers, Chairman, University
of Kentucky Branch;

Outline of the Manner in Which the Speed School is Operated, by
H. T. Clark, Chairman, University of Louisville Branch.
Short talks by Professor Harold B. Smith, President of the
Institute, Professor W. E. Freeman, and Professor W. S.
Rodman. February 18. Attendance 52.

Marquette University
Essential Non -Essentials, by Mr. Armfeild, Wisconsin Bell Tel.

Co. Business meeting followed. April 3. Attendance 34.

University of Michigan
Business meeting. March 13. Attendance 35.

Banquet. Professor J. S. Morley spoke on pioneering engineer-
ing and discussed many early modes of transportation.
Illustrated with lantern slides. The Lost Century in Ameri-
can History, by Professor A. S. Aiton. April 7. Atten-
dance 40.

Mississippi A. & M. College
Professor W. S. Rodman, Vice -President District No. 4,

A. I. E. E., gave an address on the history, development,
and future of the Institute. March 18. Attendance 44.

Montana State College
Practical Uses of Thermocouples, by Vincent Morgan, Student;
Cathode Ray Television, by V. Zworykin, Westinghouse Electric

& Mfg. Co., presented by J. H. Radcliffe, Student;
A Curious Phenomenon in Vacuum Tubes, by W. S. Andrews,

presented by Bruce Mull, Student. March 6. Attendance
155.

Dance. March 7. Attendance 120.
The Relation of the Bell System to its Component Companies, by

R. B. Bonney, Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co. March 11.
Attendance 218.

University of Nebraska
Talks by three students who acted as consulting engineers trying

to sell their services to a town board that was in need of
a power plant. Other students acting as the board decided
on the merits of the salesmen. March 19. Attendance 30.

Audible Light and Visible Sound. by John B. Taylor, General
Electric Co. Demonstrated. March 28. Attendance 250.

University of Nevada
W. C. Smith, General Electric Co. gave a talk on transformers.

Illustrated with motion pictures. January 22. Atten-
dance 43.

P. B. Garrett, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., gave a talk on
new developments in the electrical industry. Illustrated.
February 20. Attendance 42.

Newark College of Engineering
Weston Heat Flow Meters and the Aviation Dynamo, by Francis

Lamb, Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. Announce-
ment made of the Student Convention to be held on April
25. March 10. Attendanec 34.

Resuscitation and Safety, by J. M. Orts, Public Service Co. of
N. J., March 24. Attendance 30.

University of New Hampshire
Election of officers as follows: Arthur K. Whitcomb, Chairman;

Carl B. Evans, Secretary. March 15. Attendance 44.

University of New Mexico
High -Frequency Currents, by Harold Deck, General Electric Co.

March 4. Attendance 10.
College of the City of New York

Electrical Eyes in Communication, by Phillip C. Jones, Bell
Telephone Labs., Inc. Illustrated. March 20. Atten-
dance 35.

Combustion Practise and Fuel Burning, by A. E. Weiclaart, Com-
bustion Engineering Corp. Joint meeting with the A. S.
M. E., A. S. C. E., A. I. C. E. April 3. Attendance 82.

New York University
Automatic Train Control, by Leslie Weaver, Student;
Television, by D. Rotanelli, Student. G. Heller, Student,

explained the use of the Polar Conversion Chart and illus-
trated its use by applying it to the solution of transmission
problems. March 11. Attendance 16.

Railroad Conversion Equipment, by Ira Weston, Student;
Automatic Control, by Mr. Kunins, Student. March 25. At-

tendance 13.
North Carolina State College

Discussion of banquet plans. March 18. Attendance 30.
The Quest of the Unknown, by Professor Harold B. Smith, Presi-

dent, A. I. E. E. Informal dinner preceded the meeting.
March 26. Attendance 200.

Communications, by A. W. Hamrick, Student;
Insurance, by W. H. Harper, Student. April 1. Attendance 33.

University of North Carolina
Fifteen student members attended the meeting of the North

Carolina Section held in Raleigh at which Professor Harold
B. Smith, President, A. I. E. E., delivered his address,
The Quest of the Unknown, March 26. Attendance 15.

The following day Professor Smith was guest of honor at a
luncheon at the University. March 27.

Factory Tests on Large Turbo Alternators, by Professor E. W.
Winkler. April 3. Attendance 18.

University of North Dakota
Ronald Olsen, Chairman, and Professor H. F. Rice, Counselor,

gave reports of the Conference on Student Activities of
District No. 6, held at the University of Wyoming. March
12. Attendance 18.

Atomic Hydrogen Welding Process, by John S. McKechnie, Stu-
dent. Illustrated with slides. Charles Libby, Student,
gave a talk on the power at Niagara Falls. March 26.
Attendance 21.

Discussion of plans for annual Engineers Day. April 9. At-
tendance 21.

Notre Dame University
Mr. Duffy, Student, gave a talk on the comparison between

steam- and hydro -power plants. Mr. Petrauskas, Student,
discussed the subject of loud speakers. Lubricating and
Insulating, Products, by Mr. Hillman, Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana. March 17. Attendance 60.
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Journal A. I. E. E.
Ohio Northern University

The Electric le urnace, by Olin George, Student. March 20.Attendance 25.
Competition, by Professor F. L. Berger. April 3. Attendance 20.

Oklahoma A. Et M. College
Oil Field Electrification, by Martin L. Hendrickson, Student;Electric Arc Welding, by A. C. Nelson, Student.. March 20.Attendance 15.

University of Oklahoma
Telephone Transmission Line Phenomena, by Earl Hassler,Student. Professor C. T. Almquist and Professor F. (1.Tappan, Counselor, reported on the student meeting at theUniversity of Missouri. March 26. Attendance 26.

University of Pittsburgh
The Early Oil Developments in Western Pennsylvania, by L. E.Smith, Student;
Wiring and Lightning, by K. A. Wing, Duquesne Light Co.February 27. Attendance 79.
Whaling, by B. A. Jones, Student;
Experiences After Graduation, by Mr. Patillo, Wagner ElectricCo. March 5. Attendance 80.
W. C. Carl, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., gave a talk on whatto expect after graduation. Determination of Cable Sizes,by Mr. Reed, Bell Telephone Co. March 13. Attendance 84.
Cold Light, by J. K. Ely, Student;
Public Utilities as a Business Enterprise, by L. F. Blassinghatn,West Penn Power Co. March 20. Attendance 87.

Pratt Institute
Sound Picture Devices, by N. 0. Rae, Student;
Elevator Control, H. A. Belanger, Student. April 8. Attendance 24.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
A Review of Transmission Line Relaying, by L. F. Kennedy,General Electric Co. Nominating committee appointed toelect officers for next term. March 11. Attendance 80.
Transatlantic Telephony, by J. 0. Perrine, American Tel. & Tel.Co. Election of officers as follows: C. E. Keeler, Chair-man; F. S. Stidfole, Vice -Chairman; E. M. Lockie, Secre-tary. April 8. Attendance 305.

Rose Polytechnic Institute
N. A. Baptist, Student, gave a talk on fuses and their importancein the electrical industry. March 10. Attendance 22.

Rutgers University
Obtaining Records of Wave Forms with Curve Tracer, by G. E.Weglener, Branch Chairman;
Oscillographs, by E. R. Crawford, Branch Secretary. April 1.Attendance 11.

University of South Carolina
General discussion on: Are the Chain Stores Beneficial to thePublic? March 21. Attendance 23.

South Dakota School of Mines
Report of the Conference on Student Activities of District No. 6held at the University of Wyoming. Professor J. 0. Kam-merman, Counselor, also spoke on his trip to Laramie, anddiscussed some experiments carried on in research work.March 13. Attendance 16.
Some Engineering and Science Fakes, by Professor J. 0. Kam-merman, Counselor. Prof. E. E. Clark gave a talk on theinspection trip to the Homestake Mine at Lead, So. Dakota.April 10. Attendance 25.

University of Southern California
Clifford Westman told of the origin and development of the BigCreek Power Project now controlled by the Southern

California Edison Co. and of some of his experiences while
employed with that company. Arthur Cutts told of hisexperiences in the Test Department of the Bureau of Power& Light of the City of Los Angeles. March 12. Atten-dance 35.

General discussion and annotnupetents. itrelt 19. Atten-dance 36.
Hui -"Single Ridge." March 26. A I I ',mimic(' 35.

Southern Methodist University
Ben. Boaird, Chairman gave an account of I he Kt mien! moot ing ofthe 7th District held at Columbia, Nlo. March 28. At-tendance 12.

Syracuse University
Parallel Operation of Transformers, by M. .1. Wright, Student.January 13. Attendance 10.
The Delon Circuit Breaker, by Clinton Hurlbut, Student. Feb-ruary 10. Attendance 10.
Automatic Train Control, by Charles Pierce, Student. February17. Attendance 10.
The Evolution of the Lightning Arrester, by George I laaf, Student.February 24. Attendance 10.
The Mercury Arc Rectifier, by Clifford Tallcott, Student. March3. Attendance 10.
Film -"On the Firing Line." March 10. Attendance 10.The Cathode Ray Oscillograph, by George Haaf, Student. March17. Attendance 10.

University of Tennessee
Address by Professor W. S. Rodman, Vice-President, DistrictNo. 4, A. I. E. E., on the aims and activities of the Institute,March 17. Attendance 18.
Address by E. J. Walsh, Chattanooga Boiler Works. Banquetmeeting. March 1. Attendance 250.

Texas A. & M. College
Railroad Signals, by J. M. Tomme, Student. March 14. At-tendance 32.
Dance. March 28.
Talk on the R. C. A. Photophone. The following films presented:"The Electric Ship," "The Conquest of the Cascades,"'The Romance of Power," "The Hottest Flame Known."April 7. Attendance 225.

Texas Technological College
Recent Developments in the Electrical Industry, by Walter N.Burns, Student. Report of the meeting at the University ofMissouri by W. E. Street, Chairman, and Dean Wm. J.Miller, Counselor. March 26. Attendance 14.

University of Texas
Annual Banquet. The Purpose of the Student Branch, by Pro-fessor J. A. Correll, Counselor. B. D. Hull, Vice-President,District No. 7, A. I. E. E., gave a talk on some of the recentaccomplishments of the Institute. March 11. Attendance 55.

University of Utah
The History of the Electric Motor, by I. R. Walton, WagnerElectric Corp. Slides. March 14. Attendance 19.The Electric Eye, by H. T. Plumb, General Electric Co. Jointmeeting with the Utah Section. March 20. Attendance290.

Lecture describing some of the problems arising in the installationof natural gas, by C. M. Ware, Utah Gas & Coke Co.April 1. Attendance 36.

Virginia Military Institute
Film -"The Continuous Process for Making Sheets." March10. Attendance 83.
Film -"From Pigs to Pigment." March 12. Attendance 81.The following talks presented by Students:
The Deion Grid, by Mr. Romm;
The Lavino Furnace, by Mr. Mills;
Steinmetz The Man and The Genius, by Mr. King;
Magnetic Clutches, by Mr. Richards. April 11. Attendance 54.

University of Wisconsin
Mr. Woodford, Student, gave a report of the District meetingheld in Chicago. System Interconnection, by Mr. Weber,Student;
The Analytical Criticism of the Electrical Engineering Course, byE. A. Johnson, Student. February 19. Attendance 26.Film -"The Single Ridge." March 19. Attendance 21.
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The Library is a cooperative activity of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of

Civil Engineers, the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers and the American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers. It is administered for these founder societies by the United Engineering Society, as a public reference

library of engineering and the allied sciences. It contains 150,000 volumes and pamphlets and receives currently

most of the important periodicals in its field. It is housed in the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West Thirty-

ninth St., New York.
In order to place the resources of the Library at the disposal of those unable to visit it in person, the Library is

prepared to furnish lists of references to engineering subjects, copies or translations of articles, and similar assistance.

Charges sufficient to cover the cost of this work are made.
The Library maintains a collection of modern technical books which may be rented by members residing in North

America. A rental of five cents a day, plus transportation, is charged.
The Director of the Library will gladly give information concerning charges for the various kinds of service to

those interested. In asking for information, letters should be made as definite as possible, so that the investigator may

understand clearly what is desired.
The library is open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. on all week days except holidays throughout the year except during

July and August, when the hours are 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

BOOK NOTICES, MARCH 1-31, 1930

Unless otherwise specified, books in this list have been presented

by the publishers. The Institute does not assume responsi-

bility for any statement made; these are taken from the preface

or the text of the book.
All books listed may be consulted in the Engineering Societies

Library.
AIRCRAFT YEAR Boox, 1930.

By Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce -of America. N. Y.,

D. Van Nostrand Co., 1930. 647 pp., illus., diagrs., maps,
9 x 6 in., cloth. $6.00.

A valuable reference book for every one interested in aero-
nautics. Contains an account of developments during 1929 in
all branches of aviation. Progress in manufacturing, in military
and civil aviation, aeronautical legislation, etc., are reviewed
fully. Sketches of a large number of aircraft and engines are
included.
ATOMS, MOLECULES AND QUANTA.

By Arthur Edward Ruard and Harold Clayton Urey. N. Y.,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1930. (International series in physics).
790 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $7.00.

This book aims to meet the needs of students beginning the
study of atomic and molecular structure, and also to furnish
workers in this field with an up-to-date account of the laws of
quantum theory and a general account of the important experi-
mental researches. The history and chief experimental facts of
the quantum theory and the progress of knowledge of atomic and
molecular structure prior to the introduction of the new mechan-
ics occupy the first fourteen chapters. The fundamental ideas of
quantum mechanics are then developed. The last chapter
discusses the wave properties of material bodies.
DIE BERECHNUNG DER ANHEIZUNO UND AUSKCHLUNG EBENER

UND ZYLINDRISCHER WANDE.
By W. Esser and 0. Krischer. Berlin, Julius Springer, 1930.

88 pp., diagrs., plates, tables, 11 x 8 in., paper. 15.-r. m.
Two essays on the heating and cooling of buildings and pipe

systems. The first by Dr. Krischer, deals with the cooling of
plane and cylindrical walls from the stationary condition, and
with their heating by an uninterrupted flow of heat. A simple
method of calculating the changes is developed, which approxi-
mates closely the results of exact analytic calculations.

The second essay, by Dr. Esser, describes an experimental
investigation of the cooling of insulated pipe and gives a simplified
method of calculating heat losses. Numerical tables are pro-
vided which make it easy to apply the method to practical
problems of heat insulation.
BONBRIGHT SURVEY OF ELECTRIC POWER ANI) LIGHT COMPANIES

OF THE UNITED STATES. 6th edition, revised to December
1929. Edited by G. F. Wittig. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Publ.
Co., 1930. 194 pp., maps, 11 x 9 in., paper. $10.00.

A series of maps and tables by means of which an electric
company is identified with every town and city of at least 2500

inhabitants. The salient facts concerning each company are
given: capital, indebtedness, earnings, and interest. A few
characteristic facts about each state are included. The book
gives a very definite picture of the electric light and power
industry.
ELECTROPLATING WITH CHROMIUM, COPPER AND NICKEL.

By Benjamin Freeman and Frederick G. Hoppe. N. Y.,
Prentice -Hall, 1930. 212 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth.
$5.00.

A practical guide for the electroplater, covering the electro-
chemical principles involved, the preparation of the work, the
preparation of baths, the equipment, and the methods of plating.
Special attention is given to chromium plating. The authors are
connected with the National Chromium Corporation.

DIE ELEKTRISCHEN KABEL.
By H. Heinzelmann. Ber. u. Lpz., Walter de Gruyter & Co.,

1930. 133 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 6 x 4 in., cloth. 1,80 r. m.
Materials and methods of manufacturing electric cables for

power and for communication are described briefly in this little
manual, which is intended especially for engineers who are not
specialists in this field, but who desire a general knowledge of
the subject.
DIE ELEKTRISCHEN SCHWEISSVERFAHREN.

By Hch. Krokel & Hans Niese. Ber. u. Lpz., Walter de
Gruyter & Co., 1930. 136 pp., illus., 6 x 4 in., paper. 1,80 r. m.

A concise practical manual on welding, describing apparatus
and methods, advantages of electric welding, tests, etc.
DAS FERNSPRECHWESEN, pt. 2; Fernsprechanlagen fur Hand-

betrieb.
By H. Schmidt. Ber. u. Lpz., Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1930.

123 pp., illus., diagrs., 6 x 4 in., cloth. 1,80 r. m.
Manually -operated telephone systems are outlined in this

work. Beginning with the simplest telephones, the author
describes house telephone systems of various kinds, and leads to
large manual switchboard systems.
GMELINS HANDBUCH DER ANORGANISCHEN CHEMIE, Bd. 59;

Eisen, Teil B, Lief. 2. 8th edition. Edited by Deutsche
Chemisehe Gesellschaft. Ber., Verlag Chemie, 1930.

p. 313-512, 10 x 7 in., paper. 32.-r. m., or 25.-r. m. by sub-
scription to entire work.

This section of the great encyclopedia of inorganic chemistry
treats the compounds of iron with bromine, iodine, sulfur,
selenium, tellurium, boron, and carbon. It summarizes all the
available data on the physical and chemical properties of these
compounds and on their chemical behavior. The book is indis-
pensable in any chemical library.
HILFSBUCH FOR BETRIEI3SBERECHNUNGEN.

By B. M. Konorski. Berlin, Julius Springer, 1930. 137 pp.,
tables & 46 plates. 12 x 9 in., cloth portfolio. 28,50 r. m.

A collection of formulas, tables and nomographic and linear
charts intended to facilitate practical engineering computation.
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HOCHSPANN N GS-FRE I LEITU N GEN .
By Kurt Draoger. Bor. & Lpz., Walter do Gruyter & Co.,1930. 173 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 6 x 4 in., cloth. 1,80 r. m.A good brief introduction to overhead high -voltage lines.The data required for their calculation and construction areprovided, together with practical examples. Both mechanicaland electrical considerations are discussed.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY AND WIRING.
By James A. Moyer and John F. Wostrel. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1930. 469 pp., illus., 8 x 6 in., cloth. $2.75.A text -book for students of wiring practise which presents theunderlying principles of electrical theory and also the details ofstandard wiring practise for various purposes, as given in theNational Electric Code. Wiring methods are also explained.

JOURNAL, v. 2, pt. 2, Jan. 1930, Royal Technical College (Glas-gow). Glasgow, The College, 1930. p. 161-366, illus.,diagrs., tables, 10 x 7 in., paper. lOs 6 d.
Contains reports on various researches carried out at theCollege. Among those of interest to engineers are investigationsof mica insulation, of the effect of tensile strain on the magneto-striction of steel, on friction coefficients for fabric brake linings,on heat transmission in surface feed -heaters, and on direct andbending stresses in circular flat plates.

LATEX, its Occurrence, Collection, Properties and TechnicalApplications.
By Ernst A. Hauser. Translated by W. J. Kelly. N. Y.,Chemical Catalog Company, 1930. 201 pp., illus., 9 x 6 in.,cloth. $4.00.
An exhaustive survey of the literature on latex, up to April,1927. Sources, collection, physical and chemical properties, etc.are discussed with full references to original publications. Anappendix contains an annotated list of the English and Germanpatents on the working of latex. The monograph will be veryuseful to all investigators of rubber.

MEHRFACHFUNKENAUFNAHMEN VON EXPLOSIONSVORGANGEN
NACH DER TOEPLERSCHEN SCHLIERENMETHODE.

By Werner Lindner. (Forschungsarbeiten. Heft 326). Ber-lin, V. D. I. Verlag, 1930. 18 pp., illus., 11 x 9 in., paper.4.-r. m.
Describes an optical process for investigating the phenomenaof combustion in gas -engine cylinders. A series of photographs,taken at extremely small intervals, shows the propagation of theflame front from the point of ignition to the walls. Results oftests are included.

METALLOGRAPHIE DER TECHNISCHEN KUPFERLEGIERUNGEN.By A. Schimmel. Berlin, Julius Springer, 1930. 128 pp.,illus., diagrs., 10 x 7 in., paper. 19.-r. m.
A handbook on the metallography of commercial alloys ofcopper, which aims to provide a book for the testing laboratorysimilar to those available on iron and steel. Micrographic andmonographic methods of examining these alloys are given and theinterpretation of the results explained. Theoretical considera-tions are subordinated to practical use.

PHOTOELECTRICCELLS,THEIRPROPERTIES,USEANDAPPLICATIONS.By Norman Robert Campbell and Dorothy Ritchie. Lond. &N. Y., Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1929. 209 pp., diagrs., tables,
9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.50.

Considers this cell as a practical tool for the laboratory andshop, rather than as an illustration of physical laws. The book isbased on the investigations of the authors, who are members ofthe research staff of the British GeneralElectric Company.
PIONEERS OF ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION.

By Rollo Appleyard. N. Y. & Lond., Macmillan Co., 1930.
347 pp., illus., ports., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $6.50.

Maxwell, Ampere, Volta, Wheatstone, Hertz, Cersted, Ohm,Heaviside, Chappe and Ronalds are the subjects of ten memoirshere presented. Mr. Appleyard discusses their lives in an

interesting way and illustrates his accounts with portraits andillustrations of Hie original apparatus used by theme pioneers.The personal side is given attention, us well as the scien title.A welcome contribution to electrical history.
N CI Pl. ES 010 E LIK1"ritoPLATI N (1 AN D ELECTItUF(11tMMINU.

By William Blum and George G. Ilogaboolu. 2d edition.N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1930. 424 pp., illus., diagrs.,
tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.50.

This comprehensive review of the subject has us its chiefpurpose the more effective correlation of principles and practise.The chemical and electrochemical principles involved, the factorsgoverning the quality of deposited metal are discussed dearly.Advice is given on equipment, on the preparation of work forplating, etc., and separate chapters are devoted to copper, nickel,chromium, zinc, silver, gold, and the other commercial metals.The new edition has been revised, and enlarged where importantprogress has occurred.

PRIOFORM-HANDBUCII.
By Deutsche Prioform Werke Bohlander & Co., KOIn. Ed. 2.Berlin, Julius Springer, 1930. 283 pp., tables, 7 x 5 in., cloth.15.-r. m.
A handbook for engineers interested in heat insulation, con-taining a concise presentation of the principles of the subject andof the application of theory to practical problems. About one-half of the book is devoted to physical and chemical tables of usein the design and use of insulating materials. The book is auseful reference work.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON . . . DIESEL, SEMI -DIESEL AND
OTHER INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, AIR COMPRESSORS,
ETC.

By John Lamb. 3rd edition. Lond., Charles Griffin & Co.;Phila., J. B. Lippincott Co., 1929. 340 pp., 7 x 4 in., cloth.$6.00.
A catechism of Diesel engine operation, designed for marineoperating engineers, and as a preparation for Board of Tradeexaminations for licenses.

REGELN FOR DIE PRUFUNG VON WARME-UND KALTESCHUTZAN-
LAGEN.

Berlin, V. D. I. Verlag, 1930. 16 pp., tables, 11 x 8 in., paper.4.-r. m.
A standard code for delivery tests of heat insulation materials,sponsored by the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure. Methods ofcalculating heat losses, guaranties, and methods for testing in-sulating materials are described. A bibliography is included.

THEORETISCHE PHYSIK. By Gustav Jager.
v. 1. Meehanik.-v. 2. Schall u. Warme.-v. 3. Elektrizitatund Magnetismus.-v. 4. Optik.-v. 5. Warmestrahlung, Elek-tronik und Atomphysik. Ber. u. Lpz., Walter de Gruyter & Co.,1930. 5v. 6 x 4 in., cloth. 1,80 r. m. each.
These five small volumes, by the professor of physics atVienna University, are a concise, but comprehensive, survey ofmodern theoretical physics. This new edition has been rewrittenand rearranged, as well as enlarged, and space has been found forthe latest developments.

DIE WARMEAUFNAHME DER BESTRAHLTEN KESSELHEIZFLACHE.
By Otto Siebert. (Forschungsarbeiten, heft 324). Berlin,V. D. I. Verlag, 1930. 17 pp., illus., tables, 11 x 8 in., paper.4.-r. m.
The high temperatures under which boilers are operated todayhave not only increased their efficiency, but have also increasedthe danger of injuries to the tubes. As these frequently occurat points subjected to direct radiation, the author has been led toinvestigate mathematically the absorption of radiant heat.This paper presents a method for determining the amount ofheat radiated to a surface, which agrees closely with actualmeasurements.

X-RAY TECHNOLOGY.
By H. M. Terrill and C. T. Ulrey. N. Y., D. Van NostrandCo., 1930. 256 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.50.A manual for the X-ray laboratory by two experienced physi-cists. Attention is concentrated upon the practical aspects ofX-ray measurements, especially as applied in therapy and in-dustry. Much space is given to describing instruments and ap-paratus, and methods of using them.
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Engineering Societies Employment Service
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Under joint management of the national societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers cooperat-

ing with the Western Society of Engineers. The service is available only to their membership, and is maintained as a
cooperative bureau by contribution from the societies and their individual members who are directly benefited.

Offices: -31 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.-W. V. Brown, Manager.
1216 Engineering Bldg., 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill., A. K. Krauser, Manager.
57 Post St., San Francisco, Calif., N. D. Cook, Manager.

MEN AVAILABLE-Brief announcements will be published without charge but will not be repeated except upon

requests received after an interval of one month. Names and records will remain in the active files of the bureau for a
period of three months and are renewable upon request. Notices for this Department should be addressed to
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 31 WEST 39th Street, New York City, and should be received prior to the 15th day of

of the month.
OPPORTUNITI ES.-A Bulletin of engineering positions available is published weekly and is available to

members of the Societies concerned at a subscription of $3 per quarter, or $10 per annum, payable in advance. Posi-

tions not filled promptly as a result of publication in the Bulletin may be announced herein, as formerly.

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.-Members obtaining positions through the medium of this service are
invited to cooperate with the Societies in the financing of the work by contributions made within thirty days after
placement, on the basis of one and one-half per cent of the first year's salary: temporary positions (of one month or less)

three per cent of total salary received. The income contributed by the members, together with the finances appropriated
by the four societies named above will it is hoped, be sufficient not only to maintain, but to increase and extend the service.

REPLIES TO ANNOUNCEMENTS.-Replies to announcements published herein or in the Bulletin, should

be addressed to the key number indicated in each case, with a two cent stamp attached for reforwarding, and forwarded

to the Employment Service as above. Replies received by the bureau after the positions to which they refer have been

filled will not be forwarded.

POSITIONS OPEN
EXPERIENCED TRANSFORMER DE-

SIGN ENGINEERS, men with experience in the
design of large power transformers preferred.
Only high grade men need apply. W-600.

SALES ENGINEER, thoroughly familiar with
sound equipment in all branches. Technical
training required. Must have following with
manufacturing trade. Drawing against com-
mission. Apply by letter. Location, New Jersey.
W-8.33.

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES,
covering jobbers and manufacturers of electrical
and radio apparatus in New England, Atlantic
seaboard, eastern, middle west, northwest and
southwest districts. Apply by letter. Head-
quarters, New Jersey. W-834.

INSTRUCTOR, to conduct recitation and
laboratory classes in electrical measurements,
and assist in senior a -c. laboratory, with the
possibility of advanced problem work. Should
be a graduate in electrical engineering and must
be well grounded in electrical theory with pref-
erably some advanced courses though not neces-
sarily an advanced degree. Apply by letter.
Location, Middle west. W -874-C.

INSTRUCTOR, for elementary work in recita-
tion and laboratory courses for non -electrical
students of junior grade. Should be a graduate
in electrical engineering with practical experience
and some familiarity with industrial problems.
Apply by letter. Location, Middle west. W-
875 -C.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, electrical engi-
neer, with teaching experience and preferably
some practical engineering achievements. Will
he in charge of the electrical laboratory and will
have some lecture work. Salary $.3000 a year.
Apply by letter. Location, South. W-858.

INSTRUCTOR for electrical engineering
laboratory. Recent graduate from an engineer-
ing school of good standing, who is interested in
teaching and experimental work should qualify.
Salary $1800 a year. Location, South. Apply
by letter. W-859.

SALES ENGINEER, with structural experi-
ence, especially In field of electrical public utilities.
Apply by letter. Location, Now York State,
but some traveling will he required. W-963.

MEN AVAILABLE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, M. I. T. Gradu-

ate, single, age 24. Ono year with midwestern
utility; one year research laboratory. Experienced
osclllograph operator. Desires connection with
utility or engineering office -laboratory. Will go

anywhere. Available on two weeks notice.
C-7199.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEER, 29, married; five years' experience in
test, application, maintenance and design. Post
two years' in charge of electrical department for
mining company. Desires connection as assistant
plant engineer or assistant electrical engineer with
industrial. Good personality; can handle men;
willing to assume responsibility. Now employed.
B-9001.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
single 24, three years' experience with public
utility company including year of mechanical and
electrical testing in large power plants and in
smaller industrial plants. Also office and field
work in connection with relay maintenance.
Desires position in operating department of public
utility. C-7138.

1928 GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEER, 27, desires position with good chances for
advancement in either research or design work on
electrical apparatus. Has had two years' experi-
ence as a Service Engineer in the installation and
repair of x-ray and electrotherapeutic apparatus;
also some experience in motor control work. Good
recommendations. C-4220.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Swiss university
graduate, 36, American, 15 years' test and de-
signing experience with known European and
American manufacturing and public utility
companies. Desires position with public utility
or traction company in engineering -operating or
sales department, where conscientiousness and
dependability of character is of value. Available
at once. C-7183.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 9 years' engi-
neering experience. Experience covers design
and construction of overhead distribution and
transmission systems; underground a -c. networks
and distribution systems; switchboard and sub-
station design and operation. Executive ability.
At present assistant distribution engineer. Loca-
tion, Southwest or South. 0-4734.

M. I. T. GRADUATE, ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEER, 34, married, desires teaching position in
College E. E. course beginning next fall. Six
years' research and Industrial experience including
G. E. Co. and Bureau of Standards. Two years'
experience. Best of references. Middle west or
South preferred. 0-2826.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 34, married,
degree E. E. Dordrecht, Holland. Languages;
English, Dutch, French, Gorman. Desires posi-
tion as construction engineer with prospects of
foreign service now or later. Available for any

location. Seven years' experience, installation,
testing, automatic telephone inspector central
office, emergency repairing, draughting, super-
visory control. Now employed. C-5733.

INSTRUCTOR, with 11 years' teaching experi-
ence in southern university of recognized stand-
ing. Electrical machinery design, advanced
laboratory, telephone and radio courses. Thor-
oughly in touch with modern practises through
consulting work with industrial concerns. B. S.
1917, advanced course since graduation, 36,
married. Available in September. B-3378.

FACTORY MANAGER, 45, 26 years' experi-
ence in manufacturing of all kinds of copper wire;
has also had the planning and installation of large
amounts of new equipment. C-7195.

ENGINEER, ELECTRICAL AND CIVIL,
partner in firm engaged design, development, man-
ufacture, promotion and sale of processes, ma-
chines -automatic, or meritorious inventions for
quantity production. Desires additional projects;
will work as individual for or with firms or individ-
uals. If mutually agreeable, work can be done by
his firm. Excellent manufacturing and sales con-
nections. B-9945.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, American, 39,
married. Experienced in power generation,
transmission, distribution and application to
industrial uses. Work covers layout, construction,
operation, maintenance and repairs. Desires
position as electrical engineer with manufacturing
company. Speaks Spanish. Available on reason-
able notice. 0-502.

TEACHER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING, age 34, hold degrees of B. S., B. S. in E. E.
and E. E. (by resident graduate work) obtaining
M. S. this year. Good scholastic and personal
records. Twelve years' experience. Desires per-
manent position in southern or western engi-
neering school or college grade. 0-1590.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
now completing the design of an important power
station, is available for a now position. Experi-
ence includes testing, drafting, construction and
supervision of design. Will take responsible
charge of electrical plans for steam or hydroelec-
tric project, including estimates, specifications and
reports. B-4022.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, ten years' experi-
ence design, erection, operation, central stations,
overhead, underground, transmission, distribu-
tion, industrial plants, radio communication;
specifications, estimates, reports, sales. Recently
arrived from Orient; assistant electrical engineer,
designing, erecting and operating light and power
equipment very largo sugar mill, distillery.
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Fluent knowledge, Spanish, German. Executiveability. Best of references. 0-7205.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TEACHER,two degrees, 31, married, two and one-half yearsG. E. Test and Engineering Department, live

years' public utility work, two and one-half years
teaching E. E., one year as head of department.
Desires change. Excellent references. Location,immaterial. 0-7152.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 32. married,
12 years' experience, design, layout, construction,
maintenance, repair largo industrials, three years'
modern custom repair shop practise. Thoroughly
familiar modern power equipment, repair shop
practise, mass production requirements. Desires
responsible connection large utility, industrial
plany, large repair shop. Can effect appreciable
economies in repair shop practise. Middle west-
ern location preferred. 0-5916.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, over 20 years'
experience, including two years' as associate
physicist at Bureau of Standards. Last five
years full professor of Electrical Engineering in
leading technical school. Specialist in theoretical
and mathematical analysis of engineering prob-
lems; research, design, and invention. Broad
knowledge of radio. Location, preferred, South
or East. C-6141.

ELECTRICAL -MECHANICAL ENGINEER,
10 years' experience, design, development, manu-
facture, a -c., d -c. motors, generators, converters,
electroplaters, elevator motors, special machines.
Broad experience application engineering. Good
knowledge modern shop practise, ability to coordi-
nate designing, manufacturing. Well versed in.
German. Now employed in executive capacity.
Desires position of responsibility. College grad nn -
ate, 32, married. C-1801.

TRANSMISSION ENGINEER, 36, Univer-
sity graduate, 13 years' experience in transmission
line field. Able to take complete charge of work.
Available on limited notice. C-2014.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
age 28, single, five years' experience in overhead
transmission and distribution system design,
operation, and maintenance. Desires position
with public utility requiring services of man with
above qualifications. Now employed. C-7190.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with one and
one-half years' General Electric Test experience,
nine years' railroad lighting and power work and
four years' college E. E. teaching experience de-
sires college E. E. course teaching. C-6490.

MINING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, techni-
cal graduate, estimating, planning and supervision
of electrical erection in mines, power plants, sub-
stations and etc. Experienced in handling differ-
ent kinds of labor and assume responsibilities.
Wide experience in foreign fields. Speaks 'Spanish
fluently but native born American. Desire posi-
tion with mining company. Available short
notice. C-5457.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, technical gradu-
ate, American, 23 years' experience designing,
estimating, construction, operation of power, sub-
stations. lighting, distribution. Conversant with
reports, valuation, appraisals. Thoroughly ac-
quainted, street railway, subway, elevated work.
Has handled 400 men successfully, not afraid to
assume executive responsibility. Desires posi-
tion, large utility, consulting engineers, with
industry as plant engineer. C-7202.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
with 12 years' of experience in research, develop-
ment and design of small apparatus. Thoroughly
familiar with low-tension (up to 220 -volt) signal-
ing and control apparatus and equipment. Had
charge of research and development work in two
large organizations. Qualified for a position
calling for creative work on small apparatus.
Available on short notice. 0-3820.

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SPE-
C! ALI WI', seeks connection with commercial
laboratory, public utility or manufacturer, in
capacity of developing engineer or consultant.
Wide and extensive experience with all types of
electrical instruments, precision measurement,
standardization and automatic control. Also
experienced in pyrometry and automatic control.
Correspondence invited. B-7245.

TECHNICAL GRADUATE, 30, married, ten
years' experience on steam and hydroelectric
systems as operator and system operator. Desires
position as load dispatcher or system operator.
Now employed. Location, Now England or
West Coast preferred. C-7267.

ELECTRICAL GRADUATE, 36, just returned
from South America. Long experience construc-
tion of central stations, substations, allied lines,
maintenance, tests, inspections, distributions,
pole lines, one year operating. Desires position
foreign, home, or representative to manufacturers
in Brazil, elsewhere. Languages, English, French,
Portuguese, working knowledge Spanish, Italian,
German. Best references, available immediately.
C-2021.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. 28, B. S degree,
several years' experience in design and construc-
tion of distribution and transmission systems.
substations, plant and railroad installations, also
operating experience. Desires new connection
with greater opportunities. Now located in
New England. B-998.

INSTRUCTOR. Electrical Engineering. Posi-
tion desired by Columbia University graduate,
holding B. S., E. E. degrees (6 -year course).
At present engaged, high -voltage research work.
Has two years' European manufacturing, three
years' American public utility experience. Lin-
guistic qualifications; German, French. To teach
either d -c. or preferably a -c. classes and laboratory
work. 0-930.

EXECUTIVE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
39, married; with extensive Latin-American
experience; capable of taking complete field
managerial charge operating, construction, public
relations, new business, development work along
acquisition lines. Desires connection public
utility, engineering company, with either domestic
or foreign properties. Well acquainted Latin-
American requirements for obtaining concessions,
contracts, etc. Available. C-761.

TECHNICAL GRADUATE. 36, married.
G. E. Test -15 months. Varied experience in-
cluding operating and construction, four years.
Lineman one year. Transformer designer, five
years. Motor sales one and one-half years.
Industrial power one year. Public utility sales-
man three years. Wants connection with future.
C-7228.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, university
graduate, age 31, with eight years' of transmission,
distribution, substation design and planning,
construction, reports, operating, calculations,
drafting. Utility cadet course. Speaks German,

ler UR/MIMI. Desires connection ills con-
sulting engineer or utility. Russia or South
America CI HINI(101101, 11-8043.

Itlf,011:NT ti It A ATE, E. E.. 37, Ningit,,
prtreticul experience In 111411111* ilitul
NI)011,101 Gorman lulls! Spanish. Desire immil 1011,
East or Middle west C-72111.

ASSISTANT PitOFEssOlt OF E. it., 11. S. In
E. E., M. H. In Eng., 31, married. Five years' of
teaching and practical experience. now employed
by a prominent southern university as assistant
professor in E. E. Desires permanent teaching
position in Eastern institution. c-clom.

ELExyritteAL ENGINEER, 15 years' teach-
ing, consulting experience. At present head,
Dept. of Electrical Engineering in cite of the large
southern universities. Have been employed in
consulting capacity on transmission work, explo-
sions, railroad accidents, etc. Best of references.
Has been engaged to write on public utilities for
newspapers. Age 36; family. C-6288.

GRADUATE ELItCTRICAL ENGINEER,
28, married, nine years' experience in engineering,
construction and operation of overhead and
underground distribution and transmission.
Particularly fitted for economic studies, system
design, phase changeovers and overhead con-
struction. Last five years in supervisory capac-
ities. Location, immaterial. B-9408.

EXPERIENCED METER ENGINEER, 36,
technical graduate. Familiar with all types of
metering, also power -plant equipment, distribu-
tion systems and public utilities operations.
Executive ability. Desires change to growing
property. Location preferred, eastern states.
0-7295.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, technical gradu-
ate, 1924, age 29, married. General Electric
Test, Industrial Control Engineering Department,
two years' university instructor in electrical
engineering. Desires permanent connection with
consulting engineering firm, public utility, or
industrial concern. Pacific Coast location pre-
ferred. Now employed. C-7296.

PUBLIC UTILITY ENGINEER, age 33,
electrical engineering graduate with knowledge of
corporation finance and 10 years' experience in
consulting service on railway, bus, and electric
light operation, appraisals and public utility regu-
lation problems in major cities throughout the
country, would like connection with large operator
or holding company. B-446.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, or instructor in
electrical engineering. Two years' development
engineer on communication apparatus. Five
years' head of Electrical Department in large
industrial school. At present on E. E. staff of
recognized university, teaching electrical design
and other e!ectrical engineering subjects. Avail-
able in September. C-2893.

GRADUATE ENGINEER. 36. married, with
10 years' experience, manufacturing, production,
standardization and general industrial engineer-
ing, in diversified industries, principally electrical.
Also two years' sales in eastern states. Available
now. Location, preferably in eastern states.
C-7303.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, technical gradu-
ate, four years' experience as a cable research engi-
neer with a prominent testing company. Desires
position with a utility or a cable manufacturer.
Location, immaterial. C-7308
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RECOMMENDED FOR TRANSFER
The Board of Examiners, at its meeting held

April 23, 1930, recommended the following
members for transfer to the grade of membership
indicated. Any objection to these transfers
should be filed with the National Secretary at
once.

To Grade of Fellow
BARKER, JOSEPH W., Prof. and Head of Dept.

of E. E., Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
COOK, JAMES A., Supt. Elec. Dept., Lynn Gas

& Elec. Co., Lynn, Mass.
DEANS, WILLIAM, Chief Engineer, Sundh

Electric Co. Inc., Newark. N. J.

JACKSON. JR., DUGALD C., Prof. and Head
of Department of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering. Speed Scientific School, Louis-
ville, Ky.

SEARING, HUDSON R., Assistant Electrical
Engineer, United Electric Light and Power
Co., New York, N. Y.
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VINCENT, HAROLD B., Manager Field Engg.
Service, The R. Thomas & Sons Co., Lisbon,
Ohio.

To Grade of Member
ANSON, EDWARD H., Asst. Catenary Engr.,

Jackson & Moreland, Hoboken, N. J.
CURRIN, H. P., Chief Elec. Engr., City of

Eugene Electricity Utility, Eugene Water
Board, Eugene, Oregon.

EVELEV, YALE. Electrical Engineer, Keystone
Engg. Co., Reading, Pa.

GAARDEN, OSCAR, Valuation Engineer,
Northern States Power Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.

GAINES, EARL L., Traffic Supt., The Home
Telephone & Telegraph Co., Fort Wayne,
Indiana.

GOODLET, BRIAN L., Section Engineer,
Metropolitan Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd., Traf-
ford Park, Manchester, England

JUMP, GEORGE H., Engineer, General Elec.
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

KELLY, JOSEPH B., Member of Technical
Staff, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., New York,
N. Y.

KIRK, RALPH L., Asst. to System Development
Manager, Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

KISTLER, ROY E., Protection Engr., Pacific
Tel. & Tel. Co., Seattle, Wash.

LECONTE, ROBERT A., Member of Technical
Staff, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., New York,
N. Y.

MARBURY, RALPH E., Electrical Engineer,
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

McCULLOUGH, LEE WILLIAM, Asst. to Elec.
Engr., United Electric Light and Power
Co., New York, N. Y.

MEKELBURG. EARL F., Chief Engineer, Union
Electric Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MEURER, SYLVAIN T., Division Engineer,
N. Y. & Queens Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Flush-
ing, N. Y.

MILNE, GORDON R., Engineer, Inside and
Outside Plant Engr., United Electric Light
& Power Co., New York, N. Y.

MORGAN, JOSEPH M., Electrical Engineer,
General Water Works and Elec. Corp.,
Kingstree. S. C.

O'NEAL, LLOYD E., Sales Engineer, Delta -
Star Elec. Co., Chicago, Ill.

THOMAS, EARL R., General Engineer, United
Electric Light and Power Co., New York,
N. Y.

APPLICATIONS FOR ELECTION
Applications have been received by the Sec-

retary from the following candidates for election
to membership in the Institute. Unless otherwise
indicated, the applicant has applied for admis-
sion as an Associate. If the applicant has applied
for direct admission to a grade higher than Asso-
ciate, the grade follows immediately after the
name. Any member objecting to the election
of any of these candidates should so inform the
Secretary before May 31, 1930.
Abbott, R. W., Commonwealth Edison Co..

Chicago. Ill.
Adams, L. 0., (Member), General Electric Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
Allen, W., E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co., Wil-

mington, Del.
Alter, J. M., Pennsylvania Railroad, West Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Ansteth, M. C., Niagara, Lockport & Ontario

Power Co., Lockport, N. Y.
Armstrong, G. R., Louisville Gas & Elec. Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
Ayers, S. L., Niagara Hudson Power Corp.,

Utica, N. Y.
Baldwin, I. W., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co..

New York, N. Y.
Bassett, L. G., English Electric Co. of Canada,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont., Can.
Bayard, R. A., Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical

Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Bergey, D. 0., Westinghouse Electric Inter-
national Co., New York, N. Y.

Bigelow, G. H., United Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co.,
New York, N. Y.

Bixler, J. E., Jr., Duncan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Lafayette, Ind.

Blau, E. W., Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., San
Francisco, Calif.

Bliss, F. W., General Electric Co., Boston, Mass.
Boe, H. F., (Member), Westinghouse Elec. &

Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y. ,

Booker, J. W., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Brake, D. K., Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Helena, Mont.

Brown, P. A., City of Tacoma, Tacoma, Wash.
Bryan, W. S., Puget Sound Pr. & Lt. Co., Seattle,

Wash.
Caffee, H. G., Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.
Cannon, C. E., Washington Water Power Co..

Spokane, Wash.
Carter, C. W., Virginia Public Service Co.,

Charlottesville, Va.
Coggeshall, I. S., Western Union Tel. Co., New

York, N. Y.
Cole, B. T., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Cookson, G. B., Chicago Central Station Institute,

Chicago, Ill.
Copans, W. J., United Electric Lt. & Pr. Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Cost, J. N., Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.
Crawford, F. D., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Crossley, W. R., Underwriters Association, Wil-

mington, Del.
Cutting, C. A., Drawer 188, Humboldt, Sask.,

Can.
Daniels, T. E., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Davis, H. V., City of Revelstoke, Revelstoke,

B. C., Can.
Davis, M. M., United Engineers & Constructors,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Davis, S. W., Cosden Oil Co., Big Spring, Tex.
Deyoe, H. L., New York Edison Co., New York,

N.Y.
Drack, P., Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Ill.
Evans, K., Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Ill.
Eyres, S. A., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Farmer, F., Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich.
Francis, A. D., City of Tacoma, Tacoma, Wash.
Freeman, R. B., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Freidenmann, J. W., (Member), General Electric

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fritschel, E. P., Public Service Co. of No. Illinois,

Waukegan, Ill.
Fults, H. S., Los Angeles Bureau of Pr. & Lt.,

Los Angeles, Calif.
Galassin, J. P., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Garvey, F. A., (Member), Stevens & Woods, Inc.,

Saginaw, Mich.
Gerhardt, R. C., Niagara, Lockport & Ontario

Power Co., Lockport, N. Y.
Goetcheus, M. L., New York Edison Co., New

York, N. Y.
Goss, L. F., Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City,

Mich.
Gothberg, A. W., Public Service Electric & Gas

Co., Newark, N. J.
Griffith, A. W., National Aniline & Chemical Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Hardie, C. G., (Member), Oldbury Electro-

Chemical Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Hart, F. G., Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio
Hill, F. M., 29 Whitney Ave., New Havem, Conn.
Hortberg, R. 0., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Hudson, R. A., Goodyear Zeppelin Co., Akron,

Ohio
Jain, E. W., Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Jehlicka, L. J., Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Johns, H. H., Southwest Cotton Co., Goodyear,
Ariz.

Johnson, E. T., (Member), Westinghouse Elec. &
Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.

Kegg, K. L., Weyerhaeuser Timber Co., Klamath
Falls, Ore.

King, A. P., Carnegie Institute of Washington,
Pasadena, Calif.

Koontz, L. L., Shenandoah River Power Co.,
Harrisonburg, Va.

La Grange, A. M., Public Service Co. of No.
Illinois, Chicago, Ill.

Lane, G. L., Washington Water Power Co..
Spokane, Wash.

Lawail, R. M., American Tel. & Tel. Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio

Lewis, D., Aluminum Co. of America, Detroit,
Mich.

Lewis, W. E., Pennsylvania Power & Light Co..
Bethlehem, Pa.

Lidsky, L. L. & P. Electric Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lieberkind, H. E., West Penn Power Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Litz, S. J., Elmira Water Light & Railroad,

Elmira, N. Y.
Lundstrom, A. A., Oregon State College, Portland,

Ore.
Lyon, G. W., (Member), Westinghouse Elec. &

Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.
Mack, H. M., Mountain States Inspection

Bureau, Denver, Colo.
Mackay, W. J., Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., Seattle,

Wash.
(Applicant for re-election.)

McFarland, R. H., Tri-State College, Angola, Ind.
McKelvey, D. M., (Member), 60 East 42nd St.,

New York, N. Y.
Mender, F. E., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Mettendorff, H. A., Board of Light Commissioners,

Westfield, N. Y.
Mikulasek, G. W., Pacific Gas & Elec. Co., Oak-

land, Calif.
Miller, C. W., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Miller, L. E., Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co., N.

Tonawanda, N. Y.
Milmow, A., (Member), 217 Latonia Bldg.,

Charlotte. N. C.
Montgomery, J. S., General Railway Signal Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Moschel, M. A., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Moss, G. G., Radio Service & Television Labs.,

Greeley, Colo.
Murdoch, G. B., Pennsylvania Railroad Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Murphy, J. L., Graybar Electric Co., Buffalo, N. Y
Murray, F. H., American Tel. & Tel. Co., New

York, N. Y.
Nash, H. M., Great Western Power Co., Las

Plumas, Calif.
Nelson, C. J., Public Service Co. of No. Illinois,

Chicago, Ill.
Newton, W. H., (Member), New York & Queens

Electric Light & Power Co., Flushing, N. Y.
O'Keeffe, C. W., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Olsen, E. A., Stone & Webster Engg. Corp.,

Seattle, Wash.
Orr, J. J., A. J. Brandt, Inc., Detroit, Mich.
Ostaseski, P., General Electric Co., Bloomfield,

N. J.
Peck, T. A., (Member), Shell Petroleum Corp.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Perkins, E. A., C. H. Tenney & Co., Boston, Mass.
Perry, J. H., Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Ill.
Pottle, W. R., Dominion Government, Regina,

Sask., Can.
Purssell, R. W., Southern New England Tel. Co..

New Haven, Conn.
Rawlins, H. L., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Minn -101o, H., Public Service Electric & Gas Co.,
Newark, N. J.

Robison, II. F., Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Roy, J. A., Cambridge Elec. Lt. Co., Cambridge,
Mass.

Rubel, M. J., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Samples, M. E., Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Sanders, L. L., Buffalo Niagara & Eastern Power
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.

Schellberg, K. 0., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Seattle, Wash.

Scott, W. F., Electrical Shop, Washington, D. O.
Seely°, 0. W., Moore & McCormack S. S. Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Selpien, 0. W., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Serduke, J. T., General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.
Seufert, F. L., United Engg. & Construction,

Newark, N. J.
Shenk, W. E., United States Steel Corp., New

York, N. Y.
Shipley, W. W., Western Electric Co., Baltimore,

Md.
Shows, W. G., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Smith, S. M., (Member), Can. Westinghouse Co.

Ltd., Fort William, Ont., Can.
Sorensen, A. J., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Speed, R. B., Theodore Roosevelt High School,

New York, N. Y.
Stieglitz, S., New York Edison Co., New York,

N. Y.
Stojak, L. F., 2511 W. 23rd St., Chicago, Ill.

Streit, F. H., Los Angeles Gas & Elec. Corp.,
Los Angolos, Calif.

Struvon, D. J., J. H. Bunnell & Co., Now York,
N. Y.

Sylliaasen, 0. T., City of Seattle, Seattle, Wash.
'i'aminosian, 0. R., Mass. Industrial Commission,

Boston, Mass.
Torroll, P. A., (Member), Copporweld Steel Co.,

Birmingham, Ala.
Thomas, E. M., (Member), International General

Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Thompson, C. J., Can. General Electric Co.,

Toronto, Ont., Can.
Timberlake, J. J., American Brown Boveri Elec-

tric Co., Camden, N. J.
Togo, S., 48 Hereford St., Boston, Mass.
Turbyfill, 0. B., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Tuttle, W..M., (Member), San Antonio Public

Service Co., San Antonio, Tex.
Underhill, C. R., Jr., R. O. A. Photophone, Inc.,

New York, N. Y.
Van Leuven, R. E., Union Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Voorhees, L. E., (Member), Chesapeake & Poto-

mac Tel. Co., Washington, D. C.
Walle, N. F., Buffalo General Electric Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Walrath, A. J., (Member), Ford Motor Co.,

Dearborn, Mich.
Walsh, H. A., Doble Engineering Co., Medford

Hillside, Mass.
Watson, C. J., Jr., General Electric Supply Corp.,

Memphis, Tenn.
Webb, L. W., General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Welch, G. H., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston, H. G., C. A. McKee, New York, N. Y.

Widdowflold, W. C., Public Service Elec. & Gus
Co., Paterson, N. J.

Wilhelm, A. F., (Member), Wilhelm & Hclimir
Elec. Co., Louisville, Ky.

Wilkinson, J. W., Western Electric Co., Kearny,
N. J.

Woloallin, B., Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Wootton, W. L., (Member), Florida Power &
Light Co., Miami, Fla.

Wright, M. W., Louisville Gas & Elec. Co.,
Louisville, Ky.

Total 150.
Foreign

Acharya, S. K., Canvery Mettur Project, P. W. D.
Madras, India

Boll, W. F., Andes Copper Mining Co., Potroril-
los, Chile, So. America

Dubash, D. M., Taj Mahal Hotel, Bombay, India
Foard, J. W.. Compania Standard Electric,

Buenos Aires, Argentine, So. America
Gunawardane, S. T. D., (Member), Elec.,

Standardizing, Testing & Training Institu-
tion, London, Eng.

Hogarth, J. R., General Electric Co., Ltd., Witton,
Birmingham, Eng.

Lazo, M., F. A., Andes Copper Mining Co.,
Potrerillos, Chile, So. America

Reynolds, R. W.. Venezuela Gulf Oil Co.,
Maracaibo, Venezuela, So. America.

Rivers, T. H., British Thomson -Houston Co.,
Rugby, Eng.

Rokkaku, H., Electrotechnical Laboratory, Minis-
try of Communication, Tokyo, Japan

Wilmot, R. H., College of Technology, Leicester,
Eng.

Total 11.
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LOCAL HONORARY SECRETARIES
T. J. Fleming. Calle B. Mitre 519, Buenos Aires. Argentina, S. A.
H. W. Flashman, Aus. Westinghouse Elec. Co. Ltd.. Cathcart House,

11 Castlereagh St., Sydney, N. S. W., Australia.
P. M. Servos. Rio de Janiero Tramways, Light & Power Co , Rio de Janeiro.

Brazil.
A. P. M. Fleming, Metropolitan Vickers Elec. Co., Trafford Park, Manchester.

England.
A. S. Garfield, 45 Bd. Beausejour, Paris 18 E.. France.
F. W. Willis. Tate Power Company, Bombay House, Bombay, India.
Renzo Norsa, Via Cara,-aggio I, Milano 25, Italy.
P. H. Powell. Canterbury College, Christchurch, New Zealand.
M. Chatelain, Lesnoi Polytechnic Institute, Apt. 27, Leningrad. U. S. S. R.
Axel P. Enstrom. 24a Ingeniorsvetenskrapsakademien, Stockholm. 5 Sweden.
W. Eidson -Dew, P. O. Box 4583 Johannesburg. Transvaal, Africa.

A. I. E. E. COMMITTEES
(A list of the personnel of Institute committees may be found in the January

issue of the JOURNAL.)

GENERAL STANDING COMMITTEES AND CHAIRMEN
EXECUTIVE, Harold B. Smith
FINANCE. E. B. Meyer
MEETINGS AND PAPERS, A. E. Knowlton
PUBLICATION, W. S. Gorsuch
COORDINATION OP INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES, H A Kidder
BOARD OR EXAMINERs, E. H. Everit
SECTIONS. W. B. Kouwenhoven
STUDENT BRANCHES. W. H. Timbie
MEMBERSHIP. J. Allen Johnson
HEADQUARTERS. R. H. Tapecott
LAW, L. P. Morehouse
Puetic POLICY, D. C. Jackson
STANDARDS, F. D. Newbury
Eolsow MEDAL, Samuel Insull
LAMME MEDAL, Charles P. Scott
Coos Of PRINCIPLES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, P. B. Jewett

District

COLUMBIA UNIVIILSITY SCHOLARSHIPS_, W. I. Slighter
AWARD OR INSTITUTE PRIZES, A. E. Knowlton
SAFETY CODES. A. W. Berresford
ENGINEERING PROFESSION, II. A. Kidder

SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE MUSEUMS OF THE PEACEFUL ARTS. J. P. Jackson

TECHNICAL COMMITTEES AND CHAIRMEN
AUTOMATIC STATIONS, F. Zoghaum
COMMUNICATION. G. A. Kositzky
EDUCATION, Edward Bennett
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, Philip L. Alger
ELECTRIC WELDING, A. M. Candy
ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND ELECTROMETALLURGY. P. H. Brace
ELECTROpHYSICS, 0. E. Buckley
GENERAL POWER APPLICATIONS, J. F. Gaskill
INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS, Everett S. Lee
APPLICATIONS TO IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTION, M. M. Fowler
PRODUCTION AND APPLICATION Or LIGHT. George S. Memll
APPLICATIONS TO MARINE WORK, W. E. Thau
APPLICATIONS TO MINING WORK, Carl Lee
POWER GENERATION, P. A. Allner
POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION, H. R. Woodrow
PROTECTIVE DEVICES, E. A. Hester
RESEARCH, S. M. Kintner
TRANSPORTATION. Sidney Withington

A. I. E. E. REPRESENTATION
(The Institute is represented on the following bodies; the names of the repre-

sentatives may be found in the January issue of the JOURNAL.)
ALFRED NOBLE PRIZE COMMITTEE, A. S. C. E.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, COUNCIL
AMERICAN BUREAU OF WELDING
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON ELECTROLYSIS
AMERICAN ENGINEERING COUNCIL ASSEMBLY
AMERICAN MARINE STANDARDS COMMITTEE
AMERICAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN YEAR BOOK, ADVISORY BOARD
CHARLES A. COFFIN FELLOWSHIP AND RESEARCH FUND COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE. OF APPARATUS MAKERS AND USERS, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON ELIMINATION OR FATIGUE, SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
COMMITTEE ON HEAT TRANSMISSION, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
ENGINEERING FOUNDATION, INC.
ENGINEERING SOCIETIES RESEARCH BOARD
JOHN FRITZ MEDAL BOARD OP AWARD
JOINT COMMITTEE ON WELDED RAIL JOINTS
JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE OP OUR FOUNDER SOCIETIES

IBRARY BOARD, ENGINEERING FOUNDATION, INC.
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION. ELECTRICAL COMMITTEE
NATIONAL FIRE WASTE COUNCIL
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGINEERING DIVISION
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL, ELECTRICAL COMMITTEE OF A. S. S. E.-ENGINEER.

ING SECTION
RADIO ADVISORY COMMITTEE, BUREAU OF STANDARDS
U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON

ILLUMINATION
U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OP THE INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNIC

COMMISSION
WASHINGTON AWARD. COMMISSION OF

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRICT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES
Chairman Secretary

(Vice -President, A. I. E. E.) (District Secretary)

No. 1-North Eastern E. B. Merriam, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
No. 2-Middle Eastern E. C. Stone. Duquesne Light Co., 435 Sixth Ave., Pitts-

burgh. Pa.
No. f ---New York City H. A. Kidder. 600 West 50th Street, New York, N. Y.

No. 6-Southern W. S. Rodman, Box 675, University, Va.
No. 6-Great Lakes W. T. Ryan, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minn.
No. 6 ---North Central Herbert S.Evans, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
No. 7-South West B. D. Hull, Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., Dallas. Tex.
No. 11-Pacifit C E. Pleager, Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.. 140 New Mont-

gomery St., San Francisco, Calif.
N.. 11-North West
We. 10-Canada

A. C. Stevens, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
J. A. Cadwallader, Bell Tel. Co. of Penna., 418 Seventh

Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. B. Bassett, General Electric Co., 120 Broadway, New

York, N. Y.
J. S. Miller, Jr., Box 12, University. Va.
A. G. Dewar,, Northern States Power Co., St. Paul, Minn.

M. S. Coover, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
A. R. Allen, 1801 North Lamar St., Dallas. Tex.
H. W. Hitchcock. 1050 Telephone Building, 740 South.

Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif.
J. Ilellenthal, Puget Sound Pr. & Lt. Co., Seattle. Wash.
W. L. Amos, Hydro-Elec. Power Commission, 190 Uni-

versity Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Note: Each District Executive Committee includes the chairmen and secretaries of all Sections within the District and the chairman of the DistrictCommittee

on Student Activities

0. E. 9uinan Box 1879, Seattle, Wash.
C. E. Smarm. Canadian General Electric Co., 1025 Lans-

downe Ave.. Toronto, Ont.

LIST OP SECTIONS
Nam. District Chairman Secretary Name District Chairman Secretary

Akron

Atlanta

minghm

bingo

C inclona I

(2)

(4)

(2)

(4)

I)

'F.)

11)

W. A. Ilillebrand R. R. Krammes, The Ohio
Power Co.Canton, 0.

Harry C. Uhl O. O. Rae Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co., 426 Marietta St.,
N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

W.D.Knutren)n.ven G. 8. Diehl, Pa. Water & Pwr..
Co., 1611 Lexington Bl'111,
Baltimore. Md.

W. E. Bare 0. E. Charlton. Alabama Power
Co , Birmingham, Ala.

W IL Colburn O. J. Crowd.. . 8implex Wire &
('.able Co.. Sidney lit., Cam-
bridge, Masa.

I. (I. 1.l loir P. R. Intro*, c/ri Electrical
World, 7 So. Dearborn fit.,
Chicago. Ill.

T C R«d L. I.. Bosch, Columbia Eno &
Mimi. Corp., 314 West 4th
St , innati, 0.

Cleveland

Columbus

Conntilcul
Dallas

Denver

Detroit -Ann Arbor

Erie

Porn Wayne

(2)

(2)

(I)
(7)

(6)

(5)

(7)

I F.lit

T. D. Owens

R. A. Brown

Sidney Withington

J. H. ')'homes

W. If. Bullock

I.. R. Ilichernell

W If PrIton

P W. Merrill

Wm. II. LaMond, Simplex Wire
& Cable Co.., 2019 Union
Trost 111,1g., ( leveland, 0.

C. I). Price, 87 East Blake
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio

R. O. Warner, Yale Univ., New
Haven. Conn.

A. Chetham-Stroile, Dallas Pier.
& light Co ,Interurban
Dallas. Tea.

N. R Love, 1407 Tramway Bldg .
Denver, Colo,

T. N. Lacy, Michigan Bell Tel,
, 1306 Pass Ave Detroit,

Mich.
Gog 1,411aflm, General Flea

Inc Co , Erie, Pa.
J *hatter, Oonerel Electric

, Pt Wayne, Ind
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LIST OF SECTIONS-Continued
Secretary Name District Chairman

Journal A. I. M. E.

SecretaryHouston (7) L. IC. Del'Homme C. D. Farman, Southwestern Providence (1) P. W. Smith 0. W. linden, Blackstone ValleyIndianapolis-Laf.

Iowa

Ithaca

(5)

(5)

(1)

J. B. Bailey

C. L. Sampson

W. C. Ballard, Jr.

Bell Tel. Co., Houston, Texas
H. M. Stradling 353 Muss Ave.,

Indianapolis,Ind.
J. K. McNeely Iowa State Col-

lege, Ames, Iowa
W. E. Meserve, 614 E. Buffalo

Rochester

St. Louis

(1)

(7)

Gas & Elec. Co., Pawtucket,
R. I.

Virgil M. Graham Charles F. Estwick, General
Railway Signal Co., Roches-
ter, N. Y.G. H. Quermann O. J. Rotty, Union Elec. Lt. &Kansas City (7) A. B. Covey St., Ithaca, N. Y.

J. S. Palmer, Kansas City Pr. &
Lt. Co., 1330 Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo. San Francisco (8) L. F. Fuller

Pr. Co., 315 No. 12th Blvd.,
St. Louis, Mo.

G. Ross Henninger, Electrical
West, 883 Mission St., San

Lehigh Valley (2) A. J. Althouse E. F. Weaver, Pa. Pr. & Lt. Co.,
Francisco, Cal.901 Hamilton St., Allentown,

Pa. Saskatchewan (10) J. R. Cowley A. B. Coward, Light & Power
Dept., Regina, Sask., Canada

Los Angeles (8) N. B. Hinson H. W. Hitchcock, So. Cal. Tel.
Co., 740 So. Olive St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Schenectady (1) R. Treat E. E. Johnson, Rm. 435, Bldg. 2,
General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Louisville (4) H. W. Wischmeyer Philip P. Ash, Louisville & Seattle (9) L. N. Robinson George S. Smith, Elec. Engg.Nashville Rd. Bldg., 9th &
B'way Ave., Louisville, Ky. Dept., University of Wash-

ington. Seattle, Wash.
Lynn (1) I. F. Kinnard H. K. Nock, General Elec. Co.,

West Lynn, Mass. Sharon (2) J. B. Gibbs S. S. Cook Westinghouse E. &
M. Co., Sharon, Pa.

Madison

Mexico
(5)

(3)

R. E. Purucker

G. Solis-Payan
L. C. Larson, Univ. of Wiscon-

sin, Madison, Wis.
E. Leonarz, Jr., Apartado, 2601,

Mexico City, Mexico

Southern Virginia

Spokane

(4)

(9)

H. C. Leonard

Earl Baughn

Cecil Gray, Westinghouse E. &
M. Co., 912 Electric Bldg.,
Richmond, Va.

Loren A. Traub, 215 Symons
Milwaukee (5) E. W. Seeger R. C. Siegel, Wisconsin Tel. Co.,

Bldg., Spokane, Wash.
Minnesota

Nebraska

(5)

(6)

V. E. Engquist

D. H. Braymer

418 Broadway, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Oscar Gaarden, Northern State
Pr. Co., 15 S. 5th St., Minne-
apolis, Minn.

W. 0. Jacobi, Omaha & Council

Springfield, Mass.

Syracuse

(1)

(1)

Fred L. Hunt

F. E. Verdin

B. V. K. French, American
Bosch Magneto Corp.,Spring-
field, Mass.

Chas. W. Henderson, 504 Univ.
varsity Pl., Syracuse, N. Y.Bluffs St. Ry. Co., 19 & Far-

nam Sts., Omaha, Neb.
Toledo (2) E. B. Featherstone Max Neuber, 1257 Fernwood

Ave., Toledo, 0.
New York

Niagara Frontier

(3)

(1)

H. P. Charlesworth T. F. Barton, Generl Elec. Co.,
120 Broadway, New YorkRaymond T. Henry E. P. Harder, Buffalo General

Toronto (10) F. F. Ambuhl W. F. Sutherland, Toronto Hy-
droelec. Sys., 225 Yonge St.,
Toronto. Ont., Canada

North Carolina (4) E. P. Coles
Elec. Co., 205 Electric Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Marshall E. Lake, Duke Pr. Co.
Urbana (5) M. A. Faucett C. E. Skroder, Univ. of III.,

Urbana, Ill.Power Bldg., Charlotte, N. C. Utah (9) A. C. Kelm L. B. Fuller, Utah Pr. & Lt. Co..
Oklahoma City (7) C. Walker Mier C. T. Almquist, Univ. of Okla-

Salt Lake City. UtahPhiladelphia

Pittsburgh

Pittsfield

(2)

(2)

(1)

R. H. Silbert

J. A. Cadwallader

L. F. Blume

homa, Norman, Okla.
J. L. MacBurney, Elec. Stor-

age Battery Co.,1955 Hunting
Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

C. T. Sinclair, Byllesby Engg. &
Mngmt. Corp., 435 Sixth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

L. H. Burnham, General Elec-

Vancouver

Washington

(10)

(2)

J. Teasdale

W. A. E. Doying

D. Robertson, Canadian Gen.
Elec. Co., Ltd., Vancouver.
B. C., Canada

G. L. Weller, Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. & Assoc.
Cos., 725 -13th St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.tric Co., Pittsfield, Mass. Worcester (1) H. H. Newell R. P. Bullen, General Elec. Co.,

Portland, Ore. (9) H. H. Cake A. H. Kreul, Portland Elec. Pr.
Co., Hawthorne Bldg., Port-
land, Ore. Total 56

704 State Mutual Bldg., Wor-
cester, Mass.

LIST OF BRANCHES
Name and Location

District Chairman Secretary
Counselor

(Member of FacultyAkron, Municipal Univ. of, Akron, Ohio
(2) Glenn 0. Hite G. G. Clark J. T. WaltherAlabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn, Ala
(4) R. F. Ham G. A. Beavers W. W. HillAlabama, Univ. of, University, Ala
(4) R. M. Phillips Thos. W. JenkinsArizona, Univ. of, Tucson, Ariz
(8) Barney Shehane W. T. Brinton J. C. ClarkArkansas, Univ. of, Fayetteville, Ark

(5)
D. J. Morrison E. Wylie Head W. B. StelznerArmour Inst. of Tech., 3300 Federal St., Chicago, Ill J. Dollenmaier S. Janiszewski E. H. FreemanBrooklyn Poly. Inst., 99 Livingston St., Brooklyn, N. Y (3) F. J. Mullen R. G. O'Sullivan Clyde C. WhippleBucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa

(2) E. C. Metcalf R. G. Tingle W. K. RhodesCalif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif
(8) E. C. Lee J. L. Hall R. W. SorensenCalif., Univ. of, Berkeley, Calif
(8) Frank R. Norton Arthur G. Forster L. E. ReukemaCarnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh, Pa
(2) M. W. Smedberg G. H. Ikola B. C. DennisonCase School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio (2) R. B. McIntosh H. L. Brouse H. B. DatesCatholic Univ. of America, Washington, D. C
(2) T. J. Dunn E. C. McCleery Thos.J.MacKavanaughCincinnati, Univ. of, Cincinnati, Ohio
(2) V. G. Rettig R. D. Bourne W. C. OsterbrockClarkson College of Tech., Potsdam, N. Y
(4)

R. N. Roberts F. W. Truesdell A. R. PowersClemson Agri. College, Clemson College, S. C
G. W. Sackman Walter C. Snyder Sam. R. RhodesColorado State Agri. College, Ft. Collins, Colo

(6) G. R. Branch L. Haubrich H. G. JordanColorado, University of, Boulder, Colo
(6) Wm. J. Dowis George B. Steuart W. C. DuVallCooper Union, New York. N. Y
(3) H. Reuter H. Grissler A. J. B. FairburnCornell University, Ithaca, N. Y
(I) Alexander B. Credle J. D. McCurdy Everett M. StrongDenver, Univ. of, Denver, Colo
(6) L. J. Wright R. B. Convery R. E. NyswanderDetroit, Univ. of, Detroit, Mich
(5) Wm. F. Haldeman W. R. Moyers H. 0. WarnerDrexel Institute, Philadelphia, Pa
(2) E. K. Cliver G. R. Bowers E. 0. LangeDuke University, Durham, N. C
(4) R. H. Stearns H. M. Sherard W. J. SeeleyFlorida, Univ. of, Gainesville, Fla
(4) J. W. McKay A. L. Webb J. M. WeilGeorgia School of Tech., Atlanta, Ga
(4) Lee B. Mann J. W. Hall T. W. FitzgeraldIdaho, University of, Moscow, Idaho
(5)

Wayne McCoy C. E. Conway J. H. JohnsonIowa State College, Ames, Iowa
H. H. Stahl H. Kirk F'. A. FishIowa, State University of, Iowa City, Iowa

(5) T. F. Taylor L. N. Miller E. B. KurtzKansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas
(7) I. R. Stenzel Lester Burton R. M. KerchnerKansas, Univ. of, Lawrence, Kansas
(7) H. Kenneth Hentzen L. L. Parker G. C. ShaadKentucky, Univ. of, Lexington, Ky
(4) Wm. F. Steers R. I. Fort W. E. FreemanLafayette College, Easton, Pa

. (2) E. C. Albert Wm. F. Titus Morland KingLehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa B. 0. Steinert E. Zeaser J. L. BeaverLewis Institute, Chicago, Ill
(5) G. W. Malstrom E. R. Borden F. A. RogersLouisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La

Louisville, University of, Louisville, Ky
Maine, University of, Orono, Maine
Marquette University, 1200 Sycamore St., Milwaukee, Wis
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass
Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, Michigan
Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich
Michigan, University of, Ann Arbor, Mich
Milwaukee, School of Engineering of, 163 East Wells St., Milwaukee, WisMinnesota, University of, Minneapolis, Minn
Mississippi Agricultural & Mechanical College, A. & M. College, Miss
Missouri School of Mines & Metallurgy, Rolla, Mo
Missouri, University of, Columbia, Mo
Montana State College, Bozeman, Mont
Nebraska, University of, Lincoln, Neb

(4)
(4)

(5)
(I)()
(5)
(5)
(5)

(4)
(7)
(7)
(9)
(6)

Fred H. Fenn
H. T. Clark
A. E. Crockett
H. W. Haase
R. H. Swingle
Charles F. Sawyer
R. L. Clark
Charles W. Doane
T. J. Coleman, Jr.
R. W. Fenton
W. F. Barksdale
George W. Douglas
L. G. Weiser
E. B. Wilson
V. L. Bollman

Robert A. Crain
0. M. Arehart
H. R. Mayers
G. C. Reichert
C. M. Twelves, Jr.
B. G. Swart
G. A. Whitfield
Glen R. Severance
K. 0. Werwath
W. M. Taylor
A. H. Peale

D. Shelton
W. Sevchuk
0. Van Horn
W. E. Stewart

M. B. Voorhies
D. C. Jackson, Jr.
Wm. E. Barrows. Jr.
J. F. H. Douglas
W. H. Timbie
G. W. Swenson
L. S. Foltz
B. F. Bailey
Oscar Werwath
J. H. Kuhlmann
L. L. Patterson
I. H. Lovett
M. P. Weinbach
J. A. Thaler
F. W. Norris
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Name and Location

LIST OF BRANCHES-Conlinued
District Chairman Secretary

Counselor
(Member of Faculty)

Nevada, University of, Reno, Nevada
Newark College of Engineering, 367 High St., Newark, N. J.
New Hampshire, University of, Durham, N. H
New Mexico, The University of, Albuquerque, New Mexico
New York, College of the City of, 139th St. & Convent Ave., New York, N. V.
New York University, University Heights. New York, N. Y
North Carolina State College, Raleigh, N. C
North Carolina, University of, Chapel Hills, N. C
North Dakota Agricultural College, State College Station, Fargo, N. D
North Dakota, University of, University Station, Grand Forks, N. D ......
Northeastern University, 316 Huntington Ave.. Boston, 17 Mass
Notre Dame, University of, Notre Dame, Ind
Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Ohio University, Athens. Ohio
Oklahoma A. & M. College, Stillwater, Okla
Oklahoma, University of, Norman, Okla
Oregon State College, Corvallis. Oregon
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa
Pennsylvania University of, Philadelphia. Pa
Pittsburgh, University of, Pittsburgh. Pa
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Princeton University, Princeton. N. J
Purdue University, Lafayette. Indiana
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y
Rhode Island State College, Kingston, R. I
Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute. Ind
Rutgers University, New Brunswick. N. J
Santa Clara, University of, Santa Clara, Cal....
South Carolina, University of, Columbia, S. C....
South Dakota State School of Mines, Rapid City, S. I)
South Dakota, University of, Vermillion, S. D
Southern California, University of, Los Angeles. Calif
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas.... .

Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif..
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken. N. J
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa
Syracuse University. Syracuse, N.
Tennessee, University of, Knoxville. Tenn
Texas, A. & M. College of, College Station, Texas
Texas Technological College. Lubbock. Texas.... .

Texas, University of, Austin, Texas
Utah, University of, Salt Lake City. Utah...
Vermont, University of, Burlington, Vt
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va...
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va
Virginia, University of, University, Va
Washington, State College of, Pullman. Wash
Washington, University of, St. Louis, Mo .....
Washington, University of, Seattle. Wash
Washington & Lee University, Lexington. Va
West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Vs
Wisconsin, University of, Madison, Wis .........
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mass
Wyoming, University of, Laramie, Wyoming....
Yale University, New Haven, Conn
Total 106

(8) A. McCullom
(3) H. Harrison
01
(7) F. A. Stores, Jr.
(3) Eugene J. Erdos
(31 N. G. Schutt
(4) H. W. Homey
(4) J. J. Alexander
(6) R. Stockstad
(6) R. W. Olson
(11 R. W. Littlefield
(5) F.. G. Conroy
(21 D. Pringle
(21 G. F. Leydorf
(21 Thomas A. Elder
(7) H. V. Anderson
(7) E. E. Brady
(9) B. G. Griffith
(2) W. C. Mason
(2) R. R. Creighton
(21 W. A. Aeberlie
(3) G. R. Glasscock
(21 C. F. Nesslage
(5) P. C. Sandretto
01 Wm. Mayott
(1) K. K. Sperl
(5) D. E. Henderson
(3) G. E. Weglener
is) T. L. SeIna
(4) G. H. Preacher
(6) Charles Laws
(n) F.. Johnson
(8) George Robertson
(7) Ben J. Beaird
(8) D. H. Ring
(3) G. M. Border
(2) George B. lloadky
(11 D. A. MacGregor
IV P. P. Elam
(7i S. L. Moseley
(7) Wm. E Street
(7) E. W. Toepperwein
(9) L. A. Moore
i) F. E. Beckley

(4) W. T. Saunders
(41 L. Backer
(41 H. R. Holt
(9) Joseph Dodds
(7) Vin. L. Knaus
(91 K. E. Hammer
(41
(2) C. E. Moyers
(5) C.. H. Brown
ill E. C. Made
(61 R. A. Buckmaster

F. H. Eastman

AFFILIATED STUDENT SOCIETY
Brown Engineering Society, Brown University, Providence, R. I R. E Tanner

A. B. Chace
A. L. Davis
Carl B. Evans
W. I. Abbott
F. J. Wodicka
T. S. Humphrey
E. R. Price
F. R. Toms
Robert Carlson
G. E. Glass
R. J. Edwards
Ben South
H. 1. Hartman
R. W. Steenrod

w.
Best,

Jr.E. F. Neal
C. W. Anthony
D. H. Moreland
Wallace J. Wood
N. Smith
G. L. Bolender
K. H. Stanger
N. T. Humphrey
R. T. Orth
R. N. Palmer
C. Pagella

H. Corp
E R. Crawford
J. D. Gillis
B. F. Karick
ClitTorii Spilker
E. E. Lovery
L. H. Ileminsson
D. J. Tucker
H. E. Hill
G. J. Costello
David C. Haskell
M. J. Wright
A. M. Howery
T. M. Sowell
W. L. Pearson
L. M. Curry
S. Bloinquist
A. F.. Merrill
A. S. ante. Jr.
C. V. West
C. H. Dickinson
F. S. Allan
C. Horseman
J. E. Burrell

G. H. Hollis
A. N. O'Neill
C. S. Greco
J. E. Sufism
A. K. Wing. Jr.

S. G. Palmer
J. C. Peet
L. W. Hitchcock
F. M. Denton
Harry Baum
J. Loring Arnold
R. S. Fouraker
J. E. Lear
H. R. Rush
H. F. Rice
Wm. L. Smith
J. A. Caparo
I. S. Campbell
F. C. Caldwell
A. A. Atkinson
Albrecht Natter
F. G. Tappan
F. 0. McMillan
L. A. Doggett
C. D. Fawcett
H. E. Dyche
A. L. Cook
Malcolm MacLaren
A. N. Topping
F. M. Sebast
Wm. Anderson
C. C. Knipmeyer
Paul S. Creager
L. J. Neuman
T. F. Ball
1. 0. Kammerman
h. B. Brackett
Philip S. Btegler
E. H. Flath
T. H. Morgan
F. C. Stockwell
Lewis Fussell
C. W. Henderson
Joseph G. Tarboux
H. C. Dillingham
Wm. J. Miller
J. A. (7.rrell
J. H. Hamilton
L. P. Dickinson
S. W. Anderson
Claudius Lee
W. S. Rodman
R. D. Sloan
H. G. Hake
G. I.. Hoard
R. W. Dickey
A. H. Forman
C. M. Kansky
E. W. Starr
G. H. Scchrist
R. G. Warner

ORDER FORM FOR REPRINTS OF PAPERS ABRIDGED IN THIS ISSUE OF THE JOURNAL'
(May 19301
Number Author

 30-8 T. E. Pun -ell and A. I'. Hayward
El 30-13 0. M. Annhrust and T. 0. LeClair

30-21 W. V. Lyon and H. E. Edgerton
El 30-25 K. B. \ teEachron, J. 0. Hemstreet. and \V. J.
 30-31 Ralph Bown

Title

....Operating Characteristics of Turbine
Fundamental Plan of Power Supply
Transient Torque -Angle Characteristics

Rudge Traveling Waves on Transmission Lines
Transmission Features of Short -Wave Radio Circuits

 30-38 W. W. Lewis and C. M. Foust Lightning Investigation on Transmission Lines
C) 30-44 K. B. McEachron Thyrite
El 30-47 J. Slepian, R. Tanberg. and C. E. Krause Development of New Autovalve Arrester
DI 30-55 P. L. Alger Induction Motor Performance Calculations
 30-65 H. A. Frey and E. M. Skipper Fused Grading Shields

*Nlembers, Enrolled Students, and subscribers are
entitled to one complete copy of any paper abridged
if it is requested within one year from date of its
JOURNAL publication. Thereafter a charge of twenty-
flve cents per complete copy will obtain.

Name

Address

Please order reprints by number. Address Order Department A. I. E. E., 33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
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NEW CATALOGUES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Mailed to interested readers by issuing companies

Circuit Breakers.-Bulletin GEA-925A, 16 pp. Describesstation oil circuit breakers, 7500 to 220,000 volts. GeneralElectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Combustion Control.-Bulletin 660, 32 pp. "Metered

Combustion Control for Boiler Furnaces." Leeds & Northrup
Company, 4901 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

Arc Welding in Industry.-Bulletin GEA-995A, 40 pp.
Illustrates the use of arc welding for numerous industrial applica-
tions. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Electric Furnaces.-Bulletin 190, 8 pp. Describes "Falcon"
continuous electric furnaces for heat treating strip metal and
wire. H. 0. Swoboda, 2400 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh.

Steam Turbines.-Bulletin GEA-1011A, 12 pp. Describes
turbine sets for industrial plants and central stations. General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Testing Equipment.-Bulletin GEA-1168, 12 pp. De-
scribes high voltage a -c. testing sets specially designed for the
laboratories of central stations, factories and schools. General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Demand Meters.-Catalog GEA-612, 28 pp. Describes theG -E line of standard demand meters, including indicating,
graphic and printing types for all classes of service. General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Portable Power Units.-Bulletin 14, 4 pp. Describes
Century Model D power units for farm applications. These
units are built in standard 3, 5 and 7M hp. sizes and are made to
operate on current delivered by any power company. Century
Electric Company, 1806 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Graphic Instruments.-Bulletin AE-830, 8 pp. Describes
Roller -Smith graphic instruments, comprising switchboard, wall
and portable types, a-c. and d -c. ammeters, voltmeters, single
and polyphase wattmeters and power factor meters. Roller -
Smith Company, 12 Park Place, New York.

Safeguarding Wire Systems For Buildings.-Bulletin, 16
pp. sets forth the merits of rigid conduit as a means of protection
for wiring systems. Typical applications are illustrated. The
booklet has been prepared by the Rigid Conduit Section of the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, George H.
Sicard, Secretary, 603 Gas & Electric Building, Utica, N. Y.

Condenser Coupling for Power Line Telephony.-
Bulletin describes Dubilier type 670 coupling condensers for
power line telephony. Capacities, prices, number required in
series for different line voltages, and dimensions of the unit are
included, as well as a list of prominent users. Dubilier Con-
denser Corporation, 342 Madison Avenue, New York.

Circuit Breakers.-Bulletin 1872, 8 pp. Describes high -
voltage, oil circuit breakers rated at 115,000 to 230,000 volts;
Bulletin 1875, 8pp., describes breakers rated at 46,000, 69,000 and
92,000 volts. These bulletins cover a new line of high -voltage
circuit breakers, type GO, some of them equipped with Deion
grids and conforming to the new N. E. L. A. voltage ratings.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh,
Penna.

NOTES OF THE INDUSTRY

The Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwau-
kee, Wis., announces the removal of its Chicago District Office
to the Civic Opera Building, 20 No. Wacker Drive.

The Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago, manu-
facturer of electrical wire, cable and cordage, announces the
election of Whipple Jacobs, general sales manager, to the office
of vice-president. Mr. Jacobs has been connected with the
company since leaving school in 1914.

Additions to Ohio Brass Staff.-S. Murray Jones and
F. G. Hart, both of whom were formerly connected with operat-
ing companies, have recently joined the power utilities depart-
ment of the Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio. Mr. Jones
was previously connected with the Alabama Power Company
and Mr. Hart with the Kansas Power & Light Company.

Copperweld Steel Company, Glassport, Penna., an-
nounces the appointment of Leslie C. Whitney as chief metal-
lurgist. For the past five years Mr. Whitney has been employed
as assistant head of the Physical Laboratories of one of the
largest wire manufacturers in the country. Mr. Whitney is now
supervising the installation of equipment in the Copperweld
Steel Company's new research laboratory.

American Transformer Company Appoints Representa-
tives.-The American Transformer Company, Newark, N. J.,
manufacturers of radio and industrial transformers, announces
the appointment of the Westburg Engineering Company, 53 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, and the Electric Apparatus Sales Co.,
10 High St., Boston, as sales representatives in the Chicago and
and New England sections respectively.

Stevens & Wood, Inc. Merged with Allied Engineers,
Inc.-It is announced that the Allied Engineers, Inc. has been
organized to take over the assets, business and organizations of
Stevens & Wood, Inc., Dixie Construction Company and Empire
Construction Company. The new company will be located at
120 Wall Street, New York, about May 1. E. A. Yates, formerly
vice-president of the Southeastern Engineering Company, will be
Chairman of the Board; B. F. Wood, formerly of Stevens &
Wood, Inc., will be president, and W. H. Sawyer, 0. G. Thurlow,
B. L. Huff, R. W. Stovel and A. C. Polk will be vice-presidents.

Steel and Tubes, Inc., announces the removal of the general
sales department of the electrical division from Brooklyn, N. Y.,
to its general offices at 224 East 131st Street, Cleveland. The
personnel is as follows: Morgan P. Ellis, general manager,
electrical division; Murray J. Whitfield, general sales manager,
electrical division; L. E. Fuller, western district sales manager,
Peoples Gas Building, Chicago; James S. Magan, field engineer,
Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, Ill. Local representatives are
established in numerous cities.

New Master Switch For Cranes.-The Electric Controller &
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, 0., announces a new master
switch to regulate the control circuits of the magnetic contactor
controller and intended for use on cranes, hoists, ore bridges,
steel mill machinery and other applications where full speed
control from the master switch is desired. The design of the new
switch insures smooth and ease of operation due to the use of ball
bearings, the short throw of the operating handle, the absence of
gears, and the fact that the contact fingers always ride on unin-
terrupted plane surface.

New Oil Circuit Breaker.-The Pacific Electric Manufac-
turing Corporation, San Francisco, Cal., announces a new oil
circuit breaker, type RW-64, 115 kv., 600 ampere. The new
breaker has welded tanks of boiler plate steel. The operating
shaft is carried on roller bearings, power being transmitted from
this shaft to the rotating vertical shaft by means of bronze bevel
gears that are also carried on roller bearings. The rotating
member that supports the moving contacts consists of a Bakelite
tube having dielectric strength in excess of the requirements of
the A. I. E. E. specifications. The Type MW -40 control is
equipped with a tripping device that permits very high speed
operation. All contacts are shielded to prevent corona loss.
The new breakers are furnished for voltages from 92,000 to
230,000. Orders are now on the books of the company for
breakers of this design for the entire voltage range including
230,000 volt equipment.
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The careful investor judges a
security by the history of its
performance.

KERITE
in a half -century of continuous produc-
tion, has spun out a record of perform-
ance that is unequalled in the history of
insulated wires and cables.

Kerite is a seasoned security.

THE KERITE WaY8c1---,TBIlial) COMPANY INC
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

, .
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Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. L. E. when writing to advertisers.
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USIC

A MODERN IDEA MADE POSSIBLE BY WESTERN ELECTRIC
Many progressive hotels now fill their walls

with music-yours to enjoy by simply switching
on the loud speaker in your room.

Western Electric Public Address System en-
ables a single orchestra to be heard in every room
desired. And the same system-hooked up with
a radio receiver or with the Western Electric
Music Reproducer - distributes through the
building broadcast programs or music from
phonograph records.

In large meeting rooms this Public Address
equipment makes all seats good. Even though you
sit in the last row you hear every word as clearly
as though up front. Schools, hospitals, public
buildings, amusement parks and airports are using
this system to widen the range of hearing.

This equipment, in refinement of workmanship,
tonal quality and reliability, reflects the experi-
ence gained by Western Electric in 50 years of
telephone making.

Western Electric
PUBLIC ADDRESS AND MUSIC REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Distributed by GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Company
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

MADE
BY THE MAKERS

OF YOUR
TELEPHONE
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FULL many a customer's specification has borne this clause and
"blushed unseen" for its implications. If by equivalent is meant

the patterns, appearance, size, semblance of the same materials,
movements, pointers, scales, markings and original degrees of
accuracy-then a Weston has many imitators, but no equivalent.
This is only natural since Weston has pioneered the art and blazed
the trails in all major developments.

Time-and not specification tests-shows up the differences.
Comparative values may seem identical in the beginning, but the
one essential point of demarkation-dependable service-which
can scarcely be provided for in specification tests, becomes more
and more apparent with increasing years of service.

How often do those instruments which have been selected on
the basis of price alone go back for repairs and adjustments? What
are their costs of upkeep? And how much trouble and expense
have they occasioned as a result of customers' complaints, impaired
prestige and lost business?

It pays to install Westons, not only because their eventual cost
is less, but because in no other instruments will be found their
equivalent in satisfactory service to the user or in the measure of
protection they afford in the operation of electrical equipment.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
584 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

INST

feSto4
PIONEERS a,.SINCE 1888

Please mentionmention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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door oil circuit breaker. A short travel

.14mriinl A. I. E. E.

massive spherical arcing contacts of high
thermal capacity, in ten series breaks,
with a consequent swift and effective re-

duction of high arc temperatures, dealSpecifications: 400 and 600 am-
peres, standard voltages up to

promptly and effectively with short cir-230,000 volts. Interrupting ca-
pacities up to 2.500,000 kv-o.

cuits when you install the B0-60 out
of the moving element provides a large break-

ing distance in a minimum of time, and the thermal absorption simultaneously de-24
6 CU.IN. I stroys the arc. Full details on request.

" _ad icrudi rondic
CONDIT ELECTRICAL MFG. COR PORATION

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. I . S. A.

V r
% i 4/

4
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HighVoltages;
Transjiwriners...

for the Cottrell Process

These Cottrell Process Precipitation Transformers
are built in sizes from 2% KVA to 50 KVA, with
standard high-tension voltages of 45,000, 50,000,
55,000, 60,000, 65,000 volts secondary.

Refineries, smelteries, gas companies, and others using the
Cottrell Process have found the high -voltage transformers
especially designed by the American Transformer Company
entirely satisfactory for such mechanical rectifier service.

These Cottrell Process Precipitation Transformers are built
in sizes from 2% KVA to 50 KVA, with standard high-
tension voltages of 45,000, 50,000, 55,000, 60,000, 65,000
volts secondary. They are specially insulated for use with a
mechanical rectifier, which alternately grounds the ends of
the high-tension winding sixty times a second. 'Choke coils
are mounted on the high-tension terminals to reduce high -
frequency disturbances in the transformer. The range in
secondary voltages is obtained by means of taps in the
primary winding.

Transformers for every industrial and laboratory application
are supplied by the American Transformer Company. Our
engineering staff is at your service on any unusual problem.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
Transformer builders for over 29 years

180 Emmet. Street Newark, N. J.

Representatives
Atlanta, Ga. - H. Douglas Stier, 101
Marietta Street
Chicago, Ill. - L. C. Hermann, 4433
North Richmond Street, Ravenswood
Station
Knoxville, Tenn.-Arthur L. Pollard
Minneapolis, Minn.-Elliott Equipment
Co., 708 Sixth Avenue, South

Montreal, Canada - W. 0. Taylor
& Co., Ltd., 415 Canada Cement Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa.-L. D. Joralemon,
112 South 16th Street
San Francisco, Calif. - James H.
Southard, 682 Mission Street
St. Louis, Mo. - J. W. Jones, 432
Pennant Building

_AM E RI CAN
TRANS FORMERS

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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StandardsTODAYThat Give
Reliability to the Suspension Insulator

THE TREATED SANDED SURFACE
WHILE the sanded surface joint aided materially

in lengthening insulator life, through its ability
to prevent slipping and by a better distribution of
stress, it was not until 1917 that full advantage of this
method of assembly was realized.
For 1917 records the first application of the treated
sanded surface-another O -B contribution to insulator
design. The treated sanded surface provides the re-
siliency-the give and take needed in the cemented
joints to relieve strains developed from thermal caus-
es and thus prevent insulator cracking.
Sand alone between cement and glazed porcelain sur-
faces makes a rigid construction. But coating this
sand with a special compound gives resiliency to the
joint-providing relief from thermal stresses without
sacrifice of mechanical or electrical reliability.
Thirteen years of experience with this feature on
millions of O -B Suspension Insulators has fully proved
its great value. Today it is standard-an assembly
method used for practically all cap and pin type sus-
pension insulator units.

0"B
GAVE IT TO THE INDUSTRY IN

1917
Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio

Canadian Ohio Brass Co., Limited
Niagara Falls, Canada

120tH

NEW YORK

Ohie13rass Co
PITTSBURGH CHICAGO CLEVELAND ST. LOUIS ATLANTA DALLAS

CAR EQUIPMENT

UNE MATERIALS
INSULATORS

RAIL BONDS

PORCELAIN

MATERIALS
VALVES

MINING

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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First Aid
for:

Connecting cables, stranded
or solid wires, rods and
tubing.
Connecting two conductors
of same size or different
sizes.

Connecting wires to cables,
cables to rods or tubing.

Connecting conductors at
right angles.

Making three-way splices
at right angles or other
angles or with wires
parallel.

Connecting branch circuit
to main circuit.

ADVERTISING SECTION

t FIT"
CONNECTORS'}

DOSSERT & CO.
242 W. 410. ST. 4

CJN.Y. C ITY

ET the Dossert Book showing the complete line
and also giving valuable data on wires and cables that can
well be written into standard specifications for connectors
and terminals.

Connecting one or two con-
ductors .to lug direct or at
an angle.
Connecting wires or rods to
studs.
Connecting one or two
cables to anchor.
To equalize load on two
feeders.
Connecting to service boxes
and cutouts.
Connecting grounds.
Connectors for all iron pipe
sizes of tubings.
Special connectors for
special services.

DOSSERT & COMPANY
H. B. LOGAN, President

242 West 41st St., New York, N. Y.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Georgia
"his G -E regulating transformer IIICreases

the efficiency of four interstate tie lines
THE diversity of stream flow and load

factor on the power systems of
Alabama and Georgia was such that
major operating economies were
obtained by connecting the systems
through four high -voltage lines.

In order to obtain the proper division
of current among these tie -lines, this
45,000-kv-a. regulating transformer was
installed at the Gadsden station.

The transformer consists of two three-
phase elements. One steps down from
110,000 volts to a load-ratio-cont rot cir-

LE
E S OFFICES

cuit; the other, excited by the first, is in
series with the 110,000 -volt line, giving
20 per cent regulation in eight equal steps.

It is so designed that whenever addition.
al output is required, equipment for air -
pressure cooling can easily be applied
to give a maximum rating of 67,500 kv-a.

The application of transformers with
load ratio control for the regulation of
voltage and phase angle ilecoming in-
creasingly important \\ itll groNx th in
sire and complexity of tranNmi.,ion
networks.

v aft
FALLS

N

OLUMBUS

of stottotA
".facto r

-*For

ti`wIiSAVANNA) -4 gat

THE MAIN LINES OF SOUTHEASTERN
POWER Sr. LIGHT COMPANY

410.20CTRICTIESI N PRINCIPAL CI
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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PIEFINDIPMANCIL IS THE ONLY
MUASUILL OF QUALITY

(:"'"
11 "lit) . ,

THE individual craftsman, working alone, frequently
evolved masterpieces, but thru lack of facilities his

scope was always limited.
Here in the Locke plants we have assembled specialists
and master craftsmen from all over the world. We
have provided them with every known facility for the
production of a better product.
The performance record-your sole gauge of quality-
established by Locke Insulators on transmission sys-
tems everywhere is a standing testimony to the value of
this combination of the man and the machine.

ii
,,,, 10

LOCKS
PORCELAIN INSULATORS
LOCKE INSULATOR CORPOPATION - EALTIMORE MARYLAND

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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A number of 3/8" Ever-
dur bolt rods, exposed to
the elements and kept
under stress beyond their
elastic limit continually for
more than 3 years.

These were strained to 1%
extension during the first
month, to 2% during the
next six months, and to 4%

in the succeeding two and
a half years, with no indi-
cation of failure.

For high strength,
high fatigue limit,

and high
corrosion -resistance

REG. U. S.

(A 96% COPPER -SILICON -MANGANESE ALLOY)

PAT OFF

EVERDUR metal is being widely favored for

many items in transmission line hardware,
because it fulfills the fundamental requirements
of this service-high tensile strength, high fatigue

limit, high resistance to corrosion and immunity

to season -cracking.

In addition, the remarkable ductility of Everdur
renders it particularly serviceable for outdoor use,
where temperature and seasonal changes induce

varying stresses. This ductility also provides an
ample margin of safety even when the metal is
stressed beyond its elastic limit.

Everdur is available in the form of plates, sheets,
rods, wire, tubes, hot -pressed parts, forging blanks
and casting ingots from The American Brass
Company; and leading fabricators are prepared
to supply Everdur in the form of nuts, bolts,

rivets, clips, washers, turn -buckles and other
items of transmission line hardware.

For detailed information, write for Anaconda
Publication E-2, Fourth Edition.

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut
Offices and Agencies in Principal Cities

Canadian Mill: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD.
New Toronto, Ont.

ANACONDA
COPPER A"OtnA BRASS

Mt II I ion the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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ALUMINUM
CABLE
STEEL

REINFORCED

SPANNING THE MISSISSIPPI WITH AMPLE
CLEARANCE IS EASY FOR A. C. S. R.

A span of almost two-thirds of a mile of A.C.S.R. across the
Mississippi River alone made possible the economical construc-
tion of a power line for the Louisiana Power Company.
The conductor was designed to withstand a loading of Ji
radial ice, and 8 lbs. wind pressure at o°F., without exceeding
one half of the ultimate strength of the cable. Both the
conductor and the hardware were specially designed and
fabricated to provide clearance (with maximum safety) for this
long span -3178 feet-over the river.

In every type of installation, A.C.S.R., its inner steel core
providing great strength, and its Alcoa Aluminum strands
combining light weight with good current carrying capacity,
brings reduced dead -load of wire-calls for fewer towers.
The cooperation of Aluminum Company of America engineers
on any highly specialized transmission problem is available.
The booklet, "Electrical Characteristics of A.C.S.R.-, is full
of technical information which you might like to have. May
we send you a copy? ALUMINUM COMPANY of AMERICA;

_ 2448 Oliver PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
7

FA -cc -T:5 -RA A A A 416

ALCOA ALUMINUM

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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THE

MATTHEWS PUILLIFT

A Sale, Fast Puller and Hoist
DESIGNED for pulling slack out of guys or cable, hoisting

transformers and other equipment, the Matthews Pullift
has many uses around the public utility, machine shop and
industrial plant as a hoist and puller. It is exceptionally fast,
1000 pounds can be lifted at the rate of sixteen inches per
minute; heavier loads proportionately. Weighs only 33
pounds. Due to the worm and worm gear, the load is al-
ways carried on the tool and not transmitted back to the

operator. The ratchet handle permits easy operation under
heavy load or in restricted places. Any length of chain can
be used. The magazine is
readily attached to ordetach-
ed from the Pullift and will ac-
commodate 5 feet of chain,
acting as guard for the free
end of the chain when operat-
ing near energized circuits.

Full Rod Length Installations
are Easy Now
The new 6810 Matthews Wrench makes

it easy to install the New Malleable
MATTHEWS SCRULIX ANCHORS to

full length of the rod. This feature gives

an installation of about two feet deeper

because with ordinary screw anchors

it is exceedingly difficult to get a six-
foot anchor down more than four feet

and then the men making the install-
ation are forced to work in uncom-
fortable strained positions. The
illustrations tell the story.

CERTIFIED MALLEABLE

MATTH EWS
SCRULIX ANCHORS

Wrench handle is adjustable on new
Matthews Wrench so that men work in
comfortable position at all times.

Rod is down to full length -
men still in upright position.

With ordinary screw anchors and wrench,
wrench handle catches on ground while
anchor rod is still two feet out of ground.
Men work in uncomfortable position.

J

W. N. MATTHEWS CORPORATION
Engineers and Manufacturers » » 370 6 Forest Park Boulevard »>», St. Louis, Missouri

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Three phase

distribution
transformers

Journal A. I. E. E.

for pole and platform mounting,
offer outstanding advantages over
the use of three single phase units
of equivalent capacity.

Top view showing terminal board of
10 kv-a., three phase transformer.

POINTS OF ADVANTAGE:
1. Lowers cost.
2. All steel cases and covers.
3. Light weight.
4. High efficiency.
5. Five legged, balanced magnetic

circuit core.
6. High dielectric insulation.
7. Lower installation cost.
8. Compact design, permitting joint

pole occupancy with telephone
system.

OLLIS-CHAILMER5
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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To Electrical Men of Industry, this

Looks like any
other Wire,

fr

but Lilt oil the Braid!

- and what you see is the " felted wall " of
asbestos-not just a covering for the copper, but
a real insulation.

Millions of feet of ROCKBESTOS wire and
cable insulated with this "felted wall" and its
variations are already installed in the severe
places in industry.

These millions of feet are installed in both con-
duit and open.
In the boiler rooms of central stations, in iron
and steel mills, giving continuous service under
severe heat conditions-for the felted wall is not
affected. It never deteriorates in any way.

In great industrial plants feeding large motors
which draw tremendous overload currents,

ROCKBESTOSCORPOR
6942 Brawl Central Term. Bldg., New York

2143 Railway Exch. Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

ROCKBESTO

377 NicoLL.
NEW HAVEN,

thereby heating the conductors and eventually
ruining any other kind of insulation but
Rockbestos.
In chemical manufacturing plants, standing up
under the attack of acid vapors-for the felted
wall is not affected by acids.
They're deep in the earth in mines, feeding the
motors in electrically operated machinery, under
simultaneous attack by heat, moisture, oil and
abrasive dusts-under subway cars and in elec-
tric ranges, around kilns and on motion picture
machines.
Write us about your own particular trouble and
your inquiry will be answered by an engineer
who will make helpful recommendations, or
better still, cut out and send the coupon below.

PRODUCTS
A T 10 N

S T.
CONN.

903 Clark Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 716 Madison Term. Bldg., Chicago / Rockbestos
On the Pacific Coast-Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. ,,' Products/ Corp.

/ 377 Nicoll St.
/ New Haven,Conn.

,
/ Send a copy of

/ Bulletin No. 10,

Name

/Firm
,

-the wire with permanentinsulation ,,
ri'dc'Treitsles_________________

,

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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ACCESSIBILITY

Outdoor Voltage
Regulator show-
ing Panel swung
down

due to

the swinging
panel

Indoor Voltage Regulator show-
ing Panel swung open

READY access to its wiring is a very desirable
characteristic of any panel upon which a

number of parts are mounted. Therefore, easy
approach to the rear of the accessory panel is
one of the distinctive points of Westinghouse
Induction Voltage Regulators.

The outdoor regulator panel may be swung
down almost to a horizontal position where it is
supported by a rubber -covered chain. The
indoor regulator panel may be swung open
sideways.

In either case, you obtain easy access to the
wiring of the automatic accessories mounted on
the panel, and convenient inspection of the
connections.

This accessibility is only one of the many good
characteristics of Westinghouse Voltage Regu-
lators. For further information consult the
Westinghouse sales office near you.

Service, prompt and efficient,by a coast -to -coast chain of well-equipped shops

Westinghouse
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Out tor 5

Wel kr liquid clay

391M:beg

of vamcuum
to

De -aerated
quid

Mechanical and Dielectric
faults in porcelain are usually
due to air previously occlud-
ed in the liquid clay. The
Vacuum Process removes the
air and (naturally) the troub-
les due to occluded air.

Forged steel caps are available today
on several makes of insulators be-
cause-and only because-ten years
ago Lapp demanded utmost integrity
and found it in steel.

Insulator No. 6294

Another Reason Why
LAPP INSULATORS

Cost More to Make

YES, even with manufacturing equipment
that is not excelled anywhere for efficiency, every
Lapp Insulator still costs us a premium to produce.

ONE reason- the copper-bearing forged
steel cap. Better than malleable iron, of course. Lapp
originated the forged cap idea, invested thousands
of dollars to put it through. Now, one by one, other
insulator makers are adopting the idea. But reluc-
tant acceptance is not enthusiastic development.

THEN there's the Lapp Over -Potential Test
-112 Kilovolts test instead of 90. And Rounded
Contours that require special handling. And the
Vacuum Process-providing additional security.

MORE costly to produce-more enduring
on the job-but they cost you no more.

I NSULATORS LAPP INSULATOR CO.INc LE ROY NY%U.S.A.

Please mention the JOURNAL, of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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A
SANGAMO METER FOR ANY POLYPHASE LOAD

86-8334-16

The Sangamo Horizontal Polyphase
Meter comprises two single-phase
HC Meters mounted side by side
and geared to the same register.
Comparison of the speed of the
two single-phase disks indicates
power -factor on balanced loads.

Sangamo Vertical
Polyphase Meters are of either two -
disk or three -disk construction, the ele-
ments being mounted on the same shaft
and geared to one register. The two -

element meter is used on standard three-
phase three -wire installations,while the
three -element meter is employed on

three. -phase four -wire installations

where unbalanced load conditions exist.
Either type can be furnished with poten-
tial indicating lamps, if specified.

All Sangamo Polyphase Meters are built with standard HC temperature -compensated

elements. They have bottom -connected bases and are fitted with interchangeable,

removable, moulded individual terminals. A Type HB Demand Register

can be supplied on any Sangamo Polyphase Meter, if specified.

SANGAMO
ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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[EXPLOSION -CHAMBER. OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS)

Years of Successful
Performance

MORE than 15 years ago, General Electric
developed the explosion chamber for inter-

rupting electric energy in its large oil circuit break-

ers. Tests proved the worth of this device-service
corroborated every claim. And there are ample

reasons why, as true to-day as yesterday, its inter-
rupting ability is unexcelled.

In explosion -chamber oil circuit breakers, the arcs
are short in length and duration. The effective
action of the explosion chamber results in consistent
performance at varying currents.

Moreover, the gas is of small volume and is quickly,
effectually cooled. The rate of oil deterioration is

low. There is little contact burning-little main-

tenance.

If interrupting ability must decide oil circuit
breaker selection, remember the superior charac-
teristics of the explosion -chamber type-its years
of successful performance.

GENERAL ELECTR:it

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Achievement
in Submarine Cables
Laying parallel and simultaneous!y three Submarine Cables
across the Mississippi River at Davenport, Iowa, for the Peoples
Power Company. Each Cable of the leadless three conductor
type, four inches in diameter and one mile in length, operat-

ing at 15,000 volts.

THE
development of submarine cables to meet every

render far longer service and assure the
greatest efficiency of transmission-has been the con-
stant aim of the American Steel & Wire Company.

Back of these outstanding products are years of wire
making experience-and this is apparent in superior engi-
neering service-reasonable cost, and proved quality.

No matter what your electrical problem may be-whether
you need standard or special cables for submarine, over-
head or underground use, you will find us ready to serve
you efficiently and economically. We make cables in
any quantity, of any size or type and for any voltage,
to meet the most rigid specifications.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
CORPORATION <> SUBSIDIARY t UNITED STATES STEEL208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago

30 Church Street, New YorkOther Sales Offices: Atlanta Baltimore Birmingham Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Cleveland DallasDenver Detroit Kansas City Memphis Milwaukee Minneapolis -St. Paul Oklahoma City PhiladelphiaPittsburgh Salt Lake City St. Louis Wilkes-Barre WorcesterU. S. Steel Products Co.: San Francisco Los Angeles Portland Seattle Honolulu
Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., New York City

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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YOU CAN BREAK IT BETTER IN AIR -

Auto U-Re-Lite W
with Min -Arc -He
(minimum arc)
barriers.

- AND BEST WITH THE MIN 4 -ARC AV ITE RE - LITE

For the protection of A. C. circuits of 550
volts and under the modern engineer chooses
U-Re-Lites - he knows he can "break it
better in air" because air is a safe, self -
restoring medium.

To make the U-Re-Lite even more effective,
to increase its already high rupturing
capacity, we have recently developed the
Min-Arc-Ite.

The Min-Arc-Ite is a modern application
of a time -proven principle in air break con-
tacts arc stretching coils that reduce short
circuit arcs to a minimum. These coils with

their air cores and their freedom from the
limitations of iron cores exert an arc stretch-
ing force which increases as short circuit
values increase. The coils are firmly im-
bedded in flame -proof barriers surrounding
each pole.

Auto U-Re-Lites W, Senior and Junior are
now built with Min-Arc-Ite barriers - at
no increase in cost.

Send for your copy of the 1930 I -T -E cata-
log giving full information on Min -Arc -Re
U-Re-Lites and other dependable protec-
tive equipment.

1 -T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, 19th and HAMILTON STS., PHILADELPHIA
Birmingham American -Traders Bank Building; Boston, 201 Devonshire; Buffalo, Ellicott Sq. Bldg.; Chicago, 333 N. Michigan Ave.;
Cincinnati, union Trust Bldg,; Cleveland, 430 Terminal Tower Bldg.; Dallas, 1810 Allen Bldg.; Denver, Tramwny Bldg.; Detroit, Penobscot
111(1g.; Duluth, 011 Providence Bldg.; Kansas City, Midland Bldg.; Los Angeles, 100 W. ard; Minneapolis, Plymouth Bldg.; Montreal,
ibi Lagfiudiet Irre Ht. West; New Orleans, Hibernia Bank Bldg.; New York, 12 E. 41st; Omaha, Electric Bldg.; Philadelphia, 1506 Race;
Pittsburgh, Park Bldg. St. Louis, Bank of Commerce Bldg.; San Francisco, Call Bldg.; Seattle, 802 33rd Ave.; Toronto, 401 Adelaide
Ht. E,; Vancouver, 600 Beatty Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Mining Exchange Bldg.

taitesagamilitallaleallialltimismussamearmveraitmiwiross,

tYfresdl/Ax3Jn ." 4

=OR' WAIMMONEVeffkgf .
ISTAVAYAR MR131
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Ball -bearings are best for some applications. Sleeve
bearings are best for other applications. Wagner builds
both. In Wagner ball -bearing Motors the rotor can be
taken out from either end by removing only one end -bell.

Examine the details of bearing mounting in photograph.
II 11* Wagner designers recognize all classes of industrial ser-i*. vice and there is a best Wagner Motor for every job.

It: Wagner advice on motors is impartial because Wagner
!Atbuilds every commercial type of alternating current motor..

Literature on Request

Illt. WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
6400 Plymouth Ave., St. Louis

II 11. Sales and Service in 25 Principal Cities
PRODUCTS . . . FANS . DESK . . . WALL . . . CEILING*TRANSFORMERS . . . POWER
MOTORS . . . SINGLE-PHASE . . POLYPHASE

. DISTRIBUTION . . INSTRUMENT
DIRECT CURRENT

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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AUTOMATIC
PUMPING
Pumps that operate automatically day after day, without an
attendant on the job, are a real economy; no station attendants,
no expensive boilers and standby equipment, no dependence upon
the human element.
Electrically driven pumps can be started and stopped automati-
cally as the water level in the storage tank varies and you will
always be assured of a ready water supply. EC&M Automatic
Pump Control Equipment is your guarantee.

Your pumping stations can be controlled by EC&M Float Switches
or Altitude Gauges thrOugh EC&M Oil -immersed Automatic Com-
pensators or Across -the -line Starters for A. C. motors and through
EC&M Direct Current Starters for D. C. motors.

An EC&M Altitude Regulator will maintain the water level in a
storage tank fifty feet high within limits of one foot. This is done
automatically through the electrical contacts in the Regulator
which are a part of the circuit that controls the starting and stop-
ping of the pump motor.

The EC&M Cushion Tank and Valve installation, as shown in the
diagram below, is designed to prevent those pulsations of the Regu-
lator needle which result from the surging of the water in the pump
discharge line. Spasmodic starting and stopping of the pump motor
will not occur where this cushion tank is provided.

AUTOMAT ICI
CUSHION VALVE

SHUT-OFF VALVE

Ft EGULAT01:$
RELAY

ALTITUDEF
REGULATOR

CUSHION
TAN VC

TO SERVICE
SWITCH

h-PU MP AND MOTOR

INTAKE

EC&M AUTOMATIC
COMPENSATOR.

Send for Bulletin 1100 showing many illustrations of ECGJIV1 Pump Control.

THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MFG. CO.
NEW YORK -50 CHURCH ST.
CHICAGO-CONWAY BLDG.
DETROIT -DIME BANK BLDG.
BIRMINGHAM -BROWN -MARX BLDG.
CINCINNATI -12tIATIOHAL BANE M

DENVER-KITTREDGE BLDG

CLEVELAND,OHIO
LOS ANGELES- 912 E. T HI RD Si
HOUSTON -1006WASHINGTON AVE.
TORONTO-REFORD BLDG.

PHILADELPHIA-WITHERSPODN BLDG.

PITTSBURGH-OLIVER BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO -CALL BUILDING
MONTREAL -CASTLE BLDG
rrU L SA-217EARCHER 51

SEATTLE -ALASKA BLDG.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Thr awe,- drills piriured herr-typical of Ilse ^Clark"
liar of riertricalf, driven tool.- lassinoior shaft
and drill spindle turning in NO11104.1101411111Afkl%
Prreision Boll Bearings. In the larger tool., the in-
termediate gear pindir Ms. iurn in three

lirarings.--J es. I Uri.. Jr. Eirriric Company
manufacturers, Louissilir, 1,

is needed/
IN small tools, with built-in power
units necessarily limited in dimen-
sions, it is doubly important that
friction be minimized so that prac-
tically all the power may go into
useful work. And, because speeds
are high, bearings must be depend.
able, as well.

NORMA-HOFFMANN Precision
Bearings are the choice of large
numbers of small -tool and motor
manufacturers - not only because
they practically eliminate friction
but also because of their superlativ e
stand -up -ability at high speeds and
under severe load conditions.

Have you a similar problem? If so, why not let our engineers work with
yours in soiling it? And ask us for the Catalogs on Precision Bearings.

ram-13mm SEA
N 10:,.

N

N'ORMA WUFFMANN BEARINGS CGRIVRATIVN STAMPURD, CONN., U.S.A.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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100 Horse Power Cen-
tury Totally -Enclosed
Pan -Cooled Squirrel
Cage Induction 3 and
2 Phase Constant -
Speed Continuous.
Duty Motor.

THEY KEEP A -RUNNING

CENTURY -TOTALLY -ENCLOSED
FAN -COOLED MOTORS

Ribbed cast-iron enclosing
covers enclose the motor.
Compressed air used for
cleaning will not force dust
or dirt inside the motor.

SINGLE PHASE,
THREE PHASE,
AND DIRECT
CURRENT MOTORS

Century Totally -Enclosed Fan -Cooled Squirrel Cage Induction
Motors have the size advantages of standard open-rated motors, in
most ratings-plus the added advantage of full protection to the
stator, armature and other internal parts of the motor, all of which
are completely isolated from the outside air.

Continuous operation is assured by the effective exclusion of dust,
dirt and dampness where present in objectionable quantities, or
where its nature and character would have a deteriorating effect
upon the windings or armature.

In the automotive, milling, chemical, cement, textile, foundry, pro-
cess, coke, and other similar industries, there are many applications
to which Century Totally -Enclosed Fan -Cooled Motors are partic-
ularly suited-especially where dust, dirt, lint, ravellings, lamp
black, lead, cast-iron dust, or other abrasive, pulverized or floating
particles are encountered.
Built in standard sizes from 1X to 150 horse power.

CFNTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY
1806 PINE ST. " ST. LOUIS, MO.

40 U. S. and Canadian Stock Points and Afore Than 75 Outside Thereci

MOTORS

MOTOR GENERA-
TOR SETS, ROTARY

CONVERTORS, FANS

AND VENTILATORS

1,9

FOR MORE THAN 2 6 YEARS AT ST. LOUIS
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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WEIGHT 85,600 POUNDS
FABRICATED STEEL SUB -BASE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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THE DIVER
CONSTANT

VOLTAGE INHERENT

BATTERY CHARGER

E R ATOR
RUNS AS

nnOTOR SAFELY

FOR ALL KINDS OF BATTERY CHARGING WITH SAFETY (& ECONOMY
(Floating Trickle-Constant Potential Modified Constant Potential-Cycle)

Three -station
Rochester
Automatic

Charging Set

ROCHESTER ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORP. ROCHESTER,N.Y.

THE inherent safety and constant voltage characteristics
that make the Rochester Diverter Pole generator so success-

ful when floating with a storage battery permit a much simpler
and more rugged automatic control for the parallel charging
of truck batteries.

Some comments by large industrial users --
"Charging set has been work- "Since installing our niverter Pole generator we "We are quite
ing out very satisfactorily." have doubled the average life of our batteries." pleased."

Let us give you names of some users in your locality.

ROCHESTER ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORP.
87 ALLEN STREET ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BUILDERS OF D. C. MOTORS AND GENERATORS FOR. 30 YEARS

Please mention the JOURNAL (ii the A. I. E. F. when writing to advertisers.
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breeze -making
..then and now

ELECTRIC FANS have changed since the day
when Mark Twain made his famous remark:
"I have always had an ambition to throw an
egg into an electric fan." The old-timers were
rather crude affairs when compared with the
efficient little breeze -makers of today.

When the 110 -volt D. C. motor shown above

was still in use, nearly all electrical power dis-
tribution in cities was direct current, making

the use of copper -leaf brushes feasible. Little
attention was paid to noticeable sparking and

commutator wear. Then distribution condi-
tions changed. Fan motors were required to
operate on alternating as well as direct current.

Brushes were required to give several hun-
dred hours of life without commutator wear.
Practically sparkless commutation was de-

manded. Copper brushes were out of the

question-only carbon brushes could meet
these conditions. Special National Pyramid
Brushes were developed to supply the need.

This is just one of thousands of instances
where National Carbon Company, Inc., played
an important part in promoting the progress
of electrical industry. The unlimited facili-
ties offered by National Carbon Research
Laboratories enable our engineers to keep
abreast of current progress.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide d Carbon Corporation

Carbon Sales Division:

SILVER STRAND

EgW.7__/XtzlYaig
CABLE

Cleveland, Ohio

Branch Offices and Factories

New York Pittsburgh Chicago Birmingham San Francisco

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Cotenamel Magnet Wire
on large wooden reel

In addition to magnet
wire Belden also supplies
coil windings to Lincoln

Belden Products

"Lint -Weld" Motors and "Sta-
ble -Arc" Welders have wind-
ings of Belden Magnet Wire.

A Complete Magnet Wire Service
for Motor Manufacturers

TIKE so many other successful manufac-
turers of electrical apparatus, the Lincoln

Electric Company, manufacturers of motors
and arc welders, has found in the Belden
Manufacturing Company a valuable source
of supply for a wide variety of magnet wire,
lead wire, and coil windings.

The Belden Magnet Wire Service covers a
complete range of sizes, shapes and insula-
tions. Big and small Magnet Wire, round,
square, and rectangular Magnet Wire -
Beldenamel, Cotenamel, and Silkenamel
Magnet Wire-Cotton Covered, Silk Covered,
and a tremendous variety of other forms of
wire and insulation to meet every imagi-
nable need are included.

You too will find the Belden Magnet Wire Service a valu-
able asset. Write for quotation on your requirements

Belden Manufacturing Co., 4631 W. Van Buren St.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Belden
Beldenamel and Textile Magnet Wire  Bakelite Moldings  Coil Windings  Automotive Wires and Cables Airplane Assemblies  Radio Wires, Cords and Cables  Rubber Covered Wires Armored Cables Flexible Armature Wires  Motor Lead Wires  Braided and Stranded Copper Cables  Cotton Sleeving

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Switch Machine with in-
sulating blocks of Bakelite
Molded. General Railway

Signal Co_, Rochester, N.Y.

TOUGH BAKELITE MOLDED SURVIVES SHOCKS

OF TRAINS TEARING BY
Railroad switch machines ore built to stand the in addition, the toughness to survive severe re.
gaff of brutal service. Every time o troin tears by, current vibration. It is also non -hygroscopic, im-

these machines ore subjected to the severest sort pervious to oil, and unaffected by weather
of vibration Yet there must be no failure of extremes.

even the smallest port. For failure may mean Two completely -formed Bakelite Molded Blocks
disaster. ore turned out in one operation. They leave the
For the insulating blocks of the G. R. S. switch press with threaded metal inserts firmly embedded,

machine, Bakelite Molded therefore wos the logi- with perfectly -formed grooves, recesses and coun-

col material. This strong, nonbrittle dielectric not ter sunk bolt holes, and with sharply -defined

only possesses the required insulating value but, lettering in relief.

jjko,,, k000loo90 of rho...room:Is of wor wed Opp1.031i0A1 Of BoIel.to Morel olt combined with
Mary room. ospononco rn the 0e.oloosoAf of original 6,no.os 1w etoehivcnt lobos p4e..ost o volooble background for Me
coopefohoo oliefed by but ong.filre,i end ,M1APOttft lobototof tee Wt.,* for booklet 3M, Molcfd...

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 Pork Avenue, New York. CHICAGO OFFICE, 635 West 22nd Street
liALftrif CORPORATION OF CANADA. LIMITED. 163 DuPerin Sheol. Toronto, Ontario

BAK LITE
.M11. No. Noomr No.o. Oro to oo awan.i -11.  moo 11. M.o. , o-oom  ra. 

oOloo No. No mod tow  Imool ...ow...No.  Nlo-..

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES
Nicase ftwilltun the 101....H.NAL.. ul the A I L when uniting to
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U. S. Palenit 1.419.564

1.604.122- 1,697.954

Olher palenit pending.

Foreign pale*.

rih

Type 12. Internal 
For S. A. E. and Standard

Machine Screwi

Are You Rislci g Your
REPUTATION

on an Inferior Lock Washer ?

Type 11, External
For Standard Bolls and Nuts

Type 15. Countersunk
For all Countersunk Screws

Type 20
Locking Terminals-For

Raclioand Electrical Work

THE performance of your product is definitely limited
by its ability to withstand vibration. Should a single

nut work loose, trouble will develop and your reputation
is sure to suffer. That is why it is a serious and costly
mistake to build your product without using throughout,
the most efficient lock washer.

Shakeproof lock washers are acclaimed as the most efficient
lock washer ever produced. The twisted steel teeth bite into
both the nut and the work-it takes applied pressure to
release their hold. They won't spread-they're tangle -proof
and rust -proof, too. On production, Shakeproof lock
washers handle easier - this means faster, neater work and
lower costs.

A test in your own shop will prove all these facts- send for
samples today. Please advise bolt sizes and type desired.

SHAKEPROOF
LockWasher Company

(Division of Illinois Tool Works)

2517 N. KEELER AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS '7t.§ the Twisted Teeth
that lock"

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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EACH CALL MUST BE HANDLED SEPARATELY, EACH FITTED TO THE NEEDS OF THE INDIVIDUAL WHO MAKES IT

65 million calls a day . . . each one
made to order

fln zidvertisement of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

WHEN you pick up your telephone, you may
use $io,000 worth of equipment to talk to your
neighbor three blocks away, or Sio,000,000
worth of equipment to talk 3000 miles across

the continent. Each call must be handled
separately, each made to order.

To render this service in a way that fits the
needs of the American people, the operation of
the System is conducted by 24 different com-
panies, each adapted to the area it serves.

These Associated Companies have the benefit
of study and analysis by the staff of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, leading to progressive improvements

in service. Each of the Bell Companies takes ad-
vantage of the research findings of the Bell
Laboratories, commanding scientific talent un-
surpassed in any industry.

The quality and precision manufacture of the
telephone equipment and apparatus used by the
entire System are assured by the specialized pro-
duction methods of the Western Electric Com-
pany, which manufactures for the Bell System.

Today the Bell System is building ahead of
the requirements of the public-to the end that

the people of this nation may have the

greater telephone facilities which they will
need tomorrow.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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DEPENDABLE
THE design, construction

and materials used
means that you can de-
pend on a Moloney Trans-
former for any installation,
-generation, transmission,
distribution.

MOLONEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo.

n TRANSFORMERS

Insulator Clamps
Copper Fittings
Splicing Slee%es

Disconnects
Choke Coils

Fuse Mountings
Substation Combinations

Air Break Switches
Bus Supports

31rmco builds E.

thts (virtu:n:2f
In all standard :47

and sp,rtal
so:, s-asi.
bull,tans of trt-
rrr.3l 10 'NU.

Memco Engineering & Manufacturing Comp,in, Inc.
381 Hamilton Street, Lung Island City, N. .

I

I

INSULATORS

CANADIAN PORCELAIN CO., Ltd.
Ei

--A

Ila mil ton-On tario--Canada
Quebec District Office London Office

E.

612 Transportation Bldg. 343 Abbey House, 4 1, ictoria Street a
Montr,-.11, Qu. London, S. W. I. a

"!7.1Mia

CHAlvipioN. swiTcH CO
KENovA vA.

SWITCHES `°° PMENT BUS SUPPORTS
HEAVY DUTY OUTDOOR AND INDOOR EQUIPMENT

CATALOGUES UPON REQUEST
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. whrn writing to advertisers.
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F E RRANTI

20,000 KVA 132 KV, 3 phase unit with equipment
for changing taps under load.

The first transformer in commission on the
British Grid System

TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI, LTD. FERRANTI, INC. FERRANTI ELECTRIC, LTD.Hollinwood 130 West 42nd Street 26 Noble StreetEngland New York, N. Y. Toronto, Canada

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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FIBREX Tree Wire
Keeps overhead circuits free

from tree interference

Many leading public utility companies assure uni-
form line voltage by splicing in FIBREX Tree Wire
wherever primary, secondary and arc circuits ex-
tend through the trees.

The entire protection of FIBREX is non-metallic,
and non -inductive. It prevents arcing, short circuits
and leakage. It will not rot and cannot rust. Mois-

ture increases its wearing qualities. It is un-

usually strong both mechanically and electrically.

FIBREX Tree Wire may be obtained in any com-
mercial length. Samples of stock sizes to show
construction and quality will be furnished upon re-
quest.

SIMPLEX WIRE &CABIE
MANUFACTURERS

201 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON
BRANCH SALES OFFICES

CHICAGO, 564 W. Monroe St. SAN FRANCISCO, 890 Fourth St.
NEW YORK, 1828 B'way CLEVELAND, 2019 Union Trust Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA, 1227 Fidelity -Philadelphia Trust Building

JACKSONVILLE, 1010 Barnett National Bank Building

=

g MINERALLAC POLE CLIP
For holding Cable and Conduit

securely on the pole

HOT GALVANIZED

Catalog
No.

Size of Size of 250 V. Standard
Conduit Lead Covered Cable Package

31 WcYtu No. I to 4-0 100

32 1" No. 4-0 to 300 M. 50

33
114,, 500 M. to 700 M. 50

34
1 7" 800 M. to 1125 M. 50

35 2" 1500 M. 50

36 27" 2000 M. (3c 4-0) 50

On rubber -covered cable, Minerallac
Porcelain Bushings should be used

MINERALLAC ELECTRIC COMPANY
25 North Peoria St.

CHICAGO

$$$$$$ ninneorir

Specify

"(Thomas
Quatttp

Insulators
for

Permanently
Dependable

SERVICE

THE R. THOMAS & SONS CO.
Lisbon, Ohio

Boston ChicagoNew York London

==-

KEARNEY
Manufacturers of

Screw Anchors; HI -Tension 4 -in-1 Expansion An-
chors; Solderless Service Connectors; Double Duty
Fuse Cutouts; 7500, 12,000 and 15,000 volt Fuse, Dis-
connect and Fuse -Choke Coil Switching Equipment;
Fuse Pullers; Plug Cutouts; Guy Wire Clips; Sleeve
Twisters with Interchangeable Dies; Hot Tap Clamps;
Yokes; Economy Cable Clamps; Live Line 111ainten-
once Tools and Accessories, previously Tip's Tools.

A Complete Catalog Will be Sent on Request

JAMES R. KEARNEY CORPORATION
422o Clayton Avenue ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Tradition is at once an impelling urge to

emulate the achievements of the past
and to set new standards as a challenge

to the future.

Kuhlman Transformers have been built
for more than a third of a century, and
during that time have established an

enviable reputation for long life and low

losses. That this reputation must be fos-

tered has long been a Kuhlman tradi-
tion . . . a tradition that also quickly
directs the efforts of new members of
the Kuhlman organization as the growth
of the business makes them necessary.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC CO. . . . Bay City, Mich.

KU x3 L.M. A N
TRANSFORMERS

Akron, Ohio
Electric Motor & Repair Co.
High and Barges Sts.

Asheville, N.C,.
Electric Supply Co.,
Commerce Street.,

Atlanta, Georgia
Roy Young
1431 Healy Bldg.

Baltimore, Md.
Industrial Power Equip. Co.
421 W. Camden St.

Boston, Mass.
Geo. H. Wahn Co.
69-71 High Street

Buffalo, N. Y.
John E. Hoffman
280 Carolina St.

Chicago, Ill.
John R. Smith
844 Rush St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
S. L. Currier
833 Union Trust Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio
Public Service Supply Co.
627 Union Trust Bldg.

Dallas, Texas
F. T. Morrissey & Co.
1408 Allen Bldg.

Denver, Colo.
Joy & Cox, Inc.
314 Tramway Bldg.

Detroit, Michigan
Richard P. Johnson
10-230 General Motors Bldg.

Indianapolis, Indiana
Scott Jacqua Co., Inc.
202 Indiana Termina I Whse.

Lincoln, Neb.
Enterprise Electric Co.
1425-35 M. St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
Thomas Machinery Co.
912 E. 3rd St.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Milwaukee, Wis.
Wm. H. Fernholz
1031 Clybourn St.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph L. Barnard
2101 Blaisdell Ave.

Montreal, Quebec
W. 0. Taylor & Co.
415 Bldg.

New Orleans, La.
Lyman C. Reed
1230 Hibernia Bank Bldg.

New York, N. Y.
D. F. Potter , Jr.
Graybar Bldg.

New York (Export)
Parr Electric Export Corp.
77 Warren St.

Omaha, Neb.
J. H. Nicholson
6315 N. 33rd St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
J. Edward Bolich
1015 Chestnut St.

Phoenix, Arizona
Frank C. Fassett
15 East Jackson St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Continental Sales & Eng.Co.
839 Oliver Bldg.

Richmond, Va. ,
Edwin Wortham, Engineers,
Box 910.

San Francisco, Cal.
C. F. Henderson
Call Building

Seattle, Wash.
Equipment Sales Co.
514 Lloyd Bldg.

Toledo, Ohio
Howard J. Wittman
319 Spitzer Bldg.

York, Pa. '

Harry W. Motter
25 N. Duke St.
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protect the low-tension cables, too
A small pothead giving the best protection to low

tension cables. A joint handled in this manner is safe,
flexible, and more effective than when merely taped.

600 volts. Outdoor
and indoor. Shape
"13," Type "L."

These potheads are furnished for one, two,
or three conductor cable. Entrances are of
brass, bodies of cast iron, and tubes of best

quality porcelain. Heayy gaskets seal the
compound and exclude moisture. Stuffing

box or wiping sleeve entrance may be

used. The stuffing box shown has a 2 inch
male pipe thread that you may use your
own standard coupling to attach the pot -
head to any pipe size.

Sturdy and complete
in every detail.

LET US GIVE YOU PRICES AND COMPLETE DETAILS

Potheads Subway Boxes , Cable Terminal Devices Automatic Transfer Switches

G&W Electric Specialty Co.
778o Dante Avenue, Chicago > > > Representatives in Principal Cities

miiimiiiimininimilliimintimumiliiiiinilliiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimmilmimmiimuniiiimminimmilmilinimuumilliollioniuniiiiiiiim
E..7-.

r.4 g

. I
_---Poebling

El
Quality Products

For overhead and underground service.
John A. Roebling's Sons Co. Trenton, New Jersey

g.-

ectrical Wires & Cables

Stranded Weatherproof Wire, Dbl. Bd.

Use the

33 West 39th St.
New York

S
a

a

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

when you need to fill important
executive or engineering positions.
It saves time.
It supplies qualified men.

The Engineering Societies Employment
Service

205 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago

57 Post St.
San Francisco

TRANSFORMERS
And Nothing Else

That's why we can offer real quality at low prices. We serve many big public utility companies.
We are exclusively TRANSFORMER specialist/. We handle nothing else.

We sell, buy, and repair and maintain TRANSFORMERS only.

Wie ELECTRIC SERVICE CO the.

Americas Used Transformer Clearing.; House
212 Walnut Street Cincinnatt.Ohio

We buy modern type transformers-any size-any quantity.
Wanted especially-high voltage large capacity transformers in carload shipments.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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ENGINEERED

by E.E.'s and M.E.'s who consider themselves
a section of your engineering department
assigned to design and make Bus Equipment.
We speak your language, have your standards,
and, in fact, are on your Company's payroll.

BURNDY
ENGINEERING CO. INC
230 EAST 45TH STREET  NEW YORK

Check your
Guy replacements

How often are your men replacing
rusted guy wires? Non -rusting
Copperweld Guy Strand retains its
full strength for the life of the poles.

Copperweld Steel Company
General Offices and Mills

Glassport, Penna.
Please

39

HIGH TENSION COPPER
CONNECTORS and MOULDED
INSULATION ARE DESIGNED
by Practical Engineers

HIGH
TENSION

EQUIPMENT
BUS BAR CLAMPS
CABLE CLAMPS
TERMINAL LUGS
LEAF TERMINALS
END CONNECTORS
BRACING CLAMPS
CONNECTORS
JUNCTION BOXES
EXPANSION JOINTS
MOULDED

INSULATION
TERMINAL BLOCKS

Experience in Central Station
operation and actual contact
with the needs of Public Ser-
vice Companies assures users
of maximum service from
BURKE High Tension Cop-
per Connectors and Moulded
Insulation.

BURKE engineers will gladly
confer with transmission and
distribution engineers concern-
ing specific problems and the
facilities of the BURKE Elec-
tric Company are such that
special designs and specifica-
tions can be made to fit your
requirements.

May we send you our catalog
of High Tension Equipment?

BURKE
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ERIE, PA.
offices in principal cities

MANUFACTURERS OF
ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS AND GENERA-TORS, MOTOR GENERATOR SETS, ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT,
UNIVERSAL MOTORS, COPPER CONNECTORS, MOULDEDBURKELECT INSULATORS, CONTROLEAD TERMINAL BLOCKSmention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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affiummommummoommoimmummomommummoommomommumwoomminimumummummiummoon

The Type 403-B Standard -Signal Generator
is a calibrated oscillator for delivering known
radio -frequency voltages which are localized
between two terminals. Its principal use is in
measuring radio field intensity (field strength)
and in taking sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity
characteristics on radio receivers. It may be used
either with or without modulation; a 400 -cycle
modulating oscillator is contained in the in-
strument and there is provision for supplying
modulating voltages from an external oscillator.

Its range is from 500 to 1500 kilocycles, but
others can be built to cover other bands on
special order.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

Standard -Signal Generator

Manufacturers of Electrical and Radio Laboratory Apparatus

30 State Street CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

E
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E  ELECTRO DYNAMIC COMPANY
E

g
Manufacturers of Ball Bearing Motors Since 1904

BAYONNE, N. J.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities g:

1
a "Quality for ?Half a Centurv" E

a
a

Trade "ESCO"

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.

DESIGN -
DEVELOP -

I PRODUCE

Engineers and Manutueiurers

TYPE NA AIRPLANE GENERATOR

Small Motors, Generators, Dynamotors,
Motor Generators, Rotary Converters, Etc.

FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES-Send Us Your Problems

222 South Street, STAMFORD, CONN., U.S.A.
F.iimiiiimninninummummioninflinniuiuniminimummumiumuniummitiniiiiiiminitinimommituntiummuniimiinummulunk1
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To . . . . Engineers
Manufacturers Inventors

We possess exceptional facilities for doing your
experimental work ... models, dies, tools, in-
struments, light machinery .. . general manu-
facturing . . . inventions developed. Customer's
supervision in machine shop permitted. Over
thirty years' specialized experience. Clients
include Bell Telephone Laboratories, All-America
Cables, Inc., and other well known organizations.

MANUFACTURERS' & INVENTORS' ELECTRIC CO. -.2
E

Incorporated 1897 .E.

__ 228 West Broadway, New York g

_ (Smith Building at Franklin St.) E:

N Tel. Walker 8687-8688 Cable Address "MANDIELECO" E.

Milminuimiiiiiiiiiiiimunimminitiiiiiiiimumiiiiiiiillumniimiiiiiiimilininiiiiiimiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiimilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimminiiimig:

-e-
Complete

Vapor Proof Motor
Starting Installation
WHEN it's

a motor
starting instal-
lation and you
are confronted
with the prob-
lem of atmos-
pheric condi-
tions, it will
pay you to
investigate
Rowan's com-
plete line of
oil immersed
equipment.

TYPE 6200
OIL IMMERSED

SAFETY SWITCH

-- TYPE 73758
0/L IMMERSED

-STARTING SWITCH'

'GloP 4 r' VIII, 55.

THE ROWAN CONTROLLER CO., BALTIMORE, M O.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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"MEYLAN"
PRECISION STOP WATCHES

A. R. J. E. MEYLAN, 264 West 40th St., NEW YORK
Specialists in in the Manufacture of Technical Stop Watches

Used by leading electrical manufactur-
ing and operating companies, govern-
ment bureaus, technical schools, etc.
Send for Folder No. 10, describing
34 types of "Meylan" Precision stop g
watches, with prices.

REPAIR SERVICE
Quotations given on all makes of stop E
watches without obligation or cost. Our men
are experts in the repair of technical watches. g
Send your watches to us for estimates.

Super-Davohm Resistors
"Standards of

Efficiency"

5 to 5 Million Ohms
Guaranteed 1%

Tolerance

Preferred and Spe...tied by
Experts the World Orer for

laboratory standard
high voltage regulators
vacuum tube plate resistors
vacuum tube grid resistors
voltmeter multipliers
telephone equipment
television amplifiers
fading controls

41

158 Summit Street, Newark, N. J.

If your dealer cannot supply you-write

The DAVEN Company
us

isolation resistances

Catalogue sent upon request

RESISTOR SPECIALISTS

After years of research,
development, tests and
thoughtful consideration
of what users require in a
Graphic we take great
pride in announcing this
important addition to our
already extensive lines.

The line comprises
switchboard, wall and port -

I able types, A. C. and
D. C., ammeters, volt-

g- meters, single and poly-
E- phase wattmeters and

power factor meters.
Every man interested in

Graphics will want a copy
of new Bulletin No. AE -
830. Your copy is ready.

Offices in
Principal

g Cities in
g U. S. cud

Canada

GRASSOT FLUXOMETER

AsISTIC, suspended coil galvanometer, usedin conjunction with an exploring coil, for thetesting of magnets of any kind. Its indications are de-termined solely by the total discharge through thecoil, regardless of the speed of discharge.
With this robust but sensitive instrument, measure-ments may be made of

1. Strength of Magnetic Field
2. Pole strength and distribution of mag-

netism in a bar magnet
3. Determination of BAL. curve in samples of

iron
4. Coefficient of mutual induction in a pair of

coils
Discharge through a non -inductive shunt

Fully described in List No. 167-E

5.

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT Co INc

Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments
3510 Grand Central Term., New York

ROLLER -SMITH

Electrical Measuring and Protective Apparatus
MAIN OFFICE:

WORKS:12 Park Place, NEW YORK
Bethlehem, Penna.

Representati,es
in Australia.
Cuba. Japan

and Philippine
Islands

41

Announces

GRAPHICSGRAPHICS

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Principal A. I. E. E. Publications
JOURNAL. Published monthly.

An engineering periodical containing in full or in abstract engineering and theoretical papers as
presented before meetings of the Institute and its Sections and Branches; descriptions of new develop-
ments characterized by notable advances, and items relating to the activities of the Institute and other
organizations.

Subscription price $10.00 per year. Agents, publishers and dealers are allowed 20 per cent dis-
count; a special discount of 50 per cent is allowed on single subscriptions received directly from college

or public libraries. Postage to Canada on annual subscription $0.50 additional, and to foreign coun-
tries, $1.00. (Postage should not be included when computing discounts).

JOURNAL BINDERS. A loose leaf binder, especially designed for the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E.

is now available. The new binder is attractively finished in a long -wearing, processed material,
resembling brown leather. From one to six copies of the JOURNAL can be inserted. The name of
the publication is embossed in gold on the front cover and backbone. The binders are sold in sets
of two at $2.25 or $1.25 for one.

TRANSACTIONS. Published quarterly.
Contains such of the technical papers and reports published by the Institute in the JOURNAL

and elsewhere as are selected and authorized by the Publication Committee; also the discussions on

the technical papers. The TRANSACTIONS form a permanent record of the progress of electrical
engineering.

The subscription price to A. I. E. E. members is $2.00 per year for pamphlet binding and $4.00

for cloth binding. To non-members the cost is $10.00 per year for pamphlet binding, and $12.00 for

cloth binding.
Available volumes of the TRANSACTIONS published prior to 1921 may be obtained at reduced

prices. The volumes in stock and prices will be supplied upon request.
Discounts allowed on the current volume are as follows: 20 per cent to publishers and subscrip-

tion agents 50 per cent to college and public libraries upon direct subscription to Institute headquarters.

INDEX TO TRANSACTIONS. Published every ten years. Vol. III of the TRANSACTIONS
Index (Jan. 1, 1911 to Jan 1, 1922) is a practical bibliography (168 pp.) of all A. I. E. E. papers and
discussions printed during the period 1911-1922. Price to members and non-members $2.00, with

dealers' discount of 20 per cent.

A. I. E. E. STANDARDS.
The work of revision of the A. I. E. E. Standards which has been in progress for several years has

now reached a stage where a large number of sections of the Standards have been approved by the
Board of Directors and are available in pamphlet form, as follows:

1-G en er al Principles Upon Which Temperature
Limits are Based in the Rating of Electrical Machinery,
($.20); 4 -Measurement of Test Voltages in Dielectric
Tests (.30); 5 -Direct -Current Generators and Motors
and Direct -Current Commutator Machines in General,
(.40); 7 -Alternators, Synchronous Motors and Syn-
chronous Machines in General, (.40); *8 -Synchronous
Converters, (.40); 9 -induction Motors and Induction
Machines in General, (.40); 10 -Direct -Current and
Alternating -Current Fractional Horse Power Motors,
(.30); *11 -Railway Motors, (.30); 13 -Transformers,
Induction Regulators and Reactors, (.40); *14 -Instru-
ment Transformers, (.30); *15 -Industrial Control
Apparatus, (.40); *16 -Railway Control and Mine
Locomotive Control Apparatus, (.40); *17f -Mathemati-
cal Symbols, (.30); *17g1 -Letter Symbols for Electrical
Quantities, (.20); 17g6 -Graphical Symbols for Tele-
phone and Telegraph Use. (.20); 19-Oil Circuit Breakers,
(.30); 22 -Disconnecting and Horn Gap Switches,

(.30); 26 -Automatic Stations, (.30); 30 -Wires and
Cables, (.40); 33 -Electrical Measuring Instruments,
(.30); 34 -Telegraphy and Telephony, (.30); *36 -Stor-
age Batteries, (.20); *37 -Illumination, (.30); 38 -Elec-
tric Arc Welding Apparatus, (.40); 39-Electric Resis-
tance Welding Apparatus, (.30); 41-Insulators. (.30);
*42 -Symbols for Electrical Equipment of Buildings,
(.20); 45 -Recommended Practise for Electrical Installa-
tions on Shipboard, ($1.50); *46 --Hard Drawn Alumi-
num Conductors, (.20); *60 -Specifications for Tinned
Soft or Annealed Copper Wire; *61-Specifications for
Soft or Annealed Copper Wire, (No. 60 and 61 published
as one pamphlet), (.30); *63-Specifications for 30 Per
Cent Rubber Insulation for Wire and Cable for General
Purposes, (.30); *69--Specificacions for Cotton Covered
Round Copper Magnet Wire; *70 -Specifications for
Silk Covered Round Copper Magnet Wire; *71 -Specifi-
cations for Enameled Round Copper Magnet Wire,
(No. 69, 70 and 71 published as one pamphlet), (.30).

*Approved as American Standard.
A discount of 50% is allowed to Institute members. Numbers of the Standards Sections should

be given when ordering.

NEW STANDARDS BINDERS. A new and different binder is now available which will hold

all the present Standards pamphlets and reports, and still have room for additional sections. Price

$1.75.

YEAR BOOK OF THE A. I. E. E.
A directory, published annually in March, of the membership of the A. I. E. E. Gives in alpha-

betical order, the names, occupations and addresses of all members. The membership is also listed

in geographical order. The Year Book contains general information regarding the scope and

activities of the Institute, including the Constitution and By -Laws, lists of Sections and Branches,

the various committees, governing body, etc. Single copies will be supplied to members without

charge upon application.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
33 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York, N. Y.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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With a few HAMMER. BLOWS
the industry's leaders cut the cost

of making permanent fastenings

IN ONE SIMPLE OPERATION . . . hundreds of
electrical manufacturers attach name plates and makeother permanent fastenings with Hardened MetallicDrive Screws. They merely hammer these uniqueScrews into drilled or formed holes. No other way isso easy . . . so speedy . . . so economical!
Substantial savings of time and labor are effected
wherever permanent fastenings are made to iron, brass
and aluminum castings, steel, Bakelite, etc. Trouble-some tapping is eliminated-these Screws tap their ownthread. So are broken taps, tapping plates, and scrappedparts resulting from stripped threads when machine
screws are used.

Fastenings made with Hardened Metallic Drive Screwsare more secure than those made with machine screwsor escutcheon pins. They will not loosen even undersevere vibration. Don't fail to try these Screws-the
coupon brings samples for a test. Mail it, now.

PARKER- KALON
TRADE MARKHARDENED METALLIC

RED U S PAT OFFDRIVE SCREWSPAT. JAN. 29.1924 -No. 1482151 -OTHERS PENDING

GENERAL ELECTRIC

'WESTINGHOUSE

WESTERN ELECTRIC :j

CUTLER -HAMMER

ALLIS-CHALMERS

ROBBINS & MYERS

How and Where
these Screws are used
Just hammer the Screw into a
drilled or formed hole. No
tapping necessary. The Screw
cuts its own thread in iron,
brass and aluminum castings,
steel, Bakelite, etc. Makes a
better fastening than a machine
screw or escutcheon pin-it will
not loosen even under vibration.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES
Parker-Kalon Corporation, 198 Varick Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me samples of Hardened Metallic Drive Screws.I want to try them out for

Name.

Address
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.



Books
of Value

to

Electrical
Engineers

\ I \' "1'1( )N

Theory and Design
of Electric Machines

By P. Olt EED Y
Original discussion of principles
on which design must be based,
and novel method of figuring
correct dimensions.

8 nu. Cloth. 365 pp. 227 ithis. $9.00

Pitman's
Technical Dictionary
Engineering and Industrial Science

Edited by ERNE ST SLATER

The words, terms and phrases you want, in
all engineering fields and technical and
scientific trades and industries, arranged on
English alphabetical base and listed in
parallel columns in English, French, Spanish,
Italian, Portuguese, Russian and German.

In 7 Languages
4 sots. 2230 pp. Buckram. $50.00

High Voltage Cables
By P. DUN SHEATH

Theory and practice of high
voltage cables, their manufacture,
installation, maintainance and
performance.

Suo. Cloth. 174 pp.
Illus. with Drawings,
Diagrams and Photographs. $3.00

Write for Complete
List of

Technical Books

ISAAC
PITMAN
& SONS
Publishers

2 W. 45 St.
New York

Journal .1 h:. h:

CONSTANT UNIFORM QUALITY
Intense, continuous service is demanded

of practically all modern electrical equip-
ment. In motors as well as other equipment
insulation must be of the highest quality
to withstand the severe strain to which it
is subjected.

31 years of research and development
have made MICABOND the standard
mica insulation-because of these many
years of valuable experience and the fact
that MICABOND is manufactured almost
entirely by machinery, thereby eliminating
the uncertainties of hand labor, MICA -
BOND is always found to be of constant
uniform quality.

Manufactured in moulding and com-
mutator segment plate, flexible plate,
segments, rings, tubes, tape and punched
or moulded parts, ready for assembly.

Write for further details or send your
specifications for samples and prices

CHICAGO MICA COMPANY
452 Campbell Street

VALPARAISO INDIANA

'12 LJII CP) lir
THE STANDARD MI
VII

Science Abstracts
ALL

electrical engineers actively engaged in the practice of their pro-
fession should subscribe to "Science Abstracts."
Published monthly by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, in associa-

tion with the Physical Society of London, and with the cooperation of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Physical Society and the American
Electrochemical Society, they constitute an invaluable reference library.

Through "Science Abstracts" engineers are enabled to keep in touch with engineer-

ing progress throughout the world, as one hundred and sixty publications, in various
languages, are regularly searched and abstracted. "Science Abstracts" are published
in two sections, as follows:

"A"-PHYSICS-deals with electricity, magnetism, light,
heat, sound, astronomy, chemical physics.

"B"-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-deals with electrical
plant, power transmission, traction, lighting, tele-
graphy, telephony, wireless telegraphy, prime movers,
engineering materials, electrochemistry.

Through special arrangement, members of the A.I.E.E.
may subscribe to "Science Abstracts" at the reduced rate
of $5.00 for each section, and $10 for both. Rates to non-
members are $7.50 for each section and $12.50 for both.

Subscriptions should start with the January issue.
The first volume was issued in 1805. Back numbers are
available, and further information regarding these can be
obtained upon application to Institute headquarters.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
33 West 39th Street, New York
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ILECTRITIE
A high grade fibre board
for electrical insulation.

A material of quality pos
sessing high tensile and
dielectric strength.

Tested and approved by
the Underwriters' Labora.
tories.

Pulp Products Department

WEST VIRGINIA
PULP & PAPER COMPANY
230 Park Avenue 35 East Wacker Drive
New York, N. Y. Chicago, Ill.

:111111I111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111IN

LAVA
INSULATORS
Lava, as a material, is extremely hard
and is possessed of great mechanical
and dielectric strength.
Lava is dense, tough, non -hygroscopic
and unaffected by most solvents.
As a heat resistant material it is very
superior, and combining great thermal
strength with a very low co -efficient of
expansion, wide extremes of temperature
have little effect upon it.

AMERICAN
LAVA CORPORATION

27-67 Williamson Street
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Manufacturers of Heat Resistant Insulators

4 5

FIBROC
LAMINATED PHENOLIC

TUBES
.4-MACHINE THREADED-P-

-4- POLISHED SURFACE-'-
BEAD

GROOVE----o-

"U" GROOVE

'"-DRILLED AND TA7PED -4-
'4- SQUARE GROOVE-P.

-0-- DIE THREAD--0-
FIRM STRONG EDGES-)...

Low moisture absorption and
high di -electric strength, com-
bined with excellent machining
qualities-make Fibroc Tubes
the most adaptable laminated
phenolic tubes on the market.

Fibroc Tubes are made to un-
usually accurate dimensions
and are uniform.

Then too-the inside and outside
circumferences are concentric-
eliminating machining waste.

Made in both X and XX Grade
in diameters from 1/s" inside
diameter up, and all wall thick-
nesses.

Get the facts today.
Samples for test gladly
submitted on application.

FIBROC INSULATION CO.
Laminators Since 1922

510 Lincoln Ave.
VALPARAISO, INDIANA

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in the Fields of Engineering, and Related Arts and Sciences

ALLIED ENGINEERS, Inc.

Engineers and Constructors

120 WALL STREET, NEW YORK

Birmingham, Ala. Jackson, Mich.

AMBURSEN DAMS
Hydroelectric Developments

Water Supply and Irrigation Dams
DAMS ON DIFFICULT FOUNDATIONS

AMBURSEN CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporated

Grand Central Terminal, New York
Kansas City, Mo. Atlanta, Ga.

W. S. BARSTOW & COMPANY
Incorporated

Engineering Design
Construction

50 Pine Street, New York
412 Washington St., Reading, Pa.

BATTEY & KIPP
Incorporated

ENGINEERS
Complete Industrial Plants

Power Plants & Electrical Installations
Engineering Reports, Analyses & Appraisals
231 South LaSalle Street CHICAGO

BLACK & VEATCH
Consulting Engineers

Water, Steam and Electric'Power Investiga-
tions, Design, Supervision ofiConstruction,

Valuation and Tests.

Mutual Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

ROBERT C. BURT, E. E., Ph. D.
DONALD H. LOUGHRIDGE, Ph.D.

Consulting Physicists
Designers and Makers of

Scientific Instruments
PASADENA

327 So. Michigan Ave. California

BYLLESBY
ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

CORPORATION

281 S. La Salle Street
CHICAGO

New York San Francisco

EDWARD E. CLEMENT
Fellow A. I. E. E.

Attorney and Expert
in Patent Causes

Soliciting, Consultation, Reports,
Opinions

McLachlen Bldg. Washington, D. C.
700 10th St., N. W.

DAVID V. FENNESSY

Consulting Power Engineer

MILLS BUILDING EL PASO, TEXAS

FORD, BACON & DAVIS
Incorporated

ENGINEERS
39 Broadway, New York

Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco
New Orleans Chattanooga

FRANK F. FOWLE & CO.

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

MONADNOCK BUILDING CHICAGO

FREYN ENGINEERING COMPANY

Industrial Electric Power
Generation-Application-Purchase

Combustion Engineering
Electric Furnace Installations
310 South Michigan Ave. CHICAGO

HOOSIER ENGINEERING CO.
Erectors of

Transmission Lines and Substations
100 W. Monroe Street

CHICAGO
NEW YORK INDIANAPOLIS
31 Nassau Street 5 E. Market Street

Dugald C. Jackson
Edward L. Moreland

JACKSON & MORELAND
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

31 St. James Ave. Boston, Mass.

ROBERT S. KRUSE

Consultant for Radio
Stations and Manufacturers

103 Meadowbrook Road Telephone
West Hartford, Conn. Hartford 4-5827

N. J. NEALL
Consulting Engineer

for
Electrical and Industrial Properties

12 Pearl Street 41 Broad Street,
BOSTON, MASS NEW YORK CITY

NEILER, RICH & CO.
Electrical and Mechanical

Engineers
Consulting, Designing and

Supervising

431 So. Dearborn St. - - - Chicago

OPHULS & HILL, INC.
ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS

Steam Generating and Electric Power Plants
Ice Making and Refrigerating Plants

112 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW YORK CITY

FARLEY OSGOOD
Consultant

Design, Construction, Operation
Inter -Connection

of
PUBLIC UTILITIES

National Bank of Commerce Building
31 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

Tel.: Rector 7878 Cable Address: Fargood

G. R. SACKMAN, M. E
Assoc. A. I. E. E.

Counsellor at Law
PATENT ATTORNEY

1860 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Suite 1715-16 Phone: Columbus 8945

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

for the
FINANCING-REORGANIZATION-

DESIGN-CONSTRUCTION
of

INDUSTRIALS and PUBLIC UTILITIES
Chicago New York San Francisco

When you require technical advice
Or a solution to an engineering problem

CONSULT THIS DIRECTORY

IIHIIINII
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1 PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in the Fields of Engineering, and Related Arts and Sciences

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING-

Your card in each
of the 24,000 copies
of this issue.

SARGENT & LUNDY
Incorporated

ENGINEERS

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SCOFIELD ENGINEERING CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Utility and Industrial Plants

Design, Construction, Operation
Valuations and Appraisals

PHILADELPHIA

JOHN A. STEVENS, INC.
Established 1909

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Power Plants Paper Mills
Dye Houses Surveys

LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS

STOCKBRIDGE & BORST

Patent Law

41 PARK ROW NEW YORK CITY

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
EXAMINATIONS REPORTS

APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE

PROPERTIES
New York Boston Chicago

THE J. G. WHITE
ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Engineers-Constructors
Oil Refineries and Pipe Lines,
Steam and Water Power Plants

Transmission Systems, Hotels, Apartments,
Offices and Industrial Buildings, Railroads
42 EXCHANGE PLACE NEW YORK

J. G. WRAY & CO.
Engineers

J. G. Wray, Fellow A. I. E. E. Cyrus G. Hill

Utilities and Industrial Properties
Appraisals Construction Rate Surveys
Plans Organizations Estimates
Financial Investigations Management

2190 Bankers Bldg., Chicago

To appear in the following
issue, cards must be re-
ceived not later than the
20th day of the month.

55 Your card in each issue of this publication -12 times a year, will keep
your name and specialized service constantly before the electrical industry.

P
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E -ELECTRICAL Inspections - Tests - Research
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Tests may be used by the purchaser for the following purposes:TESTING (I) To determine the quality of competing samples. This enables the purchase EE of the best quality for the money.LABORATORIES (2) To make sure that shipments comply with specifications. This makes possible
=

-g- the assurance to the customer that shipments match buying samples.
a --E 80th Street and East End Ave. (3) To furnish an impartial decision in case of disputes between purchaser and amanufacturer.NEW YORK

Testing places the whole buying problem on a sound basis.

COPIES of the December (1929) issue of the JOURNAL of theA. I. E. E. are urgently required to meet the demand for this
back number. In mailing such copies to the Institute, please print
your name and address upon the wrapper. Twenty-five cents will be
paid for each copy returned to the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, New York.

WANTED

=

: 4

7E -E

P.31 West 39th Street, New York City
P.Chicago Office: 205 W. Wacker Drive San Francisco Office: 57 Post Street

UNDER THE AUSPICES OFE
a

American Society of Civil Engineers American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical EngineersAmerican Society of Mechanical Engineers American InstituteInstitute of Electrical Engineers
You are invited to use this service, representing over fifty thousand members, to supply your needs E

gfor all classes of engineers, executives and assistants.
--f-- Kindly be specific regarding requirements, salary, location, nature of work, etc. gEmployers wishing to withhold their identity will be sent records of candidates meeting require-t ments specified, otherwise, qualified applicants will be sent in person.

:.-:

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
WALTER V. BROWN, Manager
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers
Manufacturers and agents for machinery and supplies used in the electrical and allied industries.

Note: For reference to the advertisements see the Alphabetical List of Advertisers on page 64.
AIR COMPRESSORS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

AMMETER COMPENSATING COILS
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago

AMMETER, VOLTMETERS
(See INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL)

ANCHORS, GUY
Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis

BATTERY CHARGING APPARATUS
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rochester Electric Products Corp., Roches-

ter, N. Y.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BEARINGS, BALL

Norma -Hoffmann Bearings Corp., Stamford,
Conn.

BOXES, FUSE
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BOXES, JUNCTION

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
G & W Elec. Specialty Co., Chicago
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh

BRUSHES, COMMUTATOR
Carbon

Morganite Brush Co., Inc., L. I. City, N. Y.
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

Copper Graphite
Morganite Brush Co., Inc., L. I. City, N. Y.
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BUS BARS, ALUMINUM

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh
BUS BAR FITTINGS

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Burndy Engineering Co., Inc., New York
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BUSHINGS, PORCELAIN

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
CABLE ACCESSORIES

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va.
Dossert & Co., New York
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

CABLE RACKS
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CABLES
SEE WIRES AND CABLES

CABLEWAYS
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.

CASTINGS, ALUMINUM
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Air-Enclosed

Condit Elec. Mfg. Corp., Boston
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co., The, Philadelphia
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Oil
Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Pacific Electric Mfg. Corp., San Francisco
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

CLAMPS, GUY & CABLE
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Burndy Engineering Co., Inc., New York
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis

CLAMPS, INSULATOR
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va.
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.

COILS, CHOKE
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

COILS, MAGNET
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS AND RINGS
Mica Insulator Co.. New York

CONDENSATION PRODUCTS
Bakelite Corporation, New York

CONDENSERS, RADIO
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, Ill.

CONDENSERS, STEAM
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
CONDUIT, UNDERGROUND FIBRE

Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

CONNECTORS, SOLDERLESS
Burke -Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va.
Dossert & Co., New York
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Burndy Engineering Co., Inc., New York
Dossert & Co., New York
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

CONTACTS, TUNGSTEN
General Electric Co., Schenectady

CONTROLLERS
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore, Md.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

CONVERTERS-SYNCHRONOUS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

COPPER CLAD WIRE
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

COPPERWELD WIRE
Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh

CUT-OUTS
Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., S. Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

DIVERTER POLE GENERATORS
Rochester Electric Products Corp., Roches-

ter, N. Y.

DYNAMOS
(See GENERATORS AND MOTORS)

DYNAMOTORS
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Rochester Electric Products Corp., Roches-

ter, N. Y.

ELECTRIFICATION SUPPLIES, STEAM
ROAD

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

ENGINEERS, CONSULTING AND CON-
TRACTING

(See PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
DIRECTORY)

ENGINES
Gas &Gasoline

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Oil

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Steam

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Manufacturers' and Inventors' Electric Co.

New York

FANS, MOTOR
Century Electric Co., St. Louis
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
FLOW METERS

General Electric Co., Schenectady
FURNACES, ELECTRIC

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
FUSES

Enclosed Refillable
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Enclosed Non -Refillable

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Open Link

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

High -Tension
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FUSE MOUNTINGS
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va.
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.

FUSE PULLERS
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis

\\\

name on our COT anIs your

mailing list A

'for bulletins
and catalog?
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Morganite
Brush Co., Inc.

3302.3320 Anable Ave.,
Long Island City,

N. Y.
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The fascinating story
of Monel Metal-its
properties and uses-
is shown in a new 2.
reel motion picture
film. Write for details
of free distribution.

ADVERTISING SECTION 49

G &W Potheads as used in the Leaside
Station of the Hydro -Electric Power
Commission, Toronto, Ont. Capnut ter
minals of these units are all assembled

with Monel Metal bolts.

G&W potheads have Monel Metal
bolts for rigorous outdoor service
With bolts representing but a fraction of the total cost of
pothead assemblies, engineers want none but the finest
materials available for these parts. Particularly since failure
of fastening equipment might readily lead to costly and
inconvenient consequences.

That's the way the G &W Electric Specialty Companyfigured in furnishing potheads for the Leaside Station of theHydro -Electric Power Commission in Toronto. And that'swhy these units were assembled with bolts of Monel Metal.These experienced manufacturers, with their thorough
technical knowledge of materials, knew that Monel Metalalone offered all the properties required for the kind of per-formance their products would be expected to give. Theyknew that only Monel Metal combines absolute rust immu-nity, and an exceptional corrosion -resistance, with a tensilestrength of well over 100,000 p. s. i. In choosing this scienti-fic high Nickel alloy they knew they were safeguarding thebolts against fatigue failure and corrosion -cracking- in-suring the greatest degree of safety under severest outdoorservice conditions.

We shall be glad to tell you more about the
many electrical uses of Monel Metal and also
supply information that will simplify the task of
specifying for your next installation.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET "BOLTS THAT WILL NOT FAIL"

bk-teRiblli NET
Monet Metal is a reglatered trade mark applied to a techni-
cally controlled nickel -copper alloy of high nickel content.Monel Metal Is mined, smelted, refined. rolled and mar-keted solely by International Nickel.

Detail view of pothead capnut ter-
minal manufactured by G & W
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.,
Chicago, showing aerial lugs
fitted with bolts of Monel Metal.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC., 67 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers-Continued
GEARS, FIBRE

Fibroc Insulation Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
General Electric Co., Schenectady

GENERATORS AND MOTORS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Century Electric Co., St. Louis
Chandeysson Electric Co., St. Louis
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Electro-Dynamic Co., Bayonne, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rochester Electric Products Corp., Roches-

ter, N. Y.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
GENERATING STATION EQUIPMENT

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
GROUND RODS

Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
HARDWARE, POLE LINE AND INSULATOR

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
HEADLIGHTS

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

HEATERS, INDUSTRIAL
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
INDICATORS, REMOTE, WATER LEVEL

Bristol Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.
INDICATORS, SPEED

Bristol Co., The, Watei bury, Conn.
Roller -Smith Co.. New York

INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL
Graphic

Bristol Ce., The, Waterbury, Conn.
Cambridge Instrument Co., New York
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti, Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Indicating

Bristol Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.
Cambridge Instrument Co., New York
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti, Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, El.
Web

urstinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts -

Weston Elec. Inst. Corp., Newark, N. J.
Integrating

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti, Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, Ill.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Radio

Cambridge Instrument Co., New York
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co.' Chicago
Roller -Smith Co., New York

Repairing and Testing
Cambridge Instrument Co., New York
Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co.' Chicago
Roller -Smith Co., New York

Scientific Laboratory, Testing
Cambridge Instrument Co., New York
General Electric Co., Schenectady
,Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Weston Elec. Inst. Corp., Newark, N. J.

INSULATING MATERIALS
Board

General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
West Va. Pulp & Paper Co., New York

Cloth
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

INSULATING MATERIALS-Continued
Corn position

American Lava Corp., Chattanooga
Bakelite Corporation New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Fibroc Insulation Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Westinghouse Elec.  & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Corn pounds

General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Fibre

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Fibroc Insulation Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
West Va. Pulp & Paper Co:, New York

Lava
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mica
Chicago Mica Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Paper

General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Silk

General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Tape

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Okonite Co., The, Passaic, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Varnishes

General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
INSULATORS, HIGH TENSION

Composition
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady

Glass
Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.

Porcelain
Canadian Porcelain Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, West Va
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.
Locke Insulator Corp., Baltimore
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Thomas & Sons Co., R., Lisbon, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Post Type

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
INSULATORS, TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.

INSULATOR PINS
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Thomas & Sons Co., R., Lisbon, 0.

LAMP GUARDS
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis

LAVA
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga

LEAD
St. Joseph Lead Co., New York

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
LOCOMOTIVES, ELECTRIC

General Electric Co, Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
LUBRICANTS

Texas Co., The, New York
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland

METERS, ELECTRICAL
(See INSTRUMENTS ELECTRICAL)

METER SEALS
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MICA PRODUCTS
Chicago Mica Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts.

burgh

MOLDED INSULATION
Bakelite Corporation, New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

MOTORS
(See GENERATORS AND MOTORS)

OHMMETERS
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Weston Elec. Instr. Corp., Newark, N. J.

OIL SEPARATORS & PURIFIERS
Sharpies Specialty Co., The, Philadelphia
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
PANEL BOARDS

(See SWITCHBOARDS)
PATENT ATTORNEYS

(See PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
DIRECTORY)

PLATING GENERATORS
Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Chandeysson Elec. Co., St. Louis
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Rochester Electric Products Corp., Roches-

ter, N. Y.
PLUGS

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
POLE LINE HARDWARE

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
POTHEADS

G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

PULLERS, SLACK
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis

PUMPS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee

RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RAILWAY SUPPLIES, ELECTRIC

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
REACTORS

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

RECTIFIERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E, Pitts-

burgh
REELS, PAYOUT AND TAKEUP

Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis
REGULATORS, VOLTAGE

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RELAYS

Condit Elec. Mfg. Corp., Boston
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RESISTOR UNITS

Daven Company, Newark, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RHEOSTATS

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
ROPE, WIRE

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.

SCREWS
Drive Hardened Metallic

Parker-Kalon Corp., New York
Self -Tapping Hardened

Parker-Kalon Corp., New York
Sheet Metal, Hardened Self -Tapping

Parker -Salon Corp., New York

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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The Laboratories at Corning are gratified indeed
by the enthusiastic reception accorded the 70 kv.

Pyrex Power Insulator.
In this one-piece insulator, weighing but 36 pounds, engineers have seen the

answer to expressed wishes.
The inherent characteristics of this insulator preclude porosity and dete-

rioration.

The inherent characteristics provide its resistance to power arcs and lightning
impulse voltages.

An exclusive feature is the elimination of corona and brush discharges with their
attending disturbances.

When such unusually large strides are made in any product, they are rarely the result
of product refinement. A new principle or new material (the result of scientific re-

search) is usually the influencing factor.
The advantages of the Pyrex* Power Insulator are due to the material from which it is

made.
T. M. Reg. II. S. Pat. Off.

AN ACHIEVEMENT OF CORNING GLASS WORKS, CORNING, N. Y.
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers-Continued
SEARCHLIGHTS

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.:Ilt.; Pitts-

burgh
SLEEVE TWISTERS

Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
SLEEVES, SPLICING

Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES

General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SOLENOIDS

Belden Mfg. Co.. Chicago
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SPRINGS

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
STARTERS, MOTORS

Condit Electrical Mtg. Corp., Boston
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore, Md.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
STOKERS, MECHANICAL

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-
burgh

STOP -WATCHES
Meylan, A. R. & J. E., New York

SUB -STATIONS
American Bridge Co., New York
Champion Switch Co., Kenova, Went Va.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SWITCHBOARDS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Bull Dog Electric Products Co.,Detroit
Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., oston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SWITCHES

Automatic Time
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Disconnecting

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Champion Switch Co., Kenova. West Va.
Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis
Memco Engg. & Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
Pacific Elec. Mfg. Corp., San Francisco
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Fuse

Bull Dog Electric Products Co., Detroit
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis
Metropolitan Device Corp.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Knife
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Matthews Corp., W. N., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Oil

Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Pacific Elec. Mfg. Corp., San Francisco
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Remote Control

Condit Electrical Mfg. Corp., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore, Md.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TELEPHONE CONNECTORS

Kearney Corp., Jas. R., St. Louis
TERMINAL BLOCKS

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
TESTING LABORATORIES

Electrical Testing Labs., New York
TOWERS, TRANSMISSION

American Bridge Co., New York
TRANSFORMERS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Electric Service Co., Cincinnati
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti, Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.

TRANSFORMERS-Continued
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, Ill.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Factory

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Wagner Electric Corp.. St. Louis

Furnace
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Metering

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti, Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Sangamo Electric Co.? Springfield, Ill.

Radio
American Transformer Co., Newark, N.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
Ferranti Inc., New York
Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Street Lighting
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.

TRANSFORMERS, USED
Electric Service Co., Cincinnati

TROLLEY LINE MATERIALS
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TURBINES, HYDRAULIC

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
TURBINES, STEAM

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TURBO -GENERATORS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
VALVE CONTROL, ELECTRIC

Bristol Company, The, Waterbury, Conn.
VALVES, BRASS

Gas, Water, Steam
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.

VARNISHES, INSULATING
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Mica Insulator Co., New York
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
WASHERS, LOCK

Shakeproof Lock Washer Co., Chicago
WELDING MACHINES. ELECTRIC

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
WELDING WIRES & RODS

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Obio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.

WIRES AND CABLES and A. C. S. R.
Aluminum

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh
Armored Cable

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Asbestos Covered
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,

Conn.
Asbestos. Varnished Cambric

Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,
Conn.

Automotive
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Bare Copper
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing

WIRES AND CABLES--Cosillauerf
Copper Clad

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Western Electric Co., All Principal CIlles

Copperweld
Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
Standard Underground Cable Cu., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Flexible Cord

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A. Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.

Flexible Cord, (Healer) 11besto5 Insulated
Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,

Conn.
Heavy Duty Cord

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Safety Cable Company, New York
Simplex Wire & Cable Co.. Boston

Fuse
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Lead Covered (Paper and Varnished Cambric

Insulated)
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co., The, Inc.,

Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Safety Cable Company, New York
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Leads, Asbestos Insulated
Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,

Conn.

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Roebling's Sons Co., John A.? Trenton, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Magnet, Asbestos Insulated
Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,

Conn.
Rubber Insulated

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Safety Cable Company, New York
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Switchboard, Asbestos Insulated
Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,

Conn.
Tree Wire

Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Trolley

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York
Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A.. Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Weatherproof
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York
Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth

Amboy, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

WOOD RESIN
Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.

ZINC
St. Joseph Lead Co., New York

to advertisers.
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Standard Parkway For
speed . . . economy . . . permanence

Standard split joint boxes especially
developed for joints for steel armored
cable. Particularly efficient when it is
desirable to dispense with customary
lead sleeve with wiped joints, or in
case of braided or fiber covered cables
where the lead sleeve is impracticable.

For boulevards, park systems, through high-
ways or lawns-wherever rapid installation
at low cost is desired-that is the place for
Standard Parkway Cable.

For example: note the ease and conven-
ience in this installation of Standard Park-
way Cable for the Westchester County Park
Commission, by James Sugden Company !

Central station executives, and municipal
engineers, keenly aware of the necessity for
inexpensive, permanent construction of dis-
tribution lines, are turning more and more to
buried cable. Easily laid in a shallow trench,
Parkway is physically protected by its own
dependable steel tape. Lay Standard Park-
way and you will avoid replacements.

Let us send an engineer to give you in-
teresting facts on the installation pictured
above. Standard Underground Cable Com-
pany Division of General Cable Corporation,
Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

STANDARD UNDOFERGROUND CABLE COMPANY DIVISION

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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E.-. $ 7,000,000 NEEDED...t

--z.

--2 for a good cause
E.-

r.-

NGINEERING Foundation's Endowment Com-
mittee is trying to raise $7,000,000, of which

.g_

$5,000,000 is for research and $2,000,000 for the
Engineering Societies' Library. Each and every member

.E: of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers can
help, either directly or indirectly-directly by: (a) a cash

....

contribution; or (b) through a legacy, bequest insurance,F.-.

---4 or an annuity. Indirectly, by asking others to contribute.
:.=..

For details, please write to Colonel E. A. Simmons,
g Chairman, Endowment Committee, Engineering Founda-

tion, Inc., 2c) West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

P..

E.-

Jwirlitil A. I. E. E
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December, 1929 Number 11

A Technical Publication Devo*,-4 to
the Selection and Use of Lubricants

THIS ISSUE

PUBLISHED NONTFILY BY

HE TEXAS COMPANY
TEXACO PETROLEUM. PRODUCTS READ

"ILI) IB IR ICA111110144"

ARE you in touch with the latest developments in the field of lubrication?

Would you like to know what engineers in many of the country's largest plants are finding out

about effective lubrication-how they are solving special problems and overcoming difficulties?

Read "Lubrication." This publication is issued monthly by The Texas Company. It is

written by specialists and each issue carries a complete discussion on some particular phase of

lubrication. It brings to you each month a wealth of practical information. "Lubrication"

has the enthusiastic support of equipment manufacturers and is read by thousands of operating

engineers in every part of the world.

Ask to have your name placed on the list to receive "Lubrication" regularly. It is sent you

free of cost, whether you are now using Texaco Lubricants or not, in the interest of better,

more effective lubrication. Write The Texas Company. There is no obligation in any way.

TEXACO
THE TEXAS COMPANY

135 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY LUBRICANTS
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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MURRAY COPPER TUBE GROUND RODS
MAKE

GROUND

TREATMENT

EASY

No other ground rod has the feature of regulating the ground resistance
of the soil to values suitable or desirable to certain operating conditions.
To treat the soil around the ground rod to some desired resistance values,
a copper sulphate or other solution is poured into the ground rod, which,
through holes in the tube, dissipates into the soil surrounding the tube.
Murray Copper Tube Ground Rods provide rust -proof, corrosion -proof,
long life ground connections.
Because of the unique construction which consists of a driving rod, a
seamless copper tube and a driving point they are most easily installed.
The Murray Copper Tube Ground Rod is the ideal driven ground,-it
provides for ground treatment, first cost is lower, transportation charges
are minimum and installation costs the lowest.

Detailed information on request.

METROPOLITAN
DEVICE CORPORATION

1250 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN - NEW YORK

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.



No -Part of Electric

Convenience

Appearance

Economy

Simplicity

Okonite Products
OKONITE

INSULATED
WIRES AND

CABLES
VARNISHED

CAMBRIC
CABLES

OKONITE
INSULATING

TAPE
MANSON and

DUNDEE
FRICTION TAPE

OKONITE
CEMENT

OKOCORD
OKOLOOM

Okonite-Callender
Products

IMPREGNATED
PAPER CABLES

SUPER -TENSION
CABLES

SPLICING
\...,.....\MATERIALS

Plant is Unimportant

THE OKONITE Company has for many years specialized in the
manufacture of service cable and has carried on an extensive

study of its use in the field. This experience has shown the very
important part which this relatively small item of plant plays in the
continuity of service to customers.

It has been well demonstrated that although service wires carry low
voltages, a tough, lasting insulation is nevertheless needed to stand
up under the wear and tear of service. These requirements are fully
met in the combination of OKONITE insulation and the strong, lasting
covering expertly made of selected materials.

The OKONITE Company's duplex and triplex Twisted Service Cables
(for two and three wire service respectively) have been used exten-
sively for many years. They afford a construction that will stand up
under all conditions and amply justify the selection of a quality
product for this work.

We will gladly furnish information regarding the use of Okonite
Twisted Service Cable and methods of installation. Samples will be
sent upon request. Write for our booklet "Twisted Service Cable."

THE OKONITE COMPANY
Founded 1878

THE OKONITE- CALLENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.
Factories: Passaic, N. J. Faterson, N. J.

SALES OFFICES:
NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS

BOSTON ATLANTA BIRMINGHAM SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SEATTLE DALLAS

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Representatives:
Engineering Materials, Limited, Montreal

F. D. Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati, O.

Cuban Representatives:
Victor G. Mendoza Co., Havana

OKONITE QUALITY CANNOT BE WRITTEN INTO A SPECIFICATION



"This Bull Dog AMP Sy stem Will Keep
Our Plant Up-to-date for Years to Come"

Bull Dog
Safety Switches

Bull Dog
Livhting
Panels

-"Bull Dog
Bus -DUCT

Bull Dog
SA FtoFUSE

Feeder
Panels

Bull Dog
Trol-e-DUCT

ce

Bull Dog
Pro -DUCT

Factory or building expansions-changes in
machine or department locations-or addi-
tional loads for power and light-should find
your Electrical Distributing System equal to
any emergency or requirement.

With BULL DOG Systems these expansions or
changes can be readily handled. As future
loads cannot always be anticipated, it is possible
to start with a skeleton system for immediate
requirements and Units can be moved or added
as needed ... . In other words, a BULL DOG
System never becomes obsolete but is mobile
and flexible enough to provide for unlimited
expansion or changes-safely and economically.

Write us for details of a System to fit
your conditions.

BULL DOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
Detroit Michigan

MP
APPARATUS for MASS PRODUCTION

Patents Pending


